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SUMMARY
THE VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
Community colleges are an important part of higher education in the Commonwealth of Virginia, enrolling one out of every three collegiate students. A broad
spectrum of the community is represented in the student body as a result of open
admissions, a wide range of program offerings, and extensive community services.
Students tend to be older, employed and pursue a wide variety of educational
objectives on a part-time basis. Most intend to obtain one of the three degrees
offered (Associate in Arts, Associate in Science, or Associate in Appl ied Science).
About 1 in 3 students intend to transfer to a four year institution and about half
are either preparing for a new job or career, or upgrading present skills. Many
students also enroll in courses simply for their own personal enjoyment and enrichment.
Need for the VCCS

(pp. 1-3)

The need for expanded higher educational opportunities had been demonstrated
by two successive commissions created by the General Assembly during the early
sixties. The Commission on Vocational Education (1962), chaired by Delegate D.
French Slaughter, focused on the need for regional, vocational and technical
programs caused by rapid innovations in technology and the State's industrial
development. The General Assembly established a State Board for Technical Education to plan and administer a system of technical schools. The Commission also
recommended that the feasibility of establishing a comprehensive community college
system be studied.
The Higher Education Study Commission (1964) chaired by Senator Lloyd C. Bird
explored a broad range of educational problems and objectives, identifying the gap
between secondary schools and the four year colleges as the most critical in the
State. The Commission recommended that highest priority be given to the development of a system of comprehensive community colleges for vocational as well as
college transfer purposes.
Legislative Provisions

(pp. 3-5)

In 1966, the General Assembly created a State Board for Community Colleges
empowered to plan, administer, and control a system of comprehensive community
colleges. The department, headed by the Chancellor, was establ ished as the administrative arm of the State Board. The system was to (1) provide educational
opportunities to those excluded from highly selective baccalaureate programs of
four year institutions, (2) prepare individuals for employment, and (3) faci litate
retraining of persons already part of the labor market. Furthermore, it was
designed to end proliferation of the facilities and programs of technical colleges,
branches and extensions of four year colleges, and post secondary technical training centers.
Consistent with the definition of a comprehensive community college in the
enabl ing legislation, areas of instruction now include:
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_Occupational-technical programs designed to prepare technicians,

semi-professional workers and skilled craftsmen for employment.
_University parallel-college transfer programs including freshman

and sophomore courses in arts, sciences and pre-professional
subject areas meeting standards acceptable for transfer to baccalaureate degree programs.
eContinuing adult education including both credit and non credit

classes offered during the day and evening to enable adults to
continue their learning and to enhance knowledge, skills, and
attitudes needed by each individual.
eDevelopmental studies designed to help individuals acquire the

basic skills and understanding necessary to succeed in other
programs of the community college.
Development of VCCS

(pp.5-6)

Growth of the system has been rapid. In 1966, VCCS enrolled about 7,5DD
students and spent $6.8 million for construction and operating costs. By the Fall
term 1974, headcount enrollment exceeded 66,DDD and appropriations for the 1974-76
biennium were about $132 mill ion.
In the Fall of 1974, the VCCS completed an eight year period of intensive
building and development.
The master plan divided the state into 22 regions and colleges were to be
located within either 35 miles or 45 minutes of at least the majority of potential
students. This meant that some colleges would have more than one campus, e.g.
Northern Virginia (5), Tidewater (3), Rappahannock (2), J. Sargeant Reynolds (2),
and Southside (2). There are now a total of 23 colleges and 32 campuses throughout the Commonwealth. Locations vary from densely populated urban centers to
rural areas resulting in substantial enrollment, program and budgetary differences
among the schools. The master plan also specified curricular programs for each
school based on population projections, community interest surveys, and manpower
reports.
The VCCS can be commended for developing a comprehensive system of state-wide
two-year colleges which are accessible throughout the Commonwealth in terms of
location, admissions, tuition, and educational programs. At most schools new
facilities were constructed, although existing facilities of branch, extension, or
technical colleges were utilized where they existed. Local governments provide
the sites for the colleges and many continue to appropriate funds which are
administered by the local college for continued development of the facility and
special services of the college. Selected characteristics of each school are
shown on the following page.
Lack of System-Wide Planning and Control

(pp.113-115)

As most col leges became operational, the VCCS delegated much of the responsibility for planning and some of its original central administrative controls. For
example, a current operational master plan does not exist, and although each
5-2

Table 1
SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF VCCS SCHOOLS

Co 11 ege
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lIe
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville

Year Estab1 ished

1967
1967
1967
1968
1971
1970
1972
1967
1970
1972
1970
1966
1971
1971
1972
1971
1970
1968
1968
1968
1970
1966
1967

*See map for multi-campus locations.

Location*
Weyers Cave
Lynchburg
Clifton Forge
Danvi lIe
Melfa
Fredericksburg
Richmond
Chester
Middletown
Big Stone Gap
Dub 1in
Annandale
Martinsvi lIe
Frankl in
Charlottesvi lIe
Glenns
Alberta
Richlands
Hampton
Portsmouth
Abingdon
Roanoke
Wytheville

1974

1974-76

En ro 11ment

Operating
Appropriations

1,423
2,675
794
1,898
379
913

5,032
2,254
1,049
1,045
1,864
21,439
816
1,097
1,536
983
1,356
1,562
4,034
7,995
1,153
4,181
1,267

$ 2,574,385
4,586,780
1,973,185
4,433,720
906,620
2,296,800
8,614,100
5,352,935
2,603,425
2,153,240
3,384,430
35,606,500
1,646,610
2,183,435
2,420,570
2,614,310
3,065,210
3,810,555
7,168,125
14,858,440
2,295,250
7,252,645
2,800,595
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college is required to design its own institutional educational plan, only 13 are
on file with the department. Twelve are based on information more than five years
old and only one has been updated. More importantly, without a State master plan
these institutional documents represent local interests unrelated to system policies,
priorities, and needs. Delegation of planning to this extent is clearly inconsistent
with the General Assembly's intent to provide a system of comprehensive community
colleges administered and coordinated on a state-wide basis.
The department has identified the need for additional information and monitoring systems and is in the process of developing a computerized management
information system (MIS) to be fully implemented by 1979. However, its progress
has been delayed and a satisfactory method of funding has not yet been established.
Of primary importance to the VCCS top level management is the need to develop key
management indicators necessary for effective centralized coordination and control
of the system. Equally important is the need to insure that existing information
systems are accurate and properly report data on students, enrollments, graduates,
costs, workload and productivity. (pp. 117-121)
Need for Revised Student Classification

(PP.11-13)

The mission of the community colleges requires them to serve a highly diversified, largely part-time student body whose educational needs vary from one or
two courses for personal enjoyment to completion of highly technical degrees.
Therefore, accurate classification of a student's purpose in attending school is
necessary to plan, staff, and budget appropriate educational programs. The department and the colleges report enrollments in four broad categories--university
parallel, occupational-technical, developmental, and unclassified. At the present
time more than half of the student enrollment is unclassified and their educational
objectives are unidentifiable. The JLARC student survey revealed that a substantial
number of students, reported as unclassified, could reasonably be placed in one of
the three principal programs indicated in the following table.
COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND JLARC PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION
Spring Quarter 1974
University
Parallel
Number
VCCS
JLARC

8,042
14,084

%
18
33

OccupationalTechn i ca I
Number
%

Developmental
Number
%

Unclassified
Number
%

13,217
21 ,776

3,270
2,151

19,730
4,877

30
51

7
5

45
11

JLARC's reclassification was based on responses to key survey questions
including: (1) purpose for attending, (2) field of study, (3) degree expected, and
(4) student perception of program enrollment. On this basis the unclassified
category was reduced from 45% to 11% and other categories were proportionately
increased (pp. 47)
Some proportion of community college students may be
difficult to classify because of their I imited objectives for taking courses or
because of record keeping delays occasioned by simultaneous admission and registration.
Every effort, however, should be made by each VCCS college to categorize students
properly to permit sound academic management.
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The difference between the VCCS classification and student objectives
for attending is readily apparent from the following figure. JLARC's reclassification has been used whenever possible in the evaluation of program outcome
effectiveness.

COMPARISON OF ENROLLMENTS AS REPORTED
BY VCCS WITH JLARC CLASSIFICATION
(1974 Academic Year)

40

JLARC

30
20

JLARC

VCCS

10

Occupa tiona 1Technical

Curricular Expansion and Control

UniversityParallel

(pp. 121-124)

The community colleges offer 153 different subjects in which students may
receive a degree, certificate or diploma. Despite this diversity, most students
still tend to major in a limited number of programs. Of the 142 fields of study
in occupational-technical curricula, more than half of all students enroll in 27
subjects and 83% enroll in just 35. Seventy-five percent of all college transfer
students are enrolled. in Associate in Science curricula and most of the remaining 25% are enrolled in Liberal Arts, just one of six Associate in Arts curricula.
The curricula expansion of the VCCS during the early 1970's was exemplified
in the Master Plan for Occupational Education prepared by the department at the
request of the Council of Higher Education. The plan was a compilation of existing or planned programs and it showed a desire to meet the educational needs of
a diverse student population that spanned the entire community. This was a
laudable ambition, in keeping with the educational mood in Virginia and the nation
at the time. The document, however, lacked data based on previous experience,
estimated costs for staff and facilities by program, and a reasonable time
table for the development of new programs within colleges and the system.
Educational Program Evaluation

(pp. 43-86)

The Council of Higher Education has now developed productivity standards
that are to be used to justify continuation of existing programs. Generally,
associate curricula are expected to have an average annual graduation rate of
seven degrees over a several year period. Programs with fewer than seven
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graduates may qualify for continuation if there are 18-22 full-time equivalent
(FTE) students in college transfer programs or 13-17 FTE students in occupational
degree programs. The council also requires an extensive planning process for new
degree programs and prohibits colleges from hiring faculty, enrolling students, or
teaching new courses that are central to a program that has not been approved.
In addition to council requirements, the department also has extensive procedures for the approval of new degree programs. Properly implemented, these
procedures should minimize proliferation and eliminate nonproductive programs. The
desire to meet a wide diversity of student needs, however, and the lack of adequate
monitoring procedures on a college by college basis, has resulted in a large number
of programs that do not have adequate enrollments or graduates. Furthermore, schools
enroll students and offer programs that have not been approved by the councilor
the department where necessary. In fact, two schools have had graduates in unapproved programs.
College Transfer - Enrollment and Graduates (pp. 48-55)
The college transfer mission is principally designed to provide freshman and
sophomore courses acceptable for transfer to baccalaureate programs at senior
colleges and universities. There are eleven fields of specialization in which
students may be awarded an associate degree in either arts or sciences. In each
specific field the college must develop a wide range of courses at freshman and
sophomore levels, employ faculty with specialized skills, and provide laboratory,
classroom, and library facilities. There is little doubt that program proliferation exists--three out of four transfer students enroll in four of the 11 curricula areas. Enrollments also concentrated in a few programs at each school. For
example, engineering is offered at 19 colleges, but eight schools had less than 10
students enrolled in 1974. Furthermore, half of the curricula at all VCCS colleges
had less than seven graduates in 1973-74.
The college transfer program also has high student attrition which can be
partly attributed to early transfers. Nevertheless, in a situation in which less
than one quarter of all students reach sophomore status, more emphasis must be
given to teaching freshman level courses and in reducing the number of special ized
fields. More considerdtion should be given to combining fields with similar objectives. Engineering and Science, for example, could be combined into one curriculum, retaining introductory courses in mathematics, physical and social science,
English and humanities that meet the requirements of either field. Similar combinations could be achieved in the Arts where there is little justification based on
enrollment for more than two curricula--Liberal and Creative Arts.
Generally, students who transfer from a community college successfully apply
and compete for degrees at senior institutions. Most transferring students will be
admitted to a baccalaureate program regardless of whether they have completed an
Associate Degree. Students with degrees are more likely to be admitted than early
transfers. An assessment of grade point average (GPA) by JLARC found the average
transfer student achieves a commendable 2.4 GPA, well above the 2.0 level considered acceptable for graduation. Significant differences were noted at some VCCS
colleges.
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Limited progress has been made toward establishing transfer agreements with
publ icly supported senior institutions in Virginia. Virginia Polytechnic lnstitute
and State University and Radford College have agreed to accept any graduate of a
VCCS school and efforts are being made by a number of community colleges to estab1 ish individual agreements with other institutions both in Virginia and other states.
The Department of Community Colleges, the Council of Higher Education, and public
four-year schools should cooperatively develop an articulation agreement to facilitate
the movement of students through an effective, efficient, and integrated public
higher education program.
At the present time transfer of credits from a community college to a senior
institution is a compl icated process with much of the burden for proper course
selection placed on the student. JLARC analysis of the VCU Transfer Guidelines for
Virginia Community Colleges, found to be representative of most schools, showed
that more than half of all VCCS courses are not transferable. Dnly 22% of all
courses are transferable to any instructional division on either a required or
elective basis. ldentification of courses that may transfer should not be the
sole responsibil ity of the student. The VCCS should develop an annotated code to
designate transferable course offerings to be used in the Curriculum Guide and in
college catalogues. Furthermore, a manual should be provided for the use of
counselors and students that lists the required and elective courses that transfer
to each of Virginia's fifteen public four-year schools. (pp. 55-62)
Dccupational-Technical Programs - Enrollments and Graduates

(pp. 64-74)

Vocational education and training is the principal instructional component of
the VCCS. Consistent with legislative intent, occupational-technical education is
beyond the level of high school vocational training and is taught at both apprenticeship and advanced skill levels. To accommodate both types of training, the
VCCS confers a two-year Associate in Appl ied Science (AAS) degree or awards a
certificate or diploma for courses that require a unique level of instruction.
Eight out of ten vocational students are enrolled in a AAS degree program
offered in six broad technologies: Agricultural and Natural Resources, Arts and
Design, Business, Engineering and lndustrial, Health, and Publ ic Service. Although
142 subject majors are offered, students enrolled in Business Technology, and
Engineering and lndustrial Technology account for two-thirds of the total enrollment
and tend to concentrate in a few fields. For example, in Business Techn'ology,
eight out of ten students major in three of the 11 fields of study--Management,
Secretarial Science, and Accounting. Engineering and lndustrial Technology, the
second largest in terms of enrollment, has the most subject fields. There are 57
offerings and more than half are offered at two schools. ln many cases, these
programs have low enrollments. Agriculture has had the lowest enrollment of all
vocational curricula for the last three years. Yet despite this low enrollment,
subjects are offered at nine different colleges, and Northern Virginia and J.
Sargeant Reynolds, have or plan to establish, branch campuses that emphasize
agricultural subjects.
System-wide, nearly two-thirds of all vocational subjects had less than seven
graduates and over a quarter had none. (pp. 73)
JLARC calculations show that
only a quarter of all vocational students who enter a VCCS school eventually
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graduate. This must be understood within the context of a community college in
which some vocational students do not intend to graduate or complete two full
years of study--some take jobs before graduation and others take courseS to
enhance current employment potential. Nevertheless, most vocational students in
VCCS are enrolled in degree programs and the JLARC student survey found that
86% of all vocational students enrolled in the Spring quarter, 1974 intended to
graduate and receive an award.
The many programs offered without sufficient enrollments or graduates
suggest the need for adequate monitoring by the department and appl ication of
reasonable productivity measures. Because occupational-technical programs are
supposed to be designed to meet the needs of a region, reassessment of local
need is warranted for programs with low productivity. The State Board should also
consider consolidating some programs at fewer schools to serve students with
specialized needs.
The success of occupational-technical programs is largely determined by the
extent to which students gain employment related to their field of study. A
recent departmental follow-up study of former vocational students enrolled from
1966 through 1971 shows that 72% were employed full-time. Also, about half of
the students were in employment related to training; half were not, as shown below.
(pp. 74-78),
EMPLOYMENT ANO JOB RELATEONESS

Classification
Business

% Emp loyees
Full-Time

% In Related
Employment

% Emp loyed Fu 11 Time in Field of
Training

Eng i neer i ng
Health
Publ i c Service
Other

70
51
78
61
76
76

71
59
69
92
78
75

49.7
30.1
53.8
56.1
59.3
57.0

TOTAL

72

72

51.8

Commun i cat ions

Some reasons for unrelated employment cannot be controlled; other reasonS
tend to indicate that the school did not adequately prepare students, or that
the fields of study were not appropriate. Assuming that the findings in the
study were representative of VCCS students each year, JLARC estimates that of
the 33,700 students enrolled in the Spring quarter 1973-74 who were either
preparing for new careers or enhancing job potential:
e24,200 will find full-time employment (most of them in
Virginia)
e17,400 will be employed in a job related to their education.
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-6,800 will be employed in jobs not related to their
education.
-1,800 will find there is no job in the field for which
they were trained and up to 300 additional students will
find they are not qualified in their subject majors.

Generally, performance of occupational programs is quite favorable. However,
the estimate that 1,800 students may not find jobs in thei r field of training is a
substantial criticism.
Program Costs

(pp. 80-86)

Both university parallel and occupational-technical programs can be justified
by many attributes, among them need, service or interest, but costs must be
carefully monitored. A review of cost data for two divisions and selected courses
indicates that cost at some colleges are exceptionally high compared to a vees
mean.

The principal factor found to influence program costs was class size. Simply
stated, there is a high cost associated with low enrollment. JLARe estimates that
the vees could have saved approximately $550,000 over the 1973-74 academic year
by limiting classes with less than 15 students to not more than 45%. This objective
is not unreasonable since fourteen schools achieved a lower percentage of small
classes--some with as few as 20-25%.

CLASSES WITH LESS THAN I; ENROLLEES
AND LESS THAN 10 ENROLLEES BY INSTITUTION
Fall Term, 1973

~

Percent Less

Percent Less

Than 15

Than 10

Southwest Vi rglnla

69%

Eas te rn Shore
southside Vi rginia
Rappahannock
Ge rmanna
Oabney S. Lancaster
VI rginla Highlands
PaulO. Camp
Mountain Empl re
Lord Fai rfax
New River
Wythevi lie

60

Piedmont Virginia
John Ty I e r
Blue Ridge
J. Sa rgean t Reyno I ds
Patr i ck Henry
Ti dewa te r
Danvi lie

68

51%
51

50

63

48

58
60
59
52
52
41
43
46
41
45

45

35

40
37
37
36

32
29
29

27
26
25

37

24

36

21

JJ

34

21
18

Virginia Western

28

Central VI rginia
Thomas Ne I son
Northern Virginia

30

17
16

23

15

21

12
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While community colleges need to have some small classes scheduled to (1) meet the
particular requirements of part-time or evening students, (2) avoid schedul ing
conflicts, and (3) meet the need for individualized teacher-student contact in
specialized classes, there is reason to believe that every col lege could effectively
reduce the number of their classes with 15 or fewer students.
JLARC cost analysis also demonstrated the need for complete review of all
instructional costs. The VCCS's annual instructional cost based on the Fall quarter
1974 was $895 per FTE student, but this varied ;rom a low of $685 at Patrick Henry
to $1,548 at Rappahannock. (pp.- 82f - -This variation in costs cannot be explained
simply in terms of enrollment nor can it be attributed strictly to multiple campus
operations.
Continuing Education

(pp. 87-96)

In addition to college transfer and occupational-technical instruction the
VCCS is charged to provide general and continuing education courses for adults.
Legislative history indicates that continuing education was intended to provide
area residents with educational, cultural, and recreational courses based on
institutional resources but not intended for degrees or awards.
In addition to lectures and cultural events, continuing ed~cation takes the
form of non-credit public service course offerings and programs that meet the
criteria for award of a Continuing Education Unit (CEU). VCCS enrollment data do
not permit identification of continuing education students. Based on the student
survey, however, JLARC concluded that approximately 16% of the VCCS Spring quarter
1974 enrollment could be classified in this category. Most were older than traditional college age students.
Since continuing education is designed to serve the occasional needs of area
adults, one accepted measure of success is the outreach of a college expressed in
terms of the ratio of students per thousand area residents. The higher the ratio,
the more the potential adult population is being served. The ratio for the system
was 9.1 to 1000 in 1973 compared with 5.9 to 1000 in 1970. (pp.89)
While
this is not particularly high with regard to national averages, the prospect for
increased service is encouraging. Generally, JLARC found a positive relationship
between the number of years a VCCS college has been operational and its outreach,
although this does not hold true for all colleges.
Another indicator of continuing education enrollment is age; 60% of all
students are more than 22 years old. College enrollments are also becoming increasingly part-time. In 1972, 11 of the colleges had more part-time than full-time
students, in 1973 the number increased to 16, and by 1974, 20 of the 23 community
colleges had a larger part-time than full-time enrollment.
Non-credit publ ic service offerings which do not award Continuing Education
Units must be totally self supported by students fees. While some class revenues
exceed expenditures and others do not meet expenses, a balance is achieved by using
surplus funds, and in some cases local funds managed by the local community college
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board. At the present time State law requires that all receipts and disbursements
be processed through the State Treasury. This is a departure from previous practice
in which revenues and expenditures for public service programs were managed by each
college's business office. The disadvantages of central ized processing and disbursement seem to outweigh the advantages for these short term public service
courses. An appropriate auditing procedure could adequately insure that funds are
spent for intended purposes.
The department should monitor the conversion of publ ic service courses from
non-credit to credit since it no longer requires application and approval on the
part of the colleges for such changes. The colleges report that most conversions
occur in art and craft courses and are only made when enrollment demand justifies
action. The status change, however, means that a course no longer needs to be self
supporting, and while it costs the student less, it costs the State more. Lack of
monitoring by the department does not permit consistent appl ication of pol icy with
respect to course conversion.

Faculty Productivity

(pp. 136-144)

The VCCS employs 2,040 full-time faculty members and 1,760 part-time teachers
(lecturers). They are the 1 ink between students and the curriculum and their
qual ifications and attitudes largely determine the success or failure of each
institution. Additionally, faculty salaries are the greatest portion of instructional
costs and a large part of the total VCCS budget. Thus, the efficiency of the
system rests heavi lyon the extent to which faculty resources are properly administered.
The JLARC analyzed faculty productivity based on a sample survey. Systemwide, the Fall quarter teaching faculty appear to have a high degree of productivity measured in terms of student credit hours. There were, however, significant
differences in the staffing patterns, productivity, and workload of faculty among
the schools, which present VCCS data systems are inadequate to monitor. Also
according to the productivity analysis, nine schools are in the lowest productivity
range and another nine schools are in the highest.
(pp. 141)
Additionally, an estimated 14% of the full-time teaching faculty in the VCCS
teach less than the minimum standard of 180 student credit hours. This is partially
the result of small classes. Other explanations are not apparent since JLARC
considered assigned administrative duties.
Departmental procedures also do not enable a review of lecturer (part-time
teachers) appointments, even though they constitute 28% of the total workload
system-wide. Moreover lecturer performance is not systematically evaluated on a
regular basis within colleges. This appears to be a serious omission in view of
the many students taught by lecturers.
Enrollment Forecasting for Budget and Facilities (PP.125-128)
There can be do doubt that the lack of data and monitoring capability in the
VCCS impacts adversly on budgeting for the system and for individual colleges. The
enrollment estimate used for budget purposes is a key factor that influences executive recommendations and subsequent legislative approriations. Initial
S-ll

enrollment forecasts are developed by the colleges, reviewed by the department,
and finally approved by the Council of Higher Education. Generally, disagreements
between agencies and between an individual college and the department have been
resolved in favor of the department. Forecasts are made every other year to
coincide with the budget cycle; different formats are used for operating expenses
and capital outlay.
The Department of Community Colleges readily concedes that enrollment
estimating has not been very accurate, and JLARC was assured forecasting has
been improved. JLARC compared actual FTE with the forecast for a four year
period. On a system-wide basis, enrollment projections ranged from 1.8% below
actual in 1970-71 to 13.3% above actual in 1972-73. (pp. 126)
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL FORECAST WITH FTE ENROLLMENT
1970 - 74

Forecast
Actual
Difference
% Difference

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

20,025
20,383
358
1. 8%

26,325
24,624
(1,701)
(6.5%)

33,560
29,113
(4,447)
(13.m

38,712
34,784
(3,928)
(10.5%)

General fund appropriations were calculated by the Division of the Budget on
the basis of $840 for each FTE student in 1970-72 and $988 in 1972-74. If these
dollar amounts accurately reflect fiscal need, the VCCS was appropriated about
$1.1 million more in 1970-72 and approximately $8 mill ion more in 1972-74 in general
funds on the basis of estimated FTE than would have been appropriated if actual
enrollments had been used . .The VCCS subsequently returned $2,046,535 to the
State Treasury in 1973 and $2,214,075 in 1974. A comparison by college of actual
FTE students with the number forecasted for 1972-74 and its impact On appropriations
is presented in the table on the next page.
(pp. 127)
Considerable attention must be directed toward developing reI iable enrollment
forecasts by college. A monitoring system that adjusts budgets after actual enrollment is known is of little use since institutional commitments have already been
made for the acacemic year. Additionally, accurate program enrollment estimates
are also necessary. The large unclassified student category substantially impacts
on operating budgets. JLARC has been unable to determine the existence of an
official departmental pol icy regarding unclassified students. According to most
campus business officers, however, the unclassified group are usually all assigned
to the vocational category, resulting in higher budget estimates because of the
more favorable faculty allowance (one faculty for every 20 FTE students is allowed
for college transfer and one vocational teacher is allowed for 15 FTE students).
This practice is estimated to have resulted in additional allowances of $470,000
during the 1973-74 academic year. (Pp.128)
Both the Council of Higher Education and the State Board should give the
highest priority to developing more accurate estimating procedures and a reI iable
classification system for college students. The General Assembly should carefully
monitor their progress.
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1972-74 APPROPRIATIONS IMPACT
Difference Between Forecasted and Actual FTE Enrollment
Annual FTE by College

Schoo I
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Pau I D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Ti dewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lie
TOTAL

Forecast
FTE

Actual
FTE

Difference
%

Number

Appropr i at ion
per FTE

2,000
2,500
1,075
3, 102
475
1,760
2,850
3,000
1,820
1,130
1,775
21,480
695
1,425
1,350
1,705
1,860
2,200
3,200
7,700
1,675
5,725
1,770

1,523
2,488
921
2,902
336
1,028
1,768
2,572
1,162
931
2,178
19,856
827
1,042
950
763
1,414
2,038
3,933
7,404
1,413
4,722
1,726

24%
477
12
154
14
200
6
139
29
42
732
1,082
38
428
14
658
36
18
199
(403) ( 23)
1,624
8
( 132) ( 19)
383
27
400
30
942
55
446
24
162
7
(733) ( 23)
296
4
262
16
18
1,003
44
-l

$ 1,038
1,011
1,215
912
1,214
1,145
689
1,022
1,155
787
1,035
876
1,504
1,017
941
1,085
1,058
964
925
887
1,171
820
961

72,272

63,897

8,375

12%

$988
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Appropr iat ion
Excess (Shortfall)
$

495, 126
12,132
187, 110
182,400
168,746
838,140
745,498
437,416
759,990
156,613
(417,105)
1,422,624
(198,528)
389,511
376,400
1,022,070
471,868
156,168
(678,025)
262,552
306,802
822,460
42,284
$7,962,252

Capital outlay requirements for the community colleges have been developed
based on space planning standards first developed by the Capital Outlay Coordination
Commission and subsequently revised by the Council of Higher Education. The space
requirements, resulting from these guidelines bear close evaluation. First, the
space standards have not been thoroughly tested by comprehensive utilization studies.
Second, inaccurate enrollment forecasts result in equally inaccurate computation
of space requirements.
At the present time 14 colleges have less space than the standard allowance
and nine colleges have more space than required to accommodate their enrollment
(according to present criteria). JLARC suggests that alternatives to capital
construction be identified and weighed carefully in terms of both short and long
term costs. The VCCS has experienced eight years of rapid growth and now has
facilities at 32 locations throughout the State. However, in the past few years,
changes have occurred in enrollment trends at Virginia's four-year institutions
that could impact on future need for faci lities at community colleges. Enrollment
at four-year institutions has leveled off to the point that excess space has been
reported at several. Careful planning is needed to insure that community college
capacity is kept within long range requirements. Use of other publ ic and private
faci lities to accommodate peak enrollments could provide cost effective alternatives
and bring instruction geographically closer to students. Space planning guides
should also be developed that consider facil ity requirements in relevant terms of
both day and evening students. (pp. 129-135)
Skill Training for Industry

(pp.97-110)

JLARC also reviewed the activities of the Special Training Division of the
department, which has as its objectives: to provide training for new and expanding
industries as an incentive to industrial development; and to provide employment
opportunities to citizens through expanded skill training for specific jobs.
Industries contacted by JLARC praised the division for its activities and several
credited the program as having some part in their decision to locate in the State.
The Division of Industrial Development also gave its support to Special Training's
contribution to continued industrial growth. Despite these comments, JLARC found
several operational shortcomings that hinder effective management, including
substantial deviations from the guidelines under which the division claims to be
operating and inaccurate and unrel iable data with regard to number of persons
trained, hired, and employed.
.
The guidelines which apparently govern the activities of the division were
prepared prior to the existence of the VCCS, and there is no evidence to indicate
that they have been approved by the State Board for Community Colleges. The
differences between operating practices and policies have in several instances
redefined the function without benefit of formal policy review. Examples of
these are shown below. (p. 99)
Guidel ine Pol icy

Operating Practice

.State funds are not to be used for
leasing facilities.

eThe Comptroller reports show State
funds are regularly used for leasing
training facilities and from 19661974, about $50,000 was spent for
that purpose.
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.Training is not to be provided for
normal turnover or for upgrading
present employees.

.Training is conducted for attrition
and to upgrade employees.
In fact,
the largest single training program
is predominately replacement-oriented .

• Training is to be designed for
basic skills and knowledge for
specific jobs by industry provi ded instructors.

.The division has extended the program
to include training instructors and
first-line supervisors.

JLARC found irreconcilable discrepancies in training data provided initially
by the division, data in a division report by industry to the colleges, and data
reported to JLARC by industries. These differences are explained in detail in
Section IV of the report.
The department also emphasizes that trainees return more to the State in the
form of taxes than is spent on training, but there are numerous problems with the
calculation. Principally, the division estimates return based on trainees, not on
the actual number employed, and the results assume all trainees (employees) remain
in their jobs for a full year. Since the division has not conducted a follow-up
of employee activities, actual return to the State cannot be calculated.
The objectives of Special Training require that it serve two different
organizations--the Division of Industrial Development and the VCCS. Better
interaction between Special Training and the colleges would aid the VCCS in its
assessment of other curricular needs and program planning, as well as providing
job and job training opportunities for those students who decide not to continue
formal education. It would also contribute to full util ization of facilities and
staff at community colleges and acquaint new or expanding industri.es with both
special training opportunities and services of the college. If, however, the
primary function of Special Training is to provide an incentive for industrial
expansion, its realignment to the Division of Industrial Development should be
considered.
In any event, the division's recordkeeping system must be overhauled and
improved to accurately reflect information that can be used to assess its effectiveness and value to the Commonwealth. Furthermore, division programs should be
restricted to training for new or expanding industries, and routine preemployment
training for attrition and replacement should be terminated.
Meeting Student Needs
The VCCS was establ ished by the General Assembly to meet the needs of a wide
range of students not being served by the existing public institutions of higher
learning. There can be no doubt that the administrators of the system are
dedicated to fulfi lling this mandate and that student and faculty morale is high
and compliments the goals of the system. JLARC evaluated the extent to which the
system meets student need in several areas, and with few exceptions the overall
impression was favorable.
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Open Program Admissions

(pp.15-22)

The most complex and critical issue revolves around the open program admissions practice of the schools. The General Assembly intended to make appropriate
programs av~ilable to all students who could demonstrate the aptitude and ability
to benefit from them. In 1972, however, as the system was becoming decentralized,
the requirements for standardized diagnostic testing were dropped, and despite
program prerequisites printed in every college catalogue, open admission to programs became a virtual certainty at most colleges. Although some diagnostic procedures are used by most schools, a self advisement policy permits students to
enter programs even thouqh diagnostic procedures determine they lack necessary
qual ifications. While th,s policy can be an avenue to success for students who do
not test well, it can also contribute to failure, disappointment, or dissatisfaction
for many students. One indication that thi.s has adversely affected the overall
quality of the program is that many teaching faculty feel that too many students
entered their classes without the basic skills needed to do the work.
Because of the unique make-up of the VCCS student body, many students drop in
and out of college to take courses as the need arises, and part-time students
enrolled in degree programs often omit quarters and receive their degree over an
extended period. Full-time students, however, can reasonably be expected to complete
their coursework (although not necessarily in two years).
During the three year period from 1970 to 1973 only a quarter of the fulltime freshman enrolled in VCCS degree programs returned the next year as sophomores.
(p. 18) The number of students that graduate is equally small. Between the 1970
and 1972 academic years only 12% of all students enrolled in the VCCS graduated.
Based on the student survey, student attrition is estimated to be between 45-60%
annually.
JLARC has concluded that expansion of educational opportunity that permits
enrollment in programs, many times without regard to ability or purpose, is not
consistent with legislative intent and adversely impacts the performance of the
VCCS in terms of program quality and student completion.
It is reasonable to infer
that completion rates will increase if community col leges apply admission standards
appropriate to curricular areas or at least require greater use of developmental
studies. The VCCS should establish minimum program admission guidelines and develop
a mechanism to monitor their application by each college.
Counsel ing for Student Needs

(PP.23-33)

Counsel ing plays an important role in helping students to receive the maximum
benefit from their college experience, and overall, counseling services were viewed
favorably by students. Based upon a suggested standard of 300-350 students per
counselor, VCCS counseling services are probably understaffed. Only eight schools
meet or exceed this standard. Counselor workload ranges from a low of 190 students
at Eastern Shore to a high of 670 students at Northern Virginia.
(pp.26)
While there is a problem with counselor turnover, it is concentrated at five
colleges located in major urban areas. These five col leges have high studentcounselor ratios and contract terms limit the schools'abil ity to compete with other
employers for experienced counselors.
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Conclusion
The General Assembly charged the VCCS to fill a gap between high school and
four-year colleges. The VCCS should be commended for developing a comprehensive
statewide system of two-year colleges, which are accessible throughout the Commonwealth. JLARC found a high level of student satisfaction, which is indeed a
favorable indicator of performance, and JLARC was impressed with the commitment
of college staff to the community college concept.
The VCCS management team has displayed admirable capabilities by promoting,
planning, organizing, and building a system of twenty-three community colleges in
eight short years. Unfortunately, attention to some day to day management issues
were neglected during the building phase. As a result, departmental management
has not kept pace with the physical growth of the system. Central controls have
been relaxed allowing the colleges to become more and more independent of the
system. Today, the VCCS is faced with inadequate long-range plans, a data
management system in the very early stages of development, and the need to strengthen its research, planning, and enrollment forecasting capability. Prompt attention to each of these important areas is required to insure the VCCS provides
the Commonwealth with the kind of effective and economical educational opportunities mandated by the General Assembly.
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FOREWORD
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission became an
operating arm of the Virginia General Assembly during 1974. Its primary
function is to carry out operational and performance evaluations of
State agencies and programs to determine the extent to which legislative
intent is being carried out in an effective and efficient manner. This
evaluation of the Virginia Community College System is the first staff
report prepared for and accepted by the Commission. The report describes
a community college system in which Virginians can take considerable
pride. At the same time, it identifies administrative and educational
issues that require attention by the VCCS, the Counci I on Higher Education
and the legislature to insure the Commonwealth receives maximum return
from its public expenditures.
Information used in the review was collected principally from
the Council of Higher Education, the Department of Community Colleges,
and each col lege. The staff visited each of the 23 colleges and interviewed many administrative and instructional faculty. Original data were
obtained from three scientific surveys (one among students; one among
teachers, administrators and lecturers; and one among counselors) and
from contact with numerous industries served by the VCCS.
It is JLARC's policy to keep agencies informed of the progress
of our reviews during each phase of the evaluation process. Also,
appropriate agencies are provided a preliminary draft report for comment
as part of an extensive data val idation process. The VCCS, the Council
of Higher Education and the Division of the Budget were requested to
comment on the prel iminary report and their replies are included in
Appendix VII. The Department of Community Colleges chose not to respond
to the preliminary draft, instead, a public statement was issued after
the final report was released. Their written response is included in
Appendix VII along with JLARC comments felt necessary to clarify questions
raised by the VCCS. This procedure is not intended to debate the facts,
indeed we stand on the accuracy of the report.
On behalf of the Commission staff, I wish to express thanks to
each of the JLARC commissioners who provided assistance and support
during the first stages of organizational development, recruitment of
staff and preparation of this initial report. Appreciation is also
extended to Dr. Daniel C. Lewis, Chairman of the State Board for Community Colleges, Dr. Dana B. Hamel, Chancel lor-of the Virginia Community
College System and Dr. Daniel E. Marvin, Jr., Director of the Council of
Higher Education and the members of their staff for the cooperation
received during the course of the evaluation. Finally, special appreciation is extended to the Department of Community Colleges' Management
Services Division for providing computer support during the review.

Ray D. Pethtel
Director

May 2, 1975
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LEGISLATIVE INTENT--THE VCCS, 1975--THE STUDENTS

The Virginia Community College System (VCCS) is designed to meet a
wide range of academic, vocational and cultural interests for the Commonwealth.
Strongly supported by the General Assembly and Governor Mills E. Godwin, VCCS
was built on a base of existing technical institutes, two-year branches, and
extension programs of public senior institutions.
The system is hallmarked by
departmental status to enhance state-wide policy coordination and control,
twenty-three regional schools with thirty-two campuses and comprehensive instruc-

tional programs in co,liege transfer, occupational, and continuing adult education.
More than sixty-six thousand individual students were enrolled in the fall of
1974.
The biennial legislative appropriation for 1974-76 operating expenses
approximates $132 million.
The legislation that estab.1ished VCCS is best understood in the
context of the social and political milieu of the mid 1960's.
This section
explores the conditions that led to a state-wide system of regional, comprehensive community colleges, introduces legislative intent, sets out the scope of
services, and presents a VCCS student profile.
A key shortcoming of the VCCS is its student classification system
which accounts for less than half of all students by program.
A clear understanding of the purpose for which students attend a community college is
essential for both administrative and educational planning purposes.

I.

HIGHER EDUCATION IN VIRGINIA

The Virginia Community College System (VCCS) was establ ished to bring
about greater educational opportunity in the Commonwealth. It grew out of the
need for coordinated post-secondary technical and general education that was
accessible to al I Virginians and relevant to regional needs. The VCCS was the
culmination of several years' work by many educational and political leaders, a
Commission on Vocational Education, a Commission on Higher Education and the
State Council of Higher Education.
In the early 1960's, opportunity for education beyond high school was
limited--most publ ic colleges and universities had restricted capacity, selective
admissions, and costly tuition. Eight of thirteen public colleges and universities admitted only men or only women students and most required above average
academic qualifications. Availability of two-year education was equally limited.
There were eleven branch colleges or extension services sponsored by three senior
institutions that offered two-year degrees, but most of these were designed to
serve as feeders to baccalaureate programs. Only four percent of all collegiate
students were enrolled in two-year schools.
In addition to constraints of size,
the State found it could not meet an increased demand for skilled technicians
required by modern industry. The Commonwealth was rapidly shifting from an
agricultural to an industrial economy, and was eager to attract new industry and
provide increased employment opportunities. Sustained growth required accelerated
ski 11 training or retraining for a substantial portion of the adult working
population.
Vocational Training
In 1962, the General Assembly decided the State urgently needed
increased occupational training and created a Commission on Vocational Education
to asseSs existing programs and recommend ways to expand and improve them. The
commission discussed a wide range of programs suitable to the "needs and aptitudes
of the students and the job requirements of the community." It projected a broad
based potential student population that would require various kinds of training
or retraining. Some levels of technical education would demand a high degree of
academic ski 11 (short of a full four-year college program) whi Ie others might
not require even a high school diploma. 1
The commission found that training needs were different in each part of
the State according to specific job opportunities and, based on these findings
called for a series of post-secondary technical schools administered by an
independent Board of Technical Education. The board would be charged to meet
local needs, avoid duplication of facil ities and coordinate programs with existing branch colleges, extensions and high schools. The cost of equipment and
instruction was to be borne by the State, but each political subdivision served
by a school was expected to provide land and buildings. Tuition fees were to be
fixed low enough "not to discourage attendance by qual i fied and deserving students."
The General Assembly acted on the commission recommendations in 1964 and
created a Board of Technical Education empowered to establish and administer area
vocational and technical schools. The legislation specified that the schools
should provide:

... vocational and technical education to persons who have completed
or left high school .. . who are available for full-time study in preparation
for entering the labor market or for part-time study after entering the
labor market. 2

The General Assembly also acted on another recommendation of the commission-that further study be devoted to establ ishing a system of comprehensive community
colleges to meet all post high school (below the bachelor's degree) educational
needs of the State. Such a system was to recommend ways to consolidate the
branch colleges offering transfer programs, the new technical schools, and high
school adult vocational courses. A Higher Education Study Commission was created,
chaired by State Senator Lloyd C. Bird, which reported to the Governor and
General Assembly in 1965.
The Comprehensive Community College Plan
The Higher Education Study Commission was concerned with a broad range
of issues that related to increased educational opportunity including projected
college enrollment, admission policies, facil ity planning, faculty compensation,
geographic location and community needs. Noting that growth in college
enrollments for the next five years (1965-70) was expected to equal that of the
preceding decade and a half, the commission recommended that each aspect of higher
education be expanded and diversified. For example, it recommended creation of
three additional publ icly supported four-year colleges--George Mason and
Christopher Newport Colleges and Virginia Commonwealth University. lts highest
priority, however, was given to establish the community colleges which the
commission identified as necessary to fill "the most significant gap in Virginia's
present provision of higher education."3
A community college was defined in terms of general concepts and usage
in other states. The comprehensive community college was understood to carry
students two years beyond high school graduation in diversified curricula to gain
vocational competence as well as credits transferable toward a bachelor's degree.
lt was assumed that each community in which a school was located would participate
in institutional pol icy-making and course offerings could be tailored to regional
needs. ln addition to standard freshman and sophomore transfer courses and
technical subjects leading directly to employment, colleges should offer credit
and non-credit adult education to meet a wide range of cultural interests.
Student counsel ing was generally recognized as a major responsibil ity of the
college--relating educational plans to abil ities, encouraging those who should
continue their education, and suggesting alternatives for those who seemed unable
to profit from further instruction. According to the commission, counsel ing was
to be used primarily to help students find the proper direction to gain the most
from their educational experience. 4
The commission's specific recommendations built the community college
system on the base of fledgl ing technical schools already establ ished. The Board
of Technical Education would be renamed as the Board of Community Colleges and
given responsibi 1ity to establ ish, control, and govern all publ ic post high
school institutions. These were to include both two-year branches, technical
colleges, and other post secondary vocational programs, thus bringing an end to
any possible proliferation of competing courses. The criteria used to locate new
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schools suggested the board take into account plans already made by the Board of
Technical Education. Each institution was to be allowed local autonomy in its
operations complemented by effective state-wide coordination. Local boards were
to: assist in identifying regional educational needs; enlist support of the
community; and, exercise general operational control. The State Council of
Higher Education would coordinate community colleges and other higher education
institutions in such fashion as to protect and preserve the identity of the
community college against encroachment by senior institutions.
These recommendations became the basis of the community college
legislation passed by the General Assembly in 1966. Many statutory provisions
reflect commission recommendations or adopt the language of the earl ier bill
establ ishing the technical colleges. Several provisions, however, were amended
to mirror the political climate of that time, especially apprehension about
maintaining high quality instruction. For example, the commission recommended
incorporation of all branches into the proposed system to end duplication of
competing programs. When the bill was finally introduced, three branch schools
were not included--the Clinch Valley branch of the University of Virginia,
Danville Community College, a branch of Virginia Polytechnic lnstitute; and,
Richard Bland, a branch of the College of Will iam and Mary. Attempt~~ere made
to force exemption of additional branch schools based on arguments ranging from
local pride to fear that the new community colleges could not obtain accreditation. The branches, it was argued, were able to attract high caliber students
and faculty to high quality programs because they were identified with prestigious
institutions. After extensive publ ic debate, the bill was passed and signed into
law. Richard Bland and Danville Community College continued as branch institutions (Danville subsequently joined the VCCS in 1968). Clinch Valley was
converted from a two-year to a four-year school. Agreement was reached that the
new community colleges could become high quality institutions.
Two other statutory modifications were made. First, the provision
intended to protect the integrity of the two-year colleges was changed to assure
four-year institutions that they might continue to offer programs beyond the
sophomore level in the branch schools, even after their conversion to community
colleges. And, second, an advisory committee, consisting of seven members (one
from the Senate, one from the House of Delegates, and five appointed by the
Governor) was authorized to help solve accreditation problems. Actual transfer
of each branch school was to be delayed until the institution was certified
ready for accreditation. (The advisory committee was not established but
accreditation did not prove difficult.)
With these few exceptions, the branches, technical colleges and
vocational-technical programs became the nucleus of the VCCS.
The Community College Legislation
The VCCS is headed by a State Board whose administrative arm is the
Department of Community Colleges. The department is authorized to provide
coordinated management services for the system as well as exercise, on behalf of
the board, educational pol icy leadership. Statute defines a comprehensive
community college by the types of education offered:
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"Comprehensive Community College" means an institution of higher
education which offers instruction in one or more of the following
fields:
1 - freshman and sophomore courses in arts and sciences
acceptable for transfer in baccalaureate degree
programs;
2 - diversified technical curricula including programs
leading to the associate degree;
3 - vocational and technica ..I education leading directly
to employment; and
4 - courses in general and continuing education for adults
in the above fields. 5

Program offerings are coordinated by the State Board in conjunction
with the Council of Higher Education. The legislation indicates "instruction in
one or more of the following fields" to allow flexibility in establishing
appropriate programs for each college. The col leges should, therefore, be
similar but not necessarily identical, and some may not offer all different types
of instruction. Delegate D. French Slaughter, a principal sponsor of the
legislation in the House of Delegates, argued the system should have a great deal
of flexibi 1ity.
"In Lee, Scott, and Wise (highly rural counties), for example
if the demand is for transfer students and you do not have a single
demand for a technical course, then this is all right--we should
offer what the students need in the region.,,6

Since the Commission on Higher Education desired to make comprehensive postsecondary education accessible throughout Virginia in one coordinated system, it
can be assumed that most colleges would have at least a part of each type of
instruction.
In any event, the General Assembly delegated authority to the State
Board to plan, establ ish and administer the system.
In doing so, it clearly made
the board responsible for both educational qual ity and content by mandating that:
... the board shall recognize the need for excellence in all
curricula and shall endeavor to establish and maintain standards
appropriate to the various purposes the respective programs are
designed to serve. 7

Although specific standards are not set out in the statute, legislative
history clearly indicates that appropriate educational standards relate to
admissions, curricular relevance, level and quality of instruction.
Admission standards were not to unduly restrict any high school
graduate from enroll ing at a community college. The Commission on Higher
Education, in fact, asserted admission policy should be "to provide every high
school graduate who really wants an education the opportunity to prove he or she
can successfully carry a program of college-level studies." It questioned the
ability of any method to accurately predict an individual's capacity to do college
work, and blamed restrictive admissions at four-year institutions on both lack of
facil ities and restrictive admission standards. Community colleges in contrast
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were to provide an opportunity for "high school graduates of all levels of
competence to cant i nue the i r educat ion.

II

Program admission prerequisites, however, should differ in regard to
the aptitude and level of academic abi 1 ity necessary for success, and appropriate
admission standards should be commensurate with program goals. Counsel ing
services have a primary responsibil ity to place students in programs suited to
their abil ities as well as interests. The commission cited an example of a
student who cannot do well in foreign languages who might do well in a technical
curriculum. Alternatively, a student who starts out to be a repairman might have
real abil ity in mathematics and science and be counseled to enroll in a program
that will prepare him to be an engineer or scientist. The commission stated that
students of low academic ability could be given a program of general education

to increase interest and capacity.

The board was also made responsible for establishing and maintaining
programs taught at a level necessary to ful fi 11 thei r purpose. Freshman and
sophomore courses are to be transferable and taught at the same level as in fouryear colleges. Occupational-technical courses should be related to community
and employer needs and keep pace with "the complexity and rapidity of technological growth and economic changes." Occupational programs not only should prepare
graduates for immediate employment but should also be relevant to the vocational
and cultural needs of adults in the community served.
The Community College System
VCCS began to operate in 1966 when Virginia Western at Roanoke opened
its doors. The college had been formed by joining Roanoke Technical Institute,
a branch of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, with the School of General Studies
Branch of. the University of Virginia. Six other schools were added in quick
order:
_Northern Vi rginia (Northern Vi rginia Technical Insti tute)
-Danville (Danville Technical Institute)
-New River (New River Vocational School)
-Thomas Nelson (Peninsula Vocational Center)
-Blue Ridge (Valley Vocational School)
-Virginia Highlands (Washington County Vocational School).
In its first year, VCCS enrolled about 7,500 students and spent about $3 million
for construction along with another $3.8 mil lion for operating costs. Growth in
terms of individual students and costs has been steady, and by the 1973-74
academic year, more than 83,000 individual students enrolled in system courses
with annual operating expenditures that exceeded $55 million.
The state-approved master plan originally envisioned twenty-two separate
schools. By 1974, there were twenty-three colleges with thirty-two campuses to
serve each area of the State (see map at end of this chapter) with two additional
campuses planned--a Norfolk campus for Tidewater and a Goochland County campus
for J. Sargeant Reynolds. Total expenditures from all funding sources for capital
construction between 1966 and 1974 have been $85,840,786.
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VCCS ENROLLMENT AND EXPENDITURES
1966-1974
Yea r

VCCS Students

Annual Operating Expenditures

1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

7,573
12,370
22,797
30,341
39,765
52,143
66,199
83,347

$ 3,871,514
9,485,190
16,236,412
19,600,951
24,345,078
31,505,802
42,876,040
55,471 ,074

Source:

Letter from Mr. L. Daniel Crooks, Department of Community Colleges,
Director for Administration and Finance, dated March 12, 1975.

The Department of Community Colleges reported headcount enrollment for
the fall quarter of 1974 in excess of 66,000 and full-time equivalent (FTE)
enrollment at just under 40,000.
(FTE is calculated by dividing total credit
hours produced by a full-time student load of 15 credits for one academic term
or by 45 credits for One academic year.) Two-thirds of all students are enrolled
for part-time study. Only three schools, Danville, Virginia Highlands, and
Wytheville report part-time enrollment at less than 50 percent.
Each of the twenty-three schools offer six functional program areas:
eUniversity Parallel (College Transfer)
eOccupationa1-Technica1
eGenera1 and Continuing Adult Education
eSpecial Training
eDeve10pmenta1 Studies
-Community Service
If a student wishes to special ize in one particular subject, there are 153
distinct majors to choose from that can result in an Associate Degree, Certificate,
or Diploma. Many other individual courses of instruction are available with or
without credit.
Total legislative appropriations for VCCS operations are about $132
mi 11 ion for the 1974-76 biennium of which $7 mill ion is allotted to the department
and $125 mill ion supports the colleges. These data (1974 enrollment and
appropriations) are detailed for each school in Table 2. Additional statistics
related to enrollment are contained in the appendices to this report.
JLARC Evaluation Methodology
Information used in this evaluation
Department of Community Colleges, the Council
college. The JLARC staff visited each of the
administrative and instructional faculty.
In
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was collected principally from the
of Higher Education and each
23 colleges and interviewed many
each case where data were rearranged

Tab 1e 2
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS & APPROPRIATIONS
Fall, 1974
Head Count

College
Blue Ridge
Central Vi rginia
Oabney S. Lancaster
Oanville
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
PaulO. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville

1 ,423
2,675
794
1,898
379
913
5,032
2,254
1 ,049
1 ,045
1,864
21 ,439
816
1,097
1 ,536
983
1 ,356
1 ,562
4,034
7,995
1 , 153
4,181
1 ,267

Enrollment
FTE Count
882
1 ,541
445
1 ,369
248
541
2,858
1 ,259
644
589
1 ,231
11 ,974
513
597
900
527
695
1 ,104
2,401
4,878
799
2,622
857

Oepa rtment of
Community Colleges

Source:

$ 2,574,385
4,586,780
1,973,185
4,433,720
906,620
2,296,800
8,614,100
5,352,935
2,603,425
2,153,240
3,384,430
35,606,500
1,646,610
2,183,435
2,420,570
2,626,470
3,065,210
3,810,555
7,168,125
14,858,440
2,295,250
7,252,645
2,800,595
6,955,760

66,745

Total

1974-76
Operating Appropriations

39,474

$131,569,785

(enrollment) Oepartment of Communi ty Colleges Enrollment Report,
November 5, 1974.
(appropriations) 1974-1976 Appropriations Act.

or derived from information not part of a public record, a source statement has
been prepared to indicate its origin.
To obtain original data on the VCCS, JLARC carried out three surveys:
one among students; one among teachers, administrators and lecturers; and one

among counselors. The one among counselors consisted of all counselors currently
employed by the VCCS. The other two surveys were based upon samples of respondents
scientifically drawn to be representative of the VCCS. A detailed description of
the survey methodology, the samples used and the checks made of reliabil ity are
contained in the Technical Appendix. The use of such surveys were important to
this evaluation in two ways: One, they provided an independent check on
information suppl ied to us by the VCCS. Second, they fi Iled in gaps where the
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VCCS information systems either have not been developed or have not been
sufficiently refined to permit an external analysis by desired objectives. Used
in this way, such surveys are an effective tool for indicating major differences
within the system and for describing the VCCS itself.
Surveys are also most useful to assess "c lientele satisfaction", an
important measure of program performance.
In this regard, one finding is common
to each survey. There is a high degree of system-wide satisfaction on the part
of students with their community college experience, and an equally high degree
of commitment and morale on the part of the administrative and teaching staffs
with the community college concept. This level of satisfaction is indeed one
indication of the performance of the VCCS and reflects favorably on its
accomplishments. The value of Virginia's two-year degree and certificate
education has been judged successful by the students and faculty directly exposed
to it. Even though satisfaction is high, each survey highl ighted a number of
problems in VCCS and in some instances at specific schools. In this regard it
should be pointed out that the surveys are best seen as indicators of which schools
are atypical of the system rather than as a precise measure of each of the
twenty-three schools. These areas and extremes are discussed in the following
sections.
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A COMMUN1TY COllEGE STUDENT PROFllE
Virginia community college students are young--over two-thirds are
under 30. Students between 17 and 22, the traditional college population, are
the largest single age group (36%) but they just barely outnumber students who
are 23-30 years old (34%). Most of the remaining third are between 31 and 50
with about four percent older than 50 and less than one percent older than 65.
These age groups represent three distinct instructional service populations:
students who enter college immediately after high school to pursue an Associate
Degree, young adults who return to school after a few years' absence to take job
enrichment courses, and older persons who return after a much longer absence
principally for their own personal enjoyment. Only the first group fits the
traditional mold of a college student and it is the only one in which a majority
(3 out of 4) enroll full-time.
The VCCS is almost evenly divided between the sexes (53% male, 47%
female), and it is predominately white. One out of eight students system-wide
is non-white; minority enrollment, however, is higher at some schools. Most of
the schools with high minority enrollment are situated in areas of sizable Black
or other minority population.
Residential patterns indicate a substantial number of students own
homes--more than rent or live with parents. Most students who own homes are
part-time, while the majority of the students who live with their parents are
full-time. An interesting note to residential patterns as well as age is that
of about 2150 developmental students, half own homes and are over 30 years old.
Thus, VCCS does serve some students who would probably not qualify academically
for usual or desired higher educational options--although not in great numbers.
The finding that community colleges serve several different types of
students conforms with the General Assembly's original intent. However, the
service groups vary considerably throughout the system. For example, a majority
of students at some schools appear to be primarily in the 17-22 year range,
especially at Central Virginia and Patrick Henry, an indication that such schools
are more traditional educational institutions than most community colleges.
This assumption is buttressed by the fact that such schools also have a high
concentration of single students 1 iving at home, another general measure of a
traditional college student. ln contrast, about half the students at Tidewater
are between 31 and 50 years old and own their own homes, reflecting a greater
orientation toward the community at large.
Occupational Characteristics
Most students are employed--only one in four respondents said they did
This student profile is based on responses to the JlARC survey of VCCS students
that attended college during the spring quarter of the 1973-74 academic year.
System-wide survey findings compare generally with information collected by the
department, although some discrepancies were noted between the two with regard to
specific schools. The profile focuses primarily on system characteristics but
notes significant variations at specific schools. Detailed tables for selected
demographic characteristics are contained in Appendix 1.
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not work.
Interestingly, over hal f of the students are employed full-time, a
markedly different characteristic than the usual college student. Three-fourths
of the students reported in occupational-technical programs and the unclassified
category are employed full-time, but only a third enrolled in university parallel
curricula have jobs.
There is a wide representation of different occupations. Three-fourths
of the survey respondents are either in a business, engineering, or publ ic service
field. About half of all employed individuals intend to remain in their current
occupation; the remainder intend to change jobs, generally as a result of
community college training. Occupational patterns of those intending to change
jobs are not greatly different from current employment except there is a
significant proportion planning to enter health fields, increasing the health
share of the total from 5% to almost 20%.
The VCCS, then, draws its students from a wide range of occupations
and enrolls a substantial number of students who are full-time employees, denoting
that community colleges in Virginia are more than "just another place to go to
college". More important, however, is the benefit that the community colleges are
bel ieved by students to have on occupational patterns:
they apparently enhance
job mobility or advancement and in some instances, such as health fields, contribute to an expanded source of trained personnel.

Educational Objectives
Student educational objectives may be inferred by program enrollment.
However, analysis is compl icated by the reporting system VCCS uses to classify
students. The department reports enrollment in four broad categories--university
parallel, occupational-technical, developmental and unclassified.
Unclassified
students account for more than ha I f of a II enro II ment on a system-wi de bas is.
Actually, many unclassified students should be classified in a program category.
Analysis of the data on students attending community colleges during the spring
term of 1974 found substantial differences between the VCCS classification and
student response to program enrollment questions. Therefore, JLARC reclassified
students by using responses to four survey questions; purpose of attending, field
of study, degree expected, and student perception of program enrollment.
(See
Technical Appendix)
Figure 1 shows the relationship by program category of the official
classification taken from departmental files, the student's self classification,
and the JLARC assigned classification. Clearly, a redistribution of unclassified
students into curricular programs is essential to permit accurate assessment of
performance according to educational objectives.
In light of this situation, the
program outcome measures reported in the following sections use the JLARC assigned
classification wherever possible.
The importance of Figure 1 in this profile is to establish that the
current enrollment reporting system used by the department does not clearly
address student educational objectives. Without that information, the VCCS has
I ittle chance of routinely evaluating its own accomplishments, needs, or shortcomings, thus adversely impacting instructional program planning and budget
requi rements (both discussed in detai I in later sections).
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Students
JLARC
Department

Students attend community college for a variety of reasons. Figure 2
illustrates attendance by purpose for each enrollment category and for all students.
The largest category (one-third) attend in order to prepare for a new job or
career. Students planning to transfer to a four-year college are the second
largest group and those seeking to increase present job skills are third. Only
one in six students indicate they are enrolled purely for personal enjoyment.
Two-thirds of the students in the university parallel program intend to transfer
to a four-year college but about a third are also enrolled to increase job
advancement potential. There is more division of purpose among occupational
students, approximately half are preparing for a career whi Ie another third seek
to upgrade current ski lIs. Students in developmental programs are more evenly
divided; a quarter seek to transfer, a quarter report they are enrolled for their
own enjoyment, and a third are preparing for a new job.
Another way to view enrollment is to determine whether student
orientation is for a preparatory or advancement purpose.
Preparatory purposes
include those aimed at future education or careers; advancement is concerned
with present employment. Here the configuration is quite different and the VCCS
appears to be largely a preparatory system--review of Figure 2 shows that three
out of five students are preparing for a job or to transfer. Most students
attending community college also expect to receive an award from the school
(seven out of ten respondents). Most of the students surveyed reported they would
receive an Associate Degree (62%) and only one in ten responded their program
resulted in a diploma or certificate. About 28% did not expect any award.
VCCS students are evenly spl it between full-time and part-time status
and day and evening enrollment, but not all full-time students take classes during
the day, nor do all part-time students enroll in evening classes. Three-fourths
of the day students are full-time, and five out of six evening students are parttime.
In addition, college transfer students generally enroll as full-time day
students while occupational students are equally divided between full and parttime, day and evening. Unclassified students are usually part-time and attend
evening classes.
Virginia's community colleges can be said to serve a substantial cross
section of the State's population. The student body includes persons taking
courses for enjoyment, preparing for or advancing a career, and other students
traditionally associated with higher education. This heterogeneous population is
evidence that the VCCS broadly serves the people of Virginia.
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Figure 2
STUDENT PURPOSE IN ATTENDING
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
BY PROGRAM & SYSTEM
(Spring Quarter, 1974)
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JLARC Stu den t Sur vey, September, 1974.
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ADMISSION - COUNSELING - ACCESSIBILITY

The primary attraction to a community college has been its accessibil-

ity -- programs, courses, locations and costs are within reach of most
Virginians.
Accessibility has been achieved, in part, by an open-door
admissions practice not only for the school but also for programs.
Open
program admission is not consistent with legislative intent and State
Board policy and has adversely affected program quality and program
completion.
Counseling services, apart from admission responsibilities,
are well received by students and faculty.
Nevertheless, counselor
turnover and workloads need careful review.
This section focuses on the processes through which students enter a
community college, select programs and learn about themselves and school
resources.
Finally, JLARC discusses the impact VCCS has had on the
availability of post-secondary education in the Commonwealth.
A mBjor
part of this section deals with program completion rates.
For the past
four years (1970-1974) about 12% of all VCCS students have graduated
from the system.
There can be little doubt that overall geographic, financial and
program accessibility provided by the VCCS has eliminated much of the
gap in higher education in Virginia.

11.

COLLEGE AND PROGRAM ADMISSIONS

The VCCS has an open-door admissions policy. A community college
education is available to any person who is at least 18 years of age or has
graduated from high school and who shows, through counselinq and testinq, he or
she can benefi t from instruction. State Board pol icy requi res that an addi tional
prerequisite be met for admission to instructional programs--that students demonstrate the aptitude and skill necessary to complete them. 8 This two-step
admissions procedure is premised on the fact that a wide range of programs are
available and the assumption that there are effective mechanisms to place students
in curricular areas consistent with their abil ity. These procedures conform with
legislative intent. Even though State Board pol icy conforms with intent, VCCS does
not have system-wide qual itative program admission standards nor sufficient controls to insure there is compliance with pol icy.
Until 1970, the American College Test (ACT) was used to determine the
appropriateness of program admission. Between 1970 and 1972, the department
required the Comparative Guidance and Placement Program (CGP) test to measure
student interest and aptitude. Adoption of the CGP was recommended by a departmental Ad Hoc Committee on Testing that concluded the CGP was more appropriate
than the ACT because it was closely related to the "unique needs of two-year
college students". Subsequent follow-up testing at Central Virginia Community
College, requested by the committee, found that CGP scores were generally related
to academic success and that low test scores correlated with low grades. 9 But
in 1972, the CGP was dropped as a system requirement and admission pol icy was
delegated to each college. In part, this decision reportedly was made "because of
the 'open admission' pol icy that alloyo students to walk in, make application and
register for classes simultaneously."
Admission Practice at the Colleges
Delegation of admission policy to individual colleges has resulted in
a virtual open program admission practice. According to most college catalogues
program admission requires an applicant to have general academic preparation. For
example, university parallel students generally must have four units of high
school Engl ish, two units of preparatory mathematics, one unit of laboratory
science, and one unit of social studies. There are differences according to field
of study--science and engineering programs generally require three or four years
of preparatory mathematics; liberal arts usually requires one year of history;
most occupational-technical programs require students to demonstrate proficiency
in mathematics or Engl ish. If a student does not meet these minimum prerequisites,
most schools suggest appl icants take developmental courses to up-grade their skills.
In addition to the general preparatory requirements, program admissions
are also supposed to be limited to those students who have demonstrated aptitude
and skills. To assess student potential, a school must use some kind of diagnostic
tools. JLARC found a wide variety of diagnostic procedures in use at the colleges.
All schools rely, to some degree, on high school transcripts as a basic guide for
evaluating students. Fourteen schools report that all incoming regular students
are required to take the CGP test sometime before initial admission, and one
school requires a locally developed test. ll The remaining eight colleges do not
have any systematic testing requirements or procedures although some make optional
testing available. Diagnostic tests are tools which may be used by both students
15

and counselors. The CGP is particularly appropriate because, in addition to
reporting mathematics and verbal achievement, it also provides an interest profile
of the student. The CGP is not a definitive indicator of success but it does
provide information which can be used by counselors and students to help make
intelligent career and educational choices. Diagnostics are especially necessary
in a community college environment because there are many different types of
instructional programs and students have a wide range of backgrounds, abil ities
and goals. Counselors need to employ a wide spectrum of information including
high school transcripts, test results and personal interviews to guide students
to select appropriate educational programs.
Despite the fact that both legislative intent and State Board policy
require qual ity standards they have not been developed. Moreover, even though
diagnostic tests are available, in the absence of system-wide standards, colleges
have greatly relaxed program admissions. During campus visits, most counselors
reported it was not their responsibil ity to deny program admission to any appl icant. Since counselors at most schools play the key role in the registration
process, if they do not approve or deny admissions, no one does.
JLARC surveyed all counselors employed by VCCS in the fall quarter of
1974 and asked them to assign a priority to each area of their work. The results
(Table 3) indicate that one role, Identifying Student Educational and Career Goals,
was consistently ranked by respondents as having a high priority (76 percent)
while only Lf5 percent felt it was equally important to Match interest with ability
(Assessing Student Capabilities). The responses to this survey question show
that counselor perception of their responsibilities contrasts substantially from
the purposes of counsel ing services as conceived by the General Assembly.
A "self-advisement" policy used by many community colleges is another
indicator of relaxed standards. In this case, if a student insists on being
admitted to a particular program area even though diagnostic criteria indicate
a lack of aptitude or skill, the student is placed on "self-advisement". The
counselor annotates the student record to show that program admission was the
student's own decision. This practice, in the words of one campus counsel ing director, permits students to "experience programs, test them out, and have a right
to fai 1."12
Tab 1e 3
COUNSELOR OPINION OF WORK PRIORITY
Wor k Area
Identifying Student Education
amd Career Goals
Academic Problems
Getting Students into Courses
and Programs Desired
Assessing Student Capabil ities
Personal and/or Social Problems
Source:

JLARC Counselor Survey, October, 1974
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High

Moderate

Low

76%
17

12%
28

12%
55

22
45
38

18
22
18

60
33
44

Open program admissions were also confirmed in the JLARC student survey
analysis. Ninety percent of all respondents indicated they were admitted to the
program of their first choice and even two out of three students classified in
the developmental category were admitted to their chosen field of study when they
registered. During campus visits, and in reviewing course placement plans, only
three schools (Danville, Central Virginia and Wytheville) were found to require
any reasonable effort to restrict program admissions or require developmental
study prior to program acceptance.
Impact of Open Admissions
The VCCS has given 1 ittle attention to assessing the outcome of open
program admission from either a qual itative or quantitative perspective. There
are, however, several criteria that can be appl ied to indicate its effect--student
ability in class and program completion rates.
One qual itative indicator is an assessment of the skill level of students
enrolled in community colleges. The JLARC faculty survey (reported in a later
section) found that many teaching faculty think students enrolled in their classes
lack the fundamental skill needed to do the work required. One result of low
skill level is 1 ikely to be failure, personal dissatisfaction or disappointment
with a particular program. Teaching faculty responses to a question about why
students do not complete programs (Table 4) suggest each of these reasons may occur
with some frequency.
Although the most frequent reason given for non-completion was "personal reasons other than failing", a number reported in open ended comment that
students had been inappropriately placed. Moreover, failing was cited as the
second most frequent reason for not completing programs and correspondingly, it
was assigned a low infrequency rating.
Table 4
INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY OPINION TO QUESTION:
WHY STUDENTS DO NOT COMPLETE PROGRAMS
Reason
Personal Reasons Other Than Fail ing
Fail ing
Transfer To Four-year School
Employed
Financial
No Degree Intended
Moved From Region
Source:

Frequent

Moderate

Infrequent

50%
43
31
31
31
28
11

33%
19
28
34
30
32
23

17%
38
41
35
39
39

66

JLARC Faculty Survey, November, 1974

In addition to responses regarding reasons students do not complete programs, JLARC found a positive relationship between skill level comments and the
extent to which students complete community college programs. This relationship
is discussed below.
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Student Completion
Quantitative measures of open program admission impact can be based on
analysis of student progress toward program completion. Generally, most college
administrators and VCCS officials concede that about half of all community college
students do not return to college each subsequent year. But they also explain
that community college students do not "drop-out". Instead, students "drop-in"
or "drop-out" to suit their needs. Since community colleges offer courses to
occasional students and many part-time enrollees, this statement is partially
correct. Nevertheless, a great many students who begin college in two-year programs on a full-time basis and who intend to finish, do not complete. These
students can be considered lldrop-outs ll .

Normally, attrition is measured by tracking student flow by school term
and academic year.
If a student leaves school they are reported in attrition
statistics. Attrition cannot be measured in this traditional way for community
colleges because of the multiple objectives served.
Instead, attrition analysis
must be made by comparing student objectives with measures of program completion.
The JLARC student survey establ ished student attendance purpose and we determined
that 71 percent of all respondents originally intended to complete a two-year program and receive a degree (not necessarily in two years). This percentage is used
as a maximum benchmark on which to assess completions and is compared with four
different completion statistics .
• Proportion of full-time freshmen enrolled in degree
programs that return the next year as sophomores:
.Proportion of all freshmen enrolled in degree programs
that graduate in two years:
·Proportion of all students enrolled in a subject major
that graduate in a four-year period: and,
·Proportion of all students that received an award in four years. a
Freshmen Progress.
During the three year period from 1970 to 1973,
between 25-30% of the full-time freshmen enrolled in VCCS degree programs returned
the next year as sophomores. Table 5 shows the return rate for each school
between the 1972 and 1973 academic year. Sl ightly more vocational students (10
percent) re-enroll as sophomores than university parallel students (see Appendix
II). The rate of return varies by college ranging from a low at Central Vi rginia
(5%) to a high at Dabney S. Lancaster (59%) -- the system average is 28%.

Based on the benchmark figure, 43 percent of the students enrolled
full-time, who plan to finish degree programs do not return to school as sophomores after the first year.

aAlthough numbers would be preferable to proportions, the VCCS does not yet have
an information system that can readily track each student from admission to
graduation. The department reports its proposed management information system
wi 11 have this capabi 1ity- by 1976.
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Table 5
FULL-TIME FRESHMEN RETURNING AS SOPHOMORES
Associate Degree Programs Only--Fall 1972 and Fall 1973

College
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empi re
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Pau I D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewa te r
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville
VCCS
Source:

Numbe r
Freshmen
Fall 1972

Number of Returning
Sophomores-Fall 1973

Percent
Return

44
24
94
56
36
80

59
)5
39
42

II

II

122
70
50
130
826
87
50
56
56
71
53
160
94
82
291
43

26
45
22
36
47
48
31
35
49
22
29
35

299
517
160
386
92
189
96
478
154
232
360
1,773
181
161
160
115
323
180
457
1,594
272
752
312
9,243

2,586

15%

5

6
30
39
14
28%

Department of Community Colleges, Office of Research and Planning,
Student Enrollment Booklets, Fall 1972 and Fall 1973.

Graduates.
The number of students that graduate in two years is equally
small. JLARC calculated the relationship of all awards to student graduation class.
Between the 1970 and 1972 academic years, a number equivalent to 30 percent of the
previous year's freshmen class received awards. These two calculations leaving
little doubt that most attrition is between initial admission and the beginning of
the second year of study. It should be noted that nearly all students who attain
sophomore status do graduate. Thus, most of the weeding out process takes place
during the initial year.

Graduation rates are also fai rly consistent over a four-year period as
shown in Table 6. JLARC determined cumulative graduate rates based on students
enrolled in subject majors and for all students. Enrollment was adjusted to
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include only those students who could have graduated during this period by subtracting freshmen from the 1973 total. Cumulative rates for each school are
contained in the Appendix. Based on the four-year period, cumulative graduation
rates are 24% for students enrolled in programs and 12% for all students (including those unclassified).
This total shows that attrition between admission and
graduation over a fairly long time period is probably between 47 to 59 percent
according to the benchmark figure.
Finally, JLARC compared program completion rates by school with the
faculty opinions about student skill level. The following scattergram (Figure 3)
plots these relationships. The figure shows that at schools with low completion
rates there was substantial faculty agreement that students also had skill levels
that were too low to complete required classroom work.

Table 6
CUMULAT1VE GRADUATION RATES
1970-1974
Based on Program Enrollment

Academic Yr.
Beginning

Fall
En ro 11 ment

Graduates

1970
1971
1972
1973

15,433
18,927
20,772
5,006 a

2,196
3,001
4,026
5,428

Cumul at i ve
Rate

--%
24%

Based on All Students in VCCS

1970
1971
1972
1973

27,938
35,544
41,723
11,456 a

2,196
3,001
4,026
5,428

12%

aSophomores only.
Source:

Department of Community Colleges, Office of Research and Planning,
(years indicated) and Student Enrollment Booklet,
(years indicated).

Awards Conferred,

Conclusion

Community colleges have, over the last several years, adopted a practice
of program admissions that permits enrollment substantially without regard to
abil ity or purpose. Expansion of educational opportunity in this manner is far
beyond legislative intent and in JLARC's judgement, adversely impacts the performance of the VCCS in terms of student qual ity and program completion. Based
on the preceding analysis, it is reasonable to make the inference that completion
rates will increase if community colleges apply admission standards appropriate
to curricular areas (or at least require greater use of remedial study options
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Figure 3
RELATIONSHIP OF SKILL LEVEL TO GRADUATION RATES
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Source:

Department of Community Col leges, Office of Research and Planning,
student Enrollment Booklets, Fall (1970 through 1973) and Awards
Conferred (1970-71 through 1973-74), and JLARC Faculty Survey,

November 1974.
prior to program admission. Appropriate standards should, at a minimum, be based
on uniform tests or other diagnostic techniques that establ ish an aotitude end
interest profile. Testing is entirely consistent with legislative intent as well
as expl icit State Board pol icy. Even though testing may not be definitive in all
cases, it can be used as a valuable supplement to counseling procedures and may,
if properly appl ied, be used to direct students to appropriate study areas that
can be completed.
Probably, current open program admissions is related to the avai labi I ity
of legis lative appropriations that have enabled VCCS to accept every appl icant and
accommodate each student's preference--a situation that is not likely to continue.
As demands for State dol lars increase, capacity wil I become more I imited and
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schools wil I have to restrict admissions.

VCCS does not now have procedures to

limit acceptance except on a "first-come, first-served" basis.

This policy

does not comply with legislative intent with regard to program enrollment.
The department should establish minimum program admission guidelines for
state-wide implementation and develop a mechanism to monitor each college's
application of standards. And, counseling services should be given explicit
responsibility to insure that appropriate diagnostic tools are used to assist
implementation of standards.
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COUNSELING FOR STUDENT NEEDS
Counseling has been assigned an important role in the community college
concept in addition to the admissions process by legislative design and by State
Board pol icy. Counselors should help students to receive maximum benefit from
the diverse program offerings by: helping them to select reasonable and attainable educational objectives; and, advising about programs consistent with thei r
goals. A good definition of counsel ing is contained in a book entitled Breaking
the Access Barriers: A Profile of Twa-Year Colleges, publ ished in 1971.
The
authors attribute to counselors an assistance role:
... in identifying (students) abilities and aptitudes, in
assessing their deficiencies and potentialities, and in
rationalizing their aspirations. 13

Ideally, counselors aid students without dictating to them.

And, the most

successful outcome counsel ing can expect is a student who has a relatively clear

conception of what he or she can do and would like to do, and what the community
college can do for him to attain that result.
Counseling in the VCCS is almost entirely a responsibility of individual
colleges. The only system requi rements are that counsel ing services be establ ished
and profess ional staff possess at least a masters degree. Typically, counsel ing
services are organized under a Dean of Student Services or, in large schools,
under a separate coordinator for counsel ing service.
There are exceptions to this

pattern, notably, where counselors are assigned to instructional divisions.

The

duties performed by counselors also vary. At small colleges, they may not only
counsel students but also administer tests, handle financial aid, manage job placement for graduates and serve as advisors for student activities. At large
colleges, counselors generally are not assigned multiple duties and tend to specialize in one or another student service.
Counseling should start as early as pre-admission contacts with prospective students. This may be followed by diagnostic testing (if any is used)
and orientation to school programs and services. At several schools, Virginia Western and Northern Virginia for example, orientation classes can
serve as personal

development seminars. The last element of counseling is based on individual student contact to obtain initial placement and other services required. At all but
four schools, counseling is supplemented by faculty advisors used primarily for
proper course selection.

Evaluating the performance of counseling is complicated by its highly
personalized nature. Counseling responsibilities to a school have been discussed
in the admissions chapter, counseling responsibilities to students depend on a

number of immeasurable factors among which are personality, understanding and
perception. JLARC has reviewed the process by examining factors that indicate
student willingness to seek counseling and corresponding capability to provide
useful advice by asking students about their experiences. The factors used to
assess counseling include:

"Extent to which counseling takes place.
"Accessibility of counselors to students.
"Qual ifications of counselors.
"Student and faculty opinion of counseling service.
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Extent of Counsel ing
Most students in VCCS take advantage of counseling services. Two out
of three respondents to the JLARC student survey indicated they had been counseled
--full-time students uSe counseling services more than part-time students
(4 of 5 compared to 3 of 5). Students in developmental programs are most 1 ikely
to seek counseling and unclassified students are the least likely to want advisement--onlyone in four unclassified students reported they had seen a counselor.
Willingness to seek counseling is partly a function of the student's
purpose in attending a community college. A number of unclassified students
attend for their own enjoyment or to take courses related to their current jobs
and do not require assistance. Students in other program categories are still
making educational and career choices that may be facilitated. This thesis is
borne out by the JLARC student survey. Three-fourths of the respondents who did
not seek counsel ing felt they had no need of it. Although only one-third of the
students did not seek counsel ing system-wide, there were several colleges where
the proportion was higher, for example, Southside Virginia and J. Sargeant
Reyno 1ds.
Students and counselors were asked to list the purposes for counseling
and the responses of both samples, summarized in Table 7, show a high degree of
agreement regarding priority.
Tab 1e 7
REASONS FOR VISITING COUNSELORS
Student-Counselor Agreement

High Priority

Low Priority

Interpreting Test Scores
Changing Major
Future Occupational Plans
Selecting Good Classes
Selecting A Transfer College
Future Educational Plans

lmprovi ng Grades
Improving Study Habits
Staying In School
Getting Off Academic Probation
Fami ly Problems
College Pol icies
Obtaining Employment After
Finishing College

Student-Counselor Disagreement

High Counselor/Low Student
Priority

High Student/Low Counselor
Priority
Obtaining Financial Aid

Source:

Personal Problems
Understanding Yourself

JLARC Student Survey, September 1974, and
JLARC Counselor Survey, October 1974.
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Accessibil ity of Counselors
Another factor bearing on effectiveness is the accessibil ity of
counselors. Counselors must be available at the time students recognize the
need for and request their service. Accessibil ity is largely dependent on workload and office hours.
Counselor Workloads.
Counsel ing positions for budget purposes originally were calculated on a guidel ine of one counselor for each 250 to 350 FTE
students. For the 1974-76 biennium all administrative personnel (including I ibrary) have been determined on a basis of one position for each 75 FTE students.
Each community col lege may locate positions within functions at its discretion.
This formula has resulted in the wide variety of counselor workload patterns
within the VCCS which may be seen in Figure 4. Two ratios are presented; the
first is the ratio of full-time equivalent (FTE) students to counselors; the
second is the ratio of all students enrolled (full and part-time) to the number of
counselors. Although the former measure is the base that has been used by the
department to determine the number of counselors required, the headcount ratio
is more illustrative of workloads. Counsel ing is student intensive, that is,
a part-time student may require the same time as one attending ful I-time. Additionally, counselors at most schools have to perform both professional and clerical
duties which also depend on the number of students to be served.

Although there is no optimum ratio between students and counselors, many
authorities suggest a ratio of 300 to 350 students for each counselor is the maximum
level for effectiveness. Using this criterion, VCCS counsel ing services are
understaffed (only eight schools are at this level or below). Each of the eight
col leges are generally smal I, rural and account for less than 12 percent of fall,
1974 enrollment. This means that counsel ing services avai lable to most VCCS
students are understaffed, often by substantial margins. Of the fifteen schools
that exceed the suggested standard, al I but one have ratios greater than 400 to I,
and eight have ratios over 500 to I. Four of the schools in the latter category
(Central Virginia, J. Sargeant Reynolds, Northern Virginia, and Tidewater) are
located in Virginia's major urban areas and enrol I approximately half of all comm8nity col lege students in the Commonwealth.
Data from previous academic years indicate that these ratios decline
from the fall quarter to the spring quarter. In 1973-74, the system-wide student
counselor ratio fel I from 482 to I to 406 to I--a drop of 16 percent. However,
this decl ine does not radically alter workloads. Even if the ratios shown in
Figure 4 are discounted by 16 percent, over half of the col leges stil I exceed
standard criterion by more than 25%.
Office hours of each counsel ing service depend to some extent on the
level of staffing. AI I services operate during normal weekday hours and over half
of the counselors (15 community col leges) report regular evening hours. Saturday
hours are much less common: counselors at only four schools report being available on weekends. In many instances where counsel ing services do not schedule
regular evening or Saturday hours, appointments can be arranged.

According to the student survey, counsel ing seems to be reasonably
accessible. Only 12% (5262) of the respondents reported having difficulty seeing
counselors in the spring, as shown below. Since the spring quarter is usually the
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Fi sure 4

STUDENT PER COUNSELOR,

FAll QUARTER 1974

Eastern Shore

Southwest Vi rglnia
Dablley S.

Lancaster

Wythevi lIe
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia

lord Fai rfax
Paul J.

Caup

Pauick Henry
John Tyler
Virginia Western

new River
Danville
Blue Ridqe
Thomas

r:e 1Son

VCCS flean
Piedmont Virginia
Moun ta i n Emp i re

J.

Sargeant Reynolds

Tidewater

Virginia Highlands
Central

Virginia

Northern Virginia

Source:

Virginia Department of Community Colleges, Office of Research and Planning,

"Fall Quarte,' 1974 Enrollment" (I~ov. 1974), and Office of Educational
Programs, "Virginia Community College Syste·"Counselors, 1974-1975",
September 1974.
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smallest regular enrollment period, we can assume there are greater acceSS problems in the fall quarter with much larger enrollment and more initial admissions.

TROUBLE SEEING COUNSELOR
Number a

Reason
---Service never open
Crowded
Counselor never there
Other

I 157
2605
1220
280

Percent of Total Enrollment
2.7
6. I
2.8
0.6

aMultiple responses possible.
Source:

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974.

The fact that too many people wish to see a counselor at the same time
is the major reason for difficult access--probably occurring during registration.
Several colleges have significantly greater than average proportions of students
experiencing difficulty seeing counselors. At Germanna, Piedmont Virginia and
Thomas Nelson, students cited crowding, never open, and counselor not there in
most instances. Piedmont and Thomas Nelson have a high student-counselor ratio
but Germanna is among the lowest. Virginia Western students also reported difficulty in access but indicated that the only real problem was crowding.
If there is an inadequate number of counselors, students may be expected
to look for other sources of advice and over half of the students responding to
our survey said they had sought advice from teachers, faculty advisors, classmates
and administrators. Only two colleges, Virginia Western and Virginia Highlands,
deviated significantly from this pattern. At both schools, only one in four
respondents indicated that they had sought alternative advice. Both schools have
counselors assigned to handle specific student programs.
Faculty advisors are used at 19 community colleges and only four schools,
Blue Ridge, Dabney S. Lancaster, Lord Fairfax, and Piedmont Virginia, did not use
this procedure at the time of our counselor survey. At least one school, Piedmont
Virginia, is establishing a system of faculty advisors. Faculty advisors generally
reduce the volume of students wishing to see a counselor. System-wide, only a
quarter of all counselors felt faculty advisors did not reduce workloads. This was
particularly true at Central Virginia, John Tyler, Northern Virginia, Southwest
Virginia, Thomas Nelson, Tidewater, and Virginia Western. At least some of this
opinion can be explained by the counselors' preceptions of faculty advi.sors (they
advise,we counsel).
However, volume is the major factor; five of the largest VCCS
colleges are included in this group and four have student-counselor ratios of nore
than 500 to I.
Student Contacts.
A final measure used to determine the accessibility
of counsel ing is the number of student-counselor contacts per quarter and the length
of meetings. According to the JLARC counselor survey, counselors see an average of
385 students per term. The actual pattern of contacts is illustrated in Figure 5.

Half of all students see counselors once a term, one-quarter make 2 or 3
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Figure 5
NUMBER & LENGTH OF STUDENT-COUNSELOR CONTACTS PER QUARTER

Once
50%
One ho ur
or more

2-3 Times
25%

-..t~==:===:::7r--

-8-9 Times
"'" Over Ten Times
NUMBER
Source:

LENGTH

JLARC Counselor Survey, October 1974.

visits, and the remaining 25% have extensive contacts. From the student survey
data, the latter students can be identified. Not surprisingly, they are primarily
full-time day students.
It is surprising that only One in seven developmental
students spends extra time with counselors. Unclassified students are not included
in this group at all. Most meetings are less than thirty minutes long and can be
termed " rou tine counseling", that is, short visits for procedural and administrative

purposes.

However, two out of every five contacts represent lengthly visits.

Counselor Qualifications
By most standard measures, VCCS counselors are well qualified. Virtually
all have a masters degree or better--three-fourths have work beyond a masters-and only one in ten does not have a degree in counsel ing. This image of a well
trained professional staff was also apparent on our field visits.
BACKGROUND EXPERIENCE OF COUNSELORS
.Teaching
Counse 1 i ng
Bus iness and Industry
Educational Administration
Other
Source:

JLARC Counselor Survey, October, 1974.
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60.6%
62.4%
24.8%
19.3%
19.3%

As a group, counselors have adequate background in both counsel ing
and teaching.
Although counselors are highly qual ified in terms of education and
experience, there appear to be some personnel problems within counsel ing services.
One third of the respondents to the JLARC counselor survey reported that they
had served at their present school for less than a year and over half of the
respondents indicated tenure of one year or less (Figure 6). Much of this apparent turnover is concentrated in the largest community colleges; five schools,
(Central Virginia, Northern Virginia, Thomas Nelson, Tidewater and Virginia
Western) account for 22 of the 35 counselors reporting less than a year's experience at their present school.
Figure 6
YEARS' EXPERI ENCE AT PRESENT SCHOOL
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= 107)

The significance of this turnover is that it interrupts the continuity
of student contacts (chances are one in three that the student will not be able to
see the same counselor two years in a row). Furthermore, much of the colleges'
involvement or contact with the surrounding communities is handled by or through
the counsel ing staff. Thus, despite the fact that some of these counselors remain
in the \iCCS (26% in the 1973-74 school year), these personnel changes necessitate
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a substantial rebuilding of contacts and re-orientation of personnel each year.
There is no general consensus among counsel ing personnel on how long it
takes to "break in" a new counselor at a school--opinion ranges from a few months

to two years. The lower figure may be valid with regard to ori~ntation to the
school itself but it is difficult to imagine an individual establ ishing contacts
with and coming to know the surrounding community in less than a year. This
contact and knowledge is especially vital in a system where many decisions are
based on informal consultation and innate "feel" for the area. The fact that anywhere from a third to a half of the counsel ing personnel in the VCCS have not
had sufficient experience at their present schools indicates that the basic
understanding of the service area, necessary to both counseling students and the
school IS community orientation, may be lacking.
The reasons behind these personoel changes are varied. Many counselors
leave the system or transfer to other colleges for personal reasons. However, the
JLARC counselor survey and conversations with counseling personnel indicate that
there is also dissatisfaction among counselors over salary and contract terms.
Many comments reported on the counselor questionnaires indicate that counselors
see themselves working more hours at a lower rate of pay than the teaching faculty,
a perception which is maintained despite the fact that salary scales for the two
groups are comparable. Some counselors also feel that the teaching faculty has
the more desirable option of choosing the length of their contracts while they
must accept a 12 month contract.
Workloads also appear to be a significant factor in these perceptions,
especially at the larger colleges. For example, each of the five schools noted
above as having high proportions of new counselors has a high student-counselor
ratio, and counselors at all but Central Virginia feel that their workloads are
not reduced by faculty advisors.
A third factor affecting turnover is a lack of advancement opportunity
within the VCCS. While starting salaries may be sufficient to enable the system
to attract qual ified recent graduates and individuals with I imited experience, the
VCCS is reportedly outbid by public schools and other state community college
systems for experienced counselors. Thus, it is difficult both to retain counselors
or to attract experienced personnel. There is also very little opportunity for
advancement as a counselor within a given school. Only two positions, Dean of
Student Services and Coordinator of Counsel ing, are open to counselors in their
specialty and these have generally been filled from outside rather than by promotion from within. Thus, upwardly mobile counselors are faced with a choice
between leaving a college or findi ng another pos i t ion at the school outs ide the
counseling service.
The problems noted above are not necessarily the primary reasons for the
personnel changes shown in Figure 6; nor are they necessari ly val id (salary
comparabi I ity for example). However, two points stand out very clearly. The fi rst
is that there is a significant lack of communication within the VCCS concerning
counselors. Secondly, this rather large volume of personnel changes can adversely affect the ability of a counseling service to meet the needs of colleges',
students and community.
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Student and Facul ty Opinion of Counsel ing
Perhaps the best indicator of performance is the opinion of those affected by it--the students who seek counsel ing and the teaching faculty.
Student
survey respondents were overwhelmingly favorable in their opinion of counsel ing
(Figure 7).
For VCCS. about three in five rated it favorable (a combination of
"excellent" and "a bove average" responses) and less than 5 percent said it was
poor (a combination of "below average" and " poor ").

To a lesser degree,

regular

instructional faculty members were favorable also (Figure 8), over half of the
faculty respondents felt counsel ing was adequate. However, teachers are prone
to be more critical and less incl ined to be indifferent than students. Onethi rd of the facul ty fel t counsel ing was not adequate (compared to 5% for students).
Simi larly, where one in three students termed it average, only one in eight
faculty members took such a stand.
The differences in faculty and student opinion are evident when one compares the ratings for individual community colleges. The lowest rating on the
student survey was at Piedmont Vi rginia (25% responded counsel ing was below
average), but at least 25% of the faculty at fifteen schools rated counsel ing
inadequate. Only one school, Southside Virginia, escaped negative faculty criticism entirely compared to six on the student survey.
Conclusion
The VCCS counsel ing services seem to serve student purposes as well as
they expected. With the exception of playing a responsible role in program admissions, counselors assist community college students

in a fashion that

is consistent

with legislative intent. Some counsel ing difficulties can be related to contract
terms and workload. A good case can be made that counselors should be hired on the
same basis as their teaching counterparts or that advancement potential should be
defined so that a counselor would be more amenable to remaining at a school for
more than one or two years. Either action wi I I tend to reduce turnover and enhance
the likelihood that student needs will be more closely attuned to institutional
resources and the community college envi ronment.

More contact with developmental students also seems advisable. Although
counselors at most colleges are primari Iy responsible for deal ing with these
students our survey results indicate that very few developmental students spend
more than the average amount of time with counselors. Yet these are the same
students who could profit most from meeting with counselors on a regular basis to
assess progress, goals and alternatives.
Workload patterns also need careful consideration. The requirement for
counsel ing positions is more logically related to headcount than full-time equivalent students. Even though administrative positions are assigned on a FTE basis,
the current student counselor ratio should be considered on a headcount basis and
progress toward reduced workloads. An average ratio of 300 or 350 to I for the
academic year is not unreasonable.
In any event, providing a few clerical support
positions to counselors can be a first and inexpensive step toward more efficient
use of professional talent. Even though counsel ing is rated favorably by students,
it is probably less costly in the long run to employ a few more counselor~ than to
continue the exceptionally high loss of students who do not complete programs. More
counselors might permit greater use of student diagnostic procedures and lead to a
higher qual ity, more appropriate education as well as to an expanded one.
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Figure 7
STUDENT OPINION OF COUNSELING
SPRIIIG QUARTER, 1974
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Fi gure 8
REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY RESPONSES TO STATEMENT:
MOST OF MY STUDENTS RECEIVE ADEQUATE COUNSELING AS TO COURSES AND PROGRAMS
FALL QUARTER, 1974
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1111111I1
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ACCESS I BI LlTY
The General Assembly establ ished the VCCS to make educational opportunities more accessible to Virginians.

Accessibility was viewed as encompassing three

major areas in 1966; geographic, financial and program access. The f[ rst two concepts are self-explanatory.
Program acceSs meant that course offerings at each
college should be sufficiently diverse to meet the needs "nd ski II levels of its
respective::

service area and cl ientele.

~eographic

Accessibi I ity

Geographic access to post-secondary education was perhaps the primary
factor influencing the decision to create a community college system.

Several

measures can be employed to ascertain how successful VCCS has been in bringing these
opportunities within reach of State residents.
These are:
eLocation
-Student origin

eTransportat ion

The 32 existing campuses are located throughout the Commonwealth and offer
virtually complete geographic coverage of the State.
Most VCCS students live within
twenty mi les of the! r school, only one in five does not.
However, this system-wide figure masks very real geographic differences among col leges which are evident

in Figure 9. At nine schools, about 50% or more of all students I ive more than 20
mi les from campus.
Even though the VCCS master plan calls for a service radius of
45 mi les, it is highly unl ikely that many students, full or part-time, would regularly
commute 90 mi les roundtrip to attend class.
Probably, some students who do not live
close to a school

and who want a two year degree,

take up temporary

residence near

a community college to avoid commuting difficulties.
Still, many students indicated
they had transportation difficulties in response to the JLARC survey.
Approximately one-fourth of the students surveyed indicated they had
transportation problems getting to the schools.
The principal reason cited was lack
of publ ic transportation;
One impl ication of this finding is that schools servinCl
rural regions might need to develop educational transportation systems, either on
their own or in concert with other agencies or establ ish more off-campus teaching
centers.
The existence of three transportation systems proves they may be feasible and worthwhile.
Eastern Shore, Southwest Virginia and Mountain Empire have

all establ ished bus systems.
by the

local

The Southwest Vi rginia system is financed enti rely

governments comprising the colleges1s service area.

Eastern Shore and

Mountain Empire purchased their buses through funds furnished by the Federal
government and matching local funds.
The buses in the latter school also serve a.:;
a mobile classroom and learning resource center.
The absence of any significant
student commuting problems in chronically poor transportation areas attests to the

potential success of these projects assuming they can be efficiently maintained.
Expansion of off-campus course offerings might also serve to alleviate

transportation problems.
JLARC asked students to indicate the amount of time
required to get from their homes to campus. The findings show a substantial
number of students travel

more than one hour roundtrip to get to school.
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F i gu re 3
PERCENT STUDENTS L1VING MORE THAN
20 MILES FROM COLLEGE
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JLARC Student Survey, September, 1374.

Most VCCS students are within 30 minutes of their classes but approximately
one in 5 must travel more than a half hour to reach a community college (Table 8).
Several of the more rural schools, Eastern Shore, Germanna. New River, and Southwest Virginia, had a sizeable number of students who reported travel ing more than
one hour getting to and from classes.
The colleges where students must spend large amounts of time in travel
serve predominantly rural areas. No urban colleges are represented above.
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Although the JLARC survey did not identify area groupings within community college
regions, it may well be possible for some of these schools to offer more off campus
course. Such an approach is particularly relevant in 1 ight of the fact that over
half of the VCCS students provide their own transportation in an era of steadily
risinq fuel prices and would reduce a burden on students who must now spend at
least two hours a day in transit. Off campus courses could be held in high schools
or community centers and are hardly impractical if the demand exists. For example,
at Piedmont Virginia the first academic year was held in a nearby high school
and Virginia Western conducted classes at a satellite center 30 miles away during
the oil embargo of 1974.

Tab 1e 8
PERCENT OF STUDENTS COMMUTING MORE THAN ONE HOUR (ROUNOTRIP)
SPRING QUARTER 1974
Percent

College

26%
22

Blue Ridge
Central Vi rginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
uanville
Eastern Shore

23
27
44
44

Germanna

12

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lIe

30

23
38
46
16
1

4
15
31
33

48
2

15
16

o

31
19

VCCS
Source:

JLARC Student Survey, September 1974.

Financial Accessibility
A second measure of accessibility can be based on availability of financial aid. The VCCS was intended to offer educational programs at a relatively
low cost. This has been accomplished. Tuition and fees for a Virginia resident
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enrolled full-time are $75.00 per quarter, or $225 for a nine month year. This
may be compared to $622 tuition at the University of Virginia or $914 at the
College of Wil I iam and Mary (excluding room and board). Community col leges are
non-residential institutions which enable most students to forego the cost of
relocating away from home.
The relatively low cost of attending a
attraction to many students.
In our survey, we
most important reasons they decided to attend a
important element of each reason for 71 percent

community col lege is definitely an
asked students to choose the three
community college. Cost is an
of all students.

COST AS A FACTOR IN DECIDING TO ATTEND A VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Source:

Importance

Number

Percent

Most Important
Second Most Important
Third Most Important

13,266
11,214
6,180

33.3%
29.5
16.8

JLARC Student Survey, Septembe r, 1974.

Even though tUition is lower than four-year schools, financial aid does
play an important role in maintaining accessibility by helping students meet costs.
Aid is available at community colleges, but it is used moderately--one student in
six appl ies for aid and one in eight receives it. However, this average is distorted by a low number of appl icants and recipients at large urban colleges and
considerably higher numbers at small rural schools. Nevertheless, for the system,
three-fourths of all students who requested aid receive it. Figure 10 illustrates
the pattern of aid distribution by school.
Figure 10
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Personal income is the primary criterion used to determine el igibi 1 ity
for financial aid. Thus, colleges drawing students from more affluent urban
areas show the lowest number of both appl icants and recipients. Only two colleges.
Danville and Central Virginia, above the median on Figure 10, are located in
sizable cities. But, 1 ike the others in this group, both schools serve mainly
rural

areas.

Available data indicates that the costs of attending community colleges
are sufficiently low to make them accessible to most prospective students. The
fact that only one student in six, usually a full-time day student, applies for
financial aid is evidence that the majority of students can meet the expense of
attending a community college on their own. Most of the financial aid for VCCS
is provided through federal programs matched with State funds. Out of approximately $4.5 mill ion in aid available in the 1974-75 school year for which JLARC
was able to obtain data, almost 90% was in federal funds (Figure 11).

Fi gu re 11
VCCS FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS
(1974-75)
(Federal & State Shares Combined)

1-----_~--;-;::---1'N,~T

IOtlAL DIRECT STUDENT
LOAfI $270,300

BASIC EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY GRANTS
$1,025,200'"

EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITY GRANT

~SUPPLEMENTAL

\

LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION
PROGRAM $320,700

* Two
Source:

schools not reporting

Virginia Department of Community Colleges, Division of Educational Programs

The major financial assistance program, which accounts for almost half
of all money, is the college Work Study program, of which the federal government
finances 80% of the cost of student employment on or off campus. The employer
supplies the remaining 20%. These jobs must be for non-profit organizations not
in competition with private industry.
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The second major federal program is the recertly enacted Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. This is a new program in which eligibility is directly
established for each student rather than through a specific school. This program
is designed to provide students with greater opportunities to choose between
schools.
Other programs include the National Di rect Student Loan Program which
provides loans to students; Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants which are
used to provide supplemental funds (up to 50% of need) to students receiving aid
from other programs; and a Law Enforcement Education Program grant for law enforcement personnel. Community college students are also eligible for financial aid
generally avai lable to any other State resident such as the State Teachers Scholarships and the College Student Assistance Programs. There are also a number of
special local scholarships available at most colleges.
In general, Virginia's community colleges have greatly reduced the
financial barriers to post secondary education. Tuition is sufficiently low so as
to enable most Vi rginians to attend and a variety of financial aid is avai lable
for the student not able to meet even this low cost.
Program Accesibility
The third component of accessibility regards available programs.
In
creating the VCCS, the General Assembly was seeking to develop a wide range of
educational programs; therefore, schools were designed as comprehensive institutions.
That is, each school was to offer a full range of programs necessary to meet the
needs of its reg ion.
The VCCS performance on this point is mixed.
It certainly cannot be
disputed that each school offers a wide variety of programs, but many schools
apparently offer courses and majors for which there is little or limited regional
job opportunity, few graduates and low enrollments.
(This subject is discussed in
detail in the educational program section.)
The best measure of class schedule convenience is the degree of difficulty students have getting classes they want. About a third of the respondents
to our student survey indicated that they had trouble getting classes.
REASONS FOR TROUBLE GETTING CLASSES
Reason a

Classes
Classes
Classes
Classes
Other

Number
wrong time
fi lIed
not offered
cancelled

(7820 )
(4961 )
(4241)
( 1087)
( 403)

aMultiple responses possible.
Source:

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974.
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Percent of Total

18%
12
10

2
1

Program accessibil ity also depends on schedul ing courses at times when
students can take them. This need is particularly sal ient in 1 ight of the fact
that more than half of all students are part-time with widely varying schedules.
To meet their needs, some colleges (Northern Virginia and Virginia Western, for
example) offer classes on Saturdays. For the most part, however, class offerings
are 1 imited to weekdays and Monday through Thursday evenings.
Class availability problems are generally the same throughout VCCS,
however, one exception is noteworthy. One school where a number of students
reported difficulty getting classes is Virginia Western--a school with one of the
more flexible class schedules in the system. One explanation advanced by the
Virginia Western president is that many students are not willing to take classes
at certain times, especially on Saturday. On a system-wide basis, there is not
much difference between day and evening students, both groups have about the
same difficulty getting classes (30% and 35% respectively). There is, however, a
difference in the nature of the problem shown. Evening students have trouble
mainly because classes are not offered when they can take them, while problems
encountered by day students are more evenly divided.
PROBLEMS GETTING CLASSES
Reason a

----

Classes fi 11 ed
Classes wrong time
Classes not offered
Other

Day Students
No.
% of Total
2766
3240
2331
467

13%
15
11
2

Evening Students
No.
% of Tota 1
1820
4283
1715
688

9%
22
9
4

aMultiple responses possible.
Source:

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974.

In addition to these regular program offerings, there is a second aspect
of program accessibil ity which merits attention--developmental courses. State
Board pol icy on admission calls for programs to be 1 imited to those students possessing the aptitude and skills for a given program. Developmental courses are
designed to enable students to meet these basic requirements and thus enhance
access to other VCCS programs. Developmental programs are rooted in the mission of
the community college itself; students with learning deficiencies are one of the
groups to be served. Although we could find no specific legislative mandate for
developmental curricula, some intent may be inferred by the nature of the target
population, i.e., the high school graduates that traditionally had not furthered their
education, and older persons who wished to continue education. While it had been
assumed that many in this latter group would require remedial offerings, it was
soon discovered that many of the former needed them as well.
The community colleges offer some 150 developmental courses in English,
biology, chemistry, mathematics, natural science, psychology and physics. Most of
these offerings are concentrated in mathematics (85) and Engl ish (46). The number
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of students who are classified as developmental students is relatively low
(Table 9); few~r than 10 percent of all students system-wide. This varies from
negl igible enrollments at several schools to rather substantial percentages at
Thomas Nelson, John Tyler, and Virginia Western. These figures do not tell the
entire story, however, because not all students taking remedial courses are

formally classified in a developmental program. Many students simply take one or
two remedial courses along with other regular offerings. For example, Eastern
Shore reports there are no students in the developmental program, but 25 students
are enrolled in developmental courses.
Tab 1e 9
ENROLLMENT IN DEVELOPMENTAL COURSES AND PROGRAMS
FALL 1973

School

Developmental
Program
Enrollment

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore

23
227

Germana

18
106
344
1
3

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne 1son
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi 11 e
VCCS

Percent

2%
11
8

58
106

5

o

o

3

4
18

187

11
8

1360
35
3
29

5
3

2

24
94
752
129

2

Cou rse
Enro 11 ment
129
284
133
168
25
141
441
743
162
53
14
1881
43
356
149

179
174
97

6
25

1033

2

857

4

68
668
116
7950

44
541

15

136
4222

11
8

*Less than one percent.
Source:

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Educational Programs and
Division of ~esearch and Planning, Student Enrollment Booklet. Fall 1973.

The approach to developmental studies, varies from school to school.
For the most part, course offerings are under the respective departments but in
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at least one school, John Tyler, they are organized under a division of developmental studies. Similarly, a college's orientation toward placing students in
developmental courses varies. Several schools have set specific cutoff points
in placement, but at most, students are permitted to enroll at their own discretion.
This decentral ized approach is part icularly evident wi th regard to the
structure of developmental courses. Each school devises its own instructional
technique.
Generally, the central purpose of these programs is to upgrade students'
skills to the level where they can successfully meet program requirements.
Nevertheless, this purpose encompasses a variety of sub-goals (improving student attitudes,

improving student motivation,

improving student self-concepts,

improving

student study ski lis, and improving student knowledge of a subject area) and there
is much variation in the emphasis each sub-goal receives.
Evaluation of developmental programs in the VCCS has proceeded along a multitude of paths with the net
result that the current state of knowledge is fragmentary.
What has been reported to JLARC during campus visits is that one course
may be successful in meeting some, but not all, of its goals while another is not
effective at all. JLARC data suggests that developmental offerings are effective-we found that both skill level and graduation rates increase with greater use of
developmental courses.
Faculty agreement that students lacked skills was lower and
the overall graduation rate higher at those colleges which had a substantial number
of students taking developmental courses in 1 ieu of the program or course of their
first choice. Thus, it appears that developmental offerings can enhance meaningful
program accessibil ity.

Conclusions
The VCCS has developed an accessible system which meets the geographic,
financial and educational needs of most Virginians. The colleges blanket the State
offering a wide variety of programs at a price most students can afford.
Accessibility has been achieved in part at the expense of other system objectives, most
notably, reduced educational qual ity (the lack of admission standards) and high
instructional costs (course proliferation) which will be detailed in the educational
program section.
But, there can be 1 ittle doubt that overall, geographic, financial and program accessibil ity has el iminated much of the gap in higher education
in Vi rginia noted just a decade earl ier.
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UNIVERSITY PARALLEL -- OCCUPAT.IONAL-TECHNICAL -- CONTINUING
ADULT EDUCATION

The VCCS offers three principal types of instruction -co11ege transfer, vocational and continuing education. Each program
accounts for about 33%, 50% and 16% of the students respectively
(according to the JLARC classification by purpose). The outcome
measureS applied to each program indicate mixed favorable and
unfavorable performance.
The VCCS has accomplished a commendable
portion of its legislative mandate, but at some unnecessary cost
in public resources.
The VCCS now must turn its attention to careful monitoring
of course and program offerings, instructional costs, articulation
and employment relevance to vocational subjects, attrition and
completion rates.
Most important is the need to develop a revised
student classification system that can identify the reasons for
attendance.
A major shortcoming of the VCCS is its continued perspective
of educational performance on a system-wide basis without the
corresponding attention to the individual community colleges.

I I I.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

The Counci I of Higher Education, in cooperation with the Department
of Community Col leges, has developed a pol icy regarding approval of university
parallel and occupational-technical degree programs and productivity standards
that will be used to justify their continuation (the policy has not been formally
appl ied). Generally, the counci I requi res:
(1) a two-stage approval of all
associate degree programs offered by each college; and (2) appl ication of
productiv"ity measures based on graduates or enrollment. The council first
authorizes program planning for each newly proposed subject major that is
intended to result in a degree. During planning, schools are not supposed to
offer new courses that are central to the field of study, employ faculty or admit
students. After the planning requirements have been completed, the counci I may
approve the requested major. This degree approval process is expected to usually
take between one and two years to complete.
(See Section V.)
Graduate and enrollment productivi ty requi rements for communi ty
col leges are relatively straightforward, although they wil I be difficult to apply
with existing departmental information systems. Associate degree curricula are
expected to have an average annual graduation rate of seven degrees over a
several-year period (as much as five years where possible).
If programs have
fewer graduates than

required, a "service" criteria based on enrollment may be

used to justify program continuation. Service credit requires a regular session
enrollment of 18-22 FTE students for university parallel degree majors. Service
credit requires 13-17 FTE students for occupational-technical degree majors.
Council officials have stated that justification of programs that do not meet
these criteria wil I I ikely be accepted if a school can demonstrate special or
unusual ci rcumstances.

Certificate and Diploma programs require only the approval of the
Department of Community Colleges. And, a continuing education course may be
offered by any school as long as it can be taught on a self-supporting basis.
If a continuing education course carries a continuing education unit (CEU), it
must also meet standards approved by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.
This section of the evaluation looks at efficient and effective performance of the university-parallel, occupational-technical and continuing
education programs from a number of perspectives including course offerings,
instructional outcomes and costs.* JLARC has treated each program as a separate
component even though they are, in fact, interrelated in many ways. To accommodate areas where data cannot be separated, we have adopted two analytical
procedures which require mention at the outset. First, where data are avai lable,
program outcomes are evaluated according to the objectives students have in
attending a community col lege. This procedure is necessary to evaluate performance in the col lege transfer program areas particularly, since many vocational,
developmental and unclassified students intend to transfer to four-year schools.

*The developmental program has been found to be largely carried out by selected
course offerings and is not treated in this report as a distinct curricular area.
References are made to developmental students wherever necessary.
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(The reader should also recall that in the student profile section, the reclassification by purpose is briefly described, for more detailed discussion, see Part
II of the Technical Appendix.)
Second, program costs have been analyzed for the
college transfer and vocational programs together since many cost characteristics
are common to both curricula. This important section follows the discussion of
vocational training outcomes.
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THE UNIVERSITY PARALLEL PROGRAM
University parallel (college transfer) instruction is designed to offer
freshmen and sophomore level courses that can be applied to a baccalaureate
degree at four-year schools. The community college statute directs the board to
insure that curricular excellence and appropriate educational standards are
maintained.
It is important to recall that the General Assembly did not accept
the concept of comprehensive, regional colleges until assured that the system
would not foster a student body that lacked either the qualifications or the
ability to carry a full four-year academic load. To implement this mandate, the
board specified in its pol icy and procedure statements that university parallel
courses should be "equal in level and quality to those taught at four-year
colleges and universities".14 Evaluation of the performance of university parallel
instruction, therefore, must give attention to the types of instruction offered as
well as its impact on students.
Scope of College Transfer Instruction
There are eleven curricula (fields of study) that make up the university
parallel program. Six fields lead to an Associate in Arts Degree and five to an
Associate in Science Degree. The fields are:
Associate in Arts (AA)

Associate in Science (AS)

Art
Music
Fine Arts
Theater Arts
Liberal Arts
Art Education

Science

Ed'ucat ion
Engineering
General Studies
Business Administration

Northern Virginia offers five of the six fields of study in the AA
curricula. Six other schools, Central Virginia, Southwest Virginia, Thomas Nelson,
Tidewater, Virginia Highlands, and Virginia Western offer or have enrollment in two
or more of the AA curricula. Nearly every school offers all five AS fields of study
and enrollment in these fields dominate the transfer program.
In 1973, AS programs
accounted for 73% of all transfer enrollment and by 1974, enrolled 77% of all
transfer students.
(Figure 12).
Curriculum Enrollment
The requirement for program approval and the VCCS student classification
system both present unintended problems in analyzing enrollment data.
Four fields, Art Education, Fine Arts, Theater Arts, and General Studies,
were offered by VCCS during 1973-74, but had not been formally approved by the
Council of Higher Education. Enrollment statistics in those fields may be understated since the schools recorded enrollment only in approved fields.
For example,
according to the curriculum planning division of the department, students enrolled
in Fine Arts at Northern Virginia were probably reported in Liberal Arts. The
department has proposed to change curricular classification leaving Liberal Arts

Figure 12
ENROLLMENT IN COLLEGE TRANSFER CURRICULA, FALL 1974
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Source:

Associate in Science

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research &
Planning, 1973-74.

as the only field of study in the arts curricula. All other programs would then
become "subject specialties." Such a change might make enrollment reports more
accurate, but would not necessarily deter schools from offering degree courses
that had not been approved by the council. Furthermore, productivity standards
adopted by the Council of Higher Education could not be used to evaluate the
distinct fields of study.
Analysis of enrollment is further complicated by the VCCS, classification
system which can only account for half of all students by curricula. In 1973,
unclassified students ranged. from 2% at Southwest Virginia to over 65% at three
schools--Lord Fairfax, Northern Virginia and J. Sargeant Reynolds. By 1974, this
category increased system-wide to 53% (17% at Patrick Henry to 70% at J. Sargeant
Reynolds). According to the JLARC student survey, the percentage of university
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parallel students should be 33% instead of the 18% reported.
COMMUNITY COLLEGE & JLARC PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION
Spring Quarter. 1974
University
Parallel

Dept. of
Commun i ty Colleges
JLARC
Source:

Occ.
Tech.

Developmental

Unclassified

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

8,042
14,084

18%

13,217
21 ,776

30%

33%

3,270
2,151

7%
5%

19,730
4,877

45%
11 %

51%

Department of Community Colleges, Research & Planning,
1974 and JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974.

Although university parallel enrollment is reported as a decreasing proportion of
the VCCS population, students intending to transfer make up a much greater share
of the community college mission. Considering there are several factors that
influence enrollment reports in the college transfer program, Figure 13 has been
prepared to illustrate both the trend in VCCS university parallel classifications
since 1970 and enrollment by the JLARC reclassification for the spring quarter of
1974.
Figure 13

UNIVERSITY PARALLEL ENROLLMENT TRENDS
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In addition to the reclassification, we have tabulated the number of
students that planned to transfer to a four-year school, regardless of program,
to establ ish a base to assess the college transfer mission. As shown in
Figure 14, a sizable proportion of occupational and developmental students intend
to transfer to four-year schools . .About 29 percent of all students at the
community colleges are transfer oriented. Evaluation of the outcomes of the
community colleges in offering courses acceptable for transfer, then, are based
on the latter figure. Course offerings and graduates by program are assessed
below according to the productivity standards establ ished by the Counci 1 of
Higher Education. Although FTE enrollment by major is not available, notations
are made where there are fewer than 20 full and part-time students. Graduates
are assessed by fields of study that have fewer than seven degrees.

Figure 14
DISTR1BUTION BY STUDENT OBJECT1VE
(Controlling for JLARC Assigned Purpose)
(Number of Students)

Purpose
Transfer

Un i ve rs i ty
Parallel

Occupational Technical

Developmental

Unclassified

9,028

2,527

523

139

1,9 25

10,156

676

450

13,207
31.7%

1,169

6,626

366

1,467

9,628
23.1%

1,911

1,772

540

2,429

6,652
16.0%

14,034
33.7%

21,081
50.5%

2,104
5.0%

Prepa re for Ca ree r
Job Advancement
Personal Enjoyment
Column Total
and Percent

Source:

4,485
10.8%

Row Total
and Percent
12,217
29.3%

41,705
100.0%

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974

Course Enrollment
The college transfer fields correspond to possible baccalaureate majors
at four-year schools. Students take basic courses (i .e. Engl ish, mathematics,
social studies) as well as subject major classes. JLARC has reviewed enrollment
in each of the eleven fields of study in which an AA or AS degree may be earned.
The following section details enrollment by subject major including: proportion
of students in the major compared to total enrollment in the curriculum; data by
subject field offered at more than one school; and, additional commentary regarding
subjects offered at only one school.
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ASSOCIATE IN ARTS CURRICULA
Of the six curricular offerings, Liberal Arts accounts for 85 percent
of all students and is offered by all twenty-three schools. Only two of the
remaining five fields (Music and Art) are offered at more than one school. These
three fields make up 98.6% of the students enrolled in the AA program.
Percent Curricular Enrollment

Schools

23
4
2
1
1
1

Major
Liberal Arts

o 5 10 15 20 -V- 80 85 90 95 100

Music

-(6.2)

Art
Art Education
Fine Arts
Theater Arts

%

(84.9)

(7.5)
- (.6)
. (.5)
. ( . 3)

Table 10 provides the number of student majors by degree programs. Although 17
of the 23 schools reported a decline in Liberal Arts enrollment between 1973 and
1974, only Eastern Shore, Lord Fairfax, and Southside Virginia have less than 20
students (full and part-time). Northern Virginia has a sizable number of majors
in Music and Art. The other schools that offer these majors have low enrollment.
Art Education and Fine Arts (Northern Vi rginia), and Theater Arts (Vi rginia
Highlands), each had less than 10 majors in 1974. Tidewater, Lord Fai rfax and
Virginia Highlands all report student majors in Art, but JLARC has determined
the reported enrollment is erroneOus. (See end note 15).
Tidewater reported majors in Art Education that may also be erroneous
reporting.
Table 10

STUDENT MAJORS BY DEGREE PROGRAM
(Offered At More Than Onf" School)
Liberal Arts

1972
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster

Danville
Eastern Shore
Germanna
J. Sa rgean t Reynolds
John Tyler

Lord Fairfax

Mountain Emp'l re
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp

Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock

Southside Virginia
Virginia

Southwes t

Thomas Nelson
Tidewater

Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville

7J

74

39 65 45
130 109 122
28 23 20
82 57 61
30 25 12
72 55 38
83 42
86 64 41
37 26 14
21
36 22
40 20 21
706 609 481

27
36
64
34
51
61
107
434
27
138
35

29
55
80
63
3I
128
83
37J
40
135
44

36
37
102
47
19
56
83
329
23
114
41

a Not an approved curriculum at these schools.
Source:

An

Music

1972

7J

74

1972

7J

74

0

0

la __

--

5

18

59

105 122 140

8 19

43

39

36

22

24

18

2'

6a 20 a
14 a --

(see end notes).

Department of Community Colleges. Student Enrollment Booklets.
1972.1973. and 1974.
Council of Higher Education. Degree
programs approved, 1974-75.

ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE CURRICULA
The Associate in Science fields of study enroll three-fourths of all
students in the college transfer curricula. Three of the five fields, Business
Administration, Education, and Science are offered at all 23 schools and
generally enroll a large number of majors. A fourth subject, General Studies,
is reported by the curriculum planning division as approved system-wide, but only
twelve schools offered it in 1974.
Schools
23
23
23
19
12

Ma jor
Business Adm.
Education
Science
Engineering
General Studies

o

5

10

15

Percent Curricular Enrollment
20 25 30 35 40-)'--100

%

(34.6)

(30. 9)
(21.8)
(7.2)
(S.3)

Table 11 displays the number of student majors by degree program.
Eight of the 19 schools that offer an Engineering major had less than 10 students
enrolled in 1974. The General Studies program is designed for students without
a definite subject major in mind and students may take any number of courses that
are transferable. Enrollment has been mixed, with six schools reporting
enrollment above 20 and six others below.
Program Outcome Measurement
The performance of the university parallel program has to be assessed
from the standpoint of diverse student goals. Even though the curricula is
predominantly transfer oriented, JLARC found a complex mix of objectives in its
student survey. For example:

-71% of all university parallel students had finished or
planned to finish programs and receive a degree; but
about a third of these do not intend to transfer to
four-year schools.

-Of the 29% that do not plan to complete two years at a
community college, about one in four will transfer to a
four-year school without a degree.
Thus, about two out of every three students that can be classified in the
university parallel program do, in fact, plan to transfer; and about two in four
plan to transfer with a degree. JLARC was unable to determine the completion
rate by year because of a lack of precise tracking data, however, we did find
that over a four-year period, fewer than 20% of all university parallel students
graduate.
Graduates Compared to Enrollment: The relationship of graduates to
enrollees is one indicator of performance. Since the department cannot readily
track individual students from admission through graduation, JLARC determined
patterns of graduation rates for each school over a four-year time period.
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Tabl e 11
STUDENT MAJDRS BY DEGREE PRDGRAM
(Dffered At More Than Dne School)

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
La rd Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire

New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western

Wythev ill e

Business Adm.
1972 73 74

Educat ion
2.272 73 74

1972

56 67
159 147
18
8
136 87
12 31
26 38
-44
12D 88
32 31
47 35
48 41
5D3 542
31 55
34 45
15 45
13 23
48 46
184 88
126 131
414 479
55 57
145 131
29 3D

7D 93
145 128
42 39
13D 98
26 27
51 55
-34
65 49
52 46
36 37
92 131
361 315
lD4 8D
43 4D
36 77
35 47
7D 6D
133 191
114 96
3D4 348
117 125
129 146
97 78

24 41
141 142
24 1D
63 41
18 23
26 33
-19
63 55
24 2D
19 19
57 42
268 248
31 44
26 26
14 5D
2D 45
36 32
51 11 D
52 51
2D3 2DD
44 43
118 123
67 6D

74
156
13
69
15
38
136
75
36
2D
59
568

71
41
59
24
26
49
15D
517
55
156
32

49
128
21
75
1D
6D
85
5D
54
46
lD9
265
123
52
79
56
44
124
89
343
12D
133
66

Science

73

Engineering

74
43
138
13
6D
14
54
55
39
28
22
61
278
58
43
65
33
3D
73
64
154
5D
113
51

1972
7
37
2
7
13
31
--

24
17
3
--

84
5
4
6
4
2
28
35
56
4
24
3

General Studies
1972 73 74

73

74

2
32
1
11
1D
18
18
19
7

6
51
D
24
2
19
17
25
5

--

--

--

--

a
a
99 123

---

----

D 78
D 57
-4

D 26
D
D 52
-- 125

--

'-"

--

5
8
2
D
34
33
57
19
23
D

a Program is approved, but not offered.
Source: Department of Community Colleges Enrollment Booklets, 1972, 1973, and 1974.
Education, A Report in Support of the Virginia Plan, 1974-75.

6
6
2
a
46
31
92
24
29
1

--

D 19

--

--

2
·D

--

--

12

--

D

Council of Higher

Table 12 shows the rate at which university parallel students graduate.

Since

programs are not necessarily completed in two consecutive years, calculations

were begun in the 1970 academic year to account for earlier students (1966-69)
who might not have completed course work during those years, The VCCS completIon
average for 1974 is 21%, but ranges from 11% (for a school with enrollment
during each year of the period) to a high of 34%.

Table 12
PERCENT OF UNIVERSITY PARALLEL
GRADUATES TO ENROLLMENT
BY COLLE GE
(1970-74)

College
Blue Ridge
Central Vi rginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

14.%
11
20
14
9
8

12
25
21
17
13

5
13

8
30

13
9
10

20
14
17

1

11

10%

10
18
11

Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Pat rick Hen ry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville
Total

6

6

11%

4

7

17
26

13
17
31

23
18
16
19
16
17
18
22

11%

16%

5
24

21
5

11

9%

1973-74
11%
14
19
25
36
10

Cumulative
No. Since
1970
121
269
99
282
66
54

1

1

11
33
19
26
20
22
18
10
22
15
25
29
19
23
34

115
126
24
130
1,009
96
42
26
43
82
319
256
761
131
427
282

21%

4,761

11

Source: Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning.
Graduation rates for students that achieved sophomore status could not
be accurately tabulated because VCCS statistics do not distinguish between
freshman and sophomore unclassified students that may become reclassified during
an academic year.
(For that matter, unclassified students are not reported
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according to freshman or sophomore status at all). Nevertheless, JLARC estimates
the rate of all sophomores who graduate is very high--probably approaching 70%
and ranging from about one-third at Germanna and John Tyler to over 90% at
Central Virginia and Southside Virginia. The calculation of sophomores that
graduate based on program enrollment and school are contained in the appendix.
(Seven schools reported more graduates than fall term sophomore enrollments).
While the number of graduates compared to total enrollment is low at many schools
throughout VCCS, students that begin their second year are likely to graduate.
Attrition between the first and second year for college transfer students
can be partly attributed to early transfer. But, the impact of high attrition
on curricula requirements, course and class scheduling, and faculty teaching
loads is great. After all, if less than a quarter of all students ever reach
sophomore status, more emphasis must be given to scheduling and teaching
freshmen level classes. The department has to give high priority to develop the
student tracking portion of their proposed management information system to
achieve better understanding of student progress and to assist schools in
planning curricula offerings.
Graduates by field of enrollment also show a pronounced concentration
(96%) in four of the 11 transfer program fields. This relationship is illustrated
for 1973-74 in Figure 15.
Figure

15

PERCENT GRADUATES AND PERCENT ENROLLEES
BY MAJOR FIELDS IN THE AA & AS PROGRAMS
1973-74

~

ART EDUCATION
I
FINE ARTS

~77]77~~'7:'~'7:'="777.77'7:'='777'.=
MUSIC

""""

THEATER ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
GENERAL STUDIES

~i~
% Graduates

30%
Source:

Enrollment

20
20
10
10
Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning.
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30%

As shown in the figure, percentage enrollment does not necessarily equal
the percentage of graduates. Liberal Arts, for example, with over 25% of the
enrollment has less than 15% of the graduates. Education, on the other hand,
produces about half of all graduates and yet enrolls just 28% of the university
parallel students. These relationships could result from:
-Unclassified students, counted in graduates but not in enrollment,
could be concentrated in the Education and Business fields.
-Art, Liberal Arts, Music, and Engineering students might
be more inclined to transfer early.
Table 13
GRADUATES IN MAJOR FIELDS OF STUDY
AA/AS
1973-74
Less Than 7
Graduates

Fields

School
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancas ter
Danville
Eastern Shore
Germanna
(J. Sargeant Reynolds)
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mou nta i n Emp i re
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
(Piedmont Vi rginia)
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne 1son
Ti dewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lIe
Total

6

5

7
5
5
5
5
5
5

3

4
1
3

4
5

6

4

4
5

2
2

4

9

4
5
5
4
5
6
5
6

4

1
3

3

4

4

3
3
2
1
1
3
2
1

123

62

6a

6

a (see end note 15)
Awards- Conferred,

1
2
1
1

2

Schools in parenthesis had first graduating class in 1973-74.

Sou reo:

No (0)
Graduates

1973-74, Depa rtment of Commun i ty Co 11 eges.
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2

20

In any event, half of the fields of study offered at all community colleges in
1973-74 did not meet council graduation standards and 20 fields did not have any
graduates that year as indicated in Table 13.
Conclusion
The several fields of study in the university parallel program are
supposed to be designed to attract students with differing objectives as well
as provide special ized instruction to prepare for junior and senior years in
baccalaureate degrees. To offer each specific field, schools must develop a wide
range of courses at both the freshman and sophomore level.
In addition, instructors must be hired who are competent in the various topics; materials for classroom and laboratory work must be purchased; classroom space must be assigned; and,
curriculum management must be assumed by existing administrators or by the faculty.
Unfortunately, neither enrollment nor graduates have been sufficient to
support such vast selectivity. With the exception of Liberal Arts system-wide,
Art at Northern Virginia, and Music at Northern Virginia and Tidewater, enrollment
in the remaining Associate of Arts curricula has been well below the Council of
Higher Education minimum requirements. Engineering has also had low enrollment
at many schools. The two students majoring in Engineering at Rappahannock, for
example, cannot possibly support all the added requirements necessary to pursue
a degree in the field. Nor can the low number of student majors at eighteen other
schools support an Engineering program. Graduate statistics do not justify such
selectivity either.
Because the underlying theme of the college transfer education in a
community college is to provide freshmen and sophomore level instruction, more
consideration should be given to combining fields with similar objectives.
Engineering and Science, for example, could possibly be combined into one curriculum.
Introductory classes, of course, would have to be retained in each subject,
but mathematics, physical and social science, English and humanities courses could
meet the requirements of either field. Similar combinations could be achieved in
the Arts. There is little justification based on enrollment for more than two
curriculum in the Associate in Arts Degree--Liberal and Creative Arts.
It is the responsibility of the department to monitor field offerings
and maintain effective and efficient management controls. The current plan to
combine all Arts curricula into Liberal Arts for reporting purposes will only
result in changing nomenclature. Since each field would still be carried as a
degree major, but not identifiable in terms of enrollment, the opportunity to
exercise management control is reduced.

Transferab iii ty
The ability of students to transfer to four-year schools is a second
criteria used to determine performance. Students should be able to apply, be
admitted and easily transfer credits from the community college to a four-year
school. During the 1973-74 academic year, 3,153 community college students
appl ied to one of Virginia's four-year public colleges for admission as either a
freshman, sophomore, or junior. 83% of all applicants were accepted (73% as
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freshmen, 81% as sophomores, 89% as juniors).
or 18%) he 1d commun i ty co 11 ege deg rees.

Very few of these students (596

VCCS cannot determine the actual number of students that transfer to
all four-year schools, but JLARC estimates the 3,153 to represent about half of
all transferring students. Follow-up studies at three schools, Northern Virginia,
Danville and Virginia Western found that approximately one half of all graduating
sophomores that transferred to a four-year school attend a publ ic college or
university in the State. Students from Northern Virginia are assumed to reduce
the system-wide percentage because 20% of the students leaving the Commonwealth
were admitted to a four-year school in the Washington, D.C. metropol itan area.
Table 14 detai ls transfer acceptance at each four-year school. Several
conclusions are readily apparent. Most transferring students will be admitted to
a baccalaureate program regardless of status, Students who hold an Associate
Degree, however, are more 1 ikely to be admitted than early transfers. Also, VCCS
students can probably be admitted to any of the State's publicly sponsored colleges
or universities except William and Mary, University of Virginia and Virginia
Mi 1itary Institute which accepted the lowest percentage of all appl icants.

Table 14
APPLICANTS FROM VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
TO V1RGINIA PUBLIC FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES
1973-74
Institution

Applicants

ChristopherNewport
Cl inch Valley
George Mason
Longwood
Madison
Mary Washington
Norfolk State
Old Dominion
Rad ford
U. of Virginia
Va. Commonwealth
University
Va. Mi 1itary
Institute
VPl and SU
Va. State
William and Mary
Total
Source:

Accepted % Freshmen %Sophomore
Accepted
#
% Accepted

% Juniors
Accepted

98
29
439
38
287
47
40
467
275
108

94
29
424
35
212
39
28
399
266
62

96%
100
97
92
74
83
70
85
97
57

67%
100
92
67
38
64
58
90
90
0

97%
100
911
92
84
95
80
81
97
44

100%
100
99
99
85
79
100
82
100
64

457

368

81

77

91

67

3
732
61

0
564
54
28
2,602

0
77
89
39
83%

0
46
82
20
73%

63
91
26
81%

7J3,153

100
100
46
89%

% Juniors with
Degree Accepted

100%
100
100
100
99
100
100
100
38

100
100
52
97%

Undergraduate Admissions Application, Fa11,1973, State Counc i 1 of Higher

Education For Vi rg i n i a.
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Articulation
The extent to which credits earned in a community college are transferrable (articulation) is another important outcome criteria, JLARC reviewed
a series of transfer documents from four-year schools throughout the State to
gain insight regarding articulation from community colleges to other State
colleges.

One publ ication~ VCU Transfer Guide.lines for VLrginia Community

was found to be representative of most schools. The i;uideIine has been
used to illustrate conditions regarding transfer. Transfer can be a complicated
process. For example:

Co.1.leges

_Any student with less than 45 community college credits must
submit high school records and Student Achievement Test (SAT)
results.
-Students must have a 2.0 GPA as calculated by VCU--developmental,
orientation and physical education courses are not included in
GPA computation.
-Transfer credits cannot be used to fullfill any degree requirements
that comprise part of the VCU upper-level credits (45).
-Even though some course credits may be generally transferable,
too many of the same subject matter credits may not transfer
into a particular curriculum. For example, several biology
course credits may not all transfer to a social science
depa rtment.
-Not more than half of the total baccalaureate credit requirements may be transferred.
-Credits will be transferred as required or electives
depending on the curricular requirements of each baccalaureate field of study.
Comparing the transfer guide with courses listed in the VCCS Curriculum
Guide, it can be concluded that more than half of all VCCS courses are not
transferable to VCU (Figure 16). Just 22% of all courses are transferable to all
VCU instructional divisions on either a required or elective basis. The Curriculum
Guide did not distinguish between courses that were designed for transfer students
or those for occupational-technical programs. Since many vocational students
eventually transfer, all courses are illustrated.
Only nine courses transfer to all departments as a required subject
toward graduation. These nine courses are usually a basic requirement of all fields
of study and yet, with the exception of Engl ish, are only required by the
community colleges in select college transfer programs. The courses included are:
(2 levels)
(2 levels)
(2 levels)
(J level s)

-B i 0 logy
-Chemistry
-Engl ish
-Mathemat i cs
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Figure 16
PERCENT OF VCCS COURSES TRANSFERABLE
TO VCU

1~~~~~~~t:
~
,

:

1.2% transfer
transfer as
11.3%
as required
required or elective
9.4% transfer as elective only

I

:::))))")))--

~~~~~r~~ansfer

to 1 im i ted d iv i s ions as

--67.7% transfer to 1 imited division as
electives

Not-Transferable
Source:

Transferabl e

Virginia Commonwealth University Transfer Handbook,

1973-74.

VCCS has not undertaken a system-wide analysis of credit transfer
experience, however, limited data from Northern Virginia indicates their students
have acceptable amounts of credit transfer. Northern Virginia reported in its 1972
graduate follow-up study that three-quarters of all transferring students had at
least 75% of their courses accepted. Only 10% transferred less than half. A
similar follow-up in 1973, reported 84% of all transfer students had 75% of their
courses accepted and just 5% transferred less than half. Unfortunately, there is
no information whether credits transferred as required or elective or whether
students had to use courses in their major field as electives.
If this does occur,
students may require more than four years to finish a baccalaureate program.
Identification of courses that can be transferred should not be a
problem for VCCS students. The department was mandated to offer courses that are
transferable and with the centralized Curriculum Guide, the advantage of
standardization is available. With few exceptions, course descriptions do not
identify whether credits transfer, and no one document lists the various requirements of each of the State four-year schools. As a matter of fact, the Curriculum
Guide and each community col lege catalog now places the burden of selecting
appropriate transfer courses on the student. VCCS could accept this responsibility and ease course selection.
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The VCCS should adopt an annotated code to designate course offerings
that are transferable for use in the Curriculum Guide, and college catalogs
should include this information, Furthermore, a manual should be prepared for
student and counselor use that I ists the requi red and elective courses which
transfer to each of Virginia's fifteen public four-year schools,
Limited progress has been made in meshing Virginia's community colleges
with other publicly supported four-year colleges and universities. Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University and Radford College have agreed to
accept any graduate of a VCCS s chao I . Effort s a re be i ng made a t a numbe r of
community colleges to establish articulation agreements with other four-year
schools. For example, Northern Virginia is negotiating with the University of
Maryland, and Lord Fairfax administrators reported they were seeking an agreement
with Shepherd College in West Virginia. But, expanding Virginia's educational
opportunity in two-year schools only to encourage students to complete degrees in
other states hardly seems consistent with the objectives legislators had in mind
when the VCCS was created. The Department of Community Colleges, the Counei I of
Higher Education and the public four-year schools need to cooperatively develop an
articulation agreement to enhance an effective, efficient and integrated public
higher education program. Such an understanding, when implemented, cannot only
assist the community colleges in better defining qualitative instructional
standards, it can also provide four-year schools access to a substantial pool of
qualified students.
Performance at Four-Year Institutions
Perhaps the most important measure of community college performance is
the abi Ii ty of transfer students to compete successfully for degrees at a fouryear schools. At least two studies, one by Knoell and Medsker entitled From Junior
to Senior College; a national study of the transfer student, publ ished in 1965
and a second by the Illinois Council on Articulation reported in 1969 that 70% of
all two-year students who transfer to a four-year school either graduate or
successfully compete for degrees, and under 15% failed. 16 Most studies of transfer
students found grade point averages (GPA) tena to drop after transfer, but community

college GPA's have been higher than average to begin with. 17

The Council of Higher Education reviewed student performance at fouryear schools in 1969 and found the average GPA of community college students was
2.4 (Table 15). Student performance by individual community college varied.
Transfers from Blue Ridge and Southwest Virginia, were reported below average and
students from Virginia Western and Wytheville consistently performed above average.
Generally, VCCS student GPA dropped by .23 points from their community college
average (2.66 to 2.43) regardless of program enrollment. GPA of students enrolled
in the college-transfer program dropped an average of .17 grade points (2.63 to
2.46) while students transferring from vocational programs dropped an average of
.45 points (2.63 to 2.18).
It is interesting to note that both university parallel and occupationaltechnical students who did not receive a two-year degree experienced a less
significant drop in grade point average at the senior institution than those who
did (.12 and .27 respectively). However, graduates maintained a higher average
even with the decrease after transfer than non-graduates.
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Table 15
TWO-YEAR AND FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE GPA'S BY TRANSFER STUDENTS
According to Length of Enrollment and Curriculum Classification

Senior

Community College
Program

Number

Commun i ty College
GPA

College
GPA

Difference Between
Cumu 1a t i ve Average

2.51
2.63
2.73

2.32
2.51
2.55

-0.19
-0.12
-0.18

2.42
2.80

2.15
2.20

-0.27
-0.60

2.66

2.43

-0.23

Bachelor's Oriented
Less than 2 years
2 years-No Degree
AA or AS Deg rees

87
53
111

251
Terminal/Occupational
No Degree
AAS Deg ree

17
20

37
Total

Source:

288

A Study Of 1969 Transfer Students From Virginia's Com~unity Colleges
To State-Controlled Senior Colleges, State Counci 1 of Higher Education

for Virginia, September, 1972.
Even though a similar drop in GPA has been reported in several studies,
none have identified any reason other than "transfer shock."

Occupational-technical students may drop more because of the switch from
technical to academic fields of study. This reason cannot be attributed to
university parallel students. Both categories probably suffer from the effects of
relocating, entering a larger school, and adjusting to a new environment. While
available data are not conclusive, there are indications that some community

college students are not adequately prepared for transfer.
faculty survey found:

For example, the JLARC

-more than one-third of all community college teachers
felt educational standards are compromised to maintain
enrollment;

-almost a quarter of all teachers thought grades did not
accurately reflect student achievement; and,

-about 68% thought too many students lacked fundamental
skills needed for classroom work.
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Figure 17

1973-74
G.P.A. PERFORMANCE OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRANSFER
STUDENTS AT SIX VIRGINIA, PUBLIC FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES

I
Highlands Fairfax
Va.

New

Northern

Va.

Lord

Va.

River
John

Tyler

Wes te rn

Southside

MEAN ~ 2.42

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Tidewater
Eas te rn Sho re
I
Dabney S. Lancaster I Ger"1anna

Significantly
lower than the mean

Thomas Ne 1SOn
Paul

D.

Camp

Southwest Virginia

-0

Significantly
higher than the mean

Danville
Patrick Henry

Wytheville

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Piedmont
Rappahannock

*J. Sargeant Reynolds and Mountain Empire
did not have enough cases to test.

Source:

Data supplied by Madison and Radford Colleges, Old Dominion, Virginia Commonwealth, and
Virginia Polytechnic lnstitute and State Universities, and University of Virginia.

These findings are reasonably consistent with data regarding transfer
student GPA carried out by JLARC,
To measure college transfer performance, we obtained grade point
averages for all community college transfer students enrolled at six four-year
institutions during the 1973-74 school year,
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, Old Dominion University, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Madison College, Radford College and University of Virginia), Average GPA was
calculated for community college students at each of the six schools, Detailed
results of these tabulations are contained in the appendix. Relative averages
are portrayed for each school in Figure 17.
Community college students, on the average, achieve a commendable 2.4
GPA ranging from 2.3 at Radford to 2.7 at the University of Virginia. Both the
high and low scoreS are well above the 2.00 level designated by the four-year
schools as passing. These findings correspond to earlier council research.
Students transferring from Virginia Western and Northern Virginia
consistently have higher grades than the average community college transfer
student. Students from five community colleges (New River, John Tyler, Southside
Virginia, Lord Fairfax and Virginia Highlands) generally perform below average.
The remaining schools cluster near the mean. More important than average GPA is
the number of students that did not achieve the required 2.0.
During the 1973-74 school year, about one-fourth of the community
college transfer students at the six four-year institutions had less than a 2.0.
More than 30% of the students from John Tyler, New River, Southwest Virginia,
Southside Virginia, and Paul D. Camp did not maintain an average of 2.0. Student's
performance by school is listed in Table 16.
Conclusion
The outcome measureS appl ied to the transfer program show mixed
performance. Generally, students who transfer from a community college SUCCeSSfully apply and compete for degrees at senior institutions. These results are
commendable for the VCCS. Some questions must be raised regarding credit transfer
and the mesh between two-year and four-year schools. Clearly, both Council of
Higher Education and JLARC review of performance at four-year schools indicate
sufficient extremes at several community colleges to warrant careful review of
the quality of instruction and admission processes.
Perhaps the most urgent need of the university-parallel program is in
the information systems of the department. Effort should be made to:
ebetter identify students who should be classified as
transfer-oriented;
efind ways to assess the capability of students to do

transfer work;
edetermine reasons for low completion rates, and,
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-seek ways to improve transfer performance at each school
that reports low graduates, transfers, or substandard
baccalaureate performance.
Furthermore, priority attention should be given to the establ ishment
of articulation arrangements with other State higher education institutions.
Finally, the VCCS reporting system for enrollment and graduates needs
careful review to establ ish consistent curricular nomenclature to minimize
erroneous reporting.

Table 16
PERFORMANCE OF STUDENTS TRANSFERRING
TO VIRGINIA, PUBLIC FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
(1973-1974)
School
Southwest Virginia
New River
Paul D. Camp
Southside Virginia
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Virginia Highlands
Rappahannock
Danville
Dabney S. Lancaster
Thomas Nelson
Patrick Henry
Northern Virginia
Tidewater
Virginia Western
Blue Ridge
Wythevi lIe
Eastern Shore
Central Vi rginia
Germanna

Piedmont Virginia
J. Sargeant Reynolds
Mountain Empire
Total
Source:

Number in
Four-Year School

Number Below
2.0

21
58
133
45
18
6
22
7
86
26
64
19
8
29
4
15
25
95
58
15
109
28
8
35
407
87
457
96
230
48
112
23
21
103
1
5
105
20
17
3
6
1
Not Enough Cases for Analysis
Not Enough Cases for Analysis
2,164

512

Percent Below
2.0
36.2%
33.8
33.3
31.8
30.2
29.7
27.6
26.7
26.3
25.9
25.7
22.9
21.4
21.0
20.9
20.5
20.4
20.0
19.0
17.6
16.7

23.7%

Data supplied by Madison and Radford Colleges, Old Dominion, Virginia
Commonwealth, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Universities,
and University of Virginia, 1973-74.
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OCCUPATlONAL-TECHNlCAL PROGRAM
Vocational education and training is the principal instructional effort
of the community college system. The objective of occupational programs is twofold--to prepare students to enter career fields and to train or retrain adults
that are already part of Virginia's labor market. The enabl ing legislation and
the State Board emphasize the importance of teaching ski lls and trades useful for
employment in each region served by a school. The department's master plan for
occupational education outlines its broad scope of services as;
... Designed to meet the increasing demand for career technicians,
semi-professional workers and skilled craftsmen for employment in
industry, business, the professions and government primarily in the
regions being served by the College. 1B

Occupational-technical education is intended to be at a level beyond
high school vocational training, yet maintained on a premise that students can be
taught both apprenticeship or advanced skills.
To
Associate in
courses that
students are

accommodate both types of training, the VCCS confers a two-year
Appl ied Science (AAS) degree, or, awards a certificate or diploma for
require a unique level of instruction. Eight out of ten vocational
enrolled in an AAS degree program.

Vocational Program Scope
There are 142 subject majors in which an occupational-technical degree,
certificate or diploma may be earned. Programs include Agriculture and Natural
Resources, Arts and Design, Business, Engineering and Industrial, Health, and
Publ ic Service Technologies. Students enrolled in Business and Engineering
Technology account for two-thirds of the total enrollment as shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18

ENROLLMENT BY VOCATiONAL CURRICULA
1973 and 1974 Academic Years
50~

40:(;

30~

20~

10%

.......
73

74

Agriculture Source:

73

74

Arts

73

74

Business

73

74

Engineering

73

74

Health

7J

Public Service

Department of Communi ty Colleges. Student Enrollment Booklets.

1972, 1973, 1974.
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Enrollment distribution by subject major in 1974 shows a pronounced
concentration in just a few subject areas. More than half of all students enroll
in 27 subjects, and 83 percent take just 35 of the 142 subjects offered systemwide. Although VCCS enrollment statistics show that occupational-technical
students, 1 ike college transfer, are a decreasing percentage of total enrollment,
an estimated one-third of all unclassified students should also be considered in
this category. Trend data from 1970 to 1974 and distribution of unclassified
students based on the JLARC student survey are shown in Figure 19. According to
our estimates, occupational-technical enrollment is probably about 50 percent of
the total instead of the 30 percent reported.
Enrollment and graduate data are assessed in accordance with Council
of Higher Education standards for vocational subjects in the following part of
this report.
Figure 19
OCCUPATIONAL-TECHNICAL ENROLLMENT TRENDS
1970-1974
and
(1974 Enrollment Comparison by Program and Purpose of Career Development)
Thousands
Enrolled
100
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Total Enrollment
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-----------------~-------- .. ----------------------------..
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PROGRAM PURPOSE

,/'

Occupational-Technical

1970
Source:

------

\

y'"

,,-

1973

1974

1i!I!!IJ!!~
1974
Spring Quarter

Data supplied by Department of Community Colleges used for yearly
trend. 1974 enrollment by program and purpose from JLARC Survey,
September 1974.
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Course Enrollment
Several criteria are used to justify the need for the many fields of
study offered in occupational-technical programs throughout VCCS. Manpower and
high school surveys and industry and community need assessments are the most
common measures reported to determine development and continuation of programs.

One important measure of both the accuracy of need assessments and the viability
of subject offerings is student enrollment.
If enrollment is consistently low,
either need has been inaccurately forcasted or the region is unable to support
the program offering.
JLARC has analyzed enrollment trends in each of the six major degree
curricula.

The following section summarizes

information by curricular area

including: the proportion of students in a specific subject major compared to
total enrollm~nt in the curriculum; detai led data by school regarding subject
fields offered at more than one college; and, additional commentary regarding
subjects offered at only one school, supporting certificate and diploma programs
and selected field characteristics.

AGRICULTURAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY
Agriculture has the lowest enrollment of all six curricular areas. Of
the 261 students (full and part-time), three-quarters major in three sUbjects
(Business, Forestry, Animal Science), the remaining 66 students are distributed'
among seven other degree, certificate or diploma programs. Although Agricultural
Business has nearly a quarter of all agricultural students, it is offered at nine
different schools and has consistently enrolled few majors.

Schoo Is

Percent Curricular Enrollment

Major

o
9
1
1
1

Business
Forestry
Animal Science
Natural Resources
Mgmt. & Security
Ho rt icuI tu re
Agronomy
Livestock
Recreation Grounds Mgmt.
Wi 1dl i fe

•

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 + 9 0
- - - - - - (23.0)
(23.4)
(33.0)

100

%

( 11 .9)
(0)

(4.6)
(3.0)

( .71
( .4)

Agricultural subjects offered at just one school do not fare much better.
Northern Virginia reported one major in Horticulture in 1972, did not offer it in
1973, but reinstituted the subject field in 1974 even though there were no majors.
Livestock and Recreation Grounds Management (both degree programs) at Paul D. Camp
and Patrick Henry respectively totaled one major in three years combined. Even
new subject fields are started without substantial enrollment; Dabney S. Lancaster
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offered Wildlife Management for the first time in 1974 with just one student
major.
AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS
(Subject Area Majors)
School

1972

1973

1974

12
6
6

17
a
9
1
3
a

11

11

16

0
19

13
a
3
1
7
a
15
0
21

Blue Ridge
Eastern Shore
Germanna
Lord Fa i rfax
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Wythevi lIe
aApproved but not offered.
Source:

Student Enrollment Booklets, 1972-74, Department of Community Colleges,

Division of Research and Planning.
Despite these sytem-wide enrollment trends in agricultural subjects,
both Northern Virginia and J. Sargeant Reynolds have or plan to establ ish
agricultural branch campuses. The Loudoun Campus of Northern Virginia
special izes in agricultural subjects and the projected Goochland County campus of
J. Sargeant Reynolds is being planned with a major emphasis in agricultural
subjects.
ARTS AND DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
All arts subject areas have a substantial number of student majors. In
1974, enrollment at the four schools that offered Commercial Art ranged from 53
students at Central Virginia to 129 students at Northern Virginia.

Schools

Percent Curricular Enrollment

Major

o
4
1
1

5

10

15

20--.J'-80

85

90

95

100 %

(83. 1)

Commercial Art
Media Advertising
Crafts

(7.6)
(3.9)

Diploma Offerings (1)
Crafts and Media Advertising enrolled 16 and 31 majors respectively. One diploma
course (Printing) is held at Danville and has 22 majors. The distribution of
subject majors in Commercial Art is shown in the following table.
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COMMERCIAL ART
(Subject Area Majors)
School

1972

Central Virginia
Northern Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Virginia Western
Tidewater

1974

1973
32
120
72
71
16 a

30
106
56
82
18

53
129
71
79
8a

aReported but not approved - See end notes.
Source:

Student Enrollment Booklets, 1972-74, Department of Community Colleges

Division of Research and Planning.
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
Business Technology is the most popular curriculum in the community
college system. Eight out of ten Business students major in three programs-Management, Secretarial Science and Accounting.
Schools

Percent Curricular Enrollment

Major

o
23
22
17
8
12
2
1

4
3
1

7

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40--!"-100 %

(36.2)
(29.2)

Management
Secretarial Science
Accounting
Data Processing
Merchandising
Hotel Management
Aviation
Real Estate

(13.9)
(10.9)
(3.8)
(2.3)

Insurance

( • 1)

Traffic and
Transportat ion
Banking

( .4)

( • 1)

( .9)
( . 6)

Cert i f i cate Offer i ngs (20)
Merchandising has not attracted many students and five schools where it is offered
enroll ten or less majors. All four certificate offerings at Tidewater, Blue
Ridge, Lord Fairfax and Southside Virginia that might support a Merchandising
degree, have less than two enrollees. Banking and Insurance, where offered, have
minimal enrollment and there are no certificate or diploma programs offered that
support these two subjects. Business Technology programs that have low enrollment
are shown in Table 17. Detailed enrollment for three years for the other four
subject majors are contained in Appendix 11 I.
It should be noted that Banking was not approved by the Council of Higher
Education during 1973, yet six schools listed the program as offered. According
to the curriculum planning division, actual enrollment in this field was reported
in approved programs until 1974 when the program was given council approval.
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Table 17
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
(Subject Area Majors For Selected Programs)
MERCHANDISING
1972 73 74

School
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Danvi lie
Germanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fai rfax
New River
Northern Virginia
Piedmont Virginia
Southside Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Western

18 22
21 19
17 26
7 11
10

14
39
20
8
10

12

10

13

59
5
9

76
9
6

18

24
5

94
5
3
16
28
17

BANKING
1972 73 74

21

a
a

11
11

a
a

5
2

a

2

a
0

REAL ESTATE
1972 73 74

1NSURANCE
197 2 73 74

a

a
3

98 110 121

6

20

27

30

33

14

15

33
0

0

3

3

0Approved, offered--no enrollment.
1972-74, Department of Community Colleges,
Division of Research and Planning.

Student Enrollment Booklets,

HOTEL
73 74

a

aApproved, but not offered.

Source:

1972

32

22

'"""

ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
Engineering and Industrial Technology is the second largest curriculum
in terms of enrollment but has the most subject fields. There are 57 degree,
certificate and diploma offerings and more than half are offered by at least two
schoo 1s.
Schools

Major

Percent Curricular Enrollment

o
20
17
10
10
1
1

4
6
3

6
1
1
2
1

5
2
1
1
1
1
1

5

Elect/Elect
Draft & Design
Automot i ve
Mechanical
Air & Ref.
Machine Tech.
Architecture
Civil Tech
Construction
Industrial
Mining
Broadcast
Marine Science
Instrumentation
Electro/Mech:
Envi r. Sci
Sci. Tech.
Chemical
Furn. Prod.
Tex. Manf.
Nuc 1ear

10

15

20

25

30

35+90

100 %

(34.2)
( 16.4)

(8.0)
(6. 1)

(5.2)
(5.6)

(4.8)
(3.8)
(2.7l
( I .9)
(7.2)
( 1 .0)

( .8)
( .5)
( . 4)

( .4)
( .4)
( • 1)
(0)
(0)
( .5)

Certificate and Diploma Offerings (37l
Half of all engineering students major in two subjects--Electrical/Electronics or
Drafting. In Automotive, Mechanical, Architecture, Civil, Marine Science and
Instrumentation Technologies, enrollments are usually adequate to justify offering.
However, there are too many exceptions to general ize. For example:
-Eastern Shore, Germanna and Piedmont Virginia have 10 or less majors
in Automotive and no certificate support enrollment.
-Blue Ridge, Paul D. Camp, and Tidewater have 10 or less majors in
Mechanical Technology and no certificate programs.
-Blue Ridge and J. Sargeant Reynolds each enrolled one student in
Architecture during 1973 although the curriculum was not approved
by the Council of Higher Education.
General izations can be made about degree programs in Industrial,
Construction, Electromechanical, Chemical and Science Technology as well as
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Furniture Production and Textile Management. There have been very few majors
in any of these degree programs during the last three years.
Air conditioning and Refrigeration has substantial enrollment in
certificate programs at five schools. But one school, Tidewater, reports ten
degree majors even though the degree program is not authorized. Tidewater also
reports enrollment in Industrial Technology which is not an approved curriculum
(see end note 19).
Engineering and Industrial programs that have low enrollment are shown
in Table 18. Detailed enrollment for three years for the other four subject
majors are contained in Appendix I I I.

Table 18

ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNDLDGY
(Subject Area Majors for Selected Programs)
ARCH ITEnURE
1972 73 74

School
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Germanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Emp ire
New River
Northern Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thoma s Ne 1son
Tidewater
Virginia Western
Wythevi lIe

CIVIL TECH
1972 73 74

CONSTRUCTION
1972 73 74

la

INDUSTRIAL
1972 73 74
6

5

4

5

5

5

0
la
26 19 24

8

3

0

41 52 41
15 13 12
b b
b

b
4

54 66 76

26 39 47
0 0

19 21 30
3
34 34 41

2a l a

33 33 52
15 14 16

aEnrolled, but not approved by council.
bApproved, not offered.
OApproved, offered--no enrollment.
Source:

Student Enrollment Booklets, 1972-74, Department of Community

Colleges, Division of Research and Planning.
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HEALTH TECHNOLOGY
Two-thirds of all Health Technology students major in one degree and
two certificate fields in Nursing. The other eight degree programs, nevertheless,
have adequate enrollment where offered.
Schools

Major

Percent Curricular Enrollmp.nt

o
14
3
2
2

4
3
1
2
1

5

10

15+60

65

70

80

90

100 %

(62.9)

Nursing
Mental Health
Rad i 0 logy
Dental Lab.
Med i ca 1 La b.
Medical Records
Mortuary Science
Resipratory Therapy
Physical Therapy

(9.8)

(4.71
(3.3)

(4.9)
(2. 1)
(3. 1)
(5.5)
( 1. 3)

Certificates and Diploma Offerings (7)
Three schools, PaulO. Camp (Nursing), Southwest (Mental Health), and

J. Sargeant Reynolds (Radiology) report enrollment in programs that are not listed
as approved by the council.

(see end note 20)

Enrollment statistics for all health fields are contained in Appendix
I I I. It should be noted that many health professional and paraprofessional fields
are new and seem to attract many students where offered. Several of these fields
are also closely regulated by State licensing authorities outside the VCCS.
PUBLIC SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
Sixty percent of
Science. Corrections and
majors. Tidewater reports
is not approved either for
detailed enrollment.

all Publ ic Service students are enrolled in Police
Institutional Security all have less than 10 student
enrollment in T.V. Production, but the subject field
degree or certificate offering. See Appendix 1 I I for

Percent Curricular Enrollment

o
17

5
1
)

Pol ice Science
Fire Sci ence
Educational Services
Community Social
Serylces

2

Corrections

)

Recreation & Parks
Radio & T.V.
Air Traffic

1
1
2

5

10

15+60

S~

70

(60.6)
(" .8)

(8.6)
(7.1)

( I. )
().4)
(2.71
(I. 9)

Occupational Safety

( .8)

& Health

( .2)

Institutional Security

Certificate and Diploma Offerings (14)
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80

90

100

%

OCCUPATIONAL-TECHNICAL OUTCOME MEASUREMENT
Vocational education can be assessed by a variety of outcome criteria-graduate trends, employment of graduates and non-graduates, and curricular
relatedness to employment.
Graduation statistics in vocational fields can be misleading. Some
vocational students do not intend to graduate or complete two full years of study-some take jobs before graduation, others take courses to enhance current employment
potential. Nevertheless, most vocational students in VCCS are enrolled in degree
programs and the JLARC student survey found 86% of all vocational students enrolled
in the spring quarter, 1974, intended to graduate and receive an award.
Graduates by Program.
In 1973-74, there were 3,597 AAS degree,
certificate and diploma awards conferred by the VCCS. Of these, 2,602 were AAS
degrees and 995 were certificates or diplomas, Of the sophomore students
reported in subject majors in the fall of 1973, 89 percent graduated. This
calculation does not include fall term students who were unclassified, but does
include them in the awards. JLARC estimates (based on the redistribution of
unclassified students) there were 7,607 sophomores taking vocational subjects for
an award 21 . Based on this latter total, we estimate approximately half of all
sophomores enrolled in degree programs graduated.

Table 19 shows the number of subject majors at each school with less
than seven graduates and the number of programs with no graduates for 1973-74.
System-wide nearly two-thirds of all sUbject fields had less than seven graduates
and over a quarter had none. Well over half of all offerings at Patrick Henry
had no graduates and only one school, Virginia Highlands, had graduates in every
program offered. It should be pointed out that one school, (Piedmont Vi rginia)
had graduates in an AAS degree program not approved by the Council on Higher
Education and another school, (Mountain Empire), awarded a certificate in Air
Conditioning that was not approved by the department.
Tabl e
GRAOUATES

AAS,

"

"

~AJORTIELOS

OIPLO~A. CERTll
1973~7~

"'

STUOY

I CATE

Oe9ree T ialds
Numbe r

Number
Tie Ids

Schoo I
Blue Ridge
Centra I Vi rginia
Oabney

,.

Lancaster

Oanville
Eastern Shore
Cermanna
Sargeant Reynolds
John Ty ler
Lord Tai rfa~

"

..

,

Kountain Empire

River

Nort~ern Virginia

Patrick ~enry
Paul O. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Souths i de Vi rginia
Southwest VI rgin ia

Thomas

Ne I son

Tidewater
'lirginia ~ighlands
Virginia lIestern
llythev; lie
Tota I

"B

"
,
""
""
6
l

B

5

6

"'"6

7

""

"
--'""
'"
5

Numbe r

Less Than IIi th No
Grads.
~

7
7

,,
l
7

"5

,l
,,

,,

Certificate/Olploma Tields
Numbe r
Number
Less Than \JI th No
Tiel ds
~ ~
Numbe r

"5

l
6
6
7
7

7
6
7
6

"

'",

'"'"6"

,,
,
l

"57

,,
6
5
l
6

,

--'

-'

''"

"

,

""5

",
l
"6

""
'"

,6

,

""
",
",
7

6

B

",6
"

'"

,,5

,,
",
5

l
,,,
,

6

,
-"

"

"Each school reports graduates in programs not approved in Ig73~7~ by the Council
or Department of COJm1unity Colleges where necessary.

Source:

Compi led by JLARC staff from Programs Approved for the VCCS, 1973-7~,
and Awards conferred, 1973~7~, ResearCh and Planning Oivlsion,
Oepartment of COJm1uni ty Colleges.
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Graduates Compared To Enro.Ilment.
VCCS was not able to provide
information to permit a precise analysis of graduates in relation to enrollment.
Trends can be establ ished over time by calculating the percentage of awards
conferred to total occupational students. Unfortunately, the large number of
unclassified students inflate the awards and deflate the enrollment base. But
even with fal I term unclassified students included in awards, only a quarter of
all vocational students who enter a VCCS school eventually graduates. Table 20
shows graduates compared to enrollees by school since 1970-71.

Table 20
PERCENT OF GRADUATES TO ENROLLEES
School

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore

18.3%
21.2
28.9
29.5

17.5%
18. I
31.5
25.6

19.7%
16.9
32.9
32.7
12.2
33.5

Ge rmanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa; rfax
Mo un ta i n Emp i re
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
\4ytheville
Total
Source:

31.4
20.2
14.6
3.0

27.7
.7
33.3
23.2
14. I
17. ')

12.3
9.9
19.8
19.0
31. 7

2.9
16.2
16.8
15.3
10. I
30.9
20.5
29.2

24.4
26.7
14.2
20.5
20.5
40.4
21.2
35.0

26.2%
22.6
31.4
34.2
55.6
25.6
12.0
25.0
38.6
21. 4
42.8
27.2
22.7
17.6
13. I
31.1
31.5
14.2
24.5
23.9
25.9
24. I
41.6

18.9%

19.4%

22.1%

25.9%

.8

24.9

18.3

16.4
20.9

40.5
16. I

27 .0

,20.0

1970-73, and Awards Conferred, 1970-73,
Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning.

Student Enrollment Booklets,

PERFORMANCE OUTPUT
The most important criteria to assess effectiveness is the benefit
received by students from their community college study. In the occupationaltechnical program this includes the employment of graduates as well as nongraduates and the extent to which employment is a result of instruction. Several
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individual schools, notably Northern Virginia and Virginia \lestern, follow the
progress of former vocational students. However, the Depart~ent of Community
Colleges has provided JLARC with valuable assistance in determining effectiveness
outcomes.

A study entitled,

Post College Activities of Former Occupational-

undertaken by the department in 1972, identified 11,623
students enrolled from 1966 through 1971 and surveyed them to determine the
outcome of vocational study. This comprehensive follow-up survey examined many
areas of effectiveness. The report focused on demographic characteristics, postcollege activities, attitudes, retention patterns, and differences between
graduates and non-graduates. JLARC requested and was given permission to use
part of the prel iminary report findings.
Technica.l Students,

Questionnaires were C1ai led to 11,623 former students, 3,433 graduates
(29%) and 8,190 non-graduates (71%) who had attended the existing thirteen
colleges. There was a 61% response rate. Data useful in this analysis is
contained in two parts--employment and curricular relatedness to employment.
Seventy-two percent of all respondents were employed full-time.
remainder were distributed among:
College Full-time
Military Services

The

8%
5%

Homemaker

5%

Employed Part-time
Unemployed
Other

5%
3%
2%

More graduates were employed full-time than non-graduates (78 and 69%
respectively). Employment by curriculum varied sharply, from a low rate of 51%
in Communications to a high of 78% in Engineering. Although communications is
low in terms of employment, 20% of the respondents indicated that they were
attending college. All post-college status is detailed in Table 21.
Table 21
POST COLLEGE STATUS BY CURRICULAR FIELD

Curriculum
Business

Communications

Engi neering
flea 1th
Publ i c
Service

Other

N

Employed
FT
PT

----

3,088 70%

5%

136 51

9

2,019 78
324 61
368 76
182 76

College

8%

Military

Homemaker

Unemployed

Other

5%

7%

3%

1%

20

5

6

7

3

4
14

6
9

8
1

1
12

2
2

2
2

4
7

9
9

5
2

2
3

2
3
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The department found that 474 respondents (7.7%) were enrolled in
occupationally oriented programs, but continued in a four-year college after
leaving the community college. The 1974 JLARC and 1969 council surveys also
determined that many vocational students (12%) intended to transfer.
The test that indicates whether employment is a result of the community
college experience is job and curricular relatedness. A total of 3,468 students
responded to the question on relatedness. Respondents had three choices: Related; Yes, Very Much; Yes, Somewhat; and No, or Very Little. For our analysis,
the two affirmative responses were combined. A summary of curricular relatedness
is shown below for initial employment. Of the total respondents, 40% claimed
their first job bore I ittle or no relation to their field of training. Unrelated
employment ranged from a high of 62% in Communications to a low of 21% in 11ealth.
Non-graduates had a higher degree of unrelated employment than graduates.

CURRICULAR RELATEDNESS TO FIRST JOB
Number

Percent
Related

Percent Not
Related

Male
Fema 1e

2,503
965

57%
69

43%
31

Graduate
Non-Graduate

1,460
2,008

70
53

30
47

897
283
276

70
69

30
28
31

Communications
Engineering
Hea 1th
Pub 1 i c Service
Other

1,713
58
1,240
161
179
117

59
38
41
79
55
61

41
62
39
21
45
39

Total

3,468

60

40

Classification

AAS
Di ploma
Certificate

Business
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The study also distinguished between initial employment and the respondents' most recent job. Responses to curricular relatedness questions about
current employment show a decided improvement over initial employment (72% related
and 28% non-related). Individual curricular fields varied from a high of 41%
unrelated in Communications to 8% in Health. The following table shows relatedness
for employment after the initial job by curricular field.
76

CURRICULAR RELATEDNESS TO PRESENT JOB
Percent
Not Related

Field of Study

Numbe r

Business
Engineering
Health
Publ i c Servi ce
Other

1 ,928
56
1 ,434
170
258
128

71%
59
69
92
78
75

29%
41
31
8
22
25

Total

3,974

72%

28%

Commun i cat ions

Pe rcen t Re Ia ted

Combining the two characteristics, employment and job relatedness,
shows that about half of the community college students are employed in jobs
related to training, half are not.
EMPLOYMENT AND JOB RELATEDNESS

Classification
Business
Commun i ca t ion

Engineering
Hea I th
Publ i c Service
Other
Total

% Employees
Full-Time

%
In Related
Employment

% Employed FullTime in Field
of Training

70%
51
78
61
76
76

71%
59
69
92
78
75

49.7%
30. I
53.8
56. I
59.3
57.0

72%

72%

51.8%

Less than a third of all Communications students are presently employed
in fields related to study subjects. The highest relationship is in Publ ic
Service where nearly two-thirds of all former students were employed in fields
related to their study.
The reason given by former students why they were not employed in fields
related to curriculum provides an indication of whether the community college
experience could have made a difference. That is, some reasons for unrelated
employment cannot be controlled; other reasons tend to indicate the school did not
adequately prepare students. In the Post College Activity study, students were
asked to indicate why they were not employed in their field of training and
multiple responses were permitted:
-Not sufficiently qualified
-Preferred other work
-No job in field
-Better pay in another area
-Continued education to become qual ified
-Other
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Responses are shown below for each reason organized to show what can
be termed negative or neutral reponses.

REASONS FOR UNRELATED EMPLOYMENT

Ca tego ry

N

Negative
No Job Not
In
Suff .
Field Qual.

Prefer
Other
Work

Neutral
Continuing Ed.
to Become
Qual ified

Better
Pay

Other

Graduate
Non-Graduate

297
765

48%
19

12%
36

24%
31

2%
4

28%
26

13%
9

AAS
Diploma
Ce rt i fi cate

165
70
61

49
37
59

13
9
13

22
27
21

3
1

28
34
21

15
16
5

Business

521

30

31

30

4

27

9

23

35
25
8
17
25

35
28
33
28
16

13
30
17
23
25

9
3
8
6
3

13
28
33
21
28

4
10
17
21
19

Communications

Engineering
421
12
Health
Publ i c Service 53
6
Other

An overview of the Post College Activities survey leads to several
important conclusions. First, community college students are likely to find
employment whether they graduate or not. Secondly, half of all students can
attribute jobs to the field they studied in school. Finally, assuming these
findings are representative of VCCS students each year, we can estimate that of
the 33,700 students now estimated as enrolled in VCCS to prepare for new careers
or enhance job potential:

.24,200 will find full-time employment (most of them in Virginia) .
• 17,400 will be employed in a job related to their education .
• 6,800 will be employed in jobs not related to their education .
•1,800 will find there is no job in the field for which they were
trained and up to 300 additional students will find they are not
qualified in their subject majors.
Conclusion
The fact that the Department of Community Colleges carried out the
Activities study is commendable and indicates its concern that the
system assess its performance. Overall, performance appears favorable. JLARC
has noted, however, there is substantial variation among colleges in other
performance data, and system-wide information does not distinguish between those

Post College
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schools that achieve good results from those that do not. The department has
made the follow-up study available to each school. The legislation that created
the VCCS requires that the State Board and its administrative arm be much closer
attuned to its management responsibil ity and compile and use results by school.
The State Board should take corrective action where analysis indicates it is
necessary. To report that 1,800 students may be trained for jobs that are not
available is a substantial criticism. Proliferated programs with few students
and graduates can not be cost-effective.
There are too many curricula with too few students. Regional education
requires regional need, and where none exists, the State Board should consider
expanding the Use of consol idated programs at fewer schools. Standard
productivity measures, with reasonable exceptions, should also be appl ied. And
the department should assert its leadership role, reassess state-wide occupationaltechnical needs and require a reassessment of local need at least in subject
areas with low productivity.
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PROGRAM COSTS
University parallel and occupational-technical programs can be justified
by many attributes. Nevertheless, in any publ ic enterprise. costs must be carefully monitored.
In a community college, if course or program expenditures are
excessive-- either because there are too few students or capital and operating
costs are too high, and otl,er justification is weak, a decision may have to be
made not to offer the subject or course.
If, on the other hand, costs can be
distributed within existing reSOIJrCeS, a decision can be made on the basis of
other criteria such as need, service, or interest. Several programs offered by
the VCCS can be used to illustrate these various alternatives.
Nuclear Technology.
Central Virginia began a Nuclear Technology
program in 1974-75. The program request, approved by the Council of Higher
Education, estimated the subject major would require $93.500 ($70,000 equipment)
in additional funding. Operating ~osts were estimated at $45,250 each year based
on 15 FTE students the first year, 28 the second and 35 the third.
If these
projected enrollments were achieved, cost per FTE student would be $3,017, $1,616,
and $1,293 in the first three years respectively. Employment potential was
estimated at 270 local jobs In the immediate future, and more than 16,500 jobs in
the Southern Interstate region by 1975. Twelve new courses had to be added for
the program.

Only 21 students (4 full-time and 17 part-time) initially enrolled in
the program In its first year. Based on the estimated expenditure, program costs
would have been $4,681 per FTE student, and a costly program would have been more
expensive because of low student enrollment. However, there probably Is need for
a two-year degree in Nuclear Technology.
In a telephone Interview with Babcock
and Wilcox, a nuclear technology firm in the Central Virginia region, the personnel
director reported the industry would be hiring program graduates soon.
In view of
recent emphasis on finding alternatives to oil based power, nuclear technology
also appears to be a growing part of Virginia's industry and the program may well
prove to be cost-effective in a few years.
Chemical Techno.1ogy.
The Chemical Technology program at John Tyler,
however, is clearly not cost-effective. The program has been taught for seven
years and for the past three, there have been an average of one full-time and
three part-time students enrolled (four graduates since 1967). During our campus
visit, the Dean of Instruction said the program may have to be discontinued because
the chemical industry was obI igated to hire directly from high school and train
on-the-job in I ight of union wage policy. Even though expenditures cannot be
separately identified (included in the engineering division totals), low
enrollment, lack of employment opportunity and practical characteristics of the
industry render this program too cost1y for continuation at this time,
Electronics Technology.
Rappahannock has offered an electronics
program that was based on recommendations contained in the Curriculum Master Plan
for Occupational-Technical E:ducation, 1970, prepared by the Department of
Community Colleges. The school is reconsidering the need for this subject major.

There is not much electrical industry in the Rappahannock region, the
nearest electronics plant Is In Newport News or Richmond. and electronics is
offered at four other community colleges in the region. The course is very
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expensive. Average FTE enrollment has been about seven students each term and
costs exceeded $4,300 per FTE in the fall of 1974--four times FIE enrollment
costs system-wide. Spring term expenditures were reduced to $2,449 per FTE
student but were still $1,366 more than spring term electronics cost system-wide
and $600 more than the average cost of all programs taught at Rappahannock.
The major may not be justified on the basis of cost, but a number of
electronic courses are essential to other fields of study and would have to be
offered. Therefore, while some costs could be saved by discontinuing electronics
as a degree field, the greatest benefit would be in a redistribution of teaching
resources.
Drafting and Design Technology.
School size is not always the crucial
factor in costs. Northern Virginia, largest of VCCS schools with 21,439 students,
spent $1,617 per FTE enrollee in drafting whi Ie New River (1,864 students) spent
$840. Both programs cost about $38,000 during the 1973-74 academic year.

These programs have not been singled out to necessarily identify programs that should be dropped, but to indicate that cost must be one consideration
to determine the appropriateness of course offerings. Costs should be carefully
monitored and high expenditures by one school measured against some reasonable
standard should be considered as a signal that course offerings need review.
JLARC has analyzed program costs "for each school and calculated: the
average instructional cost per FTE student-for the fall and spring quarters of
1973-74; and, fall quarter FTE enrollment cost in selected subjects. All
calculations were derived from expenditure and student credit hour reports
prepared for the Council of Higher Education. Table 22 details the average
instructional expenditures compared to the VCCS mean, and schools are ranked from
high to low by fall quarter average costs.
School size does play some part in instructional costs. A correlation
between FTE enrollment and cost (r = - .42) indicates that as school size increases,
costs decrease. But the extent to which each vtcs college deviates from the
system mean is not simply a function of size. Patrick Henry, the second smallest
college (692 students) has the lowest cost both quarters while Rappahannock
(741 students) has the highest. A strong relationship (r = - .64) has been found
between high and low cost and the extent of inaccuracy in enrollment forecasting
for budget purposes (see Appendix Ill). The more accurate enrollment forecasting
becomes, the more instructional costs drop. This kind of relationship tends to
support the assumption that colleges spend the funds made available, notwithstanding student enrollment. Neither the department nor the schools have demonstrated that cost is given due consideration as a management tool.
Costs Based on FTE Enrollment
JLARC also calculated the cost of instruction per FTE enrollee for two
major instructional divisions at each community col lege and nine courses in other
divisions, based on fall 1973 data. This approach was found to be necessary because instructors often teach different subjects within their respective divisions
(i.e.) a history professor may teach history, government and sociology classes.
Since the Department of Community Colleges does not report cost prorated by subject,
JLARC was unable to identify proportionate relationships in all cases.
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Table 22
AVERAGE ANNUAL INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES (FTE STUDENT) 1
(Based on FaIlor Spring Quarter 1973-1974 Enrollments)
Fa 11
Quarter

Spring
Quarter
$1,855
1,710
1,490
1,805
1,471
1,236
1,425
1,278
1,228
1,299
1,034
1,076
1,187
1,202
1,081

20 %

Virginia Highlands
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Eastern Shore
Wythevi lIe
Lord Fairfax
Paul D. Camp
J. Sargeant Reynolds
Virginia Western
John Tyler
Piedmont Virginia

$1,548
1,482
1,394
1,373
1,209
1,166
1,156
1,137
1,131
1,070
1,038
986
962
964
932

System Mean

$

895

$1,066

19

876
870
844
791
770
770
749
685

1,164
1,065
1,015
1,098
882
878
893
835

33
22
20
39
15
14
19
22

School
Rappahannock
Dabney S. Lancaster
Mountain Empire
Germ~mna

Blue Ridge
Central Vi rginia
Danvi lIe
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
1

Percen t
Increase/Decrease

15

7
32
22
6
23
12
8
21

9
23
25
16

Costs are based on expenditures identified for instruction only:
total. (credit hours produced i 15).
Source:

Expenditure

Calculated by JL,',RC from Counci 1 of Higher Education Reports
A-l(credit hours), Fall 1973, Spring 1974.

E-l (costs)

The Division of Social Science and Engineering and Industrial Technology
and nine other courses were selected for independent cost review because:
expenditures could be separately identified; the subject or course was offered by
several schools; and, instructional overlap with other curricular fields is less
1 ikely.
Information provided by the Management Services Division also aided in
analysis by prorating an instructors time in curricula outside his own field--a
practice not yet implemented system-wide. Attention was also given to selected
subjects that were representative of different types of school offerings. The
following tables separate courses into two rough categories--subjects that are
predominately academic and those that are vocational. Expenditure figures are
based on all credit hours produced by all students enrolled regardless of major.
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Table 23
ANNUALIZED ACADEMIC COURSE COSTS
Based on FTE Enrollment, Fall Quarter, 1973
Div. of
Soc. Sc i .
School

Mean

Blue Ridge
Central Vi rginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lIe
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne 1son
Ti dewater
Vi rginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville
Source:

$

Arts

Music

396

$ 506

$

385
501
402
323
511
494
276
459
466
238
312
387
282
387
342
334
456
382
443
427
443
414
450

136
689

541

Ph i 10sophy

$ 261

325
289
361

1,397
1,438
791
386
2,083
160
470
318

207
225
366
29
573
702
404
192

644
194
545
518
478
964
69

347
374
271
54

927
76
586
928

236
95
119

1,272

58

107

Physical
Education

Phys i cs

947

$ 737

641
2,496
1,813
130

3,136

$

2,614
1,655
1,996
2,140
451
971
1,073
1,430
1, 119
889
757
2,420
570
358
1,163
209
2,022
841

723

422
163
1,774
499
1,208
1,098
580
551
467
787
1,230
1,232
6,234
872

549
1,079
537
130
871
917

Calculated by JLARC from Council of Higher Education Reports E-I (costs) and
A-I (credit hours), 1973-74. Supplemented by data provided by Dr. L. Thomas Overby,
Director, Management Services, Virginia Department of Community Colleges.
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Table 24
ANNUALIZED VOCATIONAL COURSE COSTS
Based on FTE Enrollment, Fall Quarter. 1973
Di v. of Eng r .
& Ind. Tech.
Mean

ISchool
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danv ill e
Eastern Shore
Germanna

..,.
00

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Mounta in Emp ire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lie
Source:

Agr iculture

$ 1,223

$ 1,121

1,150
1,383
621
I ,053
876
3,346
890
1,914
1,179
1,400
960
1,040
581
1,405
1,500
3,371
1,443
1,163
1,316
1,388
1,523
1,020
1,174

1,877

'!lata Pro-

Fi re

cessing

Science

$

1,201
1,658
1,806

$

526
366
936

1,504
203
1,041
2,191

1,022
431

351

911

563

171

377
278
4

806
1,487

1,091
75
3,302
1,423
1,208
22

293
372
281
271

Calculated by JLARC from Council of Higher Education Reports E-I (costs) and A-I
(credit hours), 1973-74. Supplemented by data provided by Dr. L. Thomas Overby,
Director, Management Services, Virginia Department of Community Colleges.

Law
Enforcement

$

490
285
762
I ,403
528
700
684
I, I 09
1,167
277
407
369
737
955
600
297
410
467
389
572

A review of the divisional and course data indicates that costs at
some colleges are exceptionally high compared to the system mean, (The mean, it
should be noted, has no practical meaning but is used as a comparative benchmark-the means are not necessari ly high or 101,.) College transfer (academic) courses
generally cost less than occupational-technical (vocational) subjects. Nonetheless, any course can be expensive at any school.

Social Science subjects at Eastern Shore, the smallest school, are $115
above the mean and at Central Virginia, the seventh largest school, they are also
above the mean by $105. Rappahannock and Patrick Henry, both among the smallest
schools, spend less than the mean. No relationship was found between school size
and cost per FTE enrollee in Social Science.
School size is not the major determinant of vocational division costs
either. Thomas Nelson, Tidewater, Central Virginia, and John Tyler, among the largest schools, exceed the VCCS mean by amounts ranging from $93 to $691. Cost data
on the other nine courses show similar deviations from the VCCS mean--differences
that certainly warrant careful review and analysis by the State Board and the
depa r tmen t.
The High Cost of Low Enrollment
The principal controllable factor that influenced high instructional
costs was found to be class size (see Appendix 111), Simply stated, low enrollment
results in high cost. This fact is not at all surprising since the incremental
cost of adding one student to a class is usually nominal. Teachers, supplies, and
overhead cost are about the same for one student or 20. (Even equipment cost
remains constant after initial purchase.) JLARC reviewed all 1973 fall quarter
class data available from the VCCS and accumulated the number of classes at each
school that had less than 15 and less than 10 students, the results are shown in
Table 25. Enrollment of less than 15 students was selected because it corresponded
with the Council of Higher Education productivity standards and to budget allowances.
The significance of class size can be roughly translated into dollars by
determining the effect small classes have on instructional expenditures. JLARC
carried out a regression analysis in an effort to predict possible savings for
1973-74 based on reducing the number of classes with less than 15 students to
some reasonable level. We used the VCCS mean of 44.9% of all classes with less
than 15 students. We assume this figure is conservative since 14 schools achieve
a lower percentage of small classes -- some with as few as 20 - 25%.
Based on the regression analysis, JLARC estimates the VCCS could have
saved approximately $500,000 (minimum $249,166 - maximum $750,492) over the 73-74
academic year by insuring that no more than 44.9% of all classes taught had fewer
than 15 students enrolled. a
aThe regression formula is:
Y ;

Y; A ~ bX i .. ,

~

bX n

~

Standard Error

261,825 + 740 (xl) + 362,194 (x2) - 93,335 (x3) - 192,481 (x4) ~ 250,663

Y ; Annual

instructional expenditures:

xl; FTE students:

x2 ; % classes:> 15: x ; % students < 20 mi les:
3
forecast accuracy. (Multiple r ; .997)
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x4; % enrollment

Certainly, community colleqes need to have some small classes scheduled
to meet the particular requirements of part-time or evening students and to avoid
schedul ing confl icts for full-time students. Some classes also require more
personal, individual ized teacher-student contact. Nevertheless, there is no
reason to believe that anyone college could not achieve a similar percentage of
large and small classes that corresponds to the average of all schools.
Conclusion
The cost analysis presented in this chapter cannot substitute for a
complete review of all' instructional costs by the Department of Community Colleges.
It does highl ight differences between schools; it is not possible within the
constraints of this evaluation to identify the classes that can be dropped.
Several obvious conclusions are possible from the data. First, community college
costs are related to forecasts of FTE enrollment. Where estimates are inflated,
expenses are high, classes remain unfilled, and scarce publ ic resources can be
wasted. Once forecasts are accepted as official. there is no practical opportunity
for reassessment by the General Assembly. ln addition, once funds are appropriated,
the legislature loses the opportunity to reapportion to other important State
functions and programs. Similarly, if institutional management ignores cost and
permits an unl imited number of small classes to be taught without adequate
justification, not only will public resources suffer, other institutional services
suffer as well. The VCCS should immediately adopt and implement reasonable class
size standards and insure they are met.
Table 25

NUMBER OF CLASSES WITH LESS THAI~ 15 ENROLLEES
ANO LESS THAN 10 ENROLLEES BY INSTITUTION
Fa I I Term,

School

Southwest Virginia
Eastern Shore

Southside Virginia
Rappahannock
Ge rmanna
Lancaster

Oabney S.

Virginia Highlands
Pau I O. Camp
Mountain Empire
Lord Fairfax
Piedmont Virginia
John Ty IeI'
Blue Ridge
J. Sargeant Reyno I ds
Patrick Henry
Tidewater
Oanville

Virginia Western
Central Virginia

Thomas Nelson
Northern Virginia
See Appendix III

Source:

Number Less

Percent Less

Number Less

Pe rcent Less

Than 15

Than 15

Than 10

Than

248
39
185
10 I
10 I
10 I
155
87
88
71

New River
Wythevi lie

1973

146
110
79
147
78
147
41
313
116
142
102
84
442

69%
60
68
63
58
60
59
52
52
41
43
46
41
45
35
37
36
33
34
28
30
23
2I

184
33
136
76
78
68
98
62
61
55
97
68
52
85
55
95
24
201
61
83
55
55
241

for detailed compilation of classes less than ten.

Calculated by JLARC from the Counci I on Higher Education.
Report A-I, Fall 1973.
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10
51%
51
50
48
45
"0
37
37
36
32
29
29
27
26
25
24
21
21
18
17
16
15
12

GENERAL AND CONTINUING ADULT EDUCATION
In addition to university parallel and occupational-technical instruction, the VCCS is charged to provide general and continuing education courses for
adults. 22 Unl ike the other two programs, the scope of this mission has not been
clearly defined. The Council of Higher Education does not recognize this community
college function as different from that carried out by four-year schools. In fact,
the counc i 1 def i nes cont.inuing education as "educat i ona 1 expe r i ences both c red i t
and non-credit provided by institutions of higher education primarily for adult
citizens who are fully employed or for whom education is not their immediate and
primary interest"23. Using this definition, over half of the VCCS enrollment
might be classified as continuing education students since the JLARC student survey
showed that three-fourths of the occupational students and about one-third of the
university parallel students are employed ful I-time. Furthermore, community college students have multiple reasons for attending school. Thus, the definition
does not provide an adequate mechanism to distinguish between students attending a
VCCS college by program or by employment status.
The State Board has defined this mission in another fashion, creating
definitional confl ict and confusion. The board identifies three separate functions
by prog ram.
-General Education - programs encompassing the common knowledge, skills,

and attitudes needed for an individual to be effective as a person,
a member of a family, a worker, a consumer and a citizen.
_Continuing Adult Education - programs which enable adults to continue

their learning experience through degree credit and non-degree credit
work .
• Public Service Programs - programs not conducted in classrooms, such as

cultural events, workshops, meetings, lectures, conferences, seminars

and special community projects which provide needed cUltur~1
educational opportunities for the citizens of the region. 2
This definition consigns virtually the full range of instructional programs at a
community college, including university parallel and occupational-technical programs to a general and continuing education function.
JLARC's review of legislative history indicates that continuing education was intended to provide area residents with educational, cultural, and
recreational courses, based on regular institutional resources, but not intended
for degrees or awards. Thus, for this evaluation, JLARC includes in general and
continuing education participants who:
.Enroll in credit courses but cannot be classified in one
of the major fields of study offered in university parallel
or occupational-technical curricula for award purposes; and/or,
-Take "publ ic service" offerings sponsored by the community
colleges, usually on a self-supporting basis.
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Students Enrolled in Credit Courses.
The VCCS enrollment statistics do
not permit identification of specific enrollment in general and continuing adult
education courSeS. Based on the JLARC student survey, we estimate that approximately 16% (6,652) of the VCCS spring quarter, 1974 enrollment could not be
ass igned to regular programs. Table 26 shows the distribution of these students
by age. As expected, the majority (95%) are not traditional college age students.

Table 26
GENERAL AND CONTINUING EDUCATION STUDENTS BY AGE
(JLARC Classification)
Age

Percent of Students

.5%

Under 16
17-22
23-30
31-40
41-50
51-64
Over 65
Source:

4.8
50.5
18.6
11.7
12.9
1.0

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974

Public Service Offerings.
Publ ic service programs do not carry academic
credit but provide instructional opportunities on or off campus. Usually, they are
designed to meet the social and cultural interests of the college regions. These
programs are grouped into two categories:

• Those for which the Continuing Education Uni t (CEU) is awarded
in conformity with standard guidelines of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools. (One Continuing Education Unit represents
ten contact hours of participation in an organized education
expe ri ence) .
• Those which are less formally structured and do not meet the
criteria established for the CEU.
Although public service programs were not specifically mandated by the
enabling legislation, it is clear that the General Assembly intended VCCS to SerVe
educational and cultural interests in the "community". During 1973-74, there were
964 publ ic service programs in which CEU's were awarded and 19,193 people participated.
Information concerning public service offerings that do not carry CEU
credit is limited. The department provided JLARC with a summary of receipts and
disbursements for an 18-month period which amount to about $679,000 for the system.
The number of courSeS offered during this time was not available.
Measures of Effectiveness
Since continuing education is designed to SerVe the occasional needs of
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area adults, JLARC has selected performance measures that focus on the extent of
community outreach beyond the full-time college population including:
-Proportion of area residents served.
-Ratio of part-time to full-time students.
-Proportion of students older than the traditional college age.
-Availability of courses throughout the day and evening.
-Avai labil ity of public service offerings.
Proportion of Area Residents Served. The ratio of students per thousand
area residents is one criterion that can measure a college's outreach. The higher
the ratio, the more its potential adult population is served. Table 27 illustrates the proportion of area residents served by each college for a three-year
period.

Table 27
NUMBER OF STUDENTS PER 1,000 AREA RESIDENTS
By College, By Year
Community College
Blue Ri dge
Central Vi rginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lIe
Eastern Shore
Ge rmanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyl e r
Lord Fa i rfax
Mounta i n Emp ire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne I son
Tidewater
Vi rginia Highlands
Virginia Western
yJytheville
VCCS Median
Sources:

1970

1971

8.89
9.83
7.52
13.49

3. 18

8.33
9.61
8.87
14.62
2.48
6.88

5.13
4.89

5.53
6.20

5.55
10.55

8.62
12.91
5. 15
7.39

2.16
8.76
6.94
2.60
6.51
12.64
10.59
7.52

4.56
6.24
9.33
7.14
4.06
9.07
13.99
11 .32
8.36

1973
9.07
11 .52

10.07
15.57
4.63
5.48
7.96
5.36
7.50
7.79
14.31
17.51
7.95
12.61
10. 15
7.05
8.21
14.01
9. 11
7.40
13.75
15.95
14.25
9. 11

State Council of Higher Education, Resident Headcount Enrollment changes;
Two Year Institutions of Higher Education, First Semester or Quarter,
1969-70 - 1973-74; 1970 Census, 1971 and 1973 Tayloe Murphy Institute,
University of Virginia.

The median ratio for the system was 9.1 to 1000 in 1973 compared to 7.5
to 1000 in 1970. While the increase is noteworthy, Virginia will have to more
than double it's ratio to achieve the expected ratio of 20 to 1000 by 1980 proposed
by Dr. James Wattenbarger in a study for the U. S. Office of Educations, National
Educational Finance Project. 25 Dr. Wattenbarger examined 15 exemplary colleges in
seven states and found the median ratio of students served per 1000 area residents
to be 17. (Note: Northern Virginia is the only Virginia community college to meet
this level of service). He stated that if a state is providing an adequate number
of community colleges and if these colleges are appropriately serving their
citizenry, obtaining a ratio of 20 students per 1000 residents by 1980 is entirely
reasonable.
The prospect for increased service is encouraging. JLARC found a positive relationship between the number of years a VCCS college has been operational
and the number of students served per 1,000 residents. Figure 20 presents a visual
display of this relationship. The general pattern of the scattergram shows that
usually schools can be distributed along the VCCS mean by years in operation. The
exceptions stand out. For example, three-year-old Paul D. Camp is above the mean
in number of students served per 1,000 area residents, while seven-year-old John
Tyler is the second lowest school in students served per 1,000 residents.
In
addition, New River and Virginia Highlands, both have achieved much higher outreach than Tidewater, Thomas Nelson, Blue Ridge and Dabney S. Lancaster despite
several years difference in institutional age.
Figure 20
OUTREACH BY AGE
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student Age Distribution. Table 28 shows the concentration of students
over the traditional college age (23 and over) at each school. While 60% of all
VCCS students are more than 22 years old there are notable variations between the
individual schools. For instance, Patrick Henry and Central Virginia serve a
much smaller proportion of older students than most of the other colleges. In
contrast, Tidewater is an example of one school where the orientation is particularily toward the older student.

Table 28
AGE PROFILE OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
Spring 1974

% Traditional
College Students
(22 and under)
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lIe
Eastern Shore
Germanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville
VCCS
Source:

30%
70
49

% Non-Traditional
College Students
(23 and over)
70%
30
51

52

48

53

47
43
59
67
55

57
41

33

45
55

45
69

31
27

73

80

20

31
36
58
36
42

69
64

46

54
80

42

64
58

20

47

53

35

44

65
56

36

64

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974

Part-Time/Full-Time Enrollment. The mix of part-time and full-time students is another outreach indicator. The JLARC student questionnaire revealed that
younger students generally attend full-time while older students attend part-time.
In the student survey, 73% of the 17-22 year olds indicated they attend full-time,
but there is a steady increase in part-time attendance as student age increases.
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Table 29 shows that enrollments in community colleges are becoming
increasingly part-time. In 1972, eleven of the colleges had more part-time than
full-time students. In 1973 the number increased to sixteen, and by 1974 twenty
of the 23 community colleges had a larger part-time than full-time enrollment.
In four of the colleges, the ratio is greater than two to one--John Tyler, Paul
D. Camp, Northern Virginia and Southside Virginia.
Table 29
RATIO OF PART-TIME TO FULL-TIME STUDENTS, 1972-1974
By College, By Year
Community Col lege

Fa 11, 1972

Fall, 1973

Fall,1974

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Vi,rginia Western
Wytheville

1. 37
1.19
.93
.85
.52
.76
.35
1.07
1.20
.79
.86
1. 51
.95
1.27
1.66
.93
1.16
1. 37
1. 12
.60
.36
1.03
.60

1.26
1.29
1.36
1. 00
.45
.83
1.88
1. 43
1.21
.92
1.06
1. 53
1.10
1.28
1.41
1.40
.92
1. 03
1. 37
.91
.68
1.19
.95

1.38
1.83
1. 35
.93
1. 35
1. 47
1.65
2.11
1. 43
1.80
1.11
2.04
1.33
2.49
1.55
1. 84
2.19
1. 22
1. 79
1. 51
·90
1.38
.98

VCCS Average

1. 09

1. 26

1.66

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lie
Eastern Shore
Ge rmanna

Source:

Department of Community Colleges, Student EnrollMent Booklets, 1972,
1973, and 1974.

Availability of Courses Throughout the Day.
For community colleges to
meet area needs, courses must be available throughout the day and evening to
accomodate working students and others unable to attend during usual daytime
school hours. Few VCCS students have difficulty getting the classes wanted. Respondents to the student survey classified in continuing education status (unclassified) indicated more difficulty getting classes than regular students. In this
case, the usual problem was that classes were not offered or were scheduled at
inconvenient times. However, as a general rule, the colleges do not offer
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classes on Friday evening or on Saturday. A study by Virginia Western Community
College of hourly enrollments indicated that low enrollment in late afternoon
classes was not attributed to reluctance of stud~gts to enroll, but to the lack
of popular course offerings during those hours.
Failure to schedule later
afternoon classes, Friday evening and Saturday classes is probably a result of
reluctance on the part of faculty and administrators to be on campus during
those hou rs.
Changing Courses from Public Service to Credit Status

~

Each yea r, a

number of public service courses are reclassified for credit offering. Prior to
the 1974-75 school year, the Department required the colleges to request approval to
change a course from non-credit to credit. This policy was discontinued and, now,
the col leges may offer any course appropriate for an approved curriculum if it
appears in the VCCS State Curriculum Guide. Unfortunately, records have not
been maintained by the department on the number of courses that were changed from
public service to credit status. The colleges report that most changes occur in
arts and crafts courses and are only made when enrollment demand justifies the
action. The status change, however., means that a course no longer needs to be
self-supporting and, while it costs the student less, it costs the State more. Lack
of monitoring by the department does not permit consistent appl ication of pol icy
with respect to course conversion.
Public Service Offerings. Table 30 shows the number of publ ic service
courses which offer CEU credit, the number of participants and the total contact
Table 30

PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAHS (CEU)
Participants and Contact Hours
July 1973

Community Col lege
Blue Ridge

£entral Vi rginia
Dabney S. Lancaster

Numbe r of

Total

Total Contact

Offerings

Participants

Hours

20
5
3

Oanvi lie

19

Eastern Shore

21

Germanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds

John Tyler
Lord Fa i rf ax

Hountain Empire
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Camp

Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock

Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne I son

Tidewater

Vir9inia Highlands
Vi rginia Western
Wythevi lie

vccs rota I
Source:

"o

1,014

32,170

230
42
297
256
175

7.097

o

837
844
806
544
5.666
595
954
362
703
32
47
2.925

38
34
47
33

New River

PaulO.

June 1974

271
26
63
27
51
2

4

132
58
20
58

1,026

305
795
738

21

4'"

10.695
5.940
1.862

o

17.691
13.795
12.275
11,322

143.647
27.848
9.246
6.738
19.380
256
304
135.589
71.725
10,140

16.423

16,900

571.469

964

State Council of Higher Education for Virginia - Form Q-I,
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1973-1974.

hours, for each community college for 1973-74. Some community col leges place considerably more emphasis on publ ic service offerings than others. Northern
Virginia, the largest VCCS school, served nearly twice as many participants as
Thomas Nelson, and five times the number served by Tidewater, the schools ranked
second and third in total number of participants. Three schools (Dabney S.
Lancaster, Southside Virginia, and Southwest Virginia) enrolled less than 100 participants. It is interesting to note that the over 40 year old enrollment at two
of these schools is also very low (5% at Dabney S. Lancaster and 8% at Southwest
Virginia) .
Publ ic Service offerings which do not award CEU's must be totally selfsupporting from student fees. The directors of continuing education coordinate
these offerings and maintain records on revenues and expenditures and colleges
will usually offer any program in which ten people are wil ling to enroll. The
charge to the student includes, a pro rata share of the instructor's salary, cost
of materials, and additional costs associated with the course, such as facil ity or
equipment rental. Some class revenues exceed expenditures, while others do not
meet expenses. The community colleges' goal, however, is not to make or lose money.
If publ ic service classes yield a surplus of revenues, free publ ic service offerings may be held. At some schools, local funds (from the local board) are made
available to offer a free course or to meet a deficit.
Publ ic Service accounts are audited annually by the department's Division of Administration and Finance. The audit reports show total receipts and disbursements for the program, but not receipts and disbursements for individual
courses. A summary for the period July 1, 1973 - December 31, 1974, is included
in Table 31. Surpluses ranged from $584.22 at Central Virginia to $65,437.~8 at
Northern Virginia.
Prior to July, 1974, revenues and expenditures for publ ic service programs were managed by each college and any surplus could be carried forward from
year to year.
In 1974, the procedure was changed and all receipts and disbursements must be processed through the State treasury because the State Budget Office
ruled that VCCS was not in compl iance with State law. Section 2.1-180 of the Code
of Virginia requires that all agencies deposit any funds received into the treasury
without deduction for any expenses. Balances, at year's end, revert to general
funds.
During campus visits, the colleges voiced strong objection to the new
procedure and point to delays in processing requisitions and vouchers, adversely
affecting their responsiveness to area needs. Several col leges indicated they wi 11
probably be unable to continue to offer many publ ic service programs because of
the resulting payment delays. Most of these courses are short term (hours, days
or weeks) and cannot always be planned in advance of registration.
Instructors
are often paid based on actual enrollment and, therefore, several weeks may pass
before payment is made through the regular vouchering system.
The disadvantages of central ized processing and disbursements seem to
outweigh the advantages for these short term publ ic service courses. An appropriate auditing procedure would insure the funds are spent for intended purposes
and keeping funds in local accounts would permit quick response to expenditure
requirements. The VCCS publ ic service funds should probably be exempt from the
Code requirement in the same fashion as endowment funds or gifts to public
institutions. At the same time, the State Board should adopt detailed standards to
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Table 31
COMMUNITY SERVICE ACCOUNTS
Receipts And Oisbursements
July 1, 1973 - Oecember 31, 1974
7/1/73
Balance

School

Blue Ridge
$
999.22
Central Vi rginia
2,004.55
Dabney S. Lancaster
1,795.15
Danville
2,994.10
Eastern Shore
224.46
Germanna
25,923.28
J. Sargeant Reynolds
-0John Tyler
3,679.50
Lord Fa i rfax
3,543.08
Mountain Empire
2,774.84
New River
7,698.74
Northern Virginia
69,075.09
Patrick Henry
4,676.66
Paul D. Camp
1,643.00
Piedmont Virginia
1,568.50
Rappahannock
2,160.07
Southside Virginia
781.21
Southwest Virginia
12.35
Tidewater
3,374.60
Thomas Nelson
9,260.00
Virginia Highlands
16,294.20
Virginia Western
11,853.51
Wytheville
1,252.13
Total
Source:

$173,588.24

12/31/74
Balance

Receipts

Disbursements

$25,258.18
4,840.23
7,811.85
10,629.44
6,150.50
81,355.46
5,672.42
27,453.28
9,323.70
15,119.04
13,451.82
176,354.21
31,378.99
7,225.75
10,066.00
23,056.62
10,352.54
22,317.51
75,599.40
46,311.79
7,674.78
34,113.87
6,626.87

$22,283.10
6,260.56
6,951.60
13,623.54
6,374.96
70,164.94
5,672.42
27,605.65
8,080.95
17.023.20
18,425.20
179,991.62
27,501.97
8,868.75
8,077.72
21,337.71
22,329.86
78,974.10
55,571. 79
23,968.98
33,028.98
6,653.72

$ 3,974.30
584.22
2,655.40
-0-037,113.80
-03,527.13
4,785.83
870.68
2,725.36
65,437.68
8,553.68
-03,556.78
3,878.98
1,028.64
-0-0-0-012,938.40
1.225.28

$658,144.25

$678,876.33

$152,856.16

10,105.11

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Administration
and Finance.

determine appropriate public service offerings, guidelines for their operation, and
procedures regarding course conversion.

Conclusion
The continuing education mission of most schools in VCCS has not yet
matured enough to provide services to a large segment of it's residents. Some
increase naturally results from aging, however, more effort will be necessary to
begin to come close to the median service carried out by community colleges in other
states. Rescheduling more popular classes for the large part-time student population and holding weekend classes may permit such an increase.
Additionally, greater flexibil ity in use of funds collected from publ ic
service programs should be developed--an action entirely consistent with the purposes
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of the VCCS. Consideration should be given to exemption of public service revenues
from requirements of Virginia Code section 2.1-180, and developing corresponding
controls to insure proper use.
Finally, the general and continuing education function needs better
definition--not only in terms of programs and participants, but also in terms of
identification of continuing education students from the regular program enrollees.
The services and needs of the former students must be recognized as different from
the traditional college-transfer or vocational student to establish a viable adult
education function.
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SPECIAL TRAINING

The Division of Special Training has been referred to as
the twenty-fourth community college since it carries out skill
level instructional programs for new and expanding industries.
In terms of this function, the division performs part of its
mission well--judged from industry's viewpoint.
However, there
are several administrative deficiencies that detract from efficient
and effective management including:
Lack of policy supervision;
unreliable records; erroneous reporting; and inadequate integration
wi th the VCCS.
Operating guidelines and divisional mBnagement require
careful attention by the department and the State Board.
The
General Assembly might also wish to review the appropriateness
of this function within the VCCS.

IV.

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR INDUSTRY

Virginia's push for increased industrial ization in the 1960's brought
with it the recognition that public incentives would be necessary for the State
to become a serious competitor for industrial development. One program extensively
used by North and South Carolina at that time was to provide state sponsored training that could be tai lored to new and expanding industries. A simi lar commitment
was made in 1965, when a Special Training Division was formed in the Department
of Technical Education. In 1966, the division was transferred to the newly created
Department of Community Colleges. The Special Training Division has two interrelated objectives: to provide training for new and expanding industries as an
incentive to industrial development; and, to provide employment opportunities to
State citizens through expanded skil I training for specific jobs.
The training function of the division was not specifically mentioned in
either the legislation which created the Department of Technical Education or the
Department of Community Colleges. The statutes provided that al I vocational and
technical training should be carried out by the individual colleges and the
Department of Community Colleges' Policies, Procedures, and Regulations, approved by
the Board, cited special training programs as just one of seven programs offered by
each individual college. In addition, the State Curriculum Guide published yearly,
identifies special training programs as provided by the colleges.
The concept of a central ized staff for industry related training is
found in a memorandum identified as, State Board of Technical Education, Guidelines for Special Training Division prepared in November, 1965, by H. W. Tulloch
(see Appendix IV). Mr. Tulloch had been a member of the study commission which
recommended the establ ishment of the Department of Technical Education, and a
member of both the State Board for Technical Education and Community Colleges. The
guidel ines have not been approved by the State Board for Community Colleges, and
are not referenced in other operating statements. Nevertheless, the special
training function has developed as one of five major divisions of the department,
operating centrally from Richmond with a field representative assigned in Portsmouth,
Roanoke, and Waynesboro.
Staff for the division consists of 13 people--the director, 4 industrial
coordinators, 3 permanent field instructors, 2 audio-visual technicians, and 3
secretaries. Expenditures by the Special Training Division between 1966-1974 total
$4,535,521 as shown in Table 32.
During the course of the JLARC review, recognition of special training as
a valued State service to industry became readily apparent. The industries contacted
praised the division for its activities and several credited the program as having
some part in their decision to locate in the State. The Office of Industrial
Development gave its support to special training's contribution to continued industrial growth. The Department of Community Colleges reported in its 1973-74 Annual
Report:
Since 1966, the division has trained nearly 50,000 Virginians
for specific job opportunities with 278 expanding and new industries.
This training costs the State an average of $75 per trainee.
However, the return to the State averages $112 in State and local
taxes paid by each trainee during the first year of employment.
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Table 32
FINANCING SPECIAL TRAINING
1966-1976 Bienniums
1966-68
Appropr i at ions
Expenditures

$1,410,860
$ 762,342

1968-70

1970-72

$1,464,890
$1,071,572

$1,450,680
$1,016,848

1972-74

1974-76

$1,831,340 a
$1,534,760

$1,368,845
$ 149,999 b

alncludes $700,000 supplemental appropriations transfer from Oepartment of
Community College budget.
bExpenditure through October, 1974.
Source:

Legislative Appropriations, and office of the Comptroller, "Statement
of Expenditures", Expenditures, Cumulative Refunds and Error Sheets,
June 1966-74.

Although the division has performed its training objectives effectively
from industry's viewpoint, sufficient information is not available to assess its
impact on citizens. Furthermore, data reported by the division concerning the number of persons trained, hired, employment status, earnings, and return to the
State have not been accurately recorded and are unreliable. Ouring the evaluation, JLARC found several operational shortcomings that hinder effective and
efficient management. These include:
-Inadequate policy making and review;
-Unreliable records and erroneous or exaggerated reporting;
-Ooubtful assumptions regarding public benefit from training; and,
-Fai lure to integrate training resources and opportunities throughout
the community college system.
Oivisional Operating Procedures
The training policies included in the appendices are the only guidelines
governing the activities of the Oivision of Special Training. Even though the
document is nearly a decade old and was prepared prior to the existence of the
VCCS, evidence has not been found to indicate it has been reviewed, approved, or
revised. Nonetheless, the division can point only to this memorandum as the basis
for its training practices.
According to these policies, training programs may be held for new or
expanding industries who plan to add at least 20 employees. Programs can be either
pre-employment or on-the-job training. In pre-employment training, there is no
obligation on the part of the trainee or the employer to accept or offer employment. A firm's plant is the desired location for training, however, State-owned
space may be used. Instructors should be employees of the industry, although
the division may furnish instructors if the industry cannot. Although policies are
fairly specific in many instances, actual working practices are often very different.
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For example:
Guideline Policy

Operating Practice

-The guide specifies a minimum of
20 trainees required in a particular ski 11 area to estab1 ish
a training program.

-The division has reduced the number
required to 18 trainees.

-State funds are not to be used for
leasing facilities.

-The Comptroller reports show that
State funds are regularly used for
leasing training facilities and from

1966-1974, about $50,000 was spent
for that purpose.

-Training is not to be provided for
normal turnover or for upgrading
present employees.

-Training is conducved for a'ttrition
and to upgrade employees.
In fact,

-Production materials used by
trainees are to be provided by the
employer whenever possible.

-The division as a matter of procedure
now pays for up to half of the mater-

-Special Training is directed to
inform local political subdivisions
in the area involved of arrangements
made with local industry.

-The division does not regularly notify pOlitical subdivisions of training programs and, until recently, did
not regularly notify community colleges of training being offered in

the largest single training program
is predominately replacement-oriented.

ials used.

regions.

-Training is to be designed for basic
skills and knowledge for specific
jobs by industry provided instructors.

-The division has extended the program
to include training instructors and
first-line supervisors.

Admittedly, policy must have some flexibility to accomodate unusual circumstances and to reflect changing needs over time, but these departures have in
several instances, redefined the function without benefit of formal policy review.
Industry Training Programs
In addition to differences found between policy and practice, JLARC discovered a number of discrepancies in data reported by the division compared to in"
formation provided by industry records. An initial meeting was held with the
Division of Special Training in September, 1974, and it was reported that 48,000
persons had been trained for 280 industries. A request was made in October for
details regarding the number of persons trained between 1966-1974 and the resulting report stated there had been a total of 44,378 trainees in 319 industry programs. The difference (3,62~ was identified as trainees who had started programs,
but had not completed, and programs included supervisory training activities. The
division indicated it could not provide details by industry, programs held at
a community college, or the extent of college participation. During campus visits,
JLARC team members found a quarterly report prepared by the division
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and sent to the college directors of continuing education which showed programs
carried out in each community college region.
A telephone survey of industries regarding assessment of training disclosed there were errors between data in the special training report and business
records. These initial discrepancies were reported to the Chancellor in a
meeting in early November and, as a result, the Chancel Jor wrote JLARC:
I was especia1.ly concerned about the disparity in the

information you seemed to be getting from the Special Training
Division and/or the companies served by that division.

There should be no dispa,rity, and any deviation should
be fully explainable. 27

Subsequently, JLARC requested a detailed record search and report including:
a list of industries served, persons trained in each program, the number of trainees
hired, and training cost by program. The resulting information showed that 45,563
trainees had been in various programs since 1966. Because the data from these
three reports could not be adjusted to reconcile, JLARC surveyed each industry
reported to have an active program between July and September, 1974.
Forty of 43 industries were contacted.
(One company had closed and no
active telephone I isting could be found for the other two companies.) Several
industries reported they had not been involved in a training program for several
years. Absence of corresponding data from the division and verification problems
eliminated six of the forty industries from the survey. Finally, data from 34
businesses were assembleq for analysis. Six of the training programs are described in brief case studies to show the nature of training offered and each
illustrates information differences.
(Data for all programs is contained in
Appendix IV.)
General Electric (Portsmouth).
Since 1966, General Electric has grown
from an employment of 8,000 to 17,000 people to become the second largest nongovernment employer in Virginia. The Portsmouth plant with 5,500 employees is a
major manufacturing faci lity for television equipment and an ongoing preemployment training program prepares electronic (assembly line) workers. The program consists of a day and a half orientation session--plant tour, parts fami liarization
class, and assembly simulation. Assemblers are paid $3.24 hourly.

The General Electric program is special training's largest in terms of
number of people trained. Of the total number of persons trained since 1966
11,828 (26 percent) were trained for General Electric. There is no doubt th~t
training is for normal attrition and replacement. Although nearly 12,000 assemblers
have been trained for this one plant since it opened, only 3,000 of the 5,500
total plant complement are assemblers. Based on this figure alone the division
has trained nearly four times the number of persons needed. 28 Additionally,
other criteria show that the training program is not consistent with the operating
guidelines. For example:
-Of the 11,328 persons trained, an estimated 27-33% were summer
employees, hired for three months.
-All applicants for assembler positions must complete the

orientation program before they are el igible for employment.
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-Among other duties for the division, a full-time field
representative located in Tidewater Community College
(adjacent to the plant), routinely serves as instructor
for the program even though industry supplied instructors
are stipulated in the pol icy guidel ines.
The division justified its continued "bending the rules" because
training costs are nominal ($1.53 each). However, if this were an actual representation of costs, the total expended would have been $18,097 ($(.53 x 11,828).
Instead, a total of $172,185 has bee~ spent since 1966--$14.56 per trainee--nearly
ten times the amount reported. If training costs were applied only to the 3,000
employees necessary for a full staff, expenditure~ for training would be $57.40
per person.
General Electric has greatly benefited the Tidewater regional economy
and provision of training was said to be a factor in their decision to locate their
entire operation in Virginia. These facts are not disputed. However, during a
discussion with Or. Daniel Lewis, Chairman of the State Board for Community
Colleges, he noted that special training programs were intended to terminate after
initial industrial needs were met and that 2~e board had not been made aware
replacement training was being carried out.

Imperial Reading (Lynchburg). lmperial Reading is a clothing manufacturer
that has an on-the-job instructional program ranging from 6 to 18 weeks for sewing
machine operators. Graduates are paid $2.00 per/hour with an incentive bonus
based on volume production. The division reported training 348' operators and that
all were hired. Technically, this is accurate, because all on-the-job trainees
are al ready employed. However, not all trainees complete programs.
Imperial
Reading indicated that of the 344 persons that started training, 239 completed, and
furthermore, only 94 remained employed six months or longer. Total training costs
amounted to $16,648.14. The cost per person trained is $47.84 using the division's
trainee data, but increases to $69.66 based on the number that completed the program. lf training costs are calculated on the same basis the division uses to
estimate return in public benefit (one full year's employment) the cost for permanent employees would exceed $177.

Passage Marine (Gwynn Island).
Passage Marine is a small boat manufacturing company established in 1973 that expected to employ 25 people. Special
training initially reported two training programs in various processes of boat
building including fiberglass processing, carpentry, plumbing, welding and electrical work and a total of 70 trainees in both programs. After questioning the
data, the division corrected the report to indicate there was one training program
with 30 trainees and 24 persons hired. According to Passage Marine's records, only
15 persons had been trained and total company employment never exceeded a staff
of twenty-two. At the time of the JLARC survey, company employment was down to
seven people. Cost of training according to the division was $211.85 per trainee,
but increases to $338.95 using industry records.

The Brown Boveri Corporation is based
in Switzerland and has established a new plant in Virginia that will repair steam
Brown Boveri (Chesterfield County)
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turbine generators and manufacture some component parts. An on-the-job training
program has just begun. The industry employs forty persons, but expects to reach
1,500. The special training program will instruct repair mechanics over a twoyear period. Mechanics will earn $9,000-$10,000 initially. Each trainee will
receivp 320 hours of training at a ratio of four trainees to each instrur.tor.
Fifteen mechanics are expected to be trained by April, 1975.
The first phase of the program was to send eight Brown Boveri employees
to Switzerland for a year to learn in-plant operations. These employees will
serve as instructors and be reimbursed by the division up to $7.00 per hour. The
practice of contributing to the cost of training instructors resulted in the division paying for one half of the trainees food and hotel charges and their return
trip from Switzerland. Special Training reported that 18 persons had been trained
at a cost of $12,018.35, however this cost is only attributable to the 8 persons
sent to Switzerland. Although Brown Boveri has indicated to the division that 10
additional persons have been trained by the 8 employees who returned from Switzerland, no reimbursements have been made for their training. Thus the cost per person
send to Switzerland is $1,502.29.
Virginia Metal Products (Brookneal).
Virginia Metal Products manufactures movable steel wall partitions at a new plant in the Commonwealth. The
plant employs 45 people, but expects to grow to about 250. The special training
program involved preemployment orientation for 65 potential employees from June
through October, 1974. However, because of construction delays, only six were hired.
Additional employees are expected to be added during 1975. 30 The delay between
training and employment makes it questionable that most of the trainees wi 11 be
available for employment some three to eight months later.

The division reported 86 persons trained, 35 hired and cost per trainee
of $146.16.
Industry records show 65 trained, six hired, and calculated training costs would be $193.38 per trainee or $2,094. per employee.
Volvo (Chesapeake).
A major training program is just getting underway
for Volvo--a Swedish automobile manufacturer. An initial orientation program
is being offered at the Chesapeake campus of Tidewater Community College to acquaint
Swedish nationals with American customs, tax structures and way of life.

Plans for the second phase of the program involve selecting supervisors
through a divisional assessment center who wi 11 be sent to Sweden for additional
in-plant instruction. The Division of Special Training has agreed to pay for a
portion of the cost of trainee lodging and transportation to and from Sweden. The
supervisors will serve as instructors for the thi rd training phase ..
The third and final phase wi 11 involve training an estimated 3,000
assembly line workers. The training will be held in a warehouse using a simulated
assembly line. During the next five years, Volvo is expected to become a major
industry in the Tidewater area.

Data Errors Regarding Cost
Each industry described above undoubtedly contributes to the Commonwealth's
weI I-being and economic health.
If training is useful in relocation or expansion
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efforts and benefits and Commonwealth, it should be carried out. But, the publ ic
record must accurately report results. The informational inaccuracies misrepresent
both cost and benefit so much that an assessment of its value cannot be determined.
Analysis of information contained in the appendix demonstrates the effect
of inaccurate recordkeeping.
In eleven of 34 industries, the number reported
trained and hired by the division corresponded to that reported by industry. Three
industries reported more persons hired than reported by the division.
In a
majority of cases, 20 of 34, the discrepancies between State and industry records
in the number trained and hired, ranged from a low of four to a high of 137.
Assuming the error has been constant over the years, the way in which training
reports can be erroneous is shown in Tables 33 and 34 by projecting the net error
rate to the totals.
Table 33
DIFFERENCE IN RECORDS
(Special Training Compared to Industry)
1966-74
Special Training

Catego ry
Number Trained
Number Hired
Cost/Trainee
Cost/Hi red
Source:

45,563
43,030
$
99
$ 105

Industry

Di ffe rence

43,740
41 ,309
$ 104
$ 110

1 ,823
1 ,721

$
$

5
5

Calculated by JLARC from Appendix IV.

The extent of error could be even higher. Excluding the General Electric Training program (the division's largest) which used the division's numbers, net error
for number of persons trained and hired could be as high as 14% and 15% respectively for all other industries. Thus, the same base information might be calculated
as follows:
Table 34
DIFFERENCE IN RECORDS EXCLUDING GENERAL ELECTRIC
(Special Training Compared to Industry)
1966-74
Special Training

Category
Number Trained
Number Hired
Cos tiT ra i nee
Cos t/H ired
Source:

33,735
32,419
$ 129
$ 135

Calculated by JLARC from Appendix IV.
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Industry

Difference

29,012
27,556
$ 150
$ 158

4,723
4,863
$ 21
$ 23

Data Errors for Benefits
The department emphasizes that trainees return more to the State in the
form of taxes than is spent on training. But, the assumptions used to estimate
return can not be validated. The division calculates return using the following:
-An average wage per hour is determined ($2.50 in 1973).
-Trainees are assumed to be married with one child and file a
joi nt tax return ($42 inState tax for 1973).
-45% of income is estimated as spent on goods which produce sales
tax ($70 sales tax in 1973).
-50% of all trainees are assumed to have been unemployed prior
to training.
There are numerous problems with this type of calculation. First, the
division estimates return based on trainees--not on the actual number employed.
Second, the results assume all trainees (employees) remain in their jobs for a
full year. Third, the estimated return to the State does not reflect the difference in earnings resulting from training compared to possible earnings without
training. Finally, all the data errors already detailed are included in the
base. Thus, special training would show a return for the Imperial ReadinG program of $19,488 compared to an assessment based on the follow-up data available of
$10,528 ($8,960 or 54% less). And, similarly, calculating return for the Passage
Marine program would show that about $1,500 was returned from a $5,084 program,
less than one-third of the cost. However, calculations for only those trainees
who are sti 11 employed would produce less than $700 return to the State or 15%
of the cost of thE> program. Considering that a third of all General Electric
trainees are only hired for three months would reduce the return substantially more.
Since the division has not carried out a follow-up on employment status, total
return cannot be determined.
Supervisory Training Programs
When the special training division was established, there were only a few
technical institutes operating. Even as VCCS grew and institutions were built, the
continuing education function usually lagged behind the development of regular
curricula. Recognizing a need for industrial training other than for new and expanding industries, the State Board established "an Auxiliary Committee for Special
Training" in 1967. This committee was to work with the department to promote,
coordinate, and supervise all special non-degree credit and non-credit programs
requested by business, industry and professions for employee upgrading and selfdevelopment. The auxi liary programs were to be a part of community service programs for VCCS and were designed to supplement, but not to replace, regular adult
education. Courses were to be taught at colleges using existing faculty wherever
feasible.
The State Board specified that the auxi liary committee would work in con.junction with a locally designated college official responsible for occupational
and technical programs. Requests for auxi liary programs and special assistance were
to be channeled through the division with a committee review and approval. The
auxi liary committee functioned for only one year. After 1967, although the specification for the committee continued to appear in the State Curriculum Guide
until 1974, the division accepted and approved requests for training with no
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higher authority involved.
Unlike other programs conducted by the division, industries were charged
for auxiliary training. Special training taught supervisory and employee development programs (i.e. remedial mathematics, communications) under the auspices of
"auxi liary" training through 1974. During that period, 2,IDD persons were trained
for 77 industries and $41,D52.55 was received in reimbursements.
In 1973, it
was decided that the division was competing with community col leges. To eliminate
competition, a memorandum issued by the Chancellor directed that all programs
conducted by the division which were funded by industry or business be handled
through the office of continuing education of the regional community college. As
a result, special training's provision for auxil iary training was omitted from the
1974 curriculum guide.
Although the division must now conduct "auxi 1iary" programs through the
community colleges' continuing education office, nothing else regarding the operation of the program has changed except that schools are apparently notified it
takes place. The colleges have become no more involved in the programs. For
example, one major "auxiliary" program which the division plans to offer is a management development training program sponsored by Kepnor-Tregoe, Inc., Princeton,
New Jersey. Special training will establish programs, and invite area industries
to attend. Instructional classes wi 11 be held in a motel rather than at a college
or industrial plant.
This management development offering is unique to the community college
system and warrants further discussion. Kepnor-Tregoe, Inc. is a private business
that franchises one method of instructing management development training. Three
program levels are available, one of which is entitled "Apex", designed for upperlevel managers. One training coordinator has been certified to teach this program
(October, 1974). Certification licensing costs $4,000 and includes an agreement
to train 100 persons annually using Kepnor-Tregoe's $135 individual training packages. The division purchased the required $13,500 in training materials at the
time of certification.
The division reports that one industry has expressed interest in training and another has made an inquiry. Participants will be charged $350 to cover
the cost of the training packet, the instructor's salary, and associated food,
lodging, and travel.
Involvement in this type of program appears to conflict with the division's
operating guidelines, and the Chancellor's memorandum; it also pot,entially competes
with the instructional responsibil ities of each of the 23 community colleges as
well as with four-year schools.
Relationships with Community Colleges
The objectives of special training require that it serve two different
State organizations--the Division of Industrial Development and the Department of
Community Colleges. On one hand, the division is charged to provide inducements
for industrial expansion, and, on the other, to link regional industries and
community colleges. The division has been far more successful in maintaining
relationships with the industrial development division than with the colleges.
Althpugh the training function has been a part of the department since
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its beginning and is often referred to as the 24th community colle0e, it actually
is quite different from the other 23 schools. The division was unable to identify
training programs which had been held at a college or had been conducted by a college
faculty member. We have estimated that less than 20% of all programs have been
held on a community college campus. Participation by the colleges varies widely.
Virginia Western has conducted more industrial training programs than any other
community college, but it was fully operational as a technical college when training began. Ten of the nineteen training programs held in the Roanoke area have used
Virginia Western facilities and faculty.
Not only has the school participated in programs, it has also actively
responded to industries after training was finished and developed certificate
programs based on industrial needs. The list below shows the training held at the
col lege and the resulting certificate programs.
Industries
Ingersoll Rand
Various Air Condo &
Refr. Industries
Mohawk Rubber
S. W. Mechanical
Contractors
Atlantic Mutual
lnsurance

Universal Comm.
App 1 i ance Serv.
Industries
Hayes, Seay, Mattern
& Mattern
Regional Metals
Industries
Jobs 170

Type
Training

Held
On Campus
Off Campus

Certificate Programs Establ ished
Machinists
Heating & AC Mechanics

x

X

X

All Other Programs
Maintenance Operators

X

X

Plumbers, Pipefitters

X

X

Clerical
Electronic Assembler,
Supervisors

X

Repa i rman

X

Arch. Drft.

X

Seminar (NC Machining)
Sewage Disposal Operators

X
X

X

In marked contrast, Southside Virginia and Blue Ridge have had 1 ittle contact with the division even though a total of 24 programs have been held in their
respective areas. The potential benefits of integrating training needs and col lege
resources are many. For example, simply through better communication and involvement the interaction of the two programs could:
-lead to development of appropriate certificate and diploma
courses required by industry;
-through closer working relationships aid the colleges in
assessment of other curricular needs and program planning;
-provide job and job training opportunities for students who
decide not to continue formal training (15% of all students
surveyed by JLARC during the spring quarter, 1974, who
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indicated they terminated their!educational programs did
so in favor of seeking employment). Many of the special
training programs appear to offer desirable jobs;
-contribute to full uti I ization of faci I ities and staffs at
community colleges:
-acquaint new or expanding industries with both special
traininq opportunities and services of the college.
In addition to a requirement in the Chancellor's memorandum of December, 1973,
that the director of special training send quarterly reports to directors of continuing education, regular meetings should be required. When the division meets
with a new industry to discuss training programs, the director of continuing education should also participate if only to acquaint the industry with the college.
Relationship with the Division of Industrial Development
Although organizationally and physically located within the VCCS, special
training actually has a much clbser working relationship with the Division of
Industrial Development since both agency responsibilities complement each other to
encourage new industries to locate in Virginia. Industrial Development considers
industry-tailored traininq an essential asset in their recruitment portfol io and
reports that about 85% of the State's new and expanding industries contacted consIder a training program. Reorganization of special training as a function of the
Division of Industrial Development might have merit.
-Working practices--referrals, selection of training to be
offered, industrial salesmanship--already operate as though
training is a component part of the industrial division.
·Since industry relocation is a sensitive process in many cases,

training could be brought in at an earlier stage without fear
of lost confidentiality.
-Industrial Development Division, the responsible agency for establishing
industry priorities, could determine when the training function is
necessary as an inducement and protect limited financial
resources better than VCCS.
-As part of the development organization and a participant in
program planning, the training division could more accurately
predict its budget needs; and, conversely, if unanticipated
budget needs evolve, development rather than educational
funds would be considered as the first possible source.
-The Division of Industrial Development is a more appropriate
agency to determine when training inducement needs have been
met than is the Department of Community Colleges.
It is important to note that the Division of the Budget assigns a separate line
item for funding special training, the only distinction made in the Department of
Community College's $7 million appropriation. Placing a division in VCCS whose
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primary function is industrial development, tends to obscure the amount of State
funds devoted to this activity. By transferring special training to the Division
of Industrial Development, the State would be better able to assess the full
amoun t s pen t.
Conclusion
The VCCS has not exercised appropriate policy supervision of the Special
Training Division activities. Definitive program objectives have not been established and the only policy guidelines prepared date to 1965 when the division was
a part of the Department of Technicdl Education. No evidence can be shown that the
guidelines have ever been approved, reviewed, or updated to reflect current practices.
In several important areas, the division does not comply with specific instructions
of the department. The Auxi liary Committee, establ ished by the State Board to
receive, review, and approve auxi liary training programs, has not been used since
1967. Moreover, a directive that all reimbursable training programs be carried
out by community colleges in their continuing education programs, is at best only
given nominal recognition--at worst, ignored.
Lack of supervision has resulted in unintended training for attrition,
competition for reimbursable training, and erroneous reporting of information to
the VCCS and the General Assembly. Finally, the purpose served by the division has,
in some instances, been changed from enhancing industrial development for the
Commonwealth to catering to industrial clientele.
The requirement to maintain permanent field representatives at Portsmouth,
Roanoke, and Waynesboro does not seem to be an efficient use of personnel.
Since industrial development has state-wide scope and 23 regional colleges have now
been established, centralization of training staff in Richmond could provide more
effective utilization. To achieve improved management efficiency, several actions
need to be taken.
First, consideration should be given to the most appropriate organization of the division.
If its principal function is for industrial expansion, it
should probably be transferred to the Division of Industrial Development. Short
of organizational real ignment, its objectives and operatin9 pol icies require
formal review and approval by the State Board.
Second, division programs should be restricted to training for new or
expanding industries and to introducing educational opportunities available at
the community colleges. Routine preemployment training for attrition and replacement should be stopped.
Third, the division's recordkeeping system must be overhauled and improved
to accurately reflect information about its operations that can be used to assess
its effectiveness and value to the Commonwealth.
In addition to existing information, an accurate report on programs should contain:
-Data on number of trainees hired and employment status at
regular intervals after training (at least for the first
six months and year).
-Accurate cost and benefit information should be prepared for
each program based on numbers hi red and retained, not
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trainees. This information should not be used simply to
justify training programs but to plan priorities for use of
available dollars based on the most economical and effective
expenditures. Decisions whether to provide training or
not should be made by assessment of the advantages or need
for industrial incentives to attract new or encourage
expanding businesses.
-Documentation of decisions made in regard to program approvals
that deviate from board policy.
Fourth, regional field offices should be eliminated or accommodated on
an "as needed" basis at one of the existing colleges. Management development
and other reimbursable training should be restricted to the community colleqe
except in unusual or specific cases which should be authorized by the State
Board. Full integration of special training with VCCS, to the extent possible,
should be encouraged.
Finally, since there have been many observed discrepancies between pol icy
guidel ines and program information, the JLARC feels that a fiscal audit of
division expenditures needs to be made to insure funds have been spent in accordance with State policies and that appropriate reporting procedures are available
to accurately reflect program costs.
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MANAGEMENT

The VCCS management team displayed admirable capabilities
by promoting, planning, organizing, and building a system of
twenty-three community colleges in six short years.
Unfortunately,
attention to some day-to-day mBnagement issues was neglected
during the building phase.
As a result, departmental management
has not kept pace with the physical growth of the system.
Central
controls have been relaxed allowing the colleges to become more
and more independent of the system.
Today, the VCCS is faced
with inadequate long-range plans, a data management system in
the very early stages of development, and the need to strengthen
its research, planning and enrollment forecasting capability.
Prompt attention to each of these important areas is required
to insure the VCCS provides the Commonwealth with the kind of
effective and economical educational opportunities mandated by
the General Assembly.

V.

MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM

Management of the community college system consists of the efficient
and effective uti 1 ization of human and physical resources to achieve institutional goals and objectives. System accompl ishments are the prime measures of
effective management, and previous sections explore the extent to which the
VCCS educational objectives have been carried out. This section treats management effectiveness from a functional perspective by reviewing key elements of
system-wide (departmental) and institutional (community college) administrative
responsibility. These include:
oDepartmental and college planning and research;
-Management information systems;
.Curriculum review and control;

oEnrollment forecasting for budgeting;
oFacility utilization; and
oFaculty workload and academic management.
Policy-making for the VCCS rests with the State Board since the General
Assembly specifically mandated it to plan, establ ish and administer the system.
The board consists of 15 members appointed to four-year terms by the Governor.
(Members may be reappointed for one additional term). The board appoints the
Chancellor who is the chief administrative officer of the Department of Community
Colleges, and .is responsible for implementing policies and day-to-day system
administration. The department provides staff support to the Chancellor and
State Board under the immediate supervision of the Vice Chancellor. (An overview
of departmental organization is included below).
At the institutional level, the college president is responsible for
daily administration, supervision and institutional decision-making, supported
by "local boards" that act in an advisory capacity. The local boards are composed
of nine to fifteen members appointed for a period of four years, representing each
political subdivision in the college region. The interrelationship between the
State and local administration is illustrated below in the following diagram.

VCCS MANAGEMENT RELATIONSHIPS
STATE BOARD

------------------------------,,

CHANCELLOR

,,
,

COLLEGE BOARD

DEPARTMENT
COLLEGE PRESIDENT
Department of Community Colleges.

five functional divisions shown on Figure 21.
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,

------------------------------

The department is organized into the
There are 150 staff positions --

Figure 21
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES
ORGANIZATION CHART
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State Board for Community Colleges

I
Chance 11 or
Virginia Community College System

Vice Chance 11 or
Director of State Department
of Community Colleges

I
I

I

I

I

Administration & Finance

Educat i ona 1 Programs

Management Services

Research & Planning

Special Tra i n'i ng

Division

Division

I

Sou rce:

Depa rtment of Commun i ty Co 11 eges .

Division

Division

Division

72 professional and 78 secretarial and support -- 13 positions were reported
vacant in Decem~er, 1974. According to the Chancellor, about 25 positions,
mainly in the administrative and finance division, will be el iminated when new
computer assisted operations are fully implemented. The positions have not yet
been identified, nor has a decision been made whether release will be through
normal attrition, conversion to new titles, or absorption in additional jobs that
may be requested.
Identification should be made as soon as possible to permit
orderly transfer of duties and to avoid personal hardship for affected staff.
Total appropriations, excluding the Division of Special Training
already discussed and teachers salary adjustments, are $3,880,105 for the 1974-76
biennium. Departmental administrative costs increased slowly during the VCCS
developmental phase but have grown rapidly during the past several years as
shown below. Much of the increase can be attributed to costs associated with an
expanded computer information system.

DEPARTMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Year
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76

Expendi tures a

Appropr i at ions
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,305,2]0
1,341,805
1.667.925
1,739.745
1.859,410
2,020,695

$
$
$
$

%
Increase

1,360,344
1,564,299
1,516.912
2,349,240

--%
13
( 3)
55

alncludes Appropriations Transfer.
Source:

(appropriations) Appropriation Acts, (expenditures)Department of
Community Colleges Financial Statements for years shown.

Any evaluation of management must take into account the present stage of
development. Since 1966, VCCS has progressed through an organizational planning
and building phase which culminated with the opening of J. Sargeant Reynolds in
the fall of 1972. Since the VCCS is now an establ ished and relatively mature
organization, management attention has begun to focus on ways of increasing
.effectiveness through more economical and efficient operations.
In this regard,
both the department and the colleges must bear a responsibility coordinate with
resources, need and authority. The way in which each of the component parts of
the VCCS impact on functional management elements is detailed where appropriate.
Departmental and College Planning and Research
Planning is essential to insure that all elements in an organization
maintain a coordinated sense of direction and unity of purpose. The higher the
management level, the more critical planning becomes to coordination; and, with
the size and complexity of the VCCS substantial priority must be given to longrange system-wide planning.
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The original State master plan for the VCCS was prepared in 1966 by
Dr. Eric Rhodes, a consultant to the department, supported by the staff of the
Education Services Bureau, Inc., located in Arlington, Virginia. The plan
included:
-Proposed location and area to be served for 22 colleges;

-A timetable for opening each college;
-Initial enrollment projections for each college;
-Recommended course offerings for each college; and,
-A proposed administrative organization for both the
department and colleges.
The master plan was intended to be fully implemented in a maximum of
five years by adding an average of three colleges annually. The new schools,
added to those existing and already under development, would have provided 22
colleges by September, 1971 (some with multiple campuses). A total of 20
colleges were operational at the beginning of the fall term in 1971. Three more
were added by 1972, bringing the grand total to 23 colleges with 32 separate
campuses. The one additional college resulted from establishing two separate
schools (Danville and Patrick Henry) in the Danville-Martinsville-South Boston
area, instead of one multi-campus college. Even though the master plan and
subsequent site location recommendations prepared by the consultant were used to
guide development, the master plan has not been updated to reflect system
objectives and future operational characteristics such as curriculum, enrollment,
facilities or financial requirements. Thus, the VCCS now exists without a statewide plan of operation. The department reported that planning on a system-wide
basis is not essential since all colleges are operational and each school has
been asked to prepare an "Educational Master Plan"; and, whi le the format and
content of local plans might vary, they are generally intended to address
estimated enrollment, curriculum and space requirements up to ten years in the
future. 31
Although the board requi res a master plan from each school, after
their third year of operation, the department has not received plans from 8
colleges that are more than three years old. Of the 13 plans available,
all but one are based on information more than five years old. Only the Annandale
campus of Northern Virginia has been updated as shown below. Plans that have been
prepared, and reviewed by JLARC, were found to be based on information contained
in the original State Master Plan (now outdated) and financial requi rement
projections are consistently ignored.
Regardless of whether institution plans are thorough or current, their
validity must be questioned since they have been developed without benefit of a
current state-wide plan. Effective planning at the college level can only be
accomplished when integrated into a system design which includes:
-VCCS long-term goals and short-term objectives;
-Forecasts of the educational needs of the students, the region
and the State, in terms of the community college mission and
the public interest;
_Academic plans for each school consistent with the educational
needs to be satisfied;
-Physical expansion and specific capital construction needs;
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INSTITUTIONAL PLANS RECEIVED BY DEPARTMENT
Community College

Date of Plan

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
John Tyler
Northern Virginia

1969
1970
1970
1969
1969
1970 (Annandale Campus
updated 1974)
1974
1968
1971
1970
1972
1970
1969

Piedmont Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne 1son
Ti dewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevil Ie
Source:

Memorandum from Dr. S. A. Burnette (VCCS) to Bi 11y J. Kittrell
(JLARC), February 10, 1975, subject: Educational Master Plans,
Virginia Community Colleges.
eFinancial plans which incl ude both operating expenses and
capital outlay requirements;
eMajor equipment needs;
eA1ternative arrangements to accomplish each stated element;
and,

eSystematic procedures for periodic review and revision as
requi red.
If the coordinated system of community colleges intended by the General Assembly
is to be maintained, the department and the State Board must document how VCCS is
intended to operate. Absence of VCCS planning can only lead to 23 autonomous
institutions, tailored to local self-interests, without regard for system policies,
priorities, and need.
The colleges should equally be requi red to prepare current plans that
relate state-wide interests to regional needs and aspirations. Moreover, each
plan should be reviewed by the State Board, and approved or modified to conform
with intended system growth.
Departmental Planning Assistance.

Institutional research can he

performed on several interrelated levels and it is closely linked with planning
(as well as the evaluative) function of management. One purpose of institutional
research is to develop relevant data for descriptive or analytical studies of the
various components of an institution. DescriptiVe studies for community colleges
assemble, for example, information about the characteristics of the student body,
faculty, educational programs, services and faci1 ities, all of which may contribute
to understanding the positive or negative effects of current policies, programs
and procedures. Analysis provides the basis for goal refinement and future
planning to more effectively utilize resources and increase effectiveness.
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Controlled research may also be used to test proposed innovations in a 1 imited
environment, maximizing the success of full scale innovations and minimizing
costly errors.
The State master plan called for the VCCS to have adequate equipment
and staff to conduct appropriate research studies for all community col leges and
to serve the research needs of the department. When fully implemented, the
proposed research and development division was thought to need a director and
three assistant directors responsible for: facil ities planning; a curriculum
laboratory to develop teaching materials; and a computer assisted research and
evaluation office. The research function has not, however, developed in this way,
nor does it appear to have a high priority in the department at the present time.
There is a Division of Research and Planning, headed by a director with a staff
that consists of a statistician, research coordinator, and half-time research
associate. Requests for additional staff have not been approved. The computer
function has been organized as an independent Division of Management Services
with its own director.
Both the research and management services division have highly
professional staffs. However, the department sti 11 does not have a sufficient
staff to conduct studies for individual colleges or to serve as a VCCS technical
resource. Most of the data generated by the departmental research division is
descriptive, and is usually produced for reports to the Chancellor, State Board,
other State agencies, and the U.S. Office of Education. The division estimates
that supplying data to outside sources consumes the equivalent of one full-time
professional--a full third of available staff. Despite limited resources, the
division has completed or is preparing several sophisticated and commendable
projects including: (1) a student data form to gather student profile information
from all colleges; (2) a major follow-up study of occupational-technical students
from 1966-1969 (portions of the draft results are utilized in this report); and,
(3) collection of family income data to justify the department's need for financial
aid.
College Planning Assistance.
Individual colleges do not undertake
much institutional research except as apparent need arises. Generally most
colleges, except Northern Virginia, do not employ institutional research
special ists, and where they do, duties are often 1 imited to budgeting, the
self-study phase of the accreditation process, or production of day-to-day
management data. Northern Virginia now has the most extensive institutional
research capability in the VCCS, with a staff of four -- larger than the
department's.

The status of institutional research in most of the remaining
community colleges can best be described as developmental. Very little basic
research has been produced in a form usable for management or planning and an
understanding of the fundamental purpose of research appears lacking throughout
the system. The JLARC faculty survey found that although college teachers and
administrators ranked planning high, institutional research, that would be
necessary to support planning, was ranked low. The ranking disparity between
the two activities is shown below.
It is interesting to note that 60% of the teachers ranked planning "very
important" but only 15% ranked institutional research "very important." The
difference is even more striking among the administrators: 75% ranked planning
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IMPORTANCE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
{Percent of Respondents}

Teachers
Admin istrators

Very Important
1
2
14.9
19.6
8.6
32.8

3
28.2
33.6

4
18.7
20.8

Not Important
5
18.6
4.2.

4
1.3
0.0

Not Important
5
0.0
0.0

IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING

Teachers
Administrators
Source:

Very Important
1
2
60.4
27.8
74.8
22.1

3
10.5
3.1

JLARC Faculty Survey, November, 1974.

very important, but only 9% ranked institutional research equally.
Communication of research projects between col leges has until recently
been informal. The department publ ished an annotated bibl iography for the first
time in 1974 which includes experimental designs, descriptive studies, routine
management reports and evaluation of several innovative educational projects. The
colleges appeared to generate primarily descriptive reports, concerned with
student profi les and graduate follow-up on a 1 imited basis. In campus interviews,
administrators expressed a growing awareness that more analytical information
was needed to plan for future development.
All colleges are now operational and the management information system
{discussed in this section} now being developed by the department will generate
data that could be the basis for extensive analysis and planning further VCCS
development. Nonetheless, the department should either provide adequate staff
for the division of research and development consistent with its responsibi lities
in a mature system, or insulate it from the reporting function which consumes
most of its time. Efforts should also be made to increase the community colleges'
awareness of the implicit interrelationship of planning and research and the
importance of both to successful implementation, assessment and revision of
institutional goals.
Need for Management Information
The size and complexity of the VCCS requires a comprehensive, integrated
and automated information system for effective planning, coordination and
performance evaluation. Unfortunately, development of such a system has not kept
pace with either growth or increasing demands for information. As a result,
several colleges developed their own system including considerable investments in
computer hardware.
A management consulting firm engaged to design a new management
information system described VCCS data management environment in late 1972 in the
following manner.
"The history of data processing at the Virginia Community College
System is not unlike many large, fast growing organizations and
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agencies. Early developmental efforts centered on implementing
applications on a singular basis, i.e., systems designed in response
to a particular isolated problem or systems operating to service a
parochial purpose.
There was little integration of systems design
effort.
The system design efforts of the computer centers of the
Department and Northern Virginia Community College have progressed
rapidly over the years but with little attention given to coordinating
these efforts for the benefit of the entire Virginia Community College
System.
In adopting this 'go it alone' philosophy of operation, the
institutions with computer capability have expended large sums of time
and money to develop systems that are presently of little value to
key administrators and operational personnel.
The result has been the
proliferation of computer equipment that are ill fitted for the data
processing needs of the Virginia Community College System and
increased reliance on manual recordkeeping systems. More importantly,
expanded clerical staffs have been required to keep pace with the
burgeoning administrative workload.
These conditions have had a
deleterious effect on the efficiency of computer support to the
instructional process, as well as to top management.
The lack of
timely information has affected the decision~making process in that
key administrative personnel have been preoccupied with reacting to
informational 'fire drills,' prohibiting any real attention to
systematic planning and monitoring against established plans.
Interestingly, there is a growing disenchantment with the computer
as a management tool throughout the Virginia Community College System.
Top executive management has not benefited substantially from the
investment in computer resources.
There is a feeling among middle
managers that they are 'serving' rather than being served by the computer.
Ill-coordinated planning efforts at the state, departmental and
institutional level have further inhibited system design efforts.
Computer acquisition plans of individual institutions conflicted,
and in Some instances, ignored meaningful cost data, equipment
capaci ties and so on. ,,32

The consultant recommended:
-Organizational Changes -- to provide a more centralized

data processing operation by establ ishing a management
information center in the department to provide information needed to support top level management decisionmaking.
-More Sophisticated Computer Hardware -- a time-sharing

computer configuration consisting of a powerful computer
located at Richmond with a variety of terminals at the
co I leges.
-A System Design -- incorporating some of the appl ications

already developed by the department and col leges.
The department and State Board appear to have now recognized the need
to shift emphasis from building a system to managing it.
In early 1973, the
department and the State Board approved the consultant's recommendations in
principle and authorized a time-phased plan for implementation. Later that year
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an IBM 370-145 computer was installed at Richmond and the department's computer
staff was enlarged from 16 to 25 to form the Management Services Division.
The VCCS Plan
The VCCS plan implementing the consultant's recommendations calls for
two major data systems -- administrative and financial, and academic. Their
design is based on an "integrated systems" concept. That is, the interrelationships of functional areas at each college and between colleges is recognized.
Common data will be stored in master files and merged, matched, compared or
tabulated in relation to the data in any area as needed. Each major system will
contain a number of sub-systems or functional areas including reporting systems
for: processing appl icants for admission; accounting and budgeting; personnel
data; and other functional appl ications. A total of 21 sub-systems wi 11 be
establ ished. The VCCS schedule for implementation and progress against that
schedule is provided in Figure 22.
Status of lmplementation
The VCCS schedule provides for implementation of all sub-systems by
late 1979. '''ork on the fi rst system (accounting) began in late 1973 and was
scheduled for completion in early 1975. This date has now sl ipped to late 1975.
The director of management services reports that the delay is caused by the
additional time being devoted to development of programs for accounting that can
be used for all other sub-systems (e.g. generalized search routine); and, although
the time schedule for accounting has sl ipped, the result has been that other
systems are now ahead of schedule. ln any event, it appears that efforts should
be made to compress th" schedule. By 1979, the VCCS system wi 11 have operated
for thirteen years without a comprehensive management information svstem. JLARC
recognizes that an operation of this magnitude cannot be developed and
implemented overnight and a part of the system is now in place. However, the
longer the delay, the longer the Commonwealth must wait to receive the benefits
of what is a substantial investment.
Funding
The budgets for the department and colleges do not specifically
identify the amount budgeted for management information systems. The Division
of the Budget states that electronic data processing is considered a service
activity of the department, and as such funds for its operation are contained
in each school's budget. The department reports that 1974-75 budgets contain
approximately $1,100,000 to fund the Management lnformation System. Of this
amount, about $400,000 is budgeted for the department and the remainder is
spread among the 23 col leges. JLARC staff was unable to identify any fund
at any school that campus administrators reserved or intended to be used for
M1S purposes.
During the course of this evaluation, JLARC also received a request
from the department to establ ish a working capital revolving fund in the
amount of $500,000 to establ ish a revolving account that would permit rebilling
M1S expenses to the department and colleges for services rendered. The department's
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justification centered on the desire to al locate the cost to using colleges and
agencies, instead of creating an inflated budget by charging al I computer service
costs to the department administration account.
JLARC has carefully considered this request and concludes that a more
desirable alternative would be to recommend appropriation of the funds for the
MIS standard requirements as a separate line item in the department's budget.
This conclusion is based on the fol lowing reasons:
.Administrative costs associated with bi I ling and accounting
for revolving fund transactions would be avoided;
·System costs are generally fixed, that is, not directly
related to the number or size of the colleges;
.Total cost of the system would be easi Iy identified; and,
.Non-standard costs generated by the col leges could be
recovered by regular interdepartmental transfer of funds.
In any event, the primary use of an MIS program is to enhance State level
information and review and college uses are secondary.
Despite the real ization of a need to strengthen administrative management
and control of the system, a strong sense of direction to achieve this objective
was not evident during our review. While the Board Chairman, Chancel lor, Vice
Chancel lor, and several col lege presidents voiced the opinion that more management
information was needed, the uses of this information to manage more efficiently
have not been clearly identified. Unfortunately, the best designed data management
system wi II not result in automatic decisions. The Board, Department of Community
Col leges, Council of Higher Education and each college must clearly identify key
management indicators to permit the MIS to provide necessary data in the most
usab Ie fo rmat.
Dne example of the fai lure to identify data use can be demonstrated by
JLARC's request for a faculty workload analysis. The department was unable to
produce usable information by merging existing faculty payrol I files with existing
class registration files. These two existing administrative information systems
could easily be converted to provide evaluative data useful for efficient,
effective and economical system management.
Curriculum Management
A coordinated system of state-wide post-secondary technical and general
education also requires effective curriculum planning. The guiding principle
expressed in the legislation regarding curriculum management was that there be
excellence in curricula tailored to regional needs and controls maintained to avoid
course and program prol iferation. Curriculum management takes place at several
levels within the system and may involve college administrators and faculty,
departmental staff, local and State curriculum advisory committees, local boards
and the State Board.
The department publ ishes an annual State Curriculum Guide I isting each
program, degree and course approved for the system. This provides for standardized
course numbering and consistency in course format. Unti I 1972, the Guide listed
each course required for each degree program. It now contains only the types and
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the number of courses required for each curriculum. Each curricular specialty
has three instructional "cores" including a general core, a specialized core,
and a degree core.
The six Associate in Applied Science Degree programs are designed
primarily to provide occupational competence for employment but may be modified
by the college to provide transfer acceptability by four-year colleges and
universities. Guidel ines for diploma and certificate programs specify that 15
to 20 percent of the credit hour requirements should include courses in general
education, exclusive of specialized courses in the major field or supporting
technical or theory courses.
A key element in the development of educational programs relevant to
regional needs is a citizen advisory committee. The local board of each college
is responsible for recommending all new curriculum proposals and for the appointment of local citizen advisory committees for specialized programs and curricula.
These committees are composed of people from the community with first hand
experience in the specialty area.
It is thei r function to advise the college on
the training needs of the region, job avai labi 1 ity, the practical value of course
content and materials, and standards for admission to the program.
State citizen advisory committees were formed for each technical area.
The department has utilized ad hoc committees to initiate specialized new programs,
(i .e. nuclear technology at Central Virginia and optometrics at J. Sargeant
Reynolds) .
Proposed new curricula for a community col lege must have the
recommendations of the faculty, the administration, the local curriculum advisory
committee and the board of the college before they are sent to the State
Department of Community Colleges. The State Board is responsible for final
approval or disapproval of new curricula, except for new degree programs which
require approval of the Council of Higher Education.
It generally takes two years
to complete the approval process for a new associate degree curriculum. Diploma
and certificate proposals must be submitted 90 days prior to program initiation
to allow for State Board action. Programs not new to the system may be approved
by the Chancellor. New courses are approved by the Curriculum and Instruction
Committee of the Department of Community Colleges and generally require only a
week or two. Revision of courses takes a longer period of time because concurrence
among colleges offering the existing course is required.

Procedures for Requesting Curriculum Approval
Detailed procedures for obtaining curriculum approval have been
establ ished by the department. The process is extensive and time consuming but
if properly executed should provide the opportunity for effective control.
Separate procedures apply to requests for new courses, new degree curriculum, and
new diploma and certificate programs which are detailed below.
New Courses.
Any college may propose a new course. The request must
be approved by the Curriculum and Instructional Committee of the college prior to
submission to the department. Department approval is requi red for all proposed
courses not 1 isted in the State Curriculum Guide, as well as courses 1 isted in
the guide, if the course is specific to a curriculum not approved for the college.
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New Degree Curriculum.
Tne procedure to request a new degree
curriculum requires a two step process. First, a letter of intent must be
approved by tne department and tne State council prior to tne full development
of a program proposal. Tne second step includes tne submission of a full
proposal. Tnis includes extensive program and course descriptions, number of
students anticipated, faculty required, pnysical plant and 1 ibrary requirements,
and cost estimates for eacn area. Tne proposal must receive tne approval of tne
college curriculum and instruction committee, tne curriculum committee of tne
local board, tne local board, department, tne curriculum committee of tne State
Board, and tne Council of Higner Education.
Diploma and Certificate Programs.
A Letter of lntent is not requi red for
certificate or diploma programs. Tne proposal must include tne curriculum
description and a 1 ist of tne curriculum advisory committee. Tnese must be approved
by tne department and State board. A summary of tne agencies involved in curriculum
planning and control is contained in Appendix V.

Departmental Reviews
Tne administrative procedures provide tne opportunity for developinc
curricula tailored to regional needs. Tne review and approval procedures certainly
provide tne opportunity to insure excellence in curricula design and avoid program
proliferation. Unfortunately, tne department nas not fully exercised its ac.,t:,ority
in tne review and approval process in 1 ignt of findings discussed in tne educational
programs section of tnis report. Tne department, under tne direction of tne State
Board nas already gone tnrougn two pnases in dealing witn curriculum control and
appears to be entering a tnird.
ln tne first phase, all curriculum planning and control was nignly
central ized. Tne master plan prepared for tne board in 1966 specified programs
for eacn college. Curricula were generally developed by tne initial staff of tne
college and in some cases by tne department staff. Tignt adnerence to tne systemwide State master plan created several problems, wnicn could nave been alleviated
nad tne plan been regularly updated. Colleges coming into tne system in tne
seventies were built and equipped to offer programs based on needs identified in
tne middle sixties and not reverified. Rappanannock and Soutnside Virginia are
examples of colleges wnere prescribed electronics programs now appear to be
inappropriate for current conditions, and expensive laboratories and workshops are
severely underutil ized. ln botn cases, problems are compounded by tne rural
cnaracter of tne region.
Otner difficulties stem from basing tne initial curriculum plan on
existing employment needs of regional industries wnicn did not coincide witn
student interest. Tne textile program in Danville and furniture manufacturing at
Patrick Henry suffer from disincl ination of students to work in tne factories tnat
nad employed tneir famil ies. Otner programs were developed at a tecnnical degree
level tnat was beyond tne abilities of students seeking a community college
education. Developmental courses were not sufficient to prepare students for
sopnisticated science and matnematics courses required for some Associate Degrees.
Certificate or diploma level programs would nave been more appropriate for the
needs of students and employers in many cases.
Tne second phase is still ongoing, altnougn tentative steps into pnase
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three are beginning to be taken. It is characterized by substantial decentral ization and the lack of a master plan for the entire system. This occurred because
the master plan prepared in 1966 was not updated and maintained as a viable longrange plan. Problems with programs specified in the plan, and institutional desires
for greater autonomy, led to the bel ief that the local col lege administration and
board would be better able to determine and respond to the local needs of the
region. Colleges were to prepare their own educational institutional plans. The
extent to which colleges responded to this opportunity varied with the leadership
and the stage of development of the college.
In 1970, the State Council of Higher Education requested information
about directions planned for each college during the next decade and the department
prepared The Curriculum Master Plan for Occupational Education. This document was
not a carefully developed plan for the system. Instead, it was a compilation of
programs already in existence or in planning stages at the various colleges. In
addition, it made proposals for programs based on data generated for the 1966
master plan, later manpower needs projection for the State (not regions) and informal surveys and discussions with the colleges. In essence, it projected what
each college would 1 ike to become, rather than a realistic evaluation of regional
needs and resource availabil ity. The department has stated that it was not designed
to be binding on the colleges, but the prol iferation of programs was indicative of
the expansive mood of the system.
Phase three can best be described as a reaction to the increased
authority of the Council of Higher Education and the prospect of diminished
financial resources. Recently, the council has disapproved a number of new program
requests and instituted an audit of programs in terms of actual FTE and number of
graduates. This will impose a need for tighter curriculum control at the college,
department and board levels. The function of the curriculum and instruction staff
of the department is to advise the colleges and the Chancellor, establ ish guidelines and procedures, and coordinate the curricular requests of the colleges.
Although the staff has, at times, recommended against programs, the wishes of the
colleges generally prevailed. The board has not establ ished a maximum number of
new programs for each college and the department takes the posture of not telling
colleges what to do. JLARC's evaluation of university parallel and occupationaltechnical programs (Section 111) clearly indicates there has been a prol iferation
of programs and that programs have not been discontinued even though enrollment
was minimal. Departmental records are not, however, maintained to clearly identify
the number of requests for new programs or their dis~osition.

Conclusion
The curricula offerings at the 23 community colleges generally reflect
the desires of each school rather than the results of a well-managed system.
Although the colleges are required to follow extensive administrative procedures
to obtain approval of new curricula, approvals have generally been· granted for the
asking. Reluctance to exercise departmental authority in reviewing new curriculum
requests as well as reviewing previously approved curricula has allowed course and
program proliferation resulting in excessive costs. The necessary mechanisms
already exist for effective curriculum planning and control. Proper execution of
review and approval responsibil ity by the department and the Council of Higher
Education is needed to bring about effective curriculum management.
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ENROLLMENT FORECAST1NG FOR BUDGET AND FAC1L1T1ES
The operating and capital budget developed for each college and the
department is a second management function that can be assessed from a functional
perspective. Approved institutional budget requests represent a projection of the
level of financial resources required to accomplish planned student output for a
two-year period. The budget making process is not discussed in this report--~ethods
and procedures are under review by other organizations. The enrollment estimate
used for budget purposes, however, is a key factor that influences the executive
recommendations and subsequent legislative appropriations; the accuracy of enrollment forecasting is critical to assess the VCCS performance.
lnitial enrollment forecasts are developed by the colleges, reviewed by
the department and finally approved by the Council of Higher Education. Disagreements between agencies have been resolved usually in the favor of State level
decisions. Forecasts are made every other year to coincide with the budget cycle,
and are developed for two purposes--budgeting for operating expenses and capital
outlay. A different format is used for each estimate.
Enrollment estimates used for operating budgets are projected each year
for a four-year period. Headcount is provided according to fall and summer term,
and for off-campus activities. An estimated number of FTE students is also
projected by regular session, summer session and off-campus. Forecasts for
capital outlay are made for the fall quarter of each year over a ten-year period
in terms of full-time equivalent day students. The term "full-time equivaler,t
day student" appl ies to credit hours of instruction generated between 7:00 a.m.
and 4:59 p.m. divided by 15. Enrollment is also forecasted for each program
classification. The college transfer program is budgeted on a formula allowance
of one faculty for each 20 FTE students and vocational courses are allowed one
facul ty for each 15 FTE students. Thus, enrollment by curricular category is an
important, although not as critical, part of estimates.
Enrollment Forecast Accuracy. The rel iabil ity of forecasting can be
measured by comparing estimated with actual enrollment over a reasonable period of
time. JLARC compared actual FTE with the forecast for a four year period.

COMPAR1SON OF ACTUAL FORECAST W1TH FTE ENROLLMENT
1970 - 74

Forecast
Actual
Difference
% Difference
Source:

1970-71

1971 -72

1972-73

1973-74

20,025
20,383
358
1.8%

26,325
24,624
( 1 ,701 )
(6. 5%)

33,560
29,113

38,712
34,784
D,928)
(10.5%)

(4,447)
(13.3%)

(Forecast) 1970-72, 1974 Budgets, (Actual) Department of
Community Colleges Enrollment Reports.

On a system-wide basis, enrollment projections ranged from 1.8% below actual in
1970-71 to 13.3% above actual in 1972-73. General fund appropriations were
calculated by the Division of the Budget at $840 for each FTE student in 1970-72
and $988 in 1972-74. Assuming these dollar amounts accurately represent fiscal
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need, this means the VCCS was appropriated about $1.1 million more in general
funds according to FTE estimates than would have been appropriated if actual
enrollments were used in 1970-72, and in 1972-74, the excess amounted to about
$8 mi 11 ion. The VCCS subsequently returned $2,046,535 to the State Treasury
in 1973 and $2,214,075 in 1974 (none was returned during 1970-72 biennium). The
Department reported the remaining excess funds of $5,142,010 were applied as
follows:

APPLICATION OF FUNDS
1970 - 72
Capital Improvements
Patrick Henry Support
Eastern Shore Support
Regrade Costs Absorbed
Dept. Admin. Support
Budget Support - Various Colleges
TOTAL

$144,782
203,000
75,000
300,000
216,500
188,838
$1 , 128, 120

1972 - 74
Regrade Costs Absorbed
MIS Development - (Dept. Admin)
Purchase of Computer (Northern Virginia)
Library Books
Capital Improvements - (Matching
Federa 1 Funds)
Budget Support - Eastern Shore
Budget Support - J. S. Reynolds
Budget Support - Rappahannock
Budget Support - Southside
Budget Support - Va. Western
Budget Support - New River
Budget Support - Thomas Nelson
Budget Support - Other Colleges
Total
Source:

$866,000
610,045
546,000
575,000
142,920
176,400
308,500
108,230
164,500
155,500
82,510
97,500
180,785
$4,013,890

Provided JLARC March 10, 1975, by L. Daniel Crooks, Di rector,
Administration and Finance, Department of Community Colleges.

,
A comparison by college of actual full-time equivalent students with the
number forecasted for the 1972-74 biennium and appropriations impact is presented
in Table 35.
Forecasted enrollment exceeded actual by more than 30% at four colleges
and more than 20% at nine colleges in 1972-74. Actual enrollment exceeded the
forecast at New River and Thomas Nelson by 23% and at Patrick Henry by 19%. The
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Table 35
1972-74 APPROPRIATIONS IMPACT
Difference Between Forecasted and Actual FTE Enrollment

School
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lie
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J.Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lie
Total
Source:

Forecas t
FTE

Actual
FTE

Difference
Numbe r %

2,000
2,500
1,075
3, I02
475
1,760
2,850
3,000
1,820
1,130
1,775
21,480
695
1,425
1,350
1,705
1,860
2,200
3,200
7,700
1,675
5,725
1,770

1,523
2,488
921
2,902
336
1,028
1,768
2,572
1,162
93 I
2,178
19,856
827
1,042
950
763
1,414
2,038
3,933
7,404
1,413
4,722
1,726

477 24%
12
154 14
200
6
139 29
732 42
1,082 38
428 14
658 36
199 18
(403)(23)
1,624
8
(132)(19)
383 27
400 30
942 55
446 24
162
7
(733) (23)
296
4
262 16
1,003 18
44 _3_

$ 1,038
1,011
1,215
912
1,214
1,145
689
1,022
1,155
787
1,035
876
1,504
1,017
941
1,085
1,058
964
925
887
1,171
820
961

$

72,272

63,897

8,375

$

$7,962,252

12%

Appropriation Appropriation
Per FTE
Excess(Shortfall)

988

495,126
12,132
187, 110
182,400
168,746
838,140
745,498
437,416
759,990
156,613
(417,105)
1,422,624
( I 98 , 528)
389,511
376,400
1,022,070
471 ,868
156,168
(678,025)
262,552
306,802
822,460
42,284

(forecast and appropriation per FTE) 1972-74 Executive Budget
(actual FTE) Department of Community Colleges Enrollment Reports.

accuracy of forecasts at some col leges is remarkable. At five col leges, enrollment
was within eight percent of the forecast. At Central Virginia, enrollment was
within one-half of one percent of forecast. On the other hand, forecasting
inaccuracy at other colleges is alarming. For example, forecasts exceeded
enrollments by 55% at Rappahannock, 42% at Germanna, 38% at J. Sargeant Reynolds
and 36% at Lord Fairfax. The impact of unreliable forecasting in terms of
operating and maintenance budgets for the 1972-74 biennium resulted in excess
appropriations at twenty of the twenty-three colleges in amounts ranging from about
$12,000 at Central Virginia to more than $1 mi II ion at Rappahannock and Northern
Virginia. General fund appropriations were understated by about $678,000 at
Thomas Nelson, $417,000 at New River and $198,000 at Patrick Henry.
JLARC compared the extent of enrollment forecast inaccuracy and school
size and age. A relationship (r=.49) was found between forecast accuracy and
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school size, but 1 ittle relationship was found between accuracy and institutional age (r=.24); but the extent of inaccuracy is not just a function of size.
Patrick Henry, the thi rd smallest school in terms of FTE, ranks thi rd from the
top based on actual FTE as a percent of forecast. Given the fact that the
enrollment forecasts of at least four schools (Blue Ridge, Lord Fairfax, Germanna,
Rappahannock) have been consistently overstated for several years, indicates that
some of the inflated estimates were known. For example, forecasts for Blue Ridge,
have exceeded actual FTE enrollments by wide margins since 1969. Similarly high
estimates have been made at Lord Fairfax and Germanna for the past three years
and at Rappahannock for two.
(See Append i x V).
The responsibil ity for forecasting inaccuracy cannot necessarily be
attributed to the community college. For example, during a campus visit to Lord
Fairfax, JLARC staff discussed enrollment estimating in considerable detail.
According to campus administrators estimates for 1973 and 1974 were adjusted in
the following manner.
Lord Fairfax estimated FTE enrollment for fall 1973 at 644 students.
The department and the Council of Higher Education subsequently increased projections to 739 FTE. Actual enrollment was 6 111 FTE students, just three students
less than originally estimated. For fall 1974, campus officials estimated an
increase to 739 FTE, the department and council projections were set at 836, but
actual enrollment was 647 students. Although Lord Fairfax overprojected by 92
students, official forecasts overestimated by 189 students. 33
Program Category Enrollment
The large unclassified student category also has a substantial impact
on operating budgets. As previously noted, faculty positions are allowed according
to the type of course taught (1 :20 FTE students for college transfer, 1: 15 FTE
students for vocational). Because nearly half of all VCCS students are unclassified, schools must assign these students to one of the budget allowance ratios.
JLARC has not been able to determine any official departmental pol icy regarding
unclassified students, however, according to most campus business officers

interviewed, the unclassified group are usually assigned to the vocational
category. The outcome of this procedure is obvious--schools are budgeted at the
most favorable faculty allowance.
The student survey analysis clearly indicated the majority of all
unclassified students could be assigned to another classification.
In fact,
through reclassification, the unclassified category was reduced from 54% to 11%.
JLARC calculated, based on formula allowances for faculty positions, there could
have been a minimum reduction of 44 full-time faculty if unclassified students
were properly categorized for budget purposes. Based on the average faculty salary
of $10,770 in 1973-74, the appropriation reduction would have exceeded $~70,OOO.
Conclusion
The Oepartment of Community Colleges readily concedes that enrollment
estimating has not been very accurate, and JLARC was assured forecasting has been
improved. Fall 1974 system-wide enrollments were within 4.3% of forecast, but
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enrollments at three colleges were still far below forecasts (Rappahannock - 46%,
Germanna - 35%, Lord Fairfax - 24%). Enrollment forecasts used for budget requests
and legislative appropriations have not been reI iable and consistently overstate
the anticipated level of enrollment. Considerable attention must be directed
toward developing reI iable enrollment forecasts by college to permit more accurate
matching of resources with requirements. There is I ittle use to a monitoring
system that adjusts budgets after actual enrollment is known, since institutional
commitments have already been made for the academic year; and, possible reversions
of funds are not I ikely to occur in view of previous expenditure patterns. Accurate
program enrollment estimates are also necessary. The increasing tendency of the
VCCS to use the "unclassified" student enrollment notation is more an action of
administrative convenience than a necessary, desi rable or meaningful designation.
Sound college management requires an awareness of student objectives, and an
unclassified student classification hardly contributes to sound information on
which to plan or administer.
The Council of Higher Education and the State Board should exercise their
statutory responsibilities and develop more accurate estimating procedures and a
reI iable classification system for community college students. Of course, revised
forecasting and classification systems will require time to validate. Nevertheless,
the General Assembly cannot afford to continue to appropriate funds that are
justified only by inflated enrollment projections or administratively convenient
classification systems. Both the Council of Higher Education and the State Board
should give the highest priority to this problem and the General Assembly should
carefully monitor progress.
Facilities Management
General fund appropriations for capital outlay construction and planning
at Virginia's institutions of higher education totaled more than $10.5 million
for the 1974-76 biennium. Of this amount, about 37 percent ($3.9 mill ion) was
authorized for VCCS facilities. Since 1966, out of $85.8 million spent to construct
community college facil ities, the State has funded $50 mil lion. The need for
additional physical facil ities was identified as a significant problem during
JLARC's initial meeting with the Chancellor. We were told that approximately 2.7
million square feet of additional space was required. A conservative estimate of
the cost of construction for this space would approach $100 mil lion.
Facilities for community colleges are costly and require considerable
lead time to plan and construct and, for this reason, they should be designed to
meet long term needs and managed with the objective of obtaining maximum utilization. Considerable effort has been expended by the Commonwealth to develop a
formula system for use in determining physical space requirements for higher
education institutions. In 1970, the Capital Outlay Coordinating Commission for
Higher Education was formed and charged with studying the problem of determining
need. The Commission's recommendations included the following:

-A formula system for allocation of capital outlay funds;
-Standard format for presentation of capital outlay
requirements by institutions;
-Space planning standards for twelve categories of space;
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Teaching Faculty and Related Secretarial Offices
Library Stack, Reader Service Area
Physical Education Facilities
Self-Study and Teaching Cl inic
Genera 1 Use
Research Faculty Offices
Other Research Space
Extension and Publ ic Service Administrative
and Faculty Offices
Administrative and General Office
Physical Plant Service

The space planning guides recommended by the commission and approved by the
General Assembly and the Governor were used to determine space requirements during
the 1970-72 and 1972-74 bienniums. On October 1, 1974, the Council of Higher
Education issued a set of revised space planning guides to be used in submitting
capital outlay requests for the 1976-78 biennium. Standards for three of the
twelve categories were changed.
the standard was changed
from:
.796 assignable square feet (ASF) per student station
period occupied based on total FTE day enrollment; to, .85
ASF for enrollment up to 999; .79 ASF for enrollment between
1,000 and 2,499; and .72 ASF for enrollment over 2,500.

_Classroom and Service Space -

-Class Laboratories and Service Space -

the standard was

changed from: 2.813 ASF per student station period occupied based on total FTE day enrollment; to, 3.10 ASF for
enrollment up to 999; 2.73 ASF for enrollment between 1,000
and 2,499; and, 2.34 ASF for enrollment over 2,500.
the standard
was changed from 162 ASF per FTE instructional faculty to 140
ASF.

-Instructional Faculty Office and Service Space -

The net effect of the first two changes is to increase space allowances for more
than half of the Community Colleges.
Space Needs.
Space needs are determined by applying the standards to
enrollment projections four years in the future to determine total requirements.
The total is then reduced by existing inventory to arrive at the addi tional space
needed. For example, the space needs contained in capital outlay recommendations
considered by the 1974 session of the General Assembly were based on enrollment
projections for the year 1978, less existing inventory and space previously funded.
Since space requirements are the product of two factors--space guides and enrollment projections, the accuracy of computed space requirements depends on the
val idity of each function. We have already reported that enrollments have fallen
short of projections at some colleges by more than 50 percent and exceeded
projections at others by as much as 30 percent. Therefore, space requirements
based on these projections have not represented actual need.

The extent to which the present space inventory matches requirements is
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a good indicator of how well planning for physical facil ities has been carried
out. JLARC compared capacity with need based on fall 1974 enrollments. Figure 23
shows the physical facility capacity for each institution as a percent of space
authorized by the formula--fourteen colleges have less space than the standard
allowance. J. Sargeant Reynolds has the lowest proportion of space allowed with
only 31 percent of standard.

Fi gure 2)
PHYSICAL FACILITY CAPACITY AS A PERCENT OF REQUIREMEllTS
Fall (]4 Enrollment
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Nine colleges have more space than requi red to accommodate their fall
1974 enrollment. The amount of excess space ranges from four percent at Danvi lIe
to 115 percent at Rappahannock. It is interesting to note that six of these
colleges (Blue Ridge, Eastern Shore, John Tyler, Patrick Henry, Rappahannock and
Southwest Virginia) received capital outlay appropriations in the 1972-74 biennium
(Eastern Shore was provided a new campus). The Department of Community Colleges
also requested capital outlay projects for two of the nine colleges in their
1974-76 budget submission (Germanna and Patrick Henry). The requests were not
approved.
Faci 1ity Uti 1ization
Another indicator of good management is utilization of existing
facil ities. JLARC found limited attention given to facility utilization by the
VCCS management. Uti lization studies being performed are generally 1 imited to
the State Council's biennial reports on instructional space utilization. Data
included in the most recent report, Fall, 1972, has been used to examine space
uti lization in two categories--classroom and laboratory space. (The report does
not address the remaining ten categories).
oGeneral Classroom.
During the fall of 1972, the Community College
System used its classrooms on the average of 24.3 hours per week (between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.) and 71.1% of the student stations were occupied when rooms were
in use. This means that 38.4% of total classroom student capacity was util ized.
The space planning guide recently issued by the Council of Higher Education is
based on an average utilization of 36.7% of capacity. Thus, system-wide
uti 1 ization is greater than expected.

Figure 24, however, displays classroom utilization by college ranging
from a low of 15% at Rappahannock to a high of 71.6% at Central Virginia. Ten
colleges achieved better util ization than the rate expected by the planning guide
(36.7%). Five colleges exceeded that rate by more than 10%.
oTechnical/Vocational Class Laboratory (Shops).
Utilization of shop
space on a system-wide basis (between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.) was 32.4% -- six
percent less than classroom uti 1 ization (Figure 25). Shops were in use an average
of 20.1 hours per week and 72.5% of the student stations were occupied when the
shops were used. The State planning guide provides for 30% uti lization on the
average. As with classroom utilization, use of shop space by colleges varies
widely--from a low of 11.5% at Paul D. Camp to 81.4% at Southwest Virginia. Ten
colleges failed to meet the planning guide rate while nine exceeded it. Five
colleges (Northern Virginia, Virginia Western, Mountain Empire, New River, Thomas
Nelson and Southwest Virginia) exceeded the rate by ten percent or more.

Conclusion
The space planning standards first developed by the Capital Outlay
Coordinating Commission and subsequently updated by the Council of Higher
Education have standardized the format for capftal outlay presentations. Nevertheless, the computed requirements resulting from these guides bear close examination.
First, the space standards have not been thoroughly tested by comprehensive
util ization studies. The reports being prepared biennially by the council only
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Figure 24
UTILIZATION OF GENERAL
CLASSROOM SPACE
FALL - 1972
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report on two of the twelve categories. Of the two categories reported, no
attempt is made to analyze deviations from standard. Second, inaccurate
errrollment forecasts result in equally inaccurate computation of space requirements. The difficulty in predicting enrollment four years in the future is accepted.
However, it should be recognized that capital outlay requests can be nO more val id
than enrollment projections.
Finally, alternatives to capital construction should be identified and
weighed carefully in terms of both short and long term costs. The community
college system has experienced eight years of rapid enrollment growth and now has
facilitie~ at 32 locations throughout the State.
It could be tempting to assume
this rate of growth will continue, but in the past few years, changes have occurred
in enrollment trends at Virginia's four-year institutions that could impact on
future needs for facil ities at community colleges. The increasing trend in
enrollments at four-year institutions has leveled off to the point that excess
space has been reported at several colleges.34 Careful planning is needed to
insure that community college facil ity capacity is kept within long range
requirements. Use of other publ ic and private facil ities to accommodate peak
enrollments could provide cost effective alternatives in some cases.
During the course of this review, JLARC staff also noted three areas
of concern in regard to facil ity planning and utilization. The space planning
guides are based on day util ization while community colleges have a substantial
number of evening students and the enrollment trend is placing an increasing
burden on evening util ization. The Council of Higher ~ducation should make every
effort to develop space planning guides for community colleges that measure
facil ity requirements for both day and evening util ization.
JLARC found a number of colleges that indicated a need for additional
space but only scheduled classes five days and four evenings each week. The
college should schedule popular classes on Friday evening and Saturday to make
better utilization of expensive facilities. Changing enrollment trends make
this issue especially important.
Finally, the orientation of most colleges for the past several years
has been to develop on-campus instruction, even though facilities to accommodate
evening and commuting students are very costly. Each college should consider
taking instruction to the students by renting facilities or by using other public
facilities such as local high schools.
VCCS ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT
The teaching faculty is a primary component of any educational institution. Teaching faculty are the I ink between the students and the curricula,
and are the people with whom students have the greatest contact during their
enrollment in a school. The qual ifications and attitudes of the VCCS faculty
largely determines the success or failure of each institution. Additionally,
faculty salaries consume the largest portion of the VCCS budget. Thus, the
efficiency of the system rests heavily on the extent to which faculty resources
are properly administered. This section reviews academic management according to
the characteristics of teachers and administrators in VCCS colleges, faculty
productivity, and college staff attitudes. Information for each of these components has been derived from the JLARC faculty survey of VCCS staff employed during
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the fall quarter of 1974.
analysis.

The Technical Appendix discusses survey methods and

In the Virginia Community College System, faculty employees are defined
as staff '~ho are el igible for faculty rank and teach or occupy an administrative
position which is exempt from the classified service."35 The latter category
includes, among others, department heads, counselors and 1 ibrarians. The four
standard levels of faculty rank are Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant
Professor and Instructor. An additional title, Lecturer, refers to part-time
faculty employed to teach less than half of a normal load or less than a full
session. Thus, faculty consists of teachers, administrators and lecturers.
In the fall quarter of 1974, the system employed 2,040 full-time and
1,760 part-time faculty. The number of each category employed at each college is
detailed in Table 36.

Table 36
FACULTY

BY CATEGORY
Fall, 1974

EMPLOYME~IT

Teaching
Full-Time

Adm i n i s t ra t i ve
Full-Time

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore

38
65
27
66

Germanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds

35
91
69
33
23
46
329
18
31
29
32
36
45
100
174
44
108
48

10
20
16
20
7
10
42
24
15
13
20
103
8
14
14
15
18
22
30
54
15
35
~

1,498

542

John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Vi rginia Western
Wythevi lie
Tota 1
Source:

11

Lecturers

Total

21
34
24
21
19
21
240
56
16
25
72
596
15
18
60
40
57
19
91
197
18
57
43

69
119
67
107
37
66
373
149
64
61
138
1,028
41
63
103
87

1,760

3,800

111

86
221
425

77
200
108

(full-time faculty) Department of Community Colleges, Management Services
Division. (lecturers) JLARC telephone poll of each college, January, 1975.
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Guidel ines regarding qual ifications for rank and salary have been
establ ished by the State Board. Faculty are recruited by each college but final
approval for all personnel comes from the State Board.
(See Appendix V)
Salary Structure.
VCCS does not currently have a tenure system.
Faculty who received tenure prior to January 29, 1969, retain it; all others are
appointed to a one, three or five year contract. Employment during any three

sequential summer, fall, winter or spring quarters constitutes an academic

contract year for teaching faculty, but most administrators are employed on a
twelve month contract. Only teaching faculty, counselors, program heads, assistant
division chairmen, and 1 ibrarians are eligible for three and five year appointments.
Administrators, assistant instructors, and lecturers are appointed for one-year or

less. The normal sequence of appointment is for a faculty member to hold three
(3) one-year appointments and one (1) three year appointment before becoming
el igible for a five year contract. However, there is no limit to the number of
one or three year contracts which may be granted an individual. This policy is
designed to provide flexibil ity to meet changing needs of the system.
The present salary schedule was approved by the State Board in November,
1974. (Table 37) Salaries are determined by the local college president within
these ranges consistent with the qual ifications of each candidate. Factors taken
into account are the highest degree attained, previous teaching experience, ane
related experience in business or industry. Administrative twelve month salaries
range from $17,000-$26,400 for a provost, from $15,000-$2 11,750 for a dean, and
from $11,000-$19,800 for various types of coordinators. Salary for each community
college president is recommended by the board and finally approved by the State
Division of Personnel.
Table 37
VCCS FACULTY SALARY SCHEDULE
(Nine-month Appointments)
Faculty Rank
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Assistant Instructor
Source:

Minimum Salary
$14,080
12,320
10,560
8,800
6,600

Maximum Salary
$17,600
15,840
14,080
12,320
8,800

VCCS salary schedule, revised November, 1974.

The JLARC survey found that 54% of all faculty is employed full-time
and 46% is part-time. Of the full-time faculty, three-quarters report teaching
responsibil ities and one-quarter are administrators. There is some mingling of
roles, and about 20% of the teachers carry administrative responsibilities
(administrators also occasionally teach courses). Lecturers are a distinct group
in that they are employed only to teach and usually do not otherwise participate
in the life of the school.
System-wide, full-time faculty teach approximately 70 percent of the
total workload and lecturers (part-time) contribute approximately 28 percent.
Generally, schools with a large proportion of unclassified students make the
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greatest uSe of lecturers. This is not surprising because unclassified students
are generally enrolled in evening courses and are part-time, occasional students
requiring schools to provide greater flexibility in scheduling. Figure 26 shows
the number of lecturers at each school as an estimated proportion of total
workload.
Figure 26
LECTURERS AND WORKLOAD, FALL 1974
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JLARC Faculty Survey, November, 1974, and JLARC Telephone
Po 11 , February, 1975.
In addition to teaching, faculty indicated that they were involved in
numerous co 11 ege activities during the last academic year as shown below.

Sou rce:

REPORTED FACULTY ACTIVITIES
% Facul ty

Activity

52%

College Committees
Professional Meetings
Commuhity Service
Advanced Study
Student Activities
Curriculum Development
In-service Training
Resea rch

49
42

35
30
30
26

20
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Most non-teaching time appears to be used in college committees and
professional meetings.
(Survey responses also indicate that 15% of the full-time
teachers have employment in addition to their community college position.)
The VCCS facul ty tends to be relatively young, most (64%) indicated they
were under 40. VCCS staff is predominantly white (93%) and male (69%) and have
served an average of four years at thei r present school. About 25% of the fulltime teachers indicated that they were tenured and about 50 percent held one year
contracts. The community colleges report that the average degree held by the
VCCS full-time faculty is at least a masters degree.
The primary criteria used in State Board guidel ines for appointment and
promotion are the highest degree held and related experience. Figure 27
illustrates previous experience for each category of college staff. Within each
category shown, the years of previous experience was somewhat limited.
Figure 27
VCCS FACULTY EXPERIENCE
PreCollege
Teacher

%

Business

College
Teacher

and
Industry

PreCollege
Admini-

ColI ege
Administrat-

strator

ion

Government

Faculty indicating type of previous experience %

100 -

75

50 -

25

UU::

Teachers

~ - Administrators

•
Source:

- Lecturers
JLARC Faculty Survey, November, 1974.
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Faculty Productivity
The VCCS teaching faculty is primarily concerned with instructing
students, since the research and publishing demands found at most senior institutions are not emphasized in a community college environment. State Board policy
specifies that normally, teaching workload should be 12-15 credit hours and 15-20
contact hours for each week of each academic quarter. Workload may be reduced if
the credits of laboratory instruction significantly expands required contact hours
or if a teacher is performing officially assigned administrative tasks. Assignment of teacher workload based on this policy is the responsibility of the
community college administration.
Sound system management would monitor workload as one criterion of
efficient administration. The Department of Community Colleges does not have a
reporting system to determine faculty workload at the present time, although the
planned MiS includes a workload subsystem. The department did try to match its
computerized payroll file with a simi lar class registration file at JLARC's
request, but, the information available was not sufficiently accurate to produce
usable results. Since faculty productivity is important to evaluation of VCCS
performance, the JLARC faculty survey compiled workload data by school. The
results of the analysis are reported below in terms of faculty productivity.
Workload Measurement.
The two principle components of productivity are:
1) the number of students taught; and, 2) credit hours.
if these components are
combined (students times credit hours) a productivity indicator can be establ ished
(termed student credit hours) to compare each schools productivity with an accepted
average. Since workloads may vary for each teacher in any quarter, we have
calculated productivity by school for the fall quarter according to three standards
based on board workload pol icy.a This calculation assumes that workload balance
is achieved by division or type of course in each school.

High Productivity Standard -- 300 student credit hours
Medium Productivity Standard -- 236 student credit hours
Minimum Productivity Standard -- 180 student credit hours
Figure 28 ranks the twenty-three VCCS colleges according to calculated
average faculty productivity. Since this figure is based on a sample survey, the
range within which the total faculty would be 1 ikely to fall is shown in addition
to the productivity indicator for each school (see Technical Appendix). Systemwide, the fall quarter teaching faculty appear to have a high degree of productivity. The mean for the system falls at 311.3 student credit hours.
interestingly,
nine schools fall below the medium productivity standard and nine other schools
are above the maximum.
it should be noted that productivity is not necessarily the
same as workload. A faculty member in the lowest productivity range may actually
teach several classes with different preparations but not have enough students to

aproductivity is calculated in terms of full-time equivalent faculty (FTEF) by
deducting percent of time reported as required by administrative assignments.
Student credit hours standard is based on Board pol icy of 12-15 credits times
budget allowance of 1:15 or 1:20 faculty/student ratio. High productivity
equals (15 credits times 20 students): Medium Productivity equals (13.5 credits
times 17.5 students): Minimum Productivity equals (12 credits times 15 students)
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show high productivity which is a combination of credits and students.
Conversely a faculty member in the highest average range may teach large classes
of only one or two different courses necessitating fewer preparations and classroom hours, yet generating a higher productivity. Class size is therefore a
significant factor in faculty productivity as it is in program costs.
Although productivity is above the minimum standard at every school,
each school has a disproportionate level of productivity for a portion of fulltime teaching faculty. An estimated 212 teachers at 19 schools teach less than
the minimum of 180 student credit hours. This number represents about 14% of all
teaching faculty in the VCCS. Some, but not all, of this reduced productivity is
the result of small classes. Other explanations are not readily apparent since
the survey analysis accounted for assigned administrative duties.
In each case
teaching time was adjusted to reflect administrative duties in the productivity
analysis. (Table 38).
Faculty productivity is also 1 inked with the extent to which a school
serves the population of its local area, measured in terms of students per 1,000
residents (outreach), institutional age and the number of programs offered and
faculty employed. Thorough analysis of comparative productivity data over
regularly defined periods would indicate which of these variables most influence
productivity at each school.
Low Productivity
Southside, Rappahannock, Germanna, Eastern Shore and Mountain Empire are
examples of relatively new community colleges (3-4 years) that have not yet
developed extensive outreach. Growth has been particularly 1 imited by the rural,
relatively isolated nature of these districts. At each school, faculty productivity
is low and until enrollment increases, faculty will continue to be costly. The
cost factor is increased by the fact that the first faculty employed for each
program are often the most experienced and the schools are attempting to offer too
broad a curriculum.
Danville, New River, Virginia Highlands and Wytheville are older schools
that had been in existence before becoming community col leges and have achieved
reasonable outreach. lt appears that at these schools low productivity can to
some degree be attributed to both more teachers and more courses and program
offerings than enrollment can support. For example, New River offers the same
number of programs as Virginia Western 07l but has only half the enrollment.
Wytheville offers the Same number as Thomas Nelson (26) but has only one-third
the enrollment.

Medium Productivity
,Jot surprisingly, schools that fall in the mid-range have differin~
characteristics. John Tyler is an older school with relatively 1 imited outreach that has had unusually high turnover in administrative leadership. Dabney
S. Lancaster is an older rural school that sti 11 has obstacles to overcome with
regard to community attitudes and geographic location. Lord Fairfax, on the other
hand, is a young school with a relatively 1 imited number of programs which
minimizes small classes and increases productivity.
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Table 38
FACULTY BELOW MINIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
(180 Student Credit Hours)

Co 11 ege
Blue Ridge
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lie
Eastern Shore
Germanna
John Tyler
J. Sargeant Reynolds
Lord Fairfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne 1son
Ti dewater
Virginia Highlands
Wytheville
Total
Source:

Number
of
Respondents

Weighted
Number

5.4
3.0
15.3
3.2
15.6

2
1

3
2

4

18.9
9.1

3
1
2

4.2

4

9.2

3
3

19.8

1

8.4
4.8

4
5

22.5

16.0
5.0

1
1
1

6.7
10.2

17.0

5
4

17.6

50

212

JLARC faculty survey, November, 1974.

High Productivity
Generally schools in the highest productivity range are among the oldest
in the system. Northern Virginia and Virginia Western, were, for example, the
first to be establ ished and have both large enrollments and well developed outreach. Exceptions within this group are Patrick Henry, J. Sargeant Reynolds and
Piedmont, new schools which have experienced rapid growth. High productivity at
J. Sargeant Reynolds is also a result of a large student influx when its second
campus opened in late 1974. Patrick Henry 1 imits its program offering to sixteen
which also minimizes the number of small classes.
Conclusions
At the present time, the department provides guidel ines for rank and
salary of faculty members and monitors the appointment process of full-time
faculty. The VCCS employs a highly competent hardworking faculty drawn from
widely divergent backgrounds. However, as the system continues to develop the
department should also concern itself with appropriate staffing patterns within
schools and with effective inservice programs for orientation and teaching skill
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development purposes of persons new to the community college environment.
Approximately 46% of the faculty in the fall quarter is comprised of
part-time teachers (lecturers). These appointments are not reviewed by the
department and lecturers are not generally evaluated, as are full-time teachers at
the college level. This is a serious omission since lecturers instruct a
significant number of courses and students system-wide.
Comparative management data is needed to increase system-wide appl ication
of State Board pol icy wi th regard to workload. Such data would be most useful
analyzed over several quarters on the basis of instructional divisions. Although
productivity overall is high, wide disparities in workload within schools requires
further inqui ry.
College Staff Attitudes
Another important measure of academic management effectiveness is the
attitudes and opinions of those responsible for execution of teaching and administrative functions. As the system has become more decentralized, local administrators also becom~ responsible for academic qual ity and most colleges indicate
they are unaware of how they are evaluated by the department or the State Board.
There actually appears to be a vacumn as Local Boards feel that the department is
overseeing the general management and quality of instruction at each school and
they do not often involve themselves with these issues. Departmental officials
acknowledge that there are significant differences among the schools, but there
does not appear to be a uniform approach to identifying or to dealing with these
di fferences.
JLARC considers faculty opinions particularly useful in evaluating the
VCCS performance since the system is decentral ized and institutional performance
has not been systematically evaluated by the department or State Board. Faculty
opinions were requested regarding fifteen academic management questions identified
during the course of the JLARC review on a scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5
(strongly disagree). The first two categories, strongly and mildly agree, were
collapsed into one total as "agreement" and mildly and strongly disagree were
combined as "disagreement" for each question. Responses of full-time teachers
were relied on as most meaningful in situations that apply to educational quality.
Teaching and administrative faculty were considered together for questions applying generally to areas of faculty interaction.
A significant number of unsol icited comments received, indicates a
strong desire of the faculty' to participate in a self evaluation of the community
college system. Although an individual's perceptions reflect his background and
personal vantage point, JLARC found that faculty opinions corresponded to many
observations made during campus visits and other independently gathered data.

Faculty opinions are grouped into two general categories of academic
management--relating to instructional qual ity and relating to management qual ity.
The displays on the following pages show system-wide teacher and administrator
agreement on each question. Despite several significant areas of disagreement,
the VCCS faculty reported a high degree of commitment to the community col lese
purpose and an unusual sense of dedication and morale.
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Instructional Quality
In response to eight questions regarding instructional quality, the
most significant problem seems to be student skill level. Approximately twothirds of the teaching faculty felt too many students lacked the fundamental skills
needed to do the work required in their classes. A substantial number of faculty
agreed with this statement in all but three schools. Three other qual ity indicators can be associated with skill level--compromised standards, inaccurate course
grades and inappropriate counseling.
System-wide a majority of the teaching faculty did not see these three
areas as problems. Nonetheless about one in every three faculty either felt that
counsel ing was not adequate or that standards were being compromised or both.
In
addition, about one in every five felt that grades did not accurately reflect
student achievement. This appeared to be truer in some schools than in others.
For example, over t"IO-thirds of the teaching faculty at Paul D. Camp agreed that
standards were being compromised, and a third felt that grades did not reflect
student achievement. At Dabney S. Lancaster and Eastern Shore about half or
more of the faculty did not feel the students receive adequate counsel ing.
Faculty perception of low skill levels and instructional qual ity
compromises may be attributable to the widespread acceptance of open program
admissions. The overwhelming belief that developmental courses are appropriate
for the VCCS and that mixed student backgrounds are an asset, demonstrate that
teaching faculty sti 11 bel ieve a diverse student body should be served.
Administrative faculty were less critical of instructional quality
system-wide. Generally, they felt there were fewer students lacking fundamental
skills, counseling was adequate, and standards were not compromised. These
opinions might reflect a difference in role, or they may denote a substantial
difference in the perception of the community college purpose.

Academic Management Qual ity
VCCS teaching and administrative faculty tended to disagree on more
questions of academic management. On two questions relating to teacher/administrator involvement, (Administrative Support and Curriculum Planning), there is
significant difference system-wide. Over three-fourths (83%) of the administrators
agreed that the faculty were supported compared to only 62% of the teaching faculty.
Nonetheless, a large number of teachers at a number of schools did not feel they
received adequate support from the administrators.
In particular, less than a
thi rd of the faculty at Dabney S. Lancaster, Eastern Shore and Patrick Henry felt
the administrators were supportive. A similar difference existed between the
teachers and the administrators on whether or not the faculty was highly involved
in decisions related to curriculum planning and institutional development. A total
of 81% of the administrators said they were, whereas only 61% of the teachers
indicated a similar response.
In contrast, there was general agreement at all
schools that faculty are well prepared to teach in the community college system and
a system-wide attitude that faculty salaries are too low (even though VCCS faculty
turnover is not high).
Although less than a third of all faculty responded that there were not
enough full-time teachers employed, responses by school were strongly associated
with the extent of part-time faculty use.
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QUESTIONS RELATED TO ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT QUALITY

(% Faculty and Administrative Agreement)

FACULTY WELL-PREPARED FOR VCCS

COURSE AND PROGRAM CONTACT
UPDATED

o 25 50 75 100%

o 25 50 75 100%
Teachers
Administrators

Teachers
Administrators

(78)
(87)

FACULTY INVOLVED IN CURRICULUM
PLANNING

ADMINISTRATORS SUPPORT FACULty

o 25 50 75 100%

o 25 50 75 100%
Teachers
Administrators

(6])

Teachers
Administrators

(81)

FACULTY NOT EVALUATED ENOUGH ON
EFFECTIVENESS

(83)

o 25 50 75 100%

(31 )
(53)

Teachers
Administrators

FACULTY SALARIES ADEQUATE

o 25 50 75 100%
Teachers
Admi ni s t rators

(62)

NOT ENOUGH FULL-TIME FACULTY

o 25 50 75 100%
Teache rs
Administrators

(84)
(84)

(23)
=(23)
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(33)
(33)

QUESTIONS RELATED TO ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT QUALITY
(% Faculty and Administrative Agreement)

STUDENTS LACK FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS

o

25

50

Teachers
Administrators

75

MIXED STUDENT BACKGROUNDS IS A DEFINITE
ASSET
100%
Teachers
Administrators

(49)(68)

CLASS SKILL LEVEL TOO VARIED FOR
TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS

o
Teachers
Administrators

25
-(18)
. (.7)

50

75

25

100%
Teachers
Administrators

50

75

100%
(82)
(9 I)

STANDARDS COMPROMISED TO KEEP
ENROLLMENT

o

25

-

(7)
(17)

50

50

75

100%

-----(73)

- - - - - - - (90)

0 25
- ( )
()
3

50

75

100%

STUDENTS RECEIVE ADEQUATE COUNSELING

Teachers
Administrators

Teachers
Administrators

25

REMEDIAL COURSES 00 NOT BELONG TO VCCS

TRANSFER COURSES TAUGHT AT
APPROPRIATE LEVEL
0

o

0

25

Teachers
Admi ni strators

50

75
(56)

100%
(89)

GRADES REFLECT STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
75

100%

0
Teachers
Administrators
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25

50

75

(63)
----(67)

100%

Conclusion
Responses to both instructional qual ity and management questions
generally reflect a satisfied and involved faculty in the VCCS. Many faculty
members took the opportunity to comment favorably about the community college
concept and its importance to the community. Although many expressed dissatisfaction with specific issues, most were pleased to be part of this educational
effort. Teachers responded overwhelmingly that they liked to teach at a
community college. Unsolicited comments on the survey were less compl imentary of
VCCS in regard to some professional working conditions including--excessive
number of administrators, non-productive meetings and inadequate salaries.
The concept of a community college requires teachers and administrators
who are in harmony with the purposes and goals of the school and who possess the
management and teaching skills necessary for success. At the present time, the
VCCS does seem to have developed the kind of system-wide staff that can contribute
to a successful educational experience. However, the JLARC faculty survey did
identify a number of academic issues where a substantial difference exists between
teachers and administrators. The State Board, the department and the colleges
should focus their attention on these differences, identify VCCS or institutional
pol icies or practices that contribute to lack of cooperative atmosphere, and take
corrective action as appropriate to achieve more effective academic management.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
Part 1 SURVEYS

Three surveys were conducted for the community col lege study: one of
students, one of faculty, and one of counselors. A brief summary of each follows:
Student Survey
A survey was conducted of students enrol led in the Spring term of 1974,
the most recent term for which the Department of Community Col leges could provide
addresses. A random sample of students was selected for each of the 23 separate
community col leges and stratified according to the four principal categories used.
by the VCCS: developmental, unclassified, occupational-technical and university
paral lei. To insure adequate representation of the smaller schools, a minimum of
about 60 students were sampled at each school with more being selected for larger
schools I ike Northern Vi r~inia (300) Tidewater (165) and J. Sargeant Reynolds (95).
Since the number sampled at each school did not necessarily reflect the
exact size of that school in relation to the entire system it was necessary to
readjust the results for each school. This was done by weighting the responses in
direct proportion to the actual number of students enrolled in each category at
each school. (See explanation at end of section on the actual procedure used in
weighting). Had this procedure not been used and the sample drawn in proportion
to the exact size of each school a third of the sample would have come from
Northern Vi rginLa whi Ie only .4% would have come from Eastern Shore, one of the
smal lest schools in the system. With a sample of 1,000 this would have meant only
four respondents would have represented that school, one for each of the four
categories! Using the weighting method was preferable in that it guaranteed at
least a minimum number of students would be sampled at each school.
The sample at each school was generally divided equally among the four
categories unless (1) the school had either no developmental students or not
enough to equal the other categories, in which case, al I developmental students
were sampled at that school, and (2) the school reported a high percentage of
unclassified students.
In such schools, a larger number of students were sampled
in this category in an effort to help minimize statistical error among this group.
A total of 1838 students were sampled. The distribution of the sample in the four
categories is shown below.
N ~ 1838

Total Sampled
Developmental
Unclassified
Occupational/Technical
Universi ty Parallel

293
765
390
390

The questionnai res were mai led out the last week in September, 1974. Included along with the questionnaires was a prepaid, addressed envelope for each
respondent. A total of 739 (40%) usable questionnaires were returned.
Phone Follow-up.

Given the fact that 60% of the respondents did not
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reply, a key quest'on must be raised as to whether those who did not reply differed
significantly from those who did. To find out, a random sample of 78 non-respondents (stratified by school and by category) was selected to be followed up in a
phone interview using the same questions as employed in the mail questionnaire.
(Some of the less significant items were deleted to shorten the length of the
interview). The opinions of these 78 non-respondents were then compared to those
who did return a questionnaire.
In brief, the two groups did not differ significantly in age, sex, race
or marital status. (A chi-square was used to test for significant differences in
making all comparisons). Nor did they differ as to whether they were full or
part-time, day or evening students, or by type of program; i.e., university
parallel, occupational-technical, developmental, and unclassified--either by
their own definition or ours.
(See discussion about classification procedure in
Part 11 of thi s appendi x).
However, the two groups did differ significantly as to the type of degree
they expected to receive (p<:005). More non-respondents expected to receive an
AA/AS degree while more respondents indicated they expected to receive an AAS
degree. There was, however, no significant difference between the two groups as
to whether or not they expected to receive a degree, only the type. This
difference could be explained in part by the fact that the interviewers were
frequently able to clarify any confusion the interviewees might have had over the
two types of degrees.
There also was a significant difference as to whether or not the individual was currently enrolled at the community college (p<:Ol). More nonrespondents indicated they were not now enrolled. This may have been because they
were contacted almost six weeks after the original mai lout--long enough for more
to have dropped out.
The only other difference found involved students' purpose in attending
the community college. Non-respondents were more likely to say it was because the
school was nearby while respondents more frequently checked "the courses/programs
they wanted were there" (p<.ooll. None of these di fferences seemed to carryover
to any of the other questions.
It seems doubtful, therefore, that there was any
systematic bias between non-respondents and respondents in the student survey.
Counselor Survey
A second mail survey was conducted of each counselor and counselor
co-ordinator in the community college system--a total of 132. Questionnaires for
this survey were mailed the last week in October, 1974. A total of 111 questionnaires
were returned of which 109 (83%) proved to be usable. Additional val idation was
not necessary because the return rate was so high.
Faculty Survey
A thi rd survey was conducted of the community college faculty.
Included
in this survey were three distinct groups: teaching faculty, faculty administrators
and lecturers. The latter were randomly sampled from a list of lecturers employed
in the Spring of 1974, the latest then avai lable. As it turned out, this proved a
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definite drawback. A number of these lecturers were not teaching in the Fall and,
thus, did not fully respond to the survey. Others felt that as part-time
teachers, they were not in an adequate position to answer many of the questions.
As a result, the findings frcm this group were not fully reported. These
problems did not exist with the other two groups because they were randomly
sampled from faculty currently employed by the community college system.
A total of 720 faculty were sampled out of an original 3,361 teachers,
administrators and lecturers. The sample was stratified according to these three
groups for each community college. As in the student survey the results for each
school had to be weighted in direct proportion to the actual number of faculty
employed in each of these categories at each school.
The questionnaires were mailed the third week in November, 1974. To insure an adequate return, a reminder was sent out to each respondent the day after
Thanksgiving. A usable questionnaire was received from 425 (59%) of the original
720 facu 1ty.
Faculty Productivity Because of the importance of getting an accurate
estimate of faculty productivity JLARC added a number of late returns to the
respondents from the faculty survey for this analysis only. This brought the
return rate up to 80% for the teaching faculty. Based on those additional returns
an average faculty productivity range was calculated for each school. The range
represents the likelihood of obtaining a similar value were the study to be
repeated. For example, the average productivity found for Northern Virginia was
401.0 student credit hours. The odds are 95 out 100 that were the study to be
repeated the productivity for Northern Virginia would fall between 330.1 and 471.9.
The exact ranges for each school are shown on the next page. The formula used for
calculating these ranges is given below.

_s_

s tanda rd error = -.(r1
s
n
N

X- / 1

Y

n

N

standard deviation
number of respondents
total number of faculty

A summary of the pertinent facts related to each of the three surveys is
1 isted below. On the next page is a table showing the number of individuals
sampled in each survey at each community college.
Type of Respondent
Students 1
Counselors
Facul ty 2

Population

Samp 1e

Usable
Returns

Response
Rate

Date of
Ma i 1ing

42,259
132
3,361

1,838
132
720

739
109
425

40%
83%
59%

9/27
10/31
11/22

lThe student sample consisted of those enrolled in Spring of 1974.
2The faculty sample consisted of three groups: current teaching faculty, current
faculty administrators, and lecturers employed in Spring, 1974.
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AVERAGE FACULTY PROOUCTIVITY RANGE
FALL QUARTER, 1974

School
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Tidewater
Virginia Western
Blue Ridge
J. Sargeant Reynolds
Thomas Ne 1son
Southwest Virginia
Piedmont Virginia
Lord Fairfax
Central Vi rg i n i a
John Tyler
Paul O. Camp
Oabney S. Lancaster
Oanvi lie
Wytheville
Mounta i n Emp ire
Germanna

New River
Virginia Highlands
Southside Virginia
Eastern Shore
Rappahannock

Source:

Numbe r
Teaching
Facul ty
329
18
174
108
38
91
100
45
29
33
65
69
31
27
66
48
23
35
46
44
36
11

32

Number
FTEF

Average
Productivity

Low

High

401.0
389.5
344.7
356.8
328.9
322.7
320.3
304.7
302.8
285.7
269.3
254.2
240.7
236.4
230.5
229.0
228.1
223.2
222·9
214.4
209.1
207.0
200.8

330.1
335.3
292.9
304.1
273.1
277.4
275.0
248.5
231 .3
242.2
241.6
210.1
208.6
200.5
190.8
174.9
186.5
165.0
192.4
184.2
141 .3
175.6
161 .5

471 .9
443.7
396.5
409.5
384.7
368.0
365.6
360.9
374.3
329.2
297.0
298.3
272.8
272.3
270.2
283.1
269.7
281.4
253.4
244.6
276.9
238.4
240.1

314.0
18.0
173.9
103.6
36.6
80.1
84.7
44.5
29.0
30.2
62.8
68.0
31.0
26.4
64.1
48.0
23.0
33.8
40.3
43.3
34.5
11.0
30.6

JLARC Faculty Survey, November, 1974.
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Range

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS SAMPLED
IN EACH SURVEY BY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Type of Respondent
Counselors l

Student
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Oanvi lle
Eastern Shore

59
60
95
60
45

Ge rma nna

53

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rf ax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
PaulO. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Ti dewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi Ile

95
60

Total
Returned

Facul t y2

51

4

300
60
45
95
80
89
60
60

32
2
3
3
3

165

14

60
60
60

9
4

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
50
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
40
30
30
--l..Q.

1838

132

720

739

109

425

3

4
3

4
2
3

9
5
3
2

81

45

4
6
8
2

1Includes all counselors and counselor coordinators employed by the VCCS.
2 1nc l udes Teaching Faculty, Faculty Administrators and Lecturers.
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Weighting
Both the faculty survey and the student survey were stratified at each
community college according to certain important segments each population contained; namely, categories of students by program in the case of students, and
teachers, administrators and lecturers in the case of the faculty. Since the
number of respondents selected at each school was not directly proportional to the
number in the total community college system, it was necessary to weight the
responses according to the actual number of individuals in a particular segment
at a given school. An example of how the responses were weighted to adjust for
this follows:
STUDENT SURVEY
Blue Ridge Community College
Developmental

Unclassified

Occ./
Tech.

Univ.
Parallel

Total

Total Enrolled in
Sp ri ng 1974

14

359

429

224

1,026

No.of Respondents

6

7

6

6

25

Weight a

2.3

51. 3

71.5

37.3

aTotal enrolled divided by number of res pondents
These weights were then multipl ied by the number of responses to a
particular question.
If for instance, 3 of the 6 developmental students indicated
they were female, then 3 x 2.3 or 6.9 (7 with rounding) of all developmental
students at Blue Ridge could be expected to be female. On a system-wide basis,
by program or by school, such figures are statistically reliable within generally
recognized levels of tolerance.
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PART II CLASSIFICATION AND RECLASSIFICATION

For the Spring term of 1974, the VCCS reports that 18% of the students
enrolled were in university parallel, 30% in occupational-technical, 7% in
developmental with the remaining 45% counted as unclassified. Presumably, many
of those in this last category were individuals attending the community college
for their own personal enjoyment, not majoring in any of the other three programs
and not pursuing a degree. In any case, JLARC used these four categories
to stratify its sample in the student survey. The results of the survey revealed
substantial discrepancies between the way in which the VCCS classified a student
and what many of the students reported.
For instance, one of the respondents from Dabney S. Lancaster who was
reported as unclassified by VCCS reported his curriculum as law enforcement, gave
his purpose in attending as increasing his present job potential, checked
occupational-technical as the program he was enrol led in, and indicated he expected
to receive a degree. He listed his current job as a patrolman.
Another respondent, a girl from Danville Community College, listed her
major field of study as practical nursing. Her purpose in attending was given as
preparing for a new job or career and she indicated she expects to be awarded a
certificate when she has completed her course work. This person, was also carried
by the VCCS as unclassified.
The most puzzl ing cases were those who graduated. One respondent from
Blue Ridge who indicated that he had already graduated 1 isted university-parallel
as the program he was in and his purpose in attending as transferring to a fouryear school. This student had been full-time with a major in education. VCCS,
however, has this student categorized as unclassified.
These are not isolated cases. Examples like these were found to exist
in varying degrees at every school.
In some cases, the discrepancies were more
substantial than in others. By far, the largest inconsistencies were among those
who had been categorized as unclassified. However, there were large differences
among those classed as developmental. Since these students represent such a
relatively small number of the total enrollment, the effect in this category is
less dramatic.
These inconsistencies placed JLARC in a dilemma. If the data were
analyzed using the VCCS classifications, the results would be clouded by these
discrepancies. Reporting student opinion about the students in occupationaltechnical programs would leave out the opinions of people like the patrolman at
Dabney S. Lancaster. The same would be true of the other programs.
To resolve this dilemma, JLARC set about reclassifying the students
on the basis of their responses to the student questionnaire. Although information
from the entire questionnaire was used in this reclassification procedure, four
questions proved to be key. One asked what the students' original purpose was in
attending the college. Was it -- to transfer, to prepare for a new job, to
increase present job skills or simply for personal enjoyment. Another pertained
to his field of study. A third asked the student directly which program he was
in, and a fourth dealt with the type of degree sought, if any.
Responses to other questions also assisted in properly classifying the
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students. Questions relating to the students' current and future occupations helped
distinguish which students had an interest in technical fields and which did not.
Moreover, to allow for the possibil ity that the student might have changed his
purpose and the VCCS simply had not yet altered their records, a question related
to such a possibil ity was also taken into account. Of course, responses to
questions like age, marital status, full-time, part-time and whether the student had
graduated, were also used.
It should be noted that in all cases, the benefit of
the doubt was given to the VCCS.
That is, a change was made only when overriding
evidence was available.
This is not to say there were no inconsistencies in the students'
responses. Indeed, there were. At times, the student would not know just what
type of degree he was getting (e.g. a student clearly in university parallel with
intentions of transferring might put his degree down as AAS or Diploma when both
of these are only awarded in occupational-technical programs). Even with these
inconsistencies, however, the evidence in most cases

was clearly in the direction

of one program or another.
As a test of how confusing these inconsistencies were, JLARC performed a
reI iability study of its reclassification procedure. The staff member given the
responsibility as final arbiter in all reclassifications was given 43 questionnaires
to classify. The results of his classifications were recorded and set aside.
Seven days later, he was given the same 43 questionnaires to classify again. A
comparison of the two ratings was made with a resulting 86% agreement. This high
rate of agreement was confirmed when another person involved in the reclassification
rated the same 43 questionnaires. The same high rate of agreement was found. The
resulting reclassification is often referred to as program purpose -- although
purpose is just one of the characteristics used to arrive at final category
enrollments.
The following table 1 ists the reclassification results.
CHANGE IN VCCS' CLASSIFICATION

VCCS
Enrollment a
JLARC Reclassification
Agreement
Changes
Changed to:

O-T

16%
(6,850)

31%
(13,206)

8%
(3,268)

46%
(19,564)

94%

96%

53%

24%

6%

4%

47%

76%

3%

28%
18%

32%
42%

u-p

O-T
Dev.
UncI.

Category
Dev.

U-P

6%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Unclass.

2%

*

*Less than 1%
aMinor differences exist between these figures and actual enrollment due to
weighting.
Source: Department of Community Colleges, Quarterly Enrollment Statistics, and
JLARC Student Survey, Spring, 1974.
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As seen in the table, most of the changes that were made were in the developmental
and unclassified categories. However, the changes in these two categories i1ild
an appreciable effect on all the others. The next table shows how many students
JLARC found to be in each category based upon this reclassification. The table
shows how many of those in each category were from the original VCCS classification and how many came from one of the other VCCS categories based on JLARC's
reclassification.

SOURCE OF NEW CLASSIFICATION FIGURES

U-P
JLARC
Enrollment a

33%
(14,084)

O-T

51%
(21,776)

Category
Dev.

5%

(2, 151 )

Unclass.

11%
(4,877)

Original VCCS category

1j1~13r%-----=:f::::::~~=:::::::==~
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J~===~~__J~
7%
81%
6

U- P

Dev.
0T
UncI.

5

f%

2%

0%

;b

:I<

0%
3%

.C

45%

37%

19%

]'b

aprojected
bproportion of new classification accounted for by original VCCS figures.
~~Less than 1%

As the table shows, almost half of the university parallel students are
now accounted for by the unclassified category. This virtually doubles the
enrollment from what would appear in VCCS figures alone. The case is similar for
occupational-technical. There, almost a third are made up of unclassified
students. This increases the enrollment in this category by over 50% (from 13,206
to 21,776). The impact on developmental is less dramatic on this smaller category
and virtually everyone who was 'classed as unclassified had been in that same
category originally. Nonetheless, enrollment in this category went from a high of
19,564 to a low of 4,877, a much more reasonable figure. The implications shown
by this dramatic change are discussed more fully in the text. The results of the
reclassification by school are shown in the next table.
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VCCS & JLARC STUDENT CLASSIFICATION
1973-74 (Spring)
VCCS Classification

JLARC Classification

UP

OT

DEV.

UNCL.

UP

OT

22%

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thoma s Ne 1son
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville

10
19
57
28
6
14
18
14
20
13
36
25
28
23
15
35
18
26
38
18
19

42%
33
33
48
24
37
20
34
24
48
55
20
32
75
28
26
32
57
39
21
42
41
32

1%
10
4
4
0
2
9
13
0
0
1
8
5
0
3
0
1
5
26
2
5
13

35%
30
53
29
19
34
65
39
58
37
24
60
28
0
41
51
52
3
17
51
16
28
38

24%
38
14
26
48
34
18
24
29
12
26
42
50
22
35
37
20
36
31
43
45
26
28

61%
44
64
73
34
52
63
63
38
69
58
42
48
69
39
37
37
59
58
42
52
60
51

System-wide

18%

30%

7%

45%

33%

51%

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lie
Eastern Shore
Germanna

Source:

27

11

DEV. UNCL.

0%

1
3
13

15%
12
18
0
19
5
10
8
33
17
8
12
0
9
24
26
43
2
0
15
0
0

11

11

7
5
1
0
10
9
5
0
0
8
4
2
0
3
0
0
3
11

5%

11 %

JLARC Student Survey, Spr i ng, 1974, and Department of Community Colleges.
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PART III QUESTIONNAIRES

Samples of each JLARC survey are presented on the following pages.
order is Student Survey, Counselor Survey, and Faculty Survey.

The

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Why did you flm decide to attend e community college?
Please indicate your primary purpose by checking the one
most appropriate reason:
To transfer to a four~year college.
To prepare.for a new job or career.

To increase present job advancement potential.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
JOINT LEGISLATIVE AUDIT
AND REVIEW COMMISSION
P. O. Box 10227
Richmond, Virginia 23240

Personal enjoyment and enrichment.

2. Has your original purpose in attending a community

college changed?
Yes ( )

No ( )

If Yes, please indicate your present purpose:
To transfer to a four-year college.

September 27, 1974

To prepare for a new job or career.

To increase pr-esent job advancement potential.

Dear Student:
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission is now in the process of reviewing
the Community College System in Virginia.
Student characteristics and opinions will be an
important part of our study. We have, therefore,
selected a representative sample of students to
survey for attitudes about many important
elements of their college experience.
You are one of the relatively small number of
students selected to receive a questionnaire;
it is important that you answer each question as
completely and candidly as possible. Your
response will be treated in strict CONFIDENCE.
Our concern is with collective student opinion
and not with that of anyone individual.
We realize that you may have graduated, may
not plan to return to the community college
this fall, or may have taken only a few courses.
However, it is important to have a response from
everyone surveyed.
Please take just a few minutes to complete the
questionnaire and return it to us now. A preaddressed stamped return envelope is enclosed
for your convenience. Your prompt reply will
be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

/4~~

Personal enjoyment and enrichment.

3. What is your present major field of study (curriculum)?

4. Plesse indicate from the list below three

important reasons

you chose to fulfill your educational objectiva at this
community college rather than go to another school.
Pleese check ONL Y three, indicating the importance of
each es follows:

1 :c:: most important
2 = next most important
3 = third most important
Courses/programs you wanted were here.
Lass expensive to attend.
Grades were too low for other schools.

Other schools were full.
Personal reasons (for example: girlfboy
friend, family responsibilities, etc.)
It's close to where you live.
Considered no other alternative.
Other (please spec·,fy)

_

5. If you had it to do over, wou Id you make tha same decision
to attend th is school?
Yes ()
No ( )
_
If No, why not?

Ray D. Pethtel
Director
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10. Have you received counseling from the community
college "counseling service"?

6. Are you planning to enroll in any community college
courses this fall?
Ves ( )

No ( )

Ves ( )

If No, please indicate as many reasons as apply:

No(

If No, please indicate the reason:

Graduated.

Never needed it.

Can't devote enough time to studying.

Tried, but never able to see a counselor.

Educational objective changed.

Heard it was no good.

Classes are not offered when you can
take tnem.

Would rather talk to your faculty advisor.

Not aware of such a serv ice.

Courses are inadequate for your needs.
Financial reasons.

11. If you have had trouble getting to see a counselor is it
because:

Transferring to another two-year school.
Finished the course you were interested in.

The service is never open when you can go.

Grades not good enough to return.

It's always so crowded.

Going to work.

The counselor is never there.
Other (please specify)

Getting married.

_

Joining the military.
Moving from the college area.
Other (please specify)

12. Please indicate if you have sought counseling from the
"counseling service" for any of the reasons listed below
and whether or not you felt the assistance you received
was helpful.

_

7. If you do not plan to enroll in any community college
courses this fall, do you expect to do so at some future
date?
Ves (

)

REASONS

No ( )

Interpretation of test scores.
Improving grades.

8. Have you had any trouble getting the classes you want?
Ves ( )

Changing major.

No ( )

Future occupational plans.

If Ves, why?

Improving study habits.

Classes you wanted were filled at registration.

Staying in school.

Classes were not offered at a time you could
take them.

Getting off academic probation.
Selecting good classes.

Classes you wanted simply weren't offered.

Selecting a transfer college.

_

Other (please specify)

Future educational plans.

9. Were you adm itted to the program/course of your first
choice when you started at the community college?
Ves(

SOUGHT

)

No(

Personal or social problems.
Family problems.

)

Understanding yourself.

If No, why not?

College policies.

Program/course was full.
Needed some developmental work.
Other (please specify)

Obtaining employment while
in college.

_

Finding employment after
finishing college.
Obtaining financial aid.

(Please turn pagel
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Other.

HELPFUL
(Check Onel
Yes
No

C. For each facility you DO NO T use, indicate the reason by
placing a check in the appropriate box.

13. What is your overall opinion of the quality of the
counseling you've received from the "counseling
service"?

Excellent ()

Very Good (

Library

Average (

Below Average ( )

Language

Poor (
Haven't
needed it

14. Estimate the average number of hours you spend with a
counselor from the "counseling service" each quarter.

Science

Labs

(

)

(

)

(

)

( )

(

)

( )

(

)

( )

thus far.

15. Have you ever sought counseling from anyone else at the
coumunity college?

Yes ( )

Workshops

Labs

No ( )

Not open
when you
needed it.
Tried using
it, but was of

no help.

If Yes, who:

Other

Faculty Advisor (

Classmates ( )

Peer Group Counseling ( )

Comments

Teachers (

Administrators (

)

16. How would you describe the classrooms at your college,
18. How far do you live from the community college?

(consider ventilation, lighting, and space)?

Excellent ()

Good ( )

Fair ( )

Average ( )

Poor ( )

Up to two miles (

21 - 30 miles (

2-5miles(

31 - 45 miles (

)

6 - 10 miles ( )
11-20miles( )

17. Would you evaluate SOme of the other facilities on your
campus. Questions A and B pertain to those facilities you

46 miles
and over ( )

DO USE. Question C pertains to those you DO NOT USE

A. Check
the facilities

Library

I I

you DO USE.
B. For each
facility you
DO use:

Language
Labs

I I

Workshops

Science

19. If you do not provide your own transportation, do you
have a problem getting to your classes at the community
college?

Labs

I I

I I

Yes ( )
Check One

Yes

No

Check One
No
Ves

(

()

( )

Check One
Yes
No

Check One
Ves
No

( )

( )

Are you
satisfied with

the quantity

( )

( )

( )

No(

)

If Yes, please explain

_

20. If you have young children and need day care facilities,
are such facilities available to you?

and quality of
materials
available?

Yes ( )

No ( )

If Yes,
Are they reasonably priced?

Are you

satisfied with ( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

hours of
operations?

Yes (

No ( )

Are they reasonably close to the community college or

your home?

Yes ( )

No ( )

Are they provided by:

Is the
facility

within reason- (

()

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Community College (

Church ( )

Private ( )

Other ( )

able distance
from classes?

Do you'feel
the facility
contributed

21. On the average, how long does it take you to get from
home (or work) to class?

()

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

to your education?
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Up to 15 minutes (

31 to 60 minutes ( )

15 to 30 minutes ( )

More than 60 minutes {

22. Have you applied for financial aid through the
community college?
Ves ( )

31. What is your marital status?
Married ( )

No ( )

23. Did you receive financial aid through the community
college?
Ves ( )
No ( )

Own a home? (

Grant (

Work Study (

Divorced (
Separated ( )

32. Do you

If Yes, in what form?
Loan ( )

Single (

Widowed ( )

Rent? ( )

Live with parents? (

33. Are you a full-time (12 hours or more) student? (
part-time (less than 12 hours) student? (

24. Are you currently employed:

34. In what program are you enrolled?

Full-time?

University Parallel

Part-time?

Occupational Technical

Not employed?
If you are employed, is your employer paying for,
Part ( )
All ( )
education?

Developmental
Unclassified

None ( ) of your college

25. What is your present or most recent occupation?

35. Have you been or do you expect to be awarded some
kind of degree from the community college?
Ves ( )

No ( )

If Yes, please indicate which type of degree.
26. After completing your community college education,
do you expect to return to or remain in the same
occupation?
Ves ( )

No ( )

AA/AS Degree (

Certificate (

AAS Degree ( )

Diploma ( )

36. Are most of your classes:
Day ( )

If No, what occupation do you plan to enter?

Evening (after 5:00 p.m.) (

37. How well do you think your community college
experience has served your purpose?
The most it could ( )

27. If you have graduated in an occupational-technical
field, was the curriculum you were enrolled in at the
community college related to your present job?
Ves, very much (

No, very little ( )

Ves, somewhat ( )

Not employed ( )

Less than you expected (

As well as you expected ( ) Not much at all ( )

Please use the space provided below or attach an additional
sheet for any comments you wish to make.

28. Howald are you?
16 or under (

17 - 22 ( )

)

41 - 50 (

31 - 40 ( )

51 - 64 (

23-30(

65 or over (

29. Do you consider yourself:
Black or Afro-American? (

Oriental? ( )

White? ( )

American Indian? (

Spanish surnamed
American> ( )

Other? ( )

30.Are you: Male (

Female (
IPlease turn page)

Thank you for your cooperation.
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COUNSELOR QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

What is your title?

2.

Are you a

full time counselor?
part time counselor?

If you are a part time counselor, how much of your time is spent
in counseling related activities?

3a.

What is your highest educational attainment?
Bachelors Degree

Doctorate

Bachelors Degree Plus

Other (please specify)

Masters Degree
Masters Degree Plus

3b.

Is this degree in counseling?

(For example, guidance, counseling,

student personnel services, etc.)
Yes

( )

No

( )

Please specify

If No, how did you corne to be a counselor?

4.

Indicate your years of experience in each of the following
categories prior to joining the community college.
Teaching

Educational Administration

Counseling

Business and Industry

Other (please specify)

5.

How many years have you been a counselor at this college?
(0 ve r)
A-l~

6.

Indicate the number of hours per week you are usually available
for counseling.
Between 8 a.m.

and 5 p.m.

After 5 p.m.
Do any of these hours apply to Saturday?

Yes

No

( )

If Yes, how many?
7a.

Are your meetings with students:
By appointment
On a walk-in basis
Both of the above

7b.

Do you think students have trouble getting to see you?
Yes

No

If Yes, what do you feel

8.

is the problem?

How many different students do you meet with individually during
an average term?

9.

On any given day, how long would you say that you spend meeting
wittl

10.

an

individual

student?

Of those students you do counsel, please estimate the percentage
you see:

Once

6 -

a te rm

7 times

2 -

3 times

8 - 9 times

4. -

5 times

More than 10

(total should'equal 100\)

11.

Are students specifically assigned to you for counseling?
Yes

No

(

If Yes, how many?
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12.

Are faculty members assigned any duties as advisors? Yes

No

If Yes, does this reduce your workload as a counselor?
Yes,

13.

very much

Yes,

No, not at all

somewhat

Below is a list of typical problems for which students might seek
help from a counselor.

using a scale of 1

(very frequent)

to 5

(very infrequent), please indicate for each the frequency with
which you encounter the problem.
Very Frequent
Very Infrequent

Problems

1

2

3

4

5

Interpretation of test scores

1

2

3

4

5

Improving grades

1

2

3

4

5

Changing major

1

2

3

4

5

Future occupational plans

1

2

3

4

5

Improving study habits

1

2

3

4

5

Staying in school

1

2

3

4

5

Getting off academic probation

1

2

3

4

5

Selecting good classes

1

2

3

4

5

Selecting good instructors

1

2

3

4

5

Selecting a transfer college

1

2

3

4

5

Puture educational plans

1

2

3

4

5

Personal or social problems

1

2

3

4

5

Family problems

1

2

3

4

5

understanding themselves

1

2

3

4

5

College policies

1

2

3

4

5

Obtaining employment while
in college

1

2

3

4

5

Finding employment after
finishing

1

2

3

4

5

Obtaining financial

1

2

3

4

5

Other

(0 ve
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r)

aid

(please specify)

14.

For each of the following statements, please indicate your
response on the following scale:

a.

1 -

"Strongly Agree"

2 -

"Mildly Agree"

3 -

"Indifferent"

4 -

"Mildly Disagree"

S -

"Strongly Disagree"

One of my biggest problems is getting students to be
realistic about their abilities and goals.

b.

More students at this community college should be enrolled
in developmental courses than is presently the case.

c.

The counseling service at this community college needs to
do more to help students assess their strengths and
weaknesses.

d.

Too many recent high school graduates enter this college
without the basic skills they need because elementary and
secondary schools are not doing the

e •

job they should.

Developmental courses at this community college should be
geared more to students returning to school after several
years absence and/or students with limited deficiencies in
specific subjects rather than recent high school graduateS
with general deficiencies.

f.

One of my major problems is that when I
against entering a program,
advice.
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advise students

they can and do disregard my

g.

The administration works closely with us
service)

(the counseling

in curricular planning to help ensure better job

placement and smoother transfer to four year institutions
for our students.
h.

The counseling service at this community college needs to
do more to help students determine educational and career
goals.
Please use the space below

(or a separate sheet,

if necessary)

for any comments you may wish to make about your responses to
the preceding statements.

15.

Below is a list of major areas in which you commonly work with
students.

Please rank them according to your priorities as a
Use 1 to indicate highest priority,S

counselor.

you make any additions to the list)

(or higher,

to indicate lowest priority.

Identifying student educational and career goals
Academic problems
Getting students into courses/programs they desire
Assessing student capabilities
Personal and/or social problems
Other
16.

17.

(please specify)

How old are you?
25 or under

26

41 -

51 or

Are you:

50
Male

-

Female

0

ve r

( )

(o.ve r\
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31 -

30

if

40

18.

Do you consider yourself:
Black or Afro-American?

Oriental?

Wh i te?

American Indian?

Spanish surnamed American?

Other?

Please use space below for any additional comments you may wish
to make.
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FACULTY

1.

Are you employed full time

SURVEY

( ), part time

( ) at the community

college?

2.

What is your faculty title?

3.

How many years have you been teaching at this college?

4.

How long is your present contract?
1

5.

yr.

Please

( )

yr.

3

( )

5 yr.

Tenure

indicate the number of years

experience

( )

you have

Lecturer

in

(

any

of the following positions prior to joining the community college.

Teacher

(pre-college level)

Administrator
level)

(pre-college

College Teacher
College Administrator
Business or Industry
Government

Other

(specify)

•
6.

If you have worked in business or industry, please indicate your
job title and the type of work you did.

7.

Please indicate your highest educational attainment:
Associate degree

Masters degree

Bachelors degree

Masters degree plus

Bachelors degree plus

Doctorate

Other

8.

(specify)

Please indicate the major field of study in your highest degree.
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9.

If you have
your title
this

10.

Are

assiglled administrative role,

please

indicate

and the percent of time each quarter you allocate to

assignment.

you assigned students to advise?

Yes

No

Yes, how many?

I~

11.

an

For the

Fall Quarter of 1974, please

information

for

courses taught

Titles of

Credit

Number

Courses

Value

Sections

-----

for

of

indicate the

the

following

community college.

Contact Hours
Fer Section

Number

0

f

Students Per Section

1)
2)

3)
4)

5)

12.

Please
with

indicate the average

number of t'ours

students each week outside tt,e

13.

Do you frequently

14.

Do you tlave employment in addition
position?
If Yes,

15.

Please
the

assist

students

Yes
what

you spend meeting

classroom.

ill

obtaining

jobs?

Yes

to your community college

No

type of

check the

e~ployment?

activities

in which you were involved during

last academic year.
College

committees

Re se arch

Student activities

Professional meetings

Advanced study

Irl-service Trainiriq

Curriculum development

Community service

Other

(specify)
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No

16.

A large

number of

students

do

not

complete

the

5,

110W

much

attribute

you

enrolled

program.

in

Please

this

indicate

to each

Reasons

of the

a

four-year

school.

failing grades.

Get employment
training.

in their field of

}J'ever intended

to get a degree.

Drop out

for personal reasons
fail.

rather than
Leave

the region.

Financial problems.

Other
17.

a

scale

reasons

response

on

a

following

scale

of

1 to

listed below.

Infrequent
2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

decisions

in

indicate

your

5.

=
=

4
5

institution

are

"mildly disagree"
"strongly disagree"
very much

curriculum planning

and

involved

in

institutional

development.
Salaries

in

this

college

are

adequate

to

attract

and

retain competent faculty_
Course

and program content are

regularly updated to

current needs.

Standards

are

enrollments

frequently

compromised to maintain

in programs.

Faculty at this college are not evaluated enough on
the basis

of teaching effectiveJless.
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1 to

1

statements, please

"strongly agree"
"mildly agree"
"indifferent"

Faculty at this

meet

of

(specify)

For each of the

1 =
2
3

on

Frequen t

Transfer to
Have

degree or diploma programs

The proportion of full
too

time

faculty at this college is

low.

Administrators at this

college are very supportive of

faculty.

Too many

students

fundamental

Most
to

entering

the

I

teach

lack

skills needed to do the work required.

faculty members at this college are well prepared

teach

at

Transfer

a

community

courses

in

college.

this

college

same level as those of first
college

Most

courses

are

taught

at

the

and second year senior

courses.

of my

students

to what programs

receive

to enroll

adequate
in

counseling

as

courSes

to

and which

take.

Having

students

of mixed backgrounds

and

ages

in my

classes is a definite asset.

Remedial

courses

do

not belong

in

a

community

college.

Grades at this college accurately reflect student
achievement.

Skill levels in

~y

classes are too varied for me

to

be effective .

.

Books

and supplies

are

available
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on

campus- when needed.

18.

Please

evaluate

instruction,
either

support

facilities

by answering the

10 •

supplement in-class

following questions.

(eh e ck

Yes or :10 . )

Language
Labs
Yes
No

Library
Yes
no

a.

used to

Are your students
required to use
this f aci 1 i ty?

(

)

Do you feel th is
facility is
adequately staffed
with qualified

(

)

Science

Labs
No

Workshop2

No

Yes

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

Yes

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

personnel?

c.

d.

Do your students
make good use
of this facility?
Are you satisfied
with the hours it
is open?

)

(

e .

Are you consulted (
about the contents?

f .

l,re you satisfied
with the quality
of materials

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

(

)

(

)

available?

g.

Arc you satisfied
with the CJ u ant i t,y"
of materials

(

)

availahle?

Comments:
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)

19.

Listed below are

a numl)er of elements tllat arc part of a
Dased upon

community college.
commullity college,
how

please

your experience

indicate

on

a

important you think. each should be

scale

at tllis
of 1 to 5

in your

community

college.
ot Very
Iml)ortant

Very
Important
I3acculaureate 'I'ra!1sfcr F rogr.am

1

2

3

4

5

Vocution.:1l Tec;lnicul Program

1

2

3

4

5

Counselinq

1

2

3

4

5

Job Placement

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Student Activities

1

2

3

4

5

Curriculum Deve lopmen t

1

2

3

4

5

Planning

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Developmental

Prograr:1
Eclucation

continuing Ad ul t
Community Service

Re search

Institutional

In--service
20.

~J

Please
at a

Training

indicate,

from the

community college

list below,

(rank 1-2-3).

Students at a community college
well motivated.
It was

an

advanced degree

would like to become

a

college

a

chance

to make extra money.
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at a

for

chose only

are exceptionally

administrator~

It's

Please

the best teaching job available.

I'm workinq for
school nearby.
I

your reasons

teaching
3.

I

prefer teaching advanced technical skills.

I'm not

interested in

researcll or publishing.

The salary is good.
I

like to teach.

Other
21.

(specify)

Flease indicate the
at the

range of your salary on an

annual basis

community college:

less than 4,000

4,000-6,000

7,000-9,000

10,000-12,000

13,000-15,000

16,000-18,000

higher than 18,ono

22.

Are you male

female

23.

PI-ease indicate your age:
25 or under
41

24.

26

-

) 7

-

50

31

30

-

40

51 or over

Do you consider yourself:
Black or

Oriental

Afro-~merican

White

American Indian

Spanish surnamed
l\merican

Other

Please use the space provided below or attach an additional sheet
for any comments you wish to make.

Thank you

for your cooperation.
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APPENDIX I

Table 1-1
AGE OF STUDENTS IN THE
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
Spring Quarter 1974
Percent of Total
Under 16 yrs.
17-22 yrs.
23-30 yrs.
31-40 yrs.
41 - 50 y rs.
51-64 yrs.
Over 65 yrs.

a

36%
34
16
9

4
a

(N=42353)
aLess than one percent
Source: JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974
Table 1-2
RESIDENCE OF STUDENTS IN THE
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
Spring Quarter 1974
Percent of Total
Own Home
Rent
Live with Parents
Source:

40%
31
29
(N=425071

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974
Table 1-3
EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS IN THE
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
Spring Quarter 1974
Percent of Total

Fu 11 Time
Part Time
Not Employed

54%
18

28
(N=41 352)

Source:

JLARC Student Survey, September, 1974
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Table 1-4
OCCUPATIONAL AREAS OF
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
Spring Quarter 1974
Percent of Total
Business

39%

Pub 1 i c Se rv ice
Engineering
Studen t
Housewi fe
Health
Agriculture & Natural Resources
Commercial Arts
Other

22
15

8
7
5
2
1
1
(N=40473)

Source:

JLARC Student Survey, September,

1974

Table 1-5
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF REASONS FOR ATTENDING A
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Spring Quarter 1974
Reason

a

Percent of Total

81%

Close
Less Expensive
Courses There
Pe rsona 1 Reasons
Othe r

77
76
19

34
(N= 39864)

aMultiple responses possible
Source:
JLARC Student Survey, September,

1974
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APPENDIX II
•

Table 11-1
FULL TIME FRESHMEN RETURNING AS SOPHOMORES
UNIVERSITY PARALLEL PROGRAMS ONLY
Fall 1972 and Fall 1973

College

Number of
FreshmenFa 11 1972

119
273
63
236
70
108

Number of
Returning
SophomoresFall 1973

% Return

13

11%

15

5
40
12
40
40

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lIe
Eas tern Sho re
Ge rmanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New Ri ver
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Vi rginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lIe

32
192
1117
168
292
116

44
299
56
23
35
27
35
37
62
54
48
99
13

vcts

4782

1071

Source:

25
29
28
43
36
35

209
75
94
153
956
118
76
76
62

15

177

17
47
16
29
31
47
30
46
44
20
116
32
5
28
34
11
22Z

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research & Planning
Student Enrollment Booklets Fall 1972 & Fall 1973,(Richmond, Va.,

years indicated).
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Table 11-2
FULL TIME FRESHMEN RETURNING AS SOPHOMORES
A.A.S. PROGRAM ONLY
Fa II 1972 and Fa II 1973

College
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore
Ge rmanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mounta i n Emp i re
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne Ison
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lIe
VCCS
Source:

Numbe r of
FreshmenFa II 1972
180
244
97
150
22
81
96
269
79
138
207
817
63
85
84
53
146
148
265
477
104
460
196
4461

Number of
Returning
SophomoresFa II 1973
31
9
69
27
8
37
II
86
35
35
86
527
31
27
21
29
36
16
98
40
34
192
30
1515

% Return

17%

4
71
18
36
46
II
32
44
25
42
64
49
32
25
55
25
11
37
8
33
41
15
34 %

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research & Planning,
(Richmond, Va.,
years indicated).

student Enrollment Booklets Fall 1972 & Fall 1973

Table 11-3
CUMULATIVE GRADUATION RATES
ALL STUDENTS a
1970-71 Through 1973-74

College
Blue Ri dge
Central Virginia
Oabney S. Lancaster
Danvi 11e
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fai rfax
Moun ta i n Emp i re
New River
Northern Virginia

Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi 11 e
VCCS

Total Fall
Enrollments

Total
Awa rds

%

4091
5518
2220
5906
370
2135
412
6373
2576
699
3345
41321
1260
1234
626
1077
2277
3391
7874
9200
2279
10508
3143

536
737
370
1243
96
243
70
714
308
101
878
2970
172
187
61
132
310
675
929
1323
500
1347
749

13%
13
17
20
26
11
17
11
12
14
26
7
14
15
10
12
9
20
12
14
22
13
24

117835

14651

12%

aO n1y students who were sophomores in the Fall quarter, 1973 are included in
the 1973-]4 enrollment.
Source:

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning,
Student Enrollment Booklets, Fall (1970 through 1973) and Awards
Conferred (1970-71 through 1973-74), (Richmond, Va., years indicated).
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Table 11-4
CUMULATIVE GRADUATION RATES
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN PROGRAMS
1970-71 Through 1973-74
College

Baccalaureate
Transfer

Occ./
Tech.

All
Programs

14%
15
22
18
30
12

22%
21
32
29
35
23
23
17
20
21
43
21
24
20
14
28
27
26
23
24
32
26
41
24%

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lIe
Eastern Shore
Germanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New Ri ve r
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thoma s Ne 1son
Tl dewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville

34

25%
26
37
35
52
31
23
23
22
23
50
28
27
23
14
34
33
26
27
24
41
27
47

VCCS

18

29

a

8

18
17
24
14
22
14
14
20
18
26
17
23
20
2~

aNo sophomores enrolled during inclusive period.
Source:

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research & Planning,
Student Enrollment Booklets, Fall 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973 (Richmond, Va.,
years indicated), and Awards Conferred 1970-71, 1971-72, 1972-73, 1973-

74, (Richmond, Va., years indicated).
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APPENDIX II I
Table I I I-I
G.P.A. PERFORMANCE OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRANSFER STUDENTS
AT SIX VIRGINIA FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
1973-74

Mad i son Co II ege
Significantly Lower

Significantly Higher

Tidewater

Mean = 2.44

Virginia Western

+

t--

___I_'e_w_R_i_v_e_Hi-

_

Other Schools Include:
Blue Ridge
Patrick Henry
Central Virginia
Paul D. Camp
Dabney S. Lancaster
Piedmont Virginia
Germanna
Rappahannock
J. Sargeant Reynolds
Southside Virqinia
Jo:,n Tyler
Southwest Virginia
Lord Fairfax
Thomas Nelson
Northern Virginia
Virginia Highlands
Wytheville
Old Dominion University

Significantly Lower

Significantly Higher

I

I Southwes~

Tidewater

Virginia
Mean = 2.51

No rt he rn

Iv i rg in i a

I

j
Rappahannock
If-------+---+-Other Schools Include:
Blue Ridge
Paul D. Camp
Central Virginia
Piedmont Virginia
Danvi lie
Southside Virginia
John Tyler
Thomas Nelson
Patrick Henry
Virqinia Western
Wyt hev i II e

r

Table 111-1 cont.
Radford College
Significantly Lower

Significantly Higher

I

1
Mean = 2.31

No Significant Deviations
Schools Include:
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
New River
Northern Virginia

Patrick Henry
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thoma s Ne 1son
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville

Virginia Commonwealth University
Significantly Higher

Significantly Lower

I

I

John Tyler

Mean = 2.33

I

I

I

Northern Virginia

~ Patr ick

Southwest Virginia

Henry

Virginia Western

Thomas Nelson
Dther Schools Include:
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
EAstern Shore

Pau 1 D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia

Germanna

Thomas Ne 1son
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi 11 e

John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry

Rappahannock

Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
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Table 111-1 cont.
University of Virginia
Significantly Lower

I

Tidewater

I

h·d

_______1---1'00' "e

Significantly Higher

V·

..

"''0"

Mean

2.77

Virginia Western

1-

Other Schools Include:
Blue Ridge
Patrick Henry
Central Virginia
Piedmont Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Southside Virginia
Danville
Southwest Virginia
Eastern Shore
Thomas Nelson
John Tyler
Tidewater
Lord Fairfax
Virginia Highlands
Northern Virginia
Virginia Western
Wytheville

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Significantly Lower

Significantly Higher

I
Dabney S. Lancaster

Mean

2·39

Wythe~ille IVirginia

Western

New River
I

I
Other Schools Include:
Blue Ridge
Danv ill e
Eastern Shore

Northern Virqinia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Germanna
Southside Virginia
John Tyler
Southwest Virginia
Lord Fa i rfax
Thomas Ne 1sOn
Mountain Empire
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
A- 36

Central
Virginia

Table 111-2
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
(Subject Area Majors For Selected Programs)
MANAGEMENT
197 2 73 74

College
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lie
Eastern Shore
Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lie

Source:

67 71 81
101 111 156
49 55 52
96 114 102
12 14 21
44 55 65
54 72
115 143 132
38 33 37
27 60 68
81 114 140
297 346 386
49 82 164
55 80 89
18 23 49
25 35 34
59 63 58
71 259 215
126 156 222
132 141 188
29
178 202 187
72 67 59

SECT. SC I.
1972 73 74
36
84
20

35
87
25

47
95
25

11
23

11
33
35
55
40
61
57
264
46
45
31
60
72
129
146
97
41
124
53

8
30
86
53
43
43
48
264
87
44
37
57
41
60
153
142
66
109
43

65
36
63
58
252
48
53
31
36
62
46
107
105
32
107
69

ACCOUNTING
1972 73 74
34
28

35
51

30
51

1 2
60 56

72

50

47

45

67

46

46

27

28
21
47
26

28
40
41
26

35 49
85 63 66
1 3

34
33
5
34 32 47
192 188 267
9 27
11

20

23
57
70
58
65

60 35
53 67
73 103
77 60
77 93
2

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning,
(Richmond, Va., years indicated).

1972-74,

DATA PROCESS.
1972 73 74

r--.

220 237 265

22

71
79

69 79
65 105

73

75

67

Student Enrollment Booklets,

""
«
I

Table 111-3
ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
(Subject Area Majors For Selected Programs)
ELECT/ELECT
1972 73 74

College

J>

I
\N

co

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Eastern Shore

33
6
12

Germanna

16
82
44
13
42
44
79
36
10
13
20
34
67
41
28
92

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
Mounta i n Emp ire
New River
Northern Virginia
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi lIe

43
18
19
19
69
38
13
43
68
89
57
14
II
19
37
79
42
49
95

54
31
18
20
20
56
40
16
25
92
117
49
16
18
16
38
63
66
53
127

DRAFTING
1972 73 74
31
36
19

28
37
12

AUTOMOTIVE
1972 73 74

21
45
8

5
30
13

81

66

'k

,",

23
43
6
2
9
17
19
19
31
86
29

32
55
9
13
II
18
19
22
28
70
32

21
47
16
13
lG
32
14
II
32
73
44

20

23

23

93

MECHANICAL
1972 73 74

2
7

.'. .

5
10

8
3
33 28
36 27
6
10 17
13 20

14
23
32
10
18
II

,',

.-.

4
25

4
41
*

20

25

19

18
4

22
10
*

26
10

2
58 109

4
49

45

,';

90
I
56

*Approved, not offered

Source:

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning, Student Enrollment Booklets,
(Richmond, Va., years indicated).

1972-74,

Tab I e I I 1-4
HEALTH TECHNOLOGY
(Subject Area Majors For Selected Programs)
NURSING
1972 73 74

College
Bl ue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster

41

42

RADIOLOGY
1972 73 74

59
61
86
74

54
46
69
66

82
I
78 296 301
35 43 43
49 22
24 48 56
31
32 49 34
56 68 41
57 50 98
17 36 35
33 59 107
110 119 123

DENTAL LAB
1972 73 74

MED. RES.
1972 73 74

MED. LAB
1972 73 74

29

21

31

6
16

26

13

27

24

II

34

35

18

26

21

22

26

20

25

20

,'.

2

27

19
15

42

15

24

'"'""
I

26

46
23

52
32

35

50

68
,';;

8

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planninq, Student Enrollment Booklets,
(Richmond, Va., years indicated).

1972-74,

21

<t

59

"Approved, not offered.

Source:

RESP. THER
1972 73 7

45
26

66
54

Germanna

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Mountain Empire
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wythevi II e

MENTAL HLTH.
1972 73 74

Table 111-5
PUBLIC SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
(Subject Area Majors For Selected Programs)
POLICE SCI.
1972 73 74

Colle~

J>
I

-""

'"

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lle
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fa i rfax
I~ew River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne 1son
Tidewater
Virginia Western
Wytheville

59
61
7
93
53
25
46
304

51 53
52 69
6 20
96 86
21 79
49 86
22 22
89 105
301 390

28
8 18 35
1
1 2
11 58 59
125 122 148
110 114 148
61 88 90
32 33 36

FIRE
1972 73

74

COMM/SOC. SERVo CORR.• SCI.
1972 73 74
1972 73 74

1

30
8

73

43

47

PARK & REC
1972 73 74

3

10

67

77

OCC. SAFETY
HEALTH
1972 73 74

18
47

-k

6

56

79
63

45 40
76 107

25

26

23

49

98

6
2

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning, Student Enrollment
(Richmond, Va., years indicated).

Booklets, 1972-74,

6

9

14

17
16

*Approved, not offered.
Source:
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Table 111-5a
NUMBER OF CLASSES WITH LESS THAN 10 STUDENTS ENROLLED a
BY SCHOOL, FALL 1973
No. Students:

One

Two

2

1
1
4
3
7
3
2
3

Three

Four

Five

Six

15

6

11

13
6

4
2

2

5

5

9
4
4
5
5
6
4
3
4
9
2
8
7
4
9
16
2
10
6
2
4

2
6
6
1
2
14
4
12
5
3
3
10

1
7
13

3
3
6
10
2
4
2
5
7
8
2
3
6
1
4
19

3
2
6
4
5
5
9
8
7
3
6
9
1
5
1
5
9
19
1
9
4
3
6

130

82

111

129

130

138

Seven

Eight

Nine

Ten

Tota

6
3
7
5
2
9

11

14
5
4

5
5
2
28
2
4
5
6
16
9
4
21
9
13
3

7
9
7
4
1
7
13
15
8
5
8
22
2
9
6
10
14
10
8
20
5
7
6

9

60
38
57
42
33
75
70
87
53
40
70
138
18
58
46
66
97
149
41
135
74
44
47

170

186

203

259

1538

College
Blue Ridge
Central Vi rg in ia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eas te rn Shore
Ge rmanna

John Tyler
J. Sargeant Reynolds
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville
VCCS

7
4
3
7
4
3
5
12
8
2
2
5
3
25
2
23

2
5
1
5

8
3
11

10
13
3
9
7
3
3

7
4
2
4
1
7
10
11

14
3
10
9
1
4
6
15
10
12
6
11

11
11

a Does not include labs, seminars, or orientation classes.
Source:

State Counci 1 of Higher Education For Virginia, Richmond, Vi rg i n i a,
FormA-I, Resident Classes Taught by Term
Census Date: Oct. 10, 1973
Prepared by the Department of Community Colleges.
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13
6
10
2
8
10
14
8
6
13
34
6
10
7
13
15
13
15
15
10
11

Table 111-5b
NUMBER OF CLASSES WITH LESS THAN 10 STUDENTS ENROLLED 3
BY SCHOOL, SPRING 1974
No. Students:

One Two Th ree

Four

Five

10
3
9
5
4

11
11

Six

Seven

Eight

Nine

Ten

Total

ColI ege
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore
Germanna

John Tyler
J. Sargeant Reynolds
Lord Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Patrick Henry
Paul D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thoma s Ne 1son
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Vi rginia Western
Wytheville
VCCS

6
4
7

4
18
6

8
2
7
7
6
10
7
6
2
6
15
2

6
14
15
7
82
2
20
15

8
10
8
4
16
3
9
6

3
8
6
4

8
235 143

6
2
3
3
6
11

11

13
7
2
3
10
6

8
6
3
2
11

3
5
5
10
11

7
7
8
8
11

7
15
2
15
5
6
6

7
1
10
15
10
7
15
2
8
7
7
2

13
14
7
8
8
5
4

169

163

191

9
21
11

2
7
15
11

10
14
12
8
2
6
10
6
7
9
9
13
1
8
20
13
20
14
5
10

8
10
12
5
1
9
7
13
14
2
11

6
11

6
7
2
3
14
13
10
3
16
23
5
14
22
10

4
5

16
1
3
15
9
14
7
3
16
10
20
8

7
4
22
14
17
6

217

214

246

11

11

8
10
8
8
1
5
16
20
16
3
7
35
10
3
9
6
7
15
9
24
9
14
18
261

aDoes not inc 1ude 1a bs , seminars, or orientation classes.
Sou rce:

State Council of Higher Education For Vi rginia, Richmond, Vi rg i n i a,
Form A-I, Resident Classes Taught by Te rm
Census Date: Apri 1 6, 1974
Prepared by the Department of Community Colleges.

A-42

40
3
10
14
6
17
12
10
20
7
16
12

80
80
73
65
32
80
101
104
73
42
116
159
23
78
155
99
107
197
47
152
92
89
70

275

2114

7
13
6
17
2
7
9
22
12
2
11

Table 111-6
PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES TO
SOPHOMORE ENROLLEES BY
PROGRAM AND TOTAL
1973-74
College-Transfer

Occupationa1-Tecllnica1

Germanna

63%
95
44
123
117
33

J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lo rd Fa i rfax
Mountain Empire
New River
Northern Virginia
Pa t rick Hen ry
Pau 1 D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia
Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Ne 1son
Tidewater
Virginia Highlands
Vi rginia Western
Wytheville

38
86
133
118
66
60
49
58
58
93
146
90
359
90
81
257

104%
217
79
136
250
107
150
78
107
203
212
80
79
128
103
146
200
384
81
189
260
83
304

Co 11 ege
Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danvi lIe
Eastern Shore

Source:

Total
93%
151
69
133
146
71
152
66
98
180
186
75
68
92
77
106
155
228
83
273
157
83
288

Department of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning.
student Enrollment Booklet, 1973, and Awards Conferred, 1973-74,

(Richmond, Va., years indicated).
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Figure 111-7
Correlation: Low Enrollment in
Classes with Cost Per FTES
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A strong correlation (r =.79) is shown in Figure 111-7. As the percent
of classes with low enrollment increases, the average instruction costs
per FTE student also increase.

State Colinci 1 on Higher Education, Reports A-I and E-l,
1973-74) .

(Richmond, Va.,

Figure 111-8
Correlation: Accuracy in Forecasting
Student Enrollment with Cost Per FTES
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Of Forecast
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The negative correlation (r = -.64) indicates that as forecasts of FTE
students approach or surpass the actual enrollment, costs per FTE student
decrease.

Source:

State Council on Higher Education, Reports A-I and E-l,
(Richmond, Va., 1973-74), and Vi rginia Budget 1972-1974 and
1974 and 1976 (Richmond, Va., years indicated), and Department
of Community Colleges, Division of Research and Planning,
Student Enrollment Booklet 1972, 1973, 1974, (Richmond, Va.,
years indicated).

APPENDIX IV
Exh i bit IV-I
STATE BOARD OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
GUIDELINES FOR SPECIAL TRAINING DIVISION

OBJECTIVE
1.

To provide Virginia's citizens with the opportunity to qualify for available
jobs by teaching salable skills.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE
1.

In negotiating a program with any industry. we must maintain a certain
degree of flexibility. Strict adherence to rigid rules might often deprive
our state and citizens of a greater good. Conversely. we cannot allow
expediency to influence us to compromise our basic pOlicies and standards
completely. We have learned that ahnost without exception we can
negotiate within this framework a training program that will benefit the
State of Virginia, the people of Virginia. and the industry of Virginia.

TYPE OF TRAINING PROVIDED

1.

Training in "basic skills and knowledge" required for specific job openings.
(See appendix)

TYPE OF TRAINING NOT PROVIDED
1.

Training that advances the trainee to "production efficiency. "

NUMBER OF TRAINEES REQUIRED
1.

Minimum of 20 in a particular skill area (assembly, impact. turning. etc.).

OPENINGS FOR WHICH TRAINING WILL BE PROVIDED
1.

Newly created openings -- not normal turnover openings.

2.

Not for upgrading present employees.
A-46
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TYPES OF INDIVIDUA 1..S TO BE TRAINED

1.

Pre-employment trainees -- not employed by the firm involved.

2.

Employees of the firm involved, where the training period is of long
duration.

SELECTION OF PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINEES

1.

Unemployed should have priority.

2.

Employer may select the trainees, or request the State Employment
Service to do so.

STATUS OF PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINEES
1.

Both employer and pre-employment trainees are free agents during the
training period with no obligation to each other at completion of training
period.

LOCA TION OF T RAINING SITES
1.

The employer's plant is the preferred location.

2.

State funds will not be used for leasing facilities.

3.

State-owned space can be used.

INSTRUCTORS

1.

Employer should provide them.

2.

If employer cannot provide them, the state will do so.

3.

The employer will be reimbursed by the state for the instructor's salary.

4.

Instructors provided by the state will be paid by the state, at a salary
that will obtain the proper level of instruction.

A-47

Contd.

Exh i bit I V-I

EQUIPMENT
1.

Training undertaken at the firm's location will be conducted using that
firm's equipment.

2.

Training held at a state institution can use the state's equipment.

3.

When special equipment is not available, the employer will be expected
to provide it. If the equipment is general purpose, the state may provide
it.

PRODUCTION MATERIALS
1.

Materials to be worked on by trainees will be provided by the employer
wherever possible.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
1.

Instructional materials of a special nature for a particular firm will be
provided by the firm.

2.

Instructional materials of a general nature (such as blueprint reading)
may be provided by the state.

CLASS ROOM SIZE
1.

There shall be a minimum of 10 persons per instructor, but maximum
should not exceed 20.

TRAINING DURATION
1.

Training shall be at least four hours per day.

2.

Trainings for a special individual shall not exceed eight weeks without
specific approval of the Special Training Committee of the State Board
of Technical Education.

LOCAL POLITICAL SUB-DIVISION PARTICIPATION
1.

The Special Training Division will inform the local political sub-division in
the area involved of the arrangements being made with the particular firm.

H. W. Tulloch
11-17-65
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TRAINING IN "BASIC SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE"

In arriving at the specific type and length of training for a particular firm, the
following approach is suggested;
1.

The firm will be asked to furnish their job descriptions for the involved
occupations.

2.

The firm will also be asked what length of time is required for an
average individual to become 1000/0 efficient on each particular occupation involved.

3.

From this information, the Special Training Division and the employer
can reach agreement on the type and length of training that will be
furnished by the state.

In this connection, a rule of thumb for the state could be to train
individuals up to, say, 500/0 efficiency. General background (classroom) subjects would be necessary in some cases, as well as on-thejob skill training, in order to reach the efficiency goal.
4.

Classroom subjects should include brief reviews of the responsibilities
of employers and the respon.sibilities of employees in a free enterprise
economy, as well as where jobs come from and the need to make a
profit.

H. W. Tulloch

11-17-65
A-49

Tat-de I V-2
COMPARISON OF OATA PROVIDED BY SPECIAL
TRAINING OIVISION WITH OATA
FRCM I NDUSTRY SURVEY

N 0 U S TRY
(PECIAl

TRAINING
Cost

Type of
Training

Com~

Pannil Knitting l
Martin P,ocessing

2

Total Cost
of Training

SURVEY

II

Cost

Number

Number

of

of

of

Persons
Trained

Persons
Trained

Persons
Hired

Trai?inl)
pR?son
Hired

Number

of

Sewing Operators

$

5.509.53

225

225

$ 24.49

189

Textile Operators

$ 80.761.00

1,014

1,014

$ 79.65

N.A.

D IFF ERE N C E

1

of

Number

of

I

Training

pgF<on

Persons
Hired

Hired

Cost

Number
Hi red

PeP~6n
Hired

---

189

$

29.15

36

$

4.66

68.08

»

Child Care of Virginia

Nursery Attendants

$ lJ.162.00

62

62

$534.87

55

55

$

602.95

I

$

0

Jonbil 3

Sewing Operators

$ 17.174.42

490

490

$ 35.05

490

490

$

35.05

0

$

Kennametal
Passage Marine 4

Progranl just started,
no information available
Boat Assemblers
$

5.084.30

30

24

$211.85

15

15

$

lJ8·95

9

$

127.10

Brown Bover i 5

Mechanic Instructors

$ 12.018.35

18

18

$667.69

8

8

$1. 502.29

10

$

834.60

White Motor Company

Supervisory Trainees

$

3.070.04

18

12

$255.84

18

12

$

255.84

0

$

0

Western Electric

Electronic Assemblers

$

471.95

129

129

$

3.66

129

125

$

3.78

4

$

.12

Nabisco

Mechanics-Operators

$

6.723.78

371

358

$ 18.78

359

343

$

19.60

15

$

.82

Machinists

$673.075.60

781

781

$861.81

781

781

$

861.81

0

$

General Electric]

Electronic Assemblers

$172.185.68

11.828

10.611

$ 16.23

11.828

10.611

$

16.23

0

Imperial ReadingS

Sewing Operators

$ 16.648.14

348

348

$ 47.84

239

239

$

69.66

109

$

21.82

R. J. Carroll

Pressmen

$ 10.346.63

32

32

$323. lJ

27

27

$

383.21

5

$

5Q.88

,;,,

Ingersoll Rand

6

0

0
0

Contd.

Table IV-2

Cost

Company

,

Tota I Cost
of Training

Number

Number

Number

of

of

of

of

of

of

Persons
Trained

Persons
Hi red

Training
P.R'SIQn
Hired

PersOns
Trained

Persons
Hired

Tr~i.wng

Wheelabrator Frye

Hetal Finishers

$

172.52

20

20

$ 8.63

20

20

VIrginIa Hetal Products 9

Metal Fabrication

$ 12.569.68

86

35

$359.13

65

Poclain lO

Hydraul ic Assemblers

$ 9.717.95

10

-

-

10

J. T. Baker

:t>

Type of
TraInIng

Cost

Number

ll

P rson
HI red

Cosf,.

Pefs'bn

Number
Hi red

Hi red

8.63

0

6

$2.094.95

29

$1.735.82

$

$

0

Olagnostic Technicians

$

1.215.51

20

20

$ 60.78

9

9

$

135.06

II

$

74.28

Sunstrand l2

Metal Fabricators

$

554.40

25

25

$ 22.18

-

13

$

42.65

12

$

20.47

Atlas Machine & Iron
Works

Steel Fabricators

$

494.34

30

30

$ 16.48

30

30

$

16.48

0

Gindy Manufacturingl3

Metal Assemblers

$ 3.811.91

48

48

$ 79.41

37

37

$

103.02

II

Cableform l4

Electronic Controls

$ 2.207.10

4

4

$551. 78

4

4

$ 551.78

0

Gambro lS

Assemblers & Injection
Houlding Operators

$ 38.331.58

79

79

$485.21

106

106

$ 361.62

-27

Howmet l6

Hold Fabricators

$ 10.590.63

38

38

$278.70

N.A.

Stihl. Inc.

Hechanical Assemblers

$

383.04

10

10

$ 38.30

10

Camelot Hall Nuring Home ll Nursing Assistants

$ 2.168.28

25

25

$ 86.73

N.A.

Hered i th/Bu rdal8

Pressmen

$ 36.561.90

420

420

$ 87.05

N.A.

Ross laboratories l9

Operator & Supervisors

$ 9.720.40

80

80

$121.51

Bookcrafters. Inc.

Book Binders

$ 27.642.50

72

72

Emerson Electric

Machine Operators

$ 8.569.55

115

115

\n

0
$

23.61
0

$ -123.59

10

$

38.30

0

$

0

55

55

$

176.73

25

$

55.22

$383.92

72

72

$

383.92

0

$

0

$ 74.52

115

115

$

74.52

0

$

0

Table lV-;;

Contd.

Company

,

J>
Vl
N

Type of
Training

Cost

Cost

Number

Number

of

Number

Number

of

of

Tra~~~ng

of

of

Total Cost
of Training

Persons
Tra i ned

Persons
Hired

Pe son
Hired

Persons
Trai!!.e_d

of

C~H

Tra~~~ng
Pe son Numbe r
Hired
Hired

Persons
Hired

Pe Son
Hi red

Jarrett Sportswear 2O

Sewing Operators

$

2,250.00

29

29

$ 77 .59

40

40

$

56.25

-11

$

-21.34

Commodore Business 21
Mach i nes

Electronic Assemblers

$

9,447.99

430

430

$ 21.97

332

332

$

28.46

98

$

6.49

Aeroguip22

Assemblers

$ 19,720.00

81

81

$243.46

90

90

$

219.11

-9

$

-24.35

Dixon Dress Company

Sewi ng Operators

$

1,495.00

58

58

$ 25.78

58

58

$

25.78

0

$

0

Foster Grant

Machine Operators

$

1,225.26

150

150

8.16

150

120

$

10.21

30

$

2.05

Fiberglass Systems

Assemblers

$ 39,564.77

75

75

$527.53

75

65

$

608.69

10

$

81.16

Gravely Furniture

Furniture Operators

$

1,621.07

165

165

9.32

'8

28

$

57.8~

137

$

43.07

S2,030.03

2q

",070.40

$

$

D & P Embroidery

Sewing Operators

$ 52,782.16

55

55

$959.68

26

26

Schwa rzenbach-Huber

Text i Ie Operators

$ 65,937.44

653

653

$100.98

622

622

$

106.01

31

$

5.03

Athena lndustries 23

Sewing Operators

$

4,943.20

220

220

$ 22.47

150

150

$

32.95

70

$

10.48

$1,260,129.84

16,837

'5,544

$ 81.07

16,232

14,903

$

34.56

641

$

3.49

4,9~3

$220.54

4,404

4,292

\

253.4G

641

$

32.94

TOTAL
TOTAL without GE

Sources:

$1,087,944.16

5,009

avg.
avg.

"Status Report, Special Training Programs, Virginia Corrununity College System, January 1,1966 through October 31
1974" and subsequent material
furnished by the Division March 13-14, 1975.
'
,
JlARC Industry Telephone Survey, October - December, 1974 and January, 1975. Val idations - March, 1975.

IAn outstanding invoice of $782.14 as of the cutoff date of this survey raises the cost of this training program to $6291.67.
21n the initIal JLARC industry survey, Martin Processing indicated that only 950 persons actually completed the training.
to obtain verification from Martin of this figure, thus it has not been included in the analysis.

We were unable

3Jonbil Indicated that another program had been conducted at their Chase City plant several years ago but that now they do their own
training. Although the plant manager did not know how many had been trained in the program, they only employ 190 operators--Special
Training indicates that 300 persons were trained. While Jonbi I - Danville indicated that 507 persons were trained and hired March, 1973 August, 1974, reimbursements had only been made for 490 persons as of the cutoff date for this report.
40 ur ing agency validation, the Special Training Division changed the number trained and hired to 20.
5While Brown Boveri indicates that a total of 18 persons have been trained, billing has not been set up for 10 of these trainees. During
an October, 1974 meeting, one of the Special Training coordinators was informed that an additional ten persons had been hired and trained.
Since the $12,OI8.3~ cost refers to the 8 employees sent to Switzerland, only 8 persons are considered trained and hired.
61ngersoll Rand employs a total of 623 persons of whom 371 are machinists as of 1-)1-75.

»I
\.~

W

71ndlcatlons are tha~ the large numbers of persons trained have resulted fran traini~9 for attrition or replacement. G.E. only employs
3,000 electronic assemblers at the plant. During agency verification, Special Training indicated that the cost of the operator training
was only $24,873.70. This figure does not include payroll for seven instructors over a period of eight years who taught a variety of
~rograms other than the G.E. operator program.
It does include the total cost for the facility which is shared with a second client.
80urlng agency verIfIcation, the number of personS trained and hired was corrected to 344.
9Vir91nia Metal Products had only hired 6 of the 65 persons trained as of IJ-31-74 because of delays in occupying their facility. An
addItional 20 persons were hIred in January, 1975. During agency verification, the Division of Special Training corrected the number hired
to

6.

10Poclain Is an on-goIng program.
the analysIs.

The 10 persons in training as of 10-31-74 had not completed the program, thus Poclain is not included in

lIThe cost of the training, $1215.51, only covers reimbursement for 10 trainees, of which only 9 completed the training.
12 The Cl)st of thIs training program is only for recruitment. A newspaper advertisement recruited employees for this plant. Sunstr'3nd
Indi~ated that they had selected 13 persons from approxImately 28 who responded to the advertisement run ~y the Special Tr~ini~g Qivision
for tl'1~ i r in it Ia I work group. Subsequent Iy t~.ey have i I1creased that group: s size to 35 but they were not sure whether or not any of the
additional persons hired came from the DivisionIs recruitment efforts.

13Tralnl~g In this program was for welding. 2~ trainees were certIfied as welders, 13 bacame proficient enough to work as welders on certain
tasks, and the remainIng 13 remained employed at the plant but not as welders.
14Cableform has put a hold on their expansion plans because of present economic conditions.

Their initial forecast was to hire 30 people

the 1st year and an additional lOU the second.
15As of 10-31-74, 112 persons had conlpleted 120 hours of training, but the invoices only covered 106 persons.
their figure from 79 to 106 during agency verification.

Special Training revised

160uring the initial JLARC industry survey, Howmet was unwil I ing to respond to survey questions. During agency verification, Special
Training indicated that although 38 persons had completed training prior to our cutoff date of 10-31-74, they were not hired unti I a
later date; thus they changed the number hired to O. Howmet is not included in the analysis.

~

~

17Ver ification of JLARC Industry Survey Data was unobtainable. We were only able to talk with an instructor who had instructed one of
the two classes. She indicated that she had trained 17 persons of which 15 completed the training and were hired. Camelot Hall
Nursing Home is not included in the analysis.
18verification of numbers provided in the JLARC Industry Survey (401 trained, 388 hired) were unobtainable.
included in the analysis.

Thus Meredith/Burda is not

19 Dur ing agency verification, Special Training corrected the number trained and hired to 55.
20Jarrett Sportswear indicated that they had been reimbursed for 40 trainees, however, the Division of Special Training stated that they
had only reimbursed Jarrett for 29 trainees.
21 0ur ing agency val idation, Special Training corrected the number hired and trained to 348.
22Agency validation by the Special Training Division raised the number trained and hired to 90.
23rhe Division of Special Training reduced the number trained and hired during agency val idation to 150. The company has experi2nced
recent turnover in management personnel and was unable to provide JLAI1C with complete docunlentation of the number of persons trained
but did establ ish that the maximum employment level was about 150.

Exhibit IV-3
Industry Telephone Survey Contacts
Industry

Date Contacted

Person Contacted

Title

Pannil Knitting

10/29/74
03/13/75

Mr. Dwight Pemberton

Dir. of Industrial Relations

Martin Processing

10/29/74
03/12/75

Mr. Robert Newman
Mr. Darrell Smith

Plant Manager
Personnel Manager

Child Care of Va.

01/09/75
03/14/75

Ms. Ann Howard
Mr. Charles Howard

Di rector-Owner
Di rec to r-Owne r

Jonbil

10/30/74
03/14/75

Mr. Fred Moore
Mr. Bernard Hardy

Plant Manager
Plant Manager

Kennameta 1

10/31/74
03/12/75

Mr. William Clark

Plant Manager

Passage Marine

10/29/74

Mr. Scott Bergman

Pres i dent

Brown Boveri

10/30/74
03/12/75

Mr. Dan Smith

General Manager

White Motor Co.

10/30/74
03/12/75

Mr. Allen Kinzer

Mgr. of Employee Relations

Western Electric

10/29/74
03/13/75

Mr. Bill Johnson

Dept. Chief of Personnel

Nabisco

10/29/74
03/12/75

Mr. Mil t Mentor

Personnel Manager

Ingersoll Rand

10/31/74
03/13/75

Mr. Jim Stump
Mr. Michael Goode

Employment Administrator
Personnel Manager

General Electric

10/30/74

Mr. La rry Howes

Mgr. of Employee and
Community Relations

Imperial Reading

12/03/74

Mr. Dan Rogers

Plant Engineer

R. J. Carroll

12/26/74

Mr. Bob Alshuler

General Manager

Wheelabrator Frye

12/26/74
03/13/75

Mr. Kenyon Cory

Plant Manager

Va. Metal Products

12/26/74

Mr. Bob Gross

Personnel Manager

Poclain

12/26/74

Mr. Don Shenick

Plant Manager

J. T. Baker

12/26/74
03/12/75

Ms. Nancy Hinsel

Personnel Administrator

Sunstrand

12/26/74
03/12/75

Mr. J::>hn Shee r
Mr. Frank Tippner

Personnel Manager
Director of Personnel

12/27/74

Ms. Thelma Elder

Offi ce Manager

At 1a s Mach i ne &
Iron Works

Exh i bit IV- 3
Industry

Date Contacted

Person Contacted

Ti tl e

Gindy Manufacturing

12/27/74
03/12/75

Mr. Russ Huggett

Personnel Manager

Cableform

12/27/75

Mr. Graham Thexton

Executive Vice President

Gambro

01/09/75
03/13/75

Mr. Larry Boyles
Mr. Darryl W. Rhodes

Pe rsonne 1 Manager
Personnel Manager

Howmet

12/27/74

Ms. Susan Farrell

Secretary

Stihl, Inc.

12/27/74
03/13/75

Mr. Clayton Mckee

Manager of Finance

Camelot Hall
Nursing Home

12/27/74
03/13/75

Ms. Betty Turner

In-Service Trainer

Meredith/Burda

12/30/74

Mr. James Ful ton

Mgr. of Employee Relations

Ross Laboratories

12/30/74
03/13/75

Mr. Bill Stark
Mr. I rving Mitchell

Plant Manager
Plant Controller

Bookcrafters, Inc.

12/30/74
03/12/75

Mr. Greg Hanna

Plant Manager

Emerson Electric

12/30/74
03/13/75

Mr. R.C. King

Plant Manager

Jarrett

12/30/7 4
03/12/75

Ms. Wanda Weeks

Instructor

Commodore Business
Machines

12/31/74
03/12/75

Ms. Nancy Sm i th

Personnel Manager

Aeroquip

12/31/74

Mr. F.S. Wittenauer

Plant Manager

Dixon Dress Co.

01/03/75
03/12/75

Mrs. Elizabeth Ingram

Office Manager

Foster Grant

01/03/75
03/12/75

Mr. J.B. Jones

Personnel Manager

Fiberglass Systems

01/08/75

Mr. Bill Culpepper

President

Gravely Furniture

01/16/75
03/13/75

Mr. Doug Thurman
Mr. Mike Galiger

Training Director
Vice President

D & P Embroidery

01/16/75
03/13/75

Mr. Bill Bounds

Plant Manager

Schwarzenbach Huber

01/16/75
03/13/75

Mr. Joe Russo
Mr. Bill Shelton

Personnel Manager
Plant Controller

Athena Industries

01/16/75

Mr. Bi 11 Conner

Acting President

A_Ct..

APPENDIX V
Exh i bit V- I
Virginia Community College System
GROUPS Il\'VOLVED IN 1'111' ESTABLISl1NENT OF PROCRl\MS AND COURSES
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R
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College Administration
Approval by

R
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Local Citizens' Curriculum Advisory Committees
Review and recommendation by
For occupational-technical programs

R
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Local Community College Board
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X
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Curriculum and Program Committee, SBCC
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State Board for Community Colleges
Approval by
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State Level
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Approval by

R
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State Council of Higher Education
Approval by
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Exhibit V-2
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL WITH PROJECTEO
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) STUOENTS
BY ACAOEMIC YEAR
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Actual--Projected-··········

Exhibit

V-3

Virginia COnlrrlunity Colle~je System
NORMAL MINIMU\I CRITERIA FOR EACH FACULTY RANK

I

Faculty in Srec'lalized Prr)fessional
or Technical Associate in Applied
Science Degree Fields

Faculty in Develormental Studies,
Humanities, Social Sciences, NaturJI
Sciences & Math

Facultv In Non-Associate
Degree Occurational Fields

It------,-----+-Initial

Promotions

Promotions

Appointment
Column 1

ASSiSTANT INSTRUCTOR

INSTRUCTOR
Job Performance
College Training

Experience
Related OccuP. Exp.
Total Teaching Exp.
Exp. in Va. CC System
Professional Activities
Community Activities
ASSiSTANT PROFESSOR
Job Performance
College Training

Experience:
Related Occup. Exp.
Total Teaching Exp.
Exp. in Va. CC System
Professional Activitie::.
Community Activities
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Job Performance
College Training

Experience:
Related Occup. Exp.
Total Teaching Exp.
Exp. in Va. CC System
Professional Activities
Community Activities
PROFESSOR
Job Performance
College Training

Experience:
Related Occup. Exp.
Total Teaching Exp.
Exp. ·In Va. CC System
Professional Activities
Community Activities

Column 1

Promotions

Initial
ApfJointment

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

Column 5

Colurnn 6

(ApfJointment on a temporary or emergency basis for a period of one year for persons who meet most of the
minimum requirements for the instructor rank and who sho",.' evidence of being able to complete such
requirements within one year. A one-year renewal only of a~istant instructor arpointment mav be considered
upon request of the college administrator for a person who is actively rursuing completion of the
necessary requirements. I

/

Good recommen·
dations
Masters (18 grad.
sem. hrs. in
teaching field)

o
o
o

0
2 yrs.

0
Average
Nominal

Very good recommendations
Doctorate (54
grad. sem. hrs.
in teaching field)

0
6 yrs.

0
Average
Average

Good recommendations
Assoc. or equiv.
preferred but
not required

2 yrs

10 yrs.

o
o

Nominal
Nominal

Good recommendations
Special"lst or equiv.
t (36 grad. sem.
hrs. in teach·
ing field)

Good recommen·
dations
Bachelors I Major
in teaching field)

o
o

Nominal
Nominal

Good
MasterS -'- 15 grad.
sem. hrs. (27
grad. sem. hrs.
in teaching field

Good recommendations
Masters (18 grad.
sem. hrs. in
teaching field)

0
5 yrs.
3 yrs.
Average
t'-Iominal

Very good
Specialist or equiv.
t+ 15 grad. sem.
hrs. (45 grad.
sem. hrs. in
teaching field)

0
7 yrs.
4 yrs~
Average
Average

2 yrs.
2 yrs.

0
Average
Nominal

Very good recommendations
Specialist or equiv.
t(36 grad. sem.
hrs. in teaching field)
2 yrs.
6 Yrs.

0
Average
Average

Nominal
Nominal

Good
Bachelors + t5 grad
sem. hrs. (Major
in teaching field)
2 yrs.
5 yrs.
3 yrs.
Average
Nominal

Very good
Masters + 15 grad.
sem. hrs. 118 grad.
sem. hrs. in
teaching fieldl

Good reeommendations
Assoc. or equiv.
I Malor in teaching field)

Good
Assoc. or equiv.
preferred but
year required

8 yrs.
2 yrS.

0
Average
Nominal

Very good recommendations
Bachelors
(Major in related teaching field)

Very good
Assoc.or equiv.
(Major in tead:·
ing field)

2 yrs.
7 yrs.
4 yrs.
Average
Average

Excellent
Specialist or equiv.
t+15 grad. sem.
hrS. (45 grad. sem.
hrs. in teaching)

Exellent
Doctorate
(54 grad. sem.
hrs. in teaching
field)

o

2 yrs.
10 yrs.
5 yrs.
Extensive
Average

10 yrs.
5 yrs.
Extensive
Average

1 Fulfillment of normal minimum criteria does not guarantee original placement in, or promotion to, a gj'Jen faculty rank .
• Each year of additional study in college or a special school may be substituted for two years of occupational experience up to a total of four years
of occupational experience.
tSpecialist degree or equivalent (minimum of 24 semester hours beyond the master's degree in a planned program!.

ReVIsion Approved by Slate Board fOr Community CollegeS
July f9. t972
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APPENDIX VI
INDEX OF KEY ISSUES
PAGE

LEGISLATIVE INTENT

REFERENCE

Role of State Board
-establishment, control and administration of system.

.

.

. ..

3

Requirement for Educational Standards
-standards appropriate to program purposes.

4

STUDENT CLASSIFICATION
VCCS Student Classification Inadequate
A-7

-45% of students reported as unclassified
-results of JLARC reclassification.

A-8

Importance of Accurate Classification
-impact on enrollment and graduate analysis
-impact on budgeting for faculty positions.

11
11

OPEN PROGRAM ADMISSIONS
Lack of Standards
-student self advisement into program.

. .

15

. ..

Impact
-most student attrition occurs during first year . . . .
-low cumulative graduation rates over four-year period.

18
20

COUNSELING
Limited Experience of Counselors
-over half at present school one year or less .

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

29

-counseling services understaffed at some colleges.

.

.

.

.

..

25

Counselor Workloads
ACCESSIBILITY OF COLLEGES
Geographic
-differences among colleges

35

Financial Considerations
-expenses within reach of most students . . . . . . . . .
-three-fourths of all students who request aid receive it

38
37

Need for Developmental Programs
-contribute to increase in skill levels and graduation rates..

40

COLLEGE TRANSFER MISSION
Enrollments concentrated in Few Programs
-three-fourths of all majors in Associate in Science fields
-85% of Associate in Arts majors in one field . . . . . . .

A-60

50
49

Half of Programs Produced Less Than Seven Graduates
-Council of Higher Education productivity standards not met..

54

Credit Transfer to Four-Year Schools--A Problem
58
59

-burden of transferable course selection on student . . .
-need for articulation agreements with four-year schools

Student Performance at Four-Year Schools
-transfer students achieve commendable grade point average
-significant differences by community college. . .

59
61

OCCUPATIONAL-TECHNICAL MISSION
Enrollments Concentrated in Few Programs
-over half of all students enrolled in 27 of the 142 subject
mejors offered.

.

.

.

.

65

.

Few Graduates
-only a quarter of vocational students eventually graduate

74

Approximately Half of Students Get Jobs Related to Training
-1,800 students may be trained for jobs not available.

78

PROGRAM COSTS
Large Number of Small Classes
-percent of classes with less than 15 students ranges from 21%

to 69% by college . . .

86

Cost Impact of Small Classes
-saving of $500,000 projected for 1973-74 i f percent of small
classes reduced to 45% of all classes . . .

85

COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS
Receives Low Priority Attention
-program needs to be better defined.

.

.

. .

.

. . .

. .

. ..

87

-local processing and disbursement of funds desirable. .
-conversion from non-credit to credit course costs State more.

94
93

Funding

SPECIAL TRAINING
Lack of Policy Supervision
-guidelines not approved by state Board . .

98
99

-discrepancies between policy and practice

Unrel iable and Inaccurate Reporting
-discrepancies between VCCS and industry records
-data errors regarding benefits to state . . . .

100
104

Inadequate Integration With the VCCS
-less than 20% of all programs held on a community college
campus.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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.

..

.

106

Organizational Placement of Function
-close working

relatio~ship

with Division of Industrial

Development. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .

107

ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT
Lack of Effective Curriculum Management
-effective implementation of existing procedures required
-lack of syste~wide education master plan
.

128
124

Faculty Productivity
-lack of system-wide monitoring capability. . . . . . . . . .
-estimate 14% of full-time faculty below minimum productivity
level..
. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . ..

140
142

PLANNING - RESEARCH - MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
Long Range System Planning Deficient
-original master plan not updated . . . . . .
-institutional plans reflect local interests.

114
115

Institutional Research Function Needs Strengthening
-division not adequately staffed. . . . . . .

. . .

. . .

-research and planning relationships not generally understood

116
117

Need for Management Data
-uses of data not clearly identified
.
-implementation of mBnagement information system should be
accelerated.
.

121
119

ENROLLMENT FORECASTING
Rei iabi I ity
-system forecasts 13.3% above actual enrollments (1972-73)..

125

-forecasts exceeded actual by more than 30% at four colleges
and more than 20% at nine colleges (1972-74) . . . . . .

127

Impact
-excess appropriations of more than $9 mrrllion during
1970-74
.

126

Physical Faci I ities
-fourteen colleges have less space than required--nine have
Irl()re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS:
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM REVIEW
OF THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE AUDIT AND REVIEW COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

The State Board, the Department, and the colleges in the system recognize
the value of evaluation by outsiders. This has been a continuing practice in
higher education and is welcomed.
This new dimension of evaluation represented by the Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission can also be helpful, not only to this system, but to
other institutions and state agencies.
The staff of the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC)
has undertaken a review of the Virginia Community College System as its first
project and has been actively engaged in this activity for over nine (9) months.
While the JLARC staff held four meetings for a cursory revision of the status of
the project and did invite correction of factual data, the time frame at the end
of this project was unfortunately compressed. We are aware that the study had to
be completed and we appreciate the time constraints placed on the JLARC staff.
There are uses of data, conclusions drawn from the data, techniques of
analysis, and even the data itself which must be examined carefully and thoughtfully.
The time constraints dictate that we address the major issues and continue
our review of the report over the coming year, taking action where and when
appropriate. This we shall do.
1.

Legislative Intent
ITEM: The philosophy of the VCCS as set forth by the pol icies of the State
Board and Implemented by the staff of the system is in accord with Legislative
intent and the directions provided by the Bird Commission.

The Virginia Community College System is and has been in accord with the
Bird Commission and Legislative intent.
The involvement of many individuals, still in the system, with the Bird/
Slaughter Commission and in the legislative process creating this community col lege
system assures an unusual awareness of not only the process but the intent.
A careful review of the Commission's studies, and an analysis of the
system as it now exists, clearly affirms the fact that the system is being
developed as intended by the Commission and the Legislature.
The system is composed of twenty-three (23) institutions--each different-designed to meet local needs within the framework of a state-wide system policy.
The need to regularly monitor individual colleges for performance and
effectiveness is recognized.
While we sense that the JLARC staff has not understood the community
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college philosophy and purpose, many of their suggestions and ideas have merit
and not only deserve consideration but will receive it.
2.

Admissions - Counsel ing

ITEM: Virginia's community colleges are following admission and counseling
pol icies in accordance with the philosophy of the comprehensive community college.
The system takes exception to the recommendation that regular testing be
establ ished for program admissions. We maintain this was not the intent of the
Bird Commission, the Legislature, or the State Board.
We find no evidence to support the JLARC staff contention that testing
will reduce attrition and increase the number of students returning as sophomores.
After careful review, state-wide testing was discontinued, and SCAT
test scores were collected as a common indicator of basic academic abil ity for
Virginia Community College entering students.
Helping students identify education and career goals was stated by
counselors as their role when surveyed by the JLARC staff. We concur with this
definition of the role. To suggest the counselors serve as admissions officers
is contrary to community college and professional counsel ing philosophy.
Decisions about admissions are normally made by an admissions officer, an
admissions committee, or a member of the instruction division administration.
We do agree that more intensive studies are needed on why students drop
out and why students stay. Such a study will be undertaken.
3.

Biennium Funding

ITEM: All funds appropriated to the Virginia Community College System for the
operation of its colleges including the 1970-72 and 1972-74 biennia were used to
meet essential operating expenses and were expended in accordance with appropriate
Executive and Legislative authority or were returned to the General Fund.
The use of those funds is set forth herein:
Budget support - various colleges*

$1,679,263

Absorbed cost of Regrade - unbudgeted
raises to classified employees appropriated by General Assembly and
authorized by the Governor

$1,166,000

MIS Development (Department Administration)

$

610,045

Computer purchase for Northern
Virginia Community College resulting
in annual rental savings of $144,000

$

546,000

-
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Library Books - Purchases will partially
offset a book deficit for the system
of approximately $2,000,000

$

575,000

Capital - Matching Federal Funds (for
purchases of essential equipment)

$

287,702

Patrick Henry Community College

$

203,000

Eastern Shore Community College

$

75,000

Repayment of Loans:**

*

Funds were necessary to cover essential
operating expenses including the absorption
of inflational cost increases of our col leges.

** Additional cost resulting from the transfer
of two colleges to the Virginia Community
College System during the 1970-72 biennium
without additional appropriation.

4.

Enrollment Projections

ITEM: VCCS enrollment projections have not been as accurate as we want them
to be; however, working with the State Council of Higher Education, we are making
every effort to improve them. As we improve our projection technigues, we will
continue to make interim projections to keep the system, the colleges, and other
appropriate state agencies continuously aware of the status of our enrollment.
The Virginia Community College System has never intentionally inflated its
enrollment projections.
In fact, several interim projections prior to and early in
1972-74 biennium made it evident that the system was not going to reach its earlier
1972-74 enrollment estimates. A reduction in funding occurred as a result of those
interim estimates. The end of the military draft and the postponement of the
opening of a number of our institutions, among other factors, had a significant
impact on our failure to meet our original projections.
Enrollment projection techniques rely heavily on historical data.
very young system, such as ours, historical data is not yet available.

For a

It appears that there will be some underestimation for the 1974-76 biennium.
We bel ieve that as we learn more about the factors affecting enrollments
at the individual colleges and for the system as a whole we will be able to make
considerable improvements in our future projections.

5.

Management Information System

ITEM: Since most of the problems noted by the JLARC staff are data related or
based, the VCCS is leased with the concurrence of the JLARC staff that the s stem's
Management Information System MIS must be implemented as guickly as possible.
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The official records of the Virginia Community College System clearly
indicate that the State Board for Community Colleges and the staff of the system
recognized the need for and encouraged the implementation of automated systems and
management information systems as early as 1967.
Implementation of such systems has been hindered by lack of sufficient
funds.
We sincerely hope that this report of the JLARC staff will assist us in
obtaining the understanding and support of the various state agencies whose
concurrence is required in order that a Management Information System might be
developed; and further that the JLARC staff report and the Commission will assist
us in impressing upon the Legislature the need for making funds available to
implement this System.
6.

Planning

ITEM: The VCCS welcomes the support of the JLARC staff for the System's plan
to implement the use of the Management by Objectives (MBa) technigueto develop a
plan for the operation and evaluation of the System and the colleges.
Master planning for the Virginia Community College System and for the
establ ishment of the twenty-three colleges and thirty-four campuses which comprise
that system is well documented.
The requirement for educational master plans, approved by the State Board
for Community Colleges, is required by State Board pol icy and is being implemented.
Extensive planning for the development of our automated data processing and
Management Information System and for the curriculum offerings of the colleges can
also be documented.
As the system moves from that phase of its evolution which placed major
emphasis on the establ ishment of the twenty-three institutions to a phase of longterm development, a plan for the growth and evaluation of the institutions
in the system will be developed.
On the recommendation of the college presidents and the department staff,
the State Board for Community Colleges has determined that the Management by
Objectives technique will be used in the development of this plan. A model for the
implementation of this MBa program and a timetable for its implementation are
ava i lable.
7.

Student Classification
ITEM:

We need to improve our student classification system.

We accept the conclusion in the JLARC staff report that we need to improve
the existing system of student classification in order to support more effective
curricular programming management.
The condition of increasing proportions of unclassified students is difficult to resolve, and indeed community college educators cannot agree about the best
way to classify these students. The problem for us in Virginia can be solved partly
by improvements in our current information systems through the Management Information
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System modules for student admission and registration. These modules are being
developed and will be implemented over the next two years.
8.

Faculty Productivity

ITEM: The productivity of our faculty, on the average, exceeds budgetary
requirements.
The State Board for Community Colleges' Guidel ines for the Distribution
of Budgeted Funds calls for 60 to 70 percent of our colleges' funds to be budgeted
for instrQction. During 1972-73, the actual figure was 62.1 percent--well within
the Guidel ines.
The Guidelines for Faculty/Student Ratios as published by the Budget Office,
and the mix of programs in the VCCS, call for the average faculty member in the
Virginia Community Col lege System to produce 255 student credit hours per quarter.
During 1973-74, the average faculty member in the system produced 259 student credit
hours per quarter.
Since a reasonable portion of the funds appropriated to the col leges is
being budgeted for instruction and since the faculty hired with those funds are
producing at or above the level required by the Budget Guidel ines, the system would
appear to be making good use of its funds.
The JLARC staff report did devote considerable time to the discussion of
the number of classes with 15 or fewer students. Since 70 percent of our
educational effort is staffed at a 15 to 1 student-to-faculty ratio, we can assume
that one-half of the classes in this area, or 35 percent of our total effort, will
have 15 or fewer students. A significant number of classes with 15 or fewer students
can be expected. This is in I ine with community college purpose and philosophy.
The JLARC staff report based its class size discussion on section size data
from the State Council of Higher Education's A-1 report, and since sections and
classes are not the same, the analysis becomes a problem.
A much more detailed study and cost breakdown is required if true course
costs are to be calculated. Currently the WICHE financial package is available
to our colleges for making these kinds of calculations. The WICHE package will
become a part of our Management Information System as soon as the basic data
generating packages have been implemented.
9.

Counsel ing

ITEM: VCCS concurs with the JLARC staff report in the need for more counselors
in the colleges.
On a system-wide basis, our counselor staffing conforms to existing
guidelines. Our interpretation of counselor turnover in the system differs from
that of the JLARC staff. We are not experiencing an excessive level of counselor
turnover and the system does provide upward mobility and promotion opportunities
for its counselors.
We do concur that the high percentage of part-time students currently
attending the community colleges dictates that staffing for counselors be based on
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headcount. We appreciate the JLARC staff's recommendation in this area and will
proceed with the development of a headcount based formula for budgeting for
counselors.

10.

Program Approval
ITEM:

The VCCS does have an effective program approval process.

The program approval process is fully documented and the results of its
effectiveness can be seen from a review of programs which have been proposed by
colleges but have never reached the State Board for Community Colleges or the
State Council of Higher Education for final approval.
Further, the process provides for the permanent discontinuance of programs
when they are no longer viable. The fact that the State Board has already
discontinued or deactivated a number of programs can be documented.
11.

Student Retention--Graduation Rates

ITEM: The VCCS must conduct more intensive studies to determine the reasons
why some students complete their educational goals while others interru~t.or
terminate prior to reaching their goal.
The VCCS finds that the graduation rates we are experiencing compare
favorably with national data.
Further, we believe that the JLARC staff's methods for calculating
graduation rates missed some significant variables.
One cannot conclude that community college attrition represents failure.
It may wei I represent a whole pattern of motivational characteristics which are
reflective of the broad community college purposes. These purposes may include
many objectives other than obtaining degrees, i.e., short-term skill development,
occupational upgrading, and various forms of personal fulfillment.
We will continue our examination of this very important aspect of our
operation. The MIS program for this function will be most helpful in future
analysis.
12.

College Transfer

ITEM: VCCS transfer students perform as wei I as or better than expected on
transfer to four-year institutions.
As might be expected, studies of our transfer students' performance at
four-year institutions indicate that students from some institutions do better than
those from others; however, all studies conducted to date indicate that, on the
average, our students do as well as or better than could be expected based on
national data.
The qual ity of our associate degree transfer graduates is being recognized
by senior institutions in the state, and we will continue our efforts to assure
smooth transferabil ity for our students.
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13.

Continuing Education

lTEM: The VCCS agrees with the JLARC staff that greater outreach and service
to a larger segment of the Commonwealth's population is desirable.
Fall quarter 1974 credit enrollment figures show that we are serving
nearly 14 of each 1,000 residents in the Commonwealth. Although we might agree
that this reflects admirable progress for a system only nine years old, our goal
is to serve 20 of each 1,000 by 1980 in order to fully implement the VCCS mission.
For the system to reach its goal of adequate service to the people in all
areas of the state, the community college must be free to go off the
campuses and offer courSeS and programs in community locations such as schools,
community centers, etc. We appreciate the recognition of this fact in the JLARC
staff report.
~eoqraphic

We also appreciate JLARC staff's express support of funding of community
service programs which would extend community colleges' services to even more
people.
14.

Special Training

lTEM: The Special Training Division of the VCCS has operated with the approval
of the Legislature and the State Board for Community Colleges within the guidelines
provided. We agree that additional records are reguired to provide for trainee
follow-up and more detailed costing of the programs.
A review of the official records of both the State Board of Technical
Education and the State Board for Community Colleges clearly indicates both Boards'
commitment to the system's special training activities.
Further, these records clearly indicate that Mr. H. W. Tulloch was the
chairman of a committee for the development of special training guidel ines--not the
guidel ines' sole author. Many individuals both from the system and from outside
the system were involved in the development of these guidelines.
A careful review of the activities of the Special Training Division of
the Virginia Community College System indicates that the Division operated within
flexible guidelines developed for the highly competitive industrial development
needs. No industry or business receiving this service was given special or favored
treatment.
We do know that from 1966-74, 870 new companies located in Virginia and
78,400 new jobs were created. An additional 844 companies expanded within the
Commonwealth of Virginia during this period creating an additional 53,400 new jobs.
Many agencies and industries have contributed to this growth in Virginia,
and the Special Training Division played a most important role. We are convinced
that most of the problems encountered by the JLARC staff were related to the
methodologies and procedures used in obtaining the basic data both from the
Special Training Division and the industries.
Both the guidelines and record keeping are presently under study.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

State Board for Community Colleges

FROM:

Dana B. Hame 1

SUBJECT:

Actions and/or Recommendations - Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission (JLARC)

DATE:

Apr; 1 16, 1975

We are submitting the following items to you with our recommendation that
they be assigned to the appropriate committee for study and action. Several of
these matters are in the process of implementation or study.
1.

Most of the issues discussed in the JLARC staff report are either
related to data, or based upon data. We will continue our efforts
to shorten the timetable for the full implementation of the Management
Information System (MIS).
This will include, but not be limited to:
a) request for shortening the time process for
approvals from supporting state agencies.
b) evaluation of the fiscal requirement for
earl ier implementation and preparation of appropriate request for the 1976-78 biennium budget.

2.

We will determine the fiscal and manpower needs to fully develop a
plan of operation and evaluation incorporating the techniques of
Management By Objectives (MBO). We will prepare appropriate requests
for funding in the 1976-78 biennium budget.

3.

We will continue to refine our enrollment projection techniques for
the colleges and the system.

4.

We will submit to the State Board the results of an analysis, which
is underway, of the guidelines for Special Training. We are examining
ways to use the MIS for more effective record keeping for Special
Training.

5.

We will determine the staffing and fiscal needs for expanding the
research and development staff of the department to meet the
requirements for additional research and seek necessary funding in
the 1976-78 biennium for implementation.

6.

We will undertake studies to determine characteristics of attrition.

7.

Develop a more definitive student classification system.

8.

Undertake more extensive studies of our transfer students.

9.

Continue our studies of our occupational/technical students.
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State Board for Community Colleges

10.

Develop a plan for greater institutional outreach.

11.

Examine our student-counselor ratios based on headcount enrollment
and seek additional funding in the 1976-78 biennium for implementation.

12.

Determine cost and need for clerical support for counselors.

13.

Review program productivity and implement appropriate planning for
more effective operation.

14.

Continue study of the JLARC staff report with recommendations for
action to appropriate committees where and when appropriate.

DBH/vd
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GENERAL COMMENTS
JOINT LEGISLATIVE AU01T & REVIEW COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

Introduction:
To be evaluated in a professional manner by outsiders with the objective
of improving the operation of an institution has long been standard practice in
higher education. Indeed, educational institutions have historically supported
this concept by requiring periodic examination through the accreditation process.
The use of the institutional self-study technique and subsequent evaluation of both
the institutional self-study and the institution's operations by a team of
professionals, who are experts in the various fields of higher education and
institutional management, is common; in fact, it is mandatory for accreditation.
Your community col leges have been and wi 11 continue to be subjected to this
rigorous and thorough process by educational and institutional management experts.
Evaluation by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC)
adds another dimension to this continuing process.
This new dimension of evaluation can indeed be helpful, not only to this
system but to other institutions and state agencies as well.
The community colleges have long been advocates of accountabil ity; they
sponsored some of the very earl iest activity in this area in the South.
We welcome outside evaluation. Over the past year, we have been actively
exploring with the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools' Commission on
Colleges the naming of an evaluation team to look at the department and system
functions, separate from the institutions--with the intent of improving our
operations. This will be the first such activity in the nation.
The JLARC staff has been actively surveying the Virginia Community College
System for over nine (9) months. An extensive analysis was undertaken, and
properly so with a system of this size and scope. Great amounts of data have been
collected resulting in JLARC staff conclusions which have far-reaching impl ications
and require detailed analysis. The department has attempted in a 1ittle less than
30 days to prepare initial comments on the final report for the Commission. A
great deal more time is needed to properly assess the report.
There are uses of data, conclusions drawn from the data, techniques of
analysis, and even the data itself which must be examined carefully and thoughtfully
before an in-depth review of the report can be completed; however we will, in this
initial review, address the major issues;
The philosophy of the VCCS as set forth by the policies of the State
Board and implemented by the staff of the system is in accord with
Legislative intent and the directions provided by~he Bird Commission.
The Virginia community colleges are following admission and counseling
pol icies in accordance with the philosophy and purpose of comprehensive
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community colleges.
All funds appropriated to the VCCS for the operation of its colleges
during the 1970-72 and 1972-74 biennia were used to meet essential
operating expenses and were expended in accordance with appropriate
Executive and Legislative authority or were returned to the general
fund.
VCCS enrollment projections have not been as accurate as we want them
to be; however, working with the State Council of Higher Education
we are making every effort to improve them.
Since most of the problems noted by the JLARC staff are data related
or based, the VCCS is pleased with the concurrence of the JLARC staff
that the system's Management Information System (MIS) must be implemented
as quickly as possible.
The VCCS welcomes the support of the JLARC staff for the system's plan
to implement the use of the Management by Objectives (MBO) technique for
planning and evaluating the operations of the system and the colleges.
We need to improve our student classification system.
The productivity of our faculty, on the average, exceeds budgetary
requ i rements.

VCCS concurs in the need for more counselors in the colleges.
The VCCS does have an effective program approval process.
The VCCS must conduct more intensive studies to determine the reasons
why some students complete their educational goals while others interrupt
or termin'ate thei r studies prior to reaching thei r goals.
VCCS transfer students perform as well or better than expected on
transfer to four-year institutions.
The VCCS agrees with the JLARC staff that greater outreach and service
to a larger segment of the Commonwealth population is desirable.
The Special Training Division of the VCCS has operated with the approval
of the Legislature and the State Board for Community Colleges within the
guidelines provided. We agree that additional records are required to
provide for trainee follow-up and more detailed costing of the programs.
Analysis of these major issues in the body of this report will set forth
plans for corrective action where appropriate. We comment to add more understanding
to the overall analysis.
Outside assistance can be beneficial, and we welcome it. We recognize the
possibil ity that an internal problem could escape detection by individuals
thoroughly immersed in the system. The value of constructive criticism is
appreciated and the Community College System will benefit from this analysis. We
look to the JLARC staff report to strengthen our system. The readers will find many
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positive statements about the system in the JLARC staff report. Much has been
done by many people to meet the original wish of Mr. Jefferson--that a system of
colleges be establ ished, "Within a day's ride of every man's door."
We will continue our work with the Governor, the Legislature, and other
appropriate bodies to provide the finest community college system in the nation.
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LEGISLATIVE INTENT

ITEM:
The philosophy of the VCCS as set forth by the pol icies of the State
Board and implemented by the staff of the system is in accord with Legislative
intent and the directions provided by the Bird Commission.
The Community Col lege Philosophy
Many individuals in the system were active with the Slaughter and Bird
Commissions and worked with the legislature to draft the Bil I to create the
Virginia Community College System. Knowing the history and having participated
in the development of the system, we sense that the JLARC staff has not understood
the community college philosophy. Community colleges must be accountable, but they
are indeed different.
The Bird Commission stated that the community col lege emerged in response
to society's need to make available appropriate educational opportunities to all
individuals who seek them and can profit by them. A primary role of the community
college, then, is to extend educational opportunity, and the JLARC staff recognized
that we have an accessible system.
The community college concept is based upon the idea that the quality of
society is enhanced when citizens have ample opportunity to develop their abilities
in directions consistent with their desires and the needs of society.
Virginia community colleges offer a broad array of educational programs.
The statutes providing for the establishment and maintenance of a statewide system
of community colleges state that a comprehensive community college offers; freshman
and sophomore courses in arts and sciences acceptable for transfer in baccalaureate
degree programs; diversified technical curricula including programs leading to the
associate degree; vocational and technical education leading directly to employment;
and courses in general and continuing education for adults in the above fields.
Excellence, high standards, and qual ity are discussed in the JLARC staff
report in several places. All are present in our system.
The Bird Commission emphasized that the community college has a role
distinct from that of four-year institutions. This is evident in the Commission's
definition of excellence expected in the Virginia Community College System.
Excellence should be interpreted not by comparisons with
prestigious institutions, but in terms of the quality of
education related to the purpose it is designed to serve ...
In the Virginia Community College System, we define qual ity as the student
being able to do well what we say he or she can do. Studies show that our students
as a group, both transfer and occupational technical, are doing well.
The JLARC staff report correctly notes the standards expected by the Bird
Commission:
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Admission standards were not to unduly restrict any high school
graduate from enroll ing at a community college. The Commission
on Higher Education, in fact, asserted admission pol icy should
be "to provide every high school graduate who really wants an
education the opportunity to prove he or she can successfully
carry a program of college-level studies." It questioned the
ability of any method to accurately predict an individual's
capacity to do college work, and blamed restrictive admissions
at four-year institutions on both lack of facilities and
restrictive admission standards. Community colleges in contract
were to provide an opportunity for "high school graduates of
all levels of competence to continue their education." (emphasis
added)
The Bird Commission and the Legislature were concerned about quality;
receiving accreditation from state and regional agencies was spoken of many times
as an assurance of qual ity. The Legislature was so concerned about assuring qual ity
and excellence, defined in this manner, that it provided for a special advisory
committee with legislators and others serving on it to make certain the community
colleges received accreditation at the very earl iest possible time.
The community college act states that" ... the Board shall recognize the
need for excellence in all curricula and shall endeavor to establ ish and maintain
standards ap ro riate to the various ur oSes the res ective pro rams are desi ned
to Serve (emphas i s added ... "
The comprehensive Community College System of Virginia has implemented the
goals set forth by the people of the Commonwealth through the Bird Commission, the
Governor, and the Legislature.
The Colleges
The Virginia Community Col lege System is composed of 23 community colleges-each different. It was necessary for the State Board for Community Colleges to
develop an awareness of this difference, since this major characteristic of the
system impacts greatly on the Board's pol icy-making activities. In consideration
of the information presented in the JLARC staff report and any information about
the Virginia Community College System, it is imperative that this difference be
kept in mind.
Below are a number of the key characteristics which dictate significant
differences between and among colleges:
Sizes of institutions
Number of campuses
Population density within 10-mile radius of campus (or campuses)
Cu I tura I differences
Fami ly income
Educational level of parents
Possibility of industrial employment per 1,000 population
Percentage of population served by college
Proximity of nearest state-supported, four-year college
In managing the community college system, the State Board for Community
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Colleges and the State Department of Community Colleges have attempted to develop
and implement pol icies, procedures, and regulations which recognize these
differences insofar as possible. An attempt is made not to over-control to the
point of eliminating local flexibil ity and the abil ity of the institution to
effectively meet the specific needs of the citizens of the region it has been
designed to serve. Further, the attempt is made to manage the system, not each
of the 23 institutions, against the budget and staffing guidelines provided by
the Budget Office and the State Council of Higher Education. This method of
management and operation is key to the system if it is to provide a relatively
uniform level of educational opportunities to all of the people of the Commonwealth.
Nevertheless, we do recognize the need to regularly monitor the individual college performance and effectiveness.
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ADMISSION AND COUNSELING

ITEM:
Virginia's community colleges are following admission and counseling
policies in accordance with the philosophy of the comprehensive community college.
Admission-Testing
The JLARC staff proposes that the community college use testing in the
program admission process; however, in effect this would result in selectivity in
program admissions. We do not find that testing for program admission is set forth
as a requirement by either the Legislature or the State Board.
In Virginia community colleges, admissions are conducted on a college-bycollege basis, varying according to the needs of the individual programs or courses.
Admission to a college, program, or course normally is made by an admissions officer,
an admissions committee, a division head, a dean, or a faculty member. For example,
a committee composed of nurses may consider admission to nursing programs or courses.

Most community colleges in the United States have an open door pol icy for
admission to the institution and to most programs (special ized programs, especially
health and highly technical programs, do require certain basic prerequisites for
program admission). Our developmental studies program provides opportunities for
students to get their prerequisites while permitting program enrollment. The
community college mission is to serve students, to permit everyone to try
responsibly.
Community col leges have found restrictive requirements for admissions
hinder the very people the system is designed to serve: the late bloomer, the "1
don't know what 1 want to do" person, the individual who tests poorly, the
educationally handicapped, the ethnic, cultural, and minority groups.
Testing is a tool to help in planning programs, courses, or direction.
However, there are many problems with testing that have resulted in serious questions
being raised about its value.
The Bird Commission itself, as stated in the JLARC staff report and
previously mentioned, " ... questioned the abil ity of any method to accurately predict
an individual's capacity to do college work ... "
Many prestigious four-year institutions have abandoned testing. Recently,
we read in our own local newspapers that students are being taught test jargon to
help them gain admission to institutions.
We can find no evidence which would support the JLARC staff's opinion that
testing helps students stay in programs, reduces attrition, or assures quality
performance. It is interesting to note that the three institutions 1 isted in the
JLARC staff report as using tests have among the lowest rates of returning sophomores.
At the recommendation of the Ad Hoc Testing Committee (chaired by Dr. M.
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Douglas Reed), the Virginia Community College System discontinued statewide testing
for the following reasons:
-- Testing did not accompl ish the purposes for which it was intended at
some colleges (generally those with large, diverse, bil ingual student populations).
The test results were inadequate for adults over 25 years of age and for individuals
who had been out of school five years or more. Also, administrative problems
resulted from large numbers of late registrants.
-- The tests did not provide adequate diagnostic data in skill areas such
as mathematics, reading, and English.
It is obvious from the above that the VCCS did not discontinue statewide
testing solely for the reason stated by the JLARC staff ~its report: "because
of the 'open admission' policy that al lows students to walk in, make appl ication and
register for classes simultaneously."
Since 1973, the Virginia Community College System has required that SCAT
test scores be used as a common indicator of academic ability for entering students.
This permits an overall student body description without imposing a common
requirement for admissions at al I colleges.
Before concluding that testing is the answer to attrition problems or that
more students will return, a more careful study is needed on why students drop out
and why students stay. Such a study will be undertaken.
The Counselor's Role in Admissions
It has never been the role or function of a counselor to admit or deny
admission to a college, program, or course.

The counselor's function is to help students by counsel ing, advising, and
when appropriate, directing them. The counselor survey conducted by the JLARC staff
confirms the mission counselors see for themselves. Results of that survey show that
76% of the counselors responding considered helping students identify education and
career goals as a high work priority. We concur in that role.
The Bird Commission stated that the community college must provide good
counseling and guidance services to perform its services effectively, and that the
college is responsible for helping students "to achieve a self-understanding on the
basis of which to make real istic educational plans." This agrees with the counselors'
work priority perceptions identified by the JLARC staff.
Thus, the community college counselors, the JLARC staff, the Bird Commission
and the VCCS are in agreement that the counselor's role is not to admit or deny
admission to students but to serve in the vital role of counsel ing and guidance.
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FUNDING

ITEM:
All funds appropriated to the Virginia Community Col lege System for the
operation of its col leges including the 1970-72 and 1972-74 biennia were used to
meet essential operating expenses and were expended in accordance with appropriate
Executive and Legislative authority or were returned to the General Fund.
On June 30, 1974, the State Board for Community Colleges returned
$4,260,610 to the General Fund of Virginia. The balance of the funds appropriated
during 1970-74 were used in accordance with appropriate executive and legislative
authority.
The use of those funds is set forth herein:
Budget support - various colleges*

$1,679,263

Absorbed cost of Regrade - un budgeted
raises to classified employees appropriated by General Assembly and
authorized by the Governor

$1 , 166,000

MIS Development (Department Administration)

$

610,045

Computer purchase for Northern
Virginia Community College resulting
in annual rental savings of $144,000

$

546,000

Library Books - Purchases will partially
offset a book deficit for the system
of approximately $2,000,000

$

575,000

Capital - Matching Federal Funds (for
purchases of essential equipment)

$

287,702

Patrick Henry Community College

$

203,000

Eastern Shore Community College

$

75,000

Repayment of Loans:**

*Funds were necessary to cover essential operating expenses including
the absorption of inflational cost increases of our colleges.
**Additional cost resulting from the transfer of two colleges to the
Virginia Community College System during the 1970-72 biennium without
additional appropriation.
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ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS

ITEM:
VCCS enrollment projections have not been as accurate as we want them to
be; however, working with the State Council of Higher Education, we are making
every effort to improve them. As we improve our projection techniques, we will
continue to make interim projections to keep the system, the colleges, and other
appropriate state agencies continuously aware of the status of our enrollment.
We agree with the JLARC staff that our enrollment projection techniques
and results during past years have not been as accurate as would be desired;
however, projecting enrollments for rapidly developing community colleges is
difficult. We firmly assert that our enrollment projections have never been intentionally inflated; over-projections have resulted from a number of factors common
to a new system. Projections made since 1973 have been much closer to actual
enrollments, but results demonstrate that some variances are unavoidable. Currently,
our actual enrollments are above figures projected for 1974-75.
Enrollment projection techniques rely heavily on historical data. The
projections for the 1972-74 biennium were developed in 1970 and early 1971, and the
system simply did not have a historical base from which to project. Half the
colleges had not been in operation at all, and most had operated for two years or
less.
In addition to the lack of historical data, several other factors affected
the accuracy of projections; the very rapid growth of many of the colleges in the
system, the uncertainty and postponement of start-up dates for a number of
institutions, and the end of the mil itary draft which significantly affected 1972-73
enrollments both in Virginia and across the country.
Realizing that substantive errors had been made in enrollment projections
at some colleges, the Chancellor notified the Budget Office in the fall of 1971 that
at least five institutions were projected for enrollments higher than they were 1 ikely
to meet. Working with the Budget Office, a portion of the General Fund Budget for
five institutions was set aside in a restricted code and could not be used unless
projections at those colleges exceeded the reduced figures. This in effect was a
budget restriction.
In early 1972, because of the continuing concern for 1972-74 projections,
the Department of Community Colleges prepared revised fall enrollment projection
L-1 forms which reflected significant reductions in projections at a number of
col leges. These revisions were submitted to the State Council of Higher Education.
Also, early in 1973, the enrollment projections on the Budget Form 2-B
for the 1974-76 biennium reflected a considerable downward revision in the 1973-74
figures. These reductions were delivered to both the State Council of Higher
Education and the State Budget Office. Both sets of forms indicated significant
reductions in enrollment projections at many colleges for the years extending into
the early 1980s.
Hindsight indeed shows that the enrollment projections for 1972-73 and
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1973-74, upon which budgets were based, were high. They originally reflected our
best judgment, and this judgment was revised both prior to and early in the biennium
period as additional information was accumulated. Enrollment projections since
1973-74 essentially have been good, particularly on a statewide basis; however,
col lege-by-col lege projections still reflect considerable variations. Because of
different histories of our community colleges and the growth characteristics which
we have been experiencing, there will continue to be some deviation in the individual
col lege projections. However, we are confident that our statewide projections are
accurate within acceptable tolerance.
A principal ingredient of individual college variations from enrollment
projections is the outreach leadership provided by each college's management team;
and as those teams establ ish clearer track records, predicting their exact
performance will become more accurate.
A summary view of VCCS enrollment projections and actual enrollments is
helpful in showing the accuracy of the enrollment projections.
Inaccuracies for
1972-73 and 1973-74 were previously noted and are shown on the chart below.
However, the corrections made in early 1973 resulted in a close agreement with actual
annual enrollments. For the current 1974-75 year, actual enrollments will exceed
budgeted projections by more than 5%, and we believe the same will hold for 1975-76.
This chart demonstrates several conclusions:
(1) earlier projections for the
1972-74 biennium were high; (2) corrected projections for 1973-74 and new projections
for 1974-76 are much closer to the actual mark; and (3) enrollment projections for
the 1974-76 biennium are unlikely to match precisely the actual enrollments.
Projecting is a practical art. It is not a firm scientific procedure into
which prescribed data can be assigned which will result in highly accurate results.
We are still learning to anticipate the effect of changing economic conditions and
other unexpected factors which result in projections which are less than totally
accurate.
However, we bel ieve that we are learning enough about the factors affecting
enrollments at most colleges to make considerable improvement over past projections.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

ITEM:
Since most of the problems noted by the JLARC staff are data related or
based, the VCCS is pleased with the concurrence of the JLARC staff that the system's
Management Information System (MIS) must be implemented as guickly as possible.
The State Board for Community Colleges recognized early (1967) in the
development of the system that data are important to the development of the system
for decision making, pol icy information, budgeting, evaluation, and the operation
of an effective and efficient system.
In 1967, the State Board authorized the implementation of an automated data
processing system. Thus, the ground work was laid for the collection of accurate,
timely data--information to assist in the management of the system.
A brief chronological outline of the Virginia Community College System's
activities since 1967, relative to the development of our Management Information
System, is included in Appendix A.
We not only believe that such a Management Information System is mandatory
for the efficient and effective operation of the Virginia Community College System,
but we also strongly believe that similar type systems must be developed and
appropriately integrated for the effective operation of all Virginia governmental
agencies and institutions. We are concerned that new systems of data collection
and analysis be developed that insure compatibil ity of data.
It should be noted here that although funds were requested in both the
1972-71, and 1974-76 biennia for the implementation of our Management Information
System, such funds were not appropriated. Therefore, it has been necessary to
"carve" the requi red funds from system appropriations.
This approach to funding for the Management Information System has created
an uncertainty about the level of activity that can be supported and has caused
some difficulty in planning and schedul ing the activities of the program's
development.
Further, the myriad approvals required from numerous State agencies, each
with its own ideas about developing our Management Information System, have created
continuing delays and frustrations. For example, on January 17, 1975, the Department
requested approval to acquire outside software development support for the following
MIS Subsystems:
1.

Accounting

2.

Admission

3.

Registration

4.

Position

5.

Classified

- 12 -

6.

Faculty

7.

Payroll

As of this date, only completion of the Accounting Subsystem has been
supported. Because of this non-approval, VCCS development of MIS has been delayed
an additional three (3) months, and continued MIS development is in doubt.
Contingent upon the necessary approval, VCCS plans to expedite development
by redirecting some of our scarce resources to MIS activities. We appreciate and
need the strong support given MIS development by the JLARC staff report.
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PLANNING

lTEM:
The VCCS welcomes the sup ort of the JLARC staff for the s stem's plan
to implement the use of the Management By Objectiv~ MBO technigue to develop
a plan for the operation and evaluation of the system and the colleges.
Master planning has been essential in the development of the Virginia
Community College System.
The legislative mandate to develop a comprehensive community college
system prompted the State Board to develop the plan which resulted in the
establishment of 23 community colleges and 34 campuses (two campuses are still
in the developmental stage). The JLARC staff report noted that the plan specified
curricular programs for each college based on population projections, community
interest surveys, and manpower needs.

Each college has been required by the State Board to formulate an educational master plan.
5.46

Educational Master Plan (SB )
Each college is required to formulate an Educational
Master Plan. This plan wi 11 be presented to the State
Board for Community Colleges for its consideration and
approval. Subsequent to approval by the State Board,
the respective college's Educational Master Plan will
be modified and updated to provide viable planning
documents at all times ....

A master plan cannot be rigid. Local college flexibility must be provided to meet local needs, within the format of the State Plan.
Planning Activities
The advent of the Federally legislated 1202 Commission was to have provided considerable funds for planning post-high school education, and our system
had expected to be a beneficiary of sufficient funds from that source to update,
refine, and extend the original master plan. These funds did not materialize.
Although these commissions are now implemented in almost every state (a commission
in Vi rginia is being implemented this month, April 1975), funding remains in
considerable doubt.
The Virginia System has not been idle, however. As early as 1967, the
State Board had under consideration the development of a means to gather appropriate
data to aid in the decision-making process, provide for long-range planning, and
help begin the process of the Management by Objectives.
The direction fol lowed had to be taken in terms of available funds, timing,
real istic prospects for implementation, and relationship to other state agencies.

-
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The first step was the development of an Automated Data Processing Master
Plan with transition to a Management Information System.
Delayed at the time, but presently ready to
by Dbjectives program, which will indeed provide the
of operation and evaluation for the System. It will
the progress of the Community College System and the
regular basis.

be adopted is the Management
basis for developing a plan
provide means to monitor
individual colleges on a

The model has been reviewed by department staff, the steering committee
of the Advisory Council of Presidents to the Chancellor, and, upon their
recommendation, approved by the Chancellor for recommendation to the State Board.
The Management by Dbjectives program and its implementation schedule wil I
be considered by and acted upon by the State Board either at its meeting on Apri I 16,
1975, or at the summer meeting.
Some of the characteristics of the MBD which the State Board will consider
are:

1.

Develop missions and goals for the Community Col lege System.

2.

Develop and approve one and five-year Virginia Community College
System objectives, educational impact goals.

3.

Develop individual college missions and goals which wi II tie in
with the System's missions and goals.

4.

Approve individual colleges' one and five-year objectives and
means toward implementing them.

5.

Provide for appropriate reports to monitor implementation of
goals and objectives for the System and the institutions.

The Management by Dbjectives program must be developed with the State Board
for Community Colleges establishing a mission statement, goals, and objectives for
the total Virginia Community College System. From the State Board's mission
statement and broad goals and objectives, it then will be possible for the
Department and the individual colleges to formulate mission statements, goals, and
objectives which relate both to the specific needs of their regions and to the
overall goals and objectives of the system.
The development of this Management by Dbjectives program will require, as
an integral part of the total program, that each college in the system redevelop
its Educational Master Plan.
Although not stated in the JLARC Report, the JLARC staff was aware of our
efforts in this area. It is our understanding that the JLARC staff supports the
MBD approach and would encourage our implementation of this program as rapidly as
possible.
For the Management by Dbjectives program to be a success, those who are
evaluating that program externally must real ize that community colleges are
assigned a different educational mission, and are indeed different from the
- 15 -

four-year colleges and universities in the State.
Our plan for operation and evaluation and our program of Management by
Objectives will be operational by 1977-78. This is subject to support from the
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission and other agencies, and full
funding.
The Virginia Community College System Master Plan has served well;
however, changes are needed and plans are underway to update it.
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STUDENT CLASSIFICATION

ITEM:
We need to improve our student classification system.
We accept the conclusion in the report that we need to improve the
existing system of student classification in order to support more effective
curricula programming management. We have been struggling with this problem for
several years. We believe that the new admission and registration modules of our
Management Information System will al low at least a partial solution to this
prob 1em.
The JLARC staff's reclassification method used existing student intent ~s
the determiner for program classification. Certainly student intent should be a
basic criterion for student classification, but there are other realities however
which must also be recognized: 1) students' readiness for entering the program
which is declared, 2) awareness of what is required in the educational program
of their choice, and 3) community college students' intent and perception are
subject to change. In fact, we bel ieve that a major aspect of the community college
learning experience is that the student will identify more clearly his educational
goals as a prelude to or concurrent with successfully pursuing them. We believe
that the JLARC staff approach to student program classification was inadequate,
although its purpose was well-intended.
Student program intent was obtained from a mailed student questionnaire-a questionable technique upon which to base a significant decision about student
classification. This technique ignores several realities, previously indicated,
which are associated with the educational purposes of a community colleqe. In
addition, many community college students are quite uncertain about their
educational and personal goals.
We are also concerned about a JLARC staff suggestion that a dichotomy be
establ ished in community college education between "continuing education" and
"regular" students. The fact is, a large proportion of community college students
strongly reflect characteristics which have been traditionally associated with
continuing education. For example:

*

Many students are motivated to attend college years after completing
high school.

*

Many students are actively searching for educational and occupational
goals at the time of entry.

*

Many students have goals which are immediate in nature and can be
served by one course or a brief course sequence, although the goal
may be career oriented, oriented toward transfer to a four-year
institution, or oriented toward personal satisfaction.

*

Community college students reflect a broad age group. Two-thirds are
beyond the traditional 17 through 22 year old col lege age group, with
many in their 30's and 40's.
- 17 -

Many students enroll part-time. Their primary activity is other than
college study, such as full-time employment, homemaking, the mil itary
services, etc.

*

Their educational purposes vary. Purposes may include job advancement,
job preparation, general education, developing learning skills, and
developing other skills necessary for self sufficiency, or combinations
of these purposes.

We think that an improved approach to curricular classification might
include a secondary classification according to full-time/part-time enrollment and
short-term basic program completion goals. We intend to pursue this objective.
We acknowledge that the concern of accurate student classification in combination
with good counseling services and adequate educational programs should receive
our highest consideration.
The condition of increasing proportions of unclassified students is
difficult to resolve, and indeed community col lege educators cannot agree about
the best way to handle this problem. The problem for us in Virginia can be solved
partly by improvements in our current information system through the Management
Information System modules for student admission and registration. These modules
are being developed and will be implemented over the next two years.
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FACULTY PRODUCTIVITY

ITEM:
The productivity of our faculty, on the average, exceeds budgetary
requirements.

A major management concern in the Virginia Community Col lege System is
the productivity of the faculty.
Our primary function is teaching students. Therefore, our principal
concern is for the portion of the total budget actually being expended for
instruction and the actual number of student credit hours generated per full-time
equivalent faculty member hired.
Table I indicates that the Virginia Community College System compares
favorably with the guidelines established by the State Board for Community College
for the distribution of our dollars between various budgetary categories.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION of BUDGETED FUNDS
Budget Activity

Guideline %

General Administration
2
Student Services
6
2
General Expenses
Instruction (including
60
summer session)
Resources
Center
Learning
5
1
Community Service
10
Physical Plant

-

6
12
6

-

70
6

)

Actual 1972-73 Average %

20.4
62.1
5. 7
1.7
10.0

3

15

Obviously, the size and age of the institution makes a difference on the
distribution of funds between and among these categories resulting in a variance
from institution to institution. To function as a system and to provide equal
opportunities for all citizens of the Commonwealth, such variation is necessary.
Within State pol icy, the State Board for Community Colleges requires the
Chancellor to manage the system in the best interest of the people of the
Commonwealth while leaving institutional management to the college presidents.
The needs of the regions and the Commonwealth can best be served by the institutions
in this way.
Once it has been determined that the available funds have been appropriately distributed among the various budgetary categories, the issue becomes one
of determining if the institution or the system is producing adequate output for
the dollars invested.
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Faculty Productivity
Student-to-faculty ratio is the major budgetary parameter used by the
Legislature, the Budget Office, and the State Council of Higher Education. A
ratio of 15 to 1 for occupational/technical and developmental programs and 20 to 1
for college transfer programs is used. The distribution of workload and types of
programs which currently exist in the Virginia Community College System require
that the average student-to-faculty ratio be approximately 17 to 1. Based on a
17 to 1 student-to-faculty ratio, each full-time equivalent faculty member in the
Virginia Community College System must produce an average of 255 student credit
hours per quarter.
In applying this average faculty productivity formula. it should be
understood that the Virginia Community College System must staff some classes and
programs at 10 to 1 or lower ratios. These ratios are either required by law, by
outside agencies such as the medical health fields, by hazardous equipment or
environment as encountered in some laboratory courses, or by the meticulous
nature of some learning experiences associated with certain occupational/
techn ical laboratories.
Even with these low student to instructor ratios, our actual faculty
productivity, which averaged 259 student credit hours per quarter for 1973-74, is
somewhat above the average required to meet our student-to-faculty ratio guidelines.
The JLARC staff faculty opinion survey indicated that the productivity
was substantially higher.
For our occupational/technical programs, the proof of the qual ity of
this instruction lies in the satisfaction of the student and his employer with
the performance of the student.
In 1972, a follow-up study of our former occupational/technical students, both graduates and non-graduates, was undertaken. Results
from this study indicate a high degree of satisfaction by former students and
employment was generally in jobs related to their community college preparation.
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission staff has a copy of
one report from the study. A second report has just recently been completed, and
a third is nearing completion.
Class Size
The report of the JLARC staff devotes considerable space to an analysis
of class sizes--particularly the apparent large number of small classes in the
Virginia Community College System. Additionally, the JLARC staff recommends that
some minimum class size standard be established.
The JLARC staff report does not indicate as clearly as it should that
our staffing guidel ines dictate that many of our classes have 15 or fewer students.
It must be understood that the JLARC staff used section size data and has
referred to it as class size data. Classes and sections are not the same.
It is
quite possible to have two or more sections in one classroom,-and in the case of

directed study and co-op sections, to have sections which require no classrooms.
The computer printouts for several faculty, attached as Appendix B, show why
class/section size analysis alone can be misleading.
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Since 70 percent of our educational effort is staffed at a 15 to 1
student-to-faculty ratio, we can assume that one-half of the classes in this
area, or 35 c percent of our total effort, will have 15 or fewer students. Thus,
to have 40 percent of the classes in the system with 15 or fewer students is not
unexpected.
The number of sections with 15 or fewer students, fall quarter 1973,
was less than 41 percent.
It then follows that a smaller percentage of classes
had 15 or fewer members since, as explained earl ier, several small sections are
often taught as one class.
Since institutions in the system vary in age, size, program mix, and use
of non-traditional instructional techniques, it is expected that there will be a
wide variation in section size distribution from institution to institution.

Good management practices dictate that major characteristics of any
system be defined and standards set for those characteristics. Flexibil ity to
direct secondary management characteristics is necessary to assure that the primary
goal is achieved. Since we already have establ ished standards for faculty productivity, it would seem unnecessary to establish some arbitrary and overlapping
standard on class size which would adversely effect the institution's ability to
manage its programs to accompl ish the best balance of faculty productivity, quality,
and outreach.
The JLARC staff report contends that VCCS could have saved $500,000
during 1973-74 if no individual college exceeded 44.9 percent of its classes with
fewer than 15 students. Since the JLARC staff used section data rather than class
data for these calculations, the validity of the result is questionable.
The average faculty member in the system is already producing above the
capacity established by the budget guidel ines and any move to further increase
this productivity may result in adverse personnel relations.
It should also be understood that cutting out small classes could result
in reduced faculty productivity rather than reduced cost. This may occur when
faculty carry small classes in addition to their regular load or have full loads
made up of a number of small sections.
Specialized Program--NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
The JLARC staff report discusses several programs as costly including the
nuclear technology program at Central Virginia Community College which is still
in the planning stage. The full program has not yet been implemented at the Col lege.
It was anticipated that the program would begin with fall quarter 1974
and a few students were admitted to the program. When it was determined that
curriculum development and equipment acquisition would require an additional year,
these students were informed of the change.
Although the full program was not begun, a limited number of courses,
principally for part-time students employed by Babcock & Wilcox, were offered.
The JLARC staff developed its 1974-75 cost figures by dividing this
relatively small number of students into the total 1974-75 expenditures budgeted
- 21 -

for the development of this program resulting in a distorted program cost.
Course Cost
The annualized courSe cost figures developed by the JLARC staff omit
several very important characteristics which are essential; therefore, the
validity of the conclusions is questionable.
At best, one would have to aSSUme that the course being analyzed is
taught to an equal number of students each quarter of the year and that the dollars
charged to the particular course area represent the cost of teaching only those
courses. The dollar value obtained would permit a relative comparison between
colleges. However, most courses are not taught in equal amounts each quarter and
many faculty teach in multiple discipTTnes--a fact not accounted for in the data
used by the JLARC staff.
Effects of variations in instructional load across quarters and across
discipl ines follow. If a large portion of the particular courses's annual output
were developed during fall quarter, the JLARC staff analysis would show a
relatively low course cost. On the other hand, if a very small portion of the same
course's annual output were developed during fall quarter, their analysis would
show a relatively high cost. Further, if a portion of the faculty assigned and
funded through the budget of the course area being studied actually taught courses
outside their area, the courSe cost figures developed by the JLARC staff would be
fictitiously high. On the other hand, if a number of faculty assigned to other
curriculum ar~were to devote a portion of their time to teaching in the course
area under consideration, the course cost as calculated by the JLARC staff technique
would be fictitiously low.
Because of these inconsistencies, there are great problems with the
conclusions.
Using the example on page 115 of the JLARC staff report which compares
drafting and design technology at Northern Virginia and New River Community Colleges,
the problem with using data collected for one purpoSe and used for another is evident.
The JLARC staff report 'states that the cost of drafting at Northern Virginia
Community College was $1,617 per full-time equivalent enrollee while at New River
Community College the cost for a similar course was $840 per full-time equivalent
enrollee.
If the expenditures used in these calculations are corrected by adding
costs where faculty members from other divisions have actually contributed to the
instructional effort in drafting and subtract dollars where drafting faculty have
contributed to the instructional effort in other course areas, one finds that the
actual cost, annual ized on fall quarter enrollments, is $1,080 per full-time
equivalent enrollee at New River and $663 per full-time equivalent enrollee at
Northern Virginia. Not only have the cost figures changed considerably, the
relationship between the two institutions is reversed.
It should also be noted that the enrollment from quarter to quarter at
New River Community College varied by approximately 10 percent while the enrollment
from quarter to quarter at Northern Virginia Community College varied by nearly 30
percent. This further variation in data cause the kind of inconsistencies which
render the results essentially unusable.
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COUNSELING

ITEM:

VCCS concurs with the JLARC staff report in the need for more counselors
in the colleges.
Effective counsel ing is most important in a community college.
Staffing patterns vary throughout the country. However, we find that our
250 to 350 full-time equivalent students to one counselor is generally acceptable.
We welcome the JLARC staff recommendation that we develop formula based on
head count for the budgeting of counselors. This supports our concern for counselor
workloads which have changed significantly in recent years. The proportion of parttime students has increased to more than 60% of our student population. This
change in part-time students has increased the number of student contacts a
counselor must make.
Turnover

Our interpretation of counselor turnover differs from that of the JLARC
staff .
Of the 138 counselors in the system only 18 or 13% have left the system.
A review of the reasons given"by those counselors for leaving are 1 isted below:
Home Responsibil ities
Better Job
Leav i ng Area
111 Hea 1th
Personal Reasons
Return to School

3
9
2
1
1
2

Upward mobil ity is possible in our system especially during these early
development stages. Four of our presidents have been counselors. Counseling
coordinator, deanships and related positions are available.
It is expected, of course, that there will always be some who will leave
for more money. This is regrettable but predictable.
We are pleased with the favorable reaction to the system recorded in the
JLARC staff survey of counselors. We look forward to better counsel ing staff ratios,
workloads, and support staff for the next biennium.
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PROGRAM APPROVAL

ITEM:
The VCCS does have an effective program approval process.
Program productivity and curricular expansion are indeed important.
Evaluations, of course, must consider community college philosophy, purposes,
objectives, and related local community college factors. Regular and careful
monitoring is essential, and refinement of techniques is a constant and ongoing
process.

The JLARC staff report emphasizes productivity standards in accordance
with guidel ines established by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia.
State Council guidelines were adopted on April 2, 1974, and we are working closely
with the State Council to evaluate and implement these guidel ines.
Program Approval
The approval process for curricula to
comprehensive and extensive, although there is
report that our curriculum development process
a schematic outl ine of the curriculum approval

be offered at community colleges is
an impl ication in the JLARC staff
is not effective. Appendix C gives
process.

The thorough review for new curricula el iminates many proposed new
curricula before they reach the State Board for Community Colleges or the State
Council of Higher Education. They do not meet the standards of either the Board
or the Council. Many programs are "disqualified" during this review process and
never reach even the departmental level.
Appendix D gives a list of some programs which have been proposed by
colleges but have never reached the final approval step.
The State Board for Community Colleges, prior to the State Council's recent
action, had already deactivated or discontinued unneeded or non-productive
programs in the system. We shall continue to do so in cooperation with the State
Counc i 1.
Legislative mandate requires that community colleges, within reasonable
1 imits, be as diversified in offerings as possible. While we concur in the need
for appropriate program productivity, we have not been inactive in this matter in
the past. Also, we will continue our efforts to improve this important curricula
review and approval procedure.
The JLARC staff report lists programs that have had graduates at various
community colleges which the report alleges have not received proper State Council
approval. Careful examination of the record shows that with the exception of two
programs, all have been approved--clerical error accounts for both. They are now
in the process of approval.
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STUDENT RETENTION - GRADUATION RATES

ITEM:

The VCCS must conduct more intensive studies to determine the reasons
why some students complete their educational goals while others interrupt or
terminate prior to reaching their goal.
The JLARC staff report showed figures for student retention related to
sophomore status and for graduation rates. We bel ieve the JLARC staff methods
for calculating these figures are inadequate; consequently, results are inaccurate.
Results of our own calculations are shown, and our methodology is explained in the
paragraphs which follow.
Our findings are that for full-time VCCS students, 49 percent re-enrolled
to start their second year at a community college, although many of these were
technically still freshmen. Of those students who initially enrolled full time,
31.5 percent are estimated to earn graduation awards over a five-year period.
These figures are consistent with results found at community colleges generally.
In calculating retention rates, the JLARC report compared numbers of
full-time students who returned as sophomores to numbers of first-time, full-time
students enrolled the previous fall. We do not bel ieve this comparison is an
appropriate basis for calculating attrition rates at our colleges for reasons noted
in the next paragraph.
First, it must be remembered that a sizeable portion of our first-time,
ful I-time students do not enter as fully academically qualified for their chosen
curricula. They take varying amounts of developmental work along with their
regular course work or before embarking on their regular course work. Sophomore
status for VCCS students is reserved for those who have completed 45 or more credits
appl icable to thei r program of study. Therefore, it is not unusual for these
students to return in the fall of the following year still classified as freshmen
rather than as sophomores. Second, it is not uncommon for community college students
who enroll during the initial quarter as full-time students to change to part-time
status during subsequent quarters. This occurrence should not be seen as negative.
Because the colleges are located within commuting distance of the students' homes,
many continue to attend as part-time students rather than dropping out completely.
Our students often require more than the minimum calendar time to complete
programs. Just half of those who earn two-year associate degrees at community
colleges do so within two years, an additional one-fourth require a third year, an
additional 15 percent require a fourth year, and some require five years or longer.
Large numbers of our graduates had been enrolled part-time for at least one academic
session during the process of completing their educational program. Related to parttime enrollment, we need to remember that three-fourths of our students are
employed while attending the community college.
In viewing community college student retention, it is necessary to look
separately at full-time and part-time students to the extent possible. A justcompleted computer analysis of all students who were enrolled for the first time,
full-time, during the fall of 1971 showed that 68 percent were sti 11 enrolled
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during the spring quarter of their first year, and 49 percent were re-enrolled for
the start of their second year. At the end of the second year, spring 1973, 40
percent of those who were originally full-time were sti 11 enrolled.
We know that those who do not continue for two or more years withdraw
for a number of reasons:
(1) some complete one-year certificate programs; (2)
some transfer to senior institutions; (3) some leave college, at least temporarily,
in order to take full-time employment or because their motivations were more
strongly oriented toward employment than academic study; (4) some quit because of
academic failure; (5) some leave because of lack of financial support. These
reasons have been documented in a recent follow-up study of our former students
and in recent studies of community college students in other states.
We acknowledge that much work is needed to assess more accurately reasons
for student attrition at community colleges.
In the absence of such data, however,
one cannot conclude that community college attrition represents failure; it
represents a whole pattern of motivational characteristics which are reflective of
the broad community college purposes. These purposes may include many objectives
other than attainment of degrees, i.e., short-term skill development, occupational
up-grading, and various forms of personal fulfillment.
Graduation Rates
The JLARC methodology used in developing graduation rates is obscure and
cannot be repl icated. Their methodology appears to be appropriate to colleges
whose enrollments remain constant from one year to the next and whose students are
oriented to continued full-time study. Neither condition fits the VCCS. The JLARC
conclusions indicate graduation rates ranging from 12 to 24 percent, overall. We
have just completed a study of all first-time, full-time students who enrolled
during the fall of 1971. Our results showed that 23.6 percent have earned
graduation awards sometime during the three-year period ending with the spring
quarter, 1974, which suggests that 31.5 percent wi 11 graduate wi thin a five-year
period. This five-year graduation rate is based on our knowledge that just threefourths of our students who graduate do so within a three-year period (23.6 divided
by .75 equals 31.5).
Considerable research is needed to determine what additional percentage
of these first-time enrollees transfer to other institutions to complete educational
programs there. Recent longitudinal studies of college students show some
persistence toward completing programs over a ten-year period, longer than our
community colleges have existed. Our follow-up studies indicate that large numbers
of our students who are not currently enrolled--as many as half--indicate that they
do intend to return for further study.
Although we are working on and do have much to learn about our students'
personal goals and rates of retention and graduation, it is clear that these actual
rates are higher than indicated in the JLARC report.
We will continue our examination of this very important aspect of our
operation. The MIS program for this function will be most helpful in future analysis.
Meanwhile, the evidence indicates that our student graduation and retention rates
are, overall, similar to those found in more mature community colleges in other
states.
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COLLEGE TRANSFER

ITEM:
VCCS transfer students perform as well as or better than expected on
transfer to four-year institutions.
Considerable effort has been exerted during past years toward articulation
of students transferring from community colleges to four-year colleges and
universities in Virginia. To our knowledge, no qualified VCCS student has been
denied appropriate credit or transfer to a public or private institution of higher
education in Virginia. Also, studies by the State Council and the JLARC staff
show that VCCS transfers to senior colleges, overall, have performed well. We
acknowledge that not every transfer student has been successful, and we need to
learn more about why some students fail. However, only a minority of community
college students actually transfer to senior colleges; far more are oriented
toward occupational-technical objectives or other short-term personal objectives.
The State Board for Community Colleges and the State Council of Higher
Education began taking action early to assure transferability of VCCS students to
senior institutions in Virginia.
The Department of Community Colleges and the State Counci 1, nine (9)
months after the beginning of the Community College System, establ ished an
Articulation Committee consisting of representatives from four-year colleges and
universities and the community colleges in Virginia. In 1969, this group developed
and recommended guidel ines to be followed for transfer from community colleges to
senior institutions. These guidel ines were updated in 1971 and are presently under
review.
(A copy is included as Appendix E.)
In 1974 this group also employed Dr. Davis Y. Paschall, President Emeritus
of The College of Will iam and Mary in Virginia, to work with the senior institutions,
both publ ic and private, and the community colleges to provide for a smoother
transfer of our students to their institutions and their students to ours. Thus,
much has been and is being done'to aid our transfer students.
The decision to accept or reject a student as a transfer student has
traditionally been with the receiving institution. This philosophy and its
implementation has existed for generations, is historic, and in our judgment must
be preserved.
Many individual senior colleges have taken the initiative to promote the
orderly transfer of community college students and their credits. The Virginia
Commonwealth University transfer guide is only one of many fine examples of
outstanding cooperation between and among our publ ic and private four-year institutions. Averett Col lege's arrangement has been noteworthy, although it was not
mentioned in the JLARC staff report. Others include Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, a pioneer in the early acceptance of our students, and Old
Dominion University. The Virginia Mil itary Institute Board of Visitors changed
its policy to enable juniors to transfer. Special arrangements were developed
early in the system's history between Central Virginia Community College and
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Lynchburg College. There are other examples. Nevertheless, work continues on
this important aspect of our system's commitment.
Probably no aspect of community college education has been researched
more than the transfer process from community colleges to senior institutions and
the performance at senior colleges by community college students. This traditional
interest is based on the fact that the first junior colleges were essentially feeder
institutions to four-year colleges. Even though the community/junior college
mission since the 1960's has been significantly broadened so that the transfer
function is just one of several, many people continue to over-emphasize its
transfer function. The Virginia Community College System clearly places a primary
emphasis on occupational-technical education although it does include in its mission
the first two years of a college transfer education leading to an associate
degree.
It is interesting to note that just one-third of Virginia Community College
graduates come from transfer programs with the remaining two-thirds from
occupational-technical programs.
A study completed by the State Council of Higher Education in 1972
establ ished that transfer students from Virginia Community Colleges were performing
at a level consistent with the findings of earl ier studies in other geographical
areas. A grade point drop from the average earned at community colleges to that
initially earned at four-year colleges was noted. This phenomenon was identified
in the early 1960's and labeled "transfer shock."
Commonly, students experience a significant drop in grade point average
(GPA) during their first enrollment session at the senior institution and then
rebound toward their earlier community college average. One national study found
that the overall drop averaged about .30 grade points. A more recent study in a
neighboring state showed that transfers initially dropped .42 grade points from
their community college average, but their achievement subsequently rose to result
in a cumulative drop of .24 grade points.
The study by the JLARC staff found a drop of .23 GPA by VCCS transfers.
Thus, former VCCS students, on the average, are performing on the level of
community college transfers nationally.
The JLARC staff study also found that VCCS transfer students earned a
2.42 GPA. Their analysis was directed toward establishing different performance
levels by col leges, and they found that transfer students from some community
colleges did better than those from other community colleges. We bel ieve there is
value in this analysis, and we are deeply concerned about the reasons why sizeable
numbers of transfers from some institutions earn grade point averages of less than
a "C",

Relevant Transfer Factors
In order to investigate performance differences by college, it is
important to look carefully at whether the transfer student had completed one of
the two associate degrees intended for college transfer students. The State Council
study of VCCS transfer students showed that community college students who
completed associate degree programs in college transfer areas experienced a minor
drop of .18 GPA and earned a commendable 2.55 GPA--midway between a Band C average.
Those who did not complete two years of a college transfer program or who completed
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a two-year program oriented toward immediate employment rather than college transfer
performed notably less well.
An investigation of those students at one college who were included in
the JLARC staff survey and who did not fare well in transfer performance revealed
that many were previously enrolled in occupational-technical programs, had completed
one year or less in transfer programs, had a poor record prior to transfer, transferred to programs not related to previous study in a community college and/or did
not have a recommendation from the community college to transfer.
The nature of the program completed and the amount of work completed at
the community college are essential determiners of the performance at four-year
colleges by VCCS transfer students. Students who do not complete a program often
transfer successfully, but VCCS accountabil ity should be less pronounced if a
student has not completed his program or has not been recommended by the community
college to the receiving senior institution. The practice of recommendation by the
local community college has value, and it may need to be strengthened.
We need to guard against the expectation, however, that all students who
have attended a community college prior to transfer to a senior institution wi 11
succeed. Because community colleges are open to persons of modest abil ities and
to persons for whom college attendance is secondary to their primary activity,
some students may fail to perform at a satisfactory level. The evidence to date
indicates that community college education for transfer students is successful
although there are some limitations.
The qual ity of our associate degree transfer graduates is being recognized
by senior institutions in the State, and we will continue our efforts to assure
smooth transferability for our students.
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CONT1NUING EOUCAT10N

ITEM:
The VCCS agrees with the JLARC staff that greater outreach and service
to a larger segment of the Commonwealth's population is desirable.
We agree completely with the JLARC staff's conclusion that Virginia
community colleges must move out and provide educational and training opportunities
for a much larger segment of the population. We have been in the building process,
and time and effort have been directed to this initial development phase. This
report should help us get the necessary support to accomplish this next phase on
schedule.
A proposal is now being developed for consideration by the State Board for
Community Colleges and eventually by the Legislature which will designate the
community college service region as the institution's campus. This would provide
the flexibil ity needed by the colleges to implement a program of community college
outreach in the Commonwealth.
Fall quarter 1974 credit enrollment figures show that we are serving
nearly 14 of each 1,000 residents in the Commonwealth. Although we might agree
that this reflects admirable progress for a system only nine years old, our goal is
to serve 20 of each 1,000 residents by 1980, in order to fully implement the VCCS
mission.

Current enrollments show broad variation by colleges ranging from a low
of 6 to a high of 20 students per 1,000 residents. Approved L-l enrollment
projections for 1980 specify an expected service range among colleges from a low
of 8 to a high of 29 per 1,000. (See Headcount Students Enrolled Table, Page 31.)
At this stage of VCCS development, it is apparent that we cannot expect
each of the 23 community colleges to perform equally. Some rural colleges have not
met enrollment expectations, but other colleges have. We are concerned about these
different rates of service by our colleges even though our current L-l projections
through 1980 and beyond are essentially conservative extensions of past performance
at each college.
For the system to reach its goal of adequate service to people in all
geographic areas in the State, the community colleges must be free to go off their
campuses and offer courses and programs in community locations such as schools,
community centers, and so forth. We appreciate the recognition of this fact in the
JLARC staff's report. We also appreciate the JLARC staff's expressed support for
funding of community service programs which would extend community college services
to even more people.
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NUI~BER

OF FALL HEADCOUtn STUDE/iTS EtiROLLED PER THOUSAND
RESIDENTS IN EACH CCWI,UIIITY COllEGE REGION

Coil ege

1974

1980

Blue Ridge
Central Virginia
Dabney S. Lancaster
Danville
Eastern Shore

9.2
15. I
10.0
14.9
8.8

12.5
18.5
14. I
15.0
15.0

Germanna
J. Sargeant Reynolds
John Tyler
Lord Fairfax
Mountain Empire

6.4
12.5
6.7
8. I
11.8

7.5
25.0
8. I
11.6
17·0

New River
Northern Virginia
Patr Ick Henry
Pau I D. Camp
Piedmont Virginia

15. I
20.3
9.3
18.3
13.9

21.7
29.0
13.6
18.5
20.1

Rappahannock
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Thomas Nelson
Tidewater

9.6
9.8
15.6
II .5
10.7

16.6
14.8
19.8
16.7
17.9

Virginia Highlands
Virginia Western
Wytheville

16.0
18. I
14.3

18.0
20.8
19.3

VCCS

13.5

19.7
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SPECIAL TRAINING

ITEM:
The Special Training Division of the VCCS has operated with the approval
of the Legislature and the State Board for Community Colleges within the guidelines
provided. We agree that additional records are reguired to provide for trainee
follow-up and more detailed costing of the programs.
A review of the history and development of the Special Training Division
will affirm that it was authorized by both the Technical Board and the Community
College Board.
Minutes of the State Board for Technical Education, meeting on October 30,
1964, record the beginning discussions on this matter.
The December, 1964, minutes show approval of the position of Director for
Special Programs and Training with responsibility for:
a)

Work with existing industry on training programs

b)

Work with industrial development office to train
for new industry

At a Technical Board meeting on August 11, 1965, the Special Training
program was discussed and it was reported that the Governor had directed that this
phase of training be included in the Department of Technical Education budget for
the biennium. Further discussion resulted in the decision to call this phase of
the departmental endeavors, "Special Training Programs."
The State Board for Technical Education at its September 23, 1965 meeting,
created a special subcommittee to develop a set of Policies, Procedures, and
Regulations for Special Training. Mr. E. B. Sydnor, chairman of the State Board,
named Mr. H. W. Tulloch as chairman and Mr. Gordon C. Willis and Mr. C. Wesley
Peebles as committee members.
The JLARC staff report implies that Mr. Tulloch was the sole developer of
the Special Training guidel ines. Mr. Tulloch, as chairman of a subcommittee, did
not develop these guidel ines alone. Many persons and organizations in the business,
industrial and professional community were consulted. Legislators, the Director of
Industrial Development, Mr. Hamrick, and Mr. Holmquist also were consulted.
At its November 30, 1965 meeting, the Technical Board adopted, with minor
revisions, the guidel ines drafted by the subcommittee on November 17.
A report was made by the Special Training Division at the first meeting
of the Community College Board On July 15, 1966. A program outline of the Special
Training Programs guidelines was ordered at the same meeting, with a copy to be
mailed to the presidents and members of the State Board for Community Colleges.
A copy of the approved departmental organization was distributed to the
Community College Board dated September 9, 1966, showing the Special Training
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Division as a part of the department and system.
Minutes of the September 28, 1966 meeting, show direction of the chairman
to include Special Training activities in the director's report. The Policies,
Procedures, and Regulations were reviewed and adopted at that meeting and included
the Special Training Division a, a part of that document.
On this point then, there would appear to be ample evidence that the State
Board for Technical Education and the State Board for Community Colleges wanted,
expected, and intended the Special Training Division to be a part of the department
and system.
Impact on Citizens
The JLARC staff report stated that " ... the division has performed its
training effectively from industry's viewpoint, although sufficient information is
not available to assess its impact on citizens ...

11

We do know that from 1966 through 1974, 870 new companies located in
Virginia and 78,400 new jobs were created. An additional 844 companies expanded
within the Commonwealth during this period creating an additional 53,400 new jobs.
Unemployment has been low. There has been an increase in earnings. There
has been increased revenue to the State and localities. There has been a reduction
in welfare rolls, and all this has accrued to the general well being of the
Commonwealth.
Many agencies and industries have contributed to this growth in Virginia,
and the Special Training Division played a most important role.
Special Training Operation Procedures
The division operational procedures are guidel ines; they were designed to
be flexible.
Industrial development is very competitive, and those working to
attract new industry to the state must have flexibil ity and authority to act
quickly.
The guidel ines specifying the minimum number of trainees required to
establ ish a program was reduced from 20 to 18 in order to compete with the pol icies
and practices of other states. Some of our competitors have reduced their trainee
requirement to 8.
State funds are used for leasing training facil ities. Only when necessary,
where community college and industrial facil ities are not available, and using the
flexibility built into the guidelines, state funds were used for leasing or renting
training facil ities in only 30 instances out of 240 programs.
The report states that the division, as a matter of procedure, pays for
up to half of the production materials used during a training program. In only 29
cases was reimbursement made for half of the production materials used in the
training program, and only then when the material was classified as scrap and could
not go into the finished product. Because this procedure was very difficult to
administer, the division no longer pays for material3 used in training.
The division does not regularly notify political subdivisions about
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training programs. This responsibility has been assumed by others--state, local,
and area development agencies.
The division has trained instructors and first-l ine supervisors as part
of its responsibil ity. Selected personnel from a company who are directly involved
in the training of Virginia citizens for new operator job opportunities are trained
as instructors.

Data Communication
The JLARC staff speaks to discrepancies in data about persons trained,
hired, and employed.
The first set of figures were given as an approximation during conversation at the initial prel iminary meeting. They were not understood to be final
data.
The first written request for data was made September 30, 1974, and the
discrepancies between the first verbal approximation and this request were pinpointed as trainees who had started programs but had not completed them.
A further request dated November 12, 1974 asked for detailed record data
and after a check of the individual, program-by-program records, a third set of
figures was suppl ied.
When asking for data, it must be understood that the number of program
trainees change daily. Reference points need to be set, if data is to be comparable.
Unfortunately, this was not done by the JLARC staff, which added to the confusion.
Industry Cost
From a I ist showing active Special Training programs, a JLARC staff member
selected 34 programs and surveyed the industries by telephone.
Our own verification after this telephone survey affirms that data on 26
of the 34 programs surveyed were in accordance with the original information given
to the JLARC staff.
Data for the remaining eight programs contains discrepancies as a result
of differences in'record counting and recording by both industry and Special
Tra in i ng.
Following the telephone survey, our contacts with the industries indicated
that neither the information sought nor its importance was understood by many of
those contacted.
In addition, some of the individuals contacted were not the persons
responsible for the programs within their industry.
The discrepancies reported by the JLARC staff in the records between their
survey and the Special Training Division's records can be attributed to a number of
problems including, but not limited to the following:
1. There apparently had been some confusion about the kinds of questions
asked and what they meant. A standard method might have been helpful in collecting
accurate data and eliminating misunderstandings.
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2. Contacting of the wrong individuals by the JLARC staff about the
number of trainees and related information resulted in inaccurate data.
The following two case studies were discussed by the JLARC staff report
as examples of data discrepancies. Clarification is set forth.
General Electric Company, Portsmouth
The justification for conducting training for the General Electric
television plant in Portsmouth has been challenged in the JLARC staff report.
They state that while nearly 12,000 assemblers have been trained, only 3000 were
employed. The facts show that 3,700 were on their payroll at this time. To a casual
observer, those data would imply that almost four times as many people were
trained as were needed.
An understanding of these data is possible by examining the unique pattern
of growth at this facil ity. After opening its doors in February of 1966, G. E.
had employed 2,000 people by the year's end. Due to a change in product lines,
900 were laid off during the months of January, February and April of 1967. Our
training program was discontinued fol lowing the initial layoff in January; it was
not resumed until August when G. E. had exhausted its recall 1 ist after rehiring
700 of the 900 who were affected by the layoff. The company continued to expand its
operation by adding new product lines from its facil ity in Syracuse, New York.
These new product lines were developed and introduced between 1967 and
1970. New product lines also were added in 1970, 1971, and 1972. The addition
of new products and phasing out of old ones resulted in other periods of cutbacks.
In each case, the training program was stopped and resumed only when G. E. had
rehired all those who could be located. Naturally, all could not be rehired, most
of them having obtained jobs elsewhere. However, the job openings still remained,
and Special Training provided the necessary training.
By October of 1973, G. E. employed 5,100 persons and was forced to lay
off 400 persons as a result of the energy crisis. The program was discontinued at
that time. Only 250 former employees were available for rehiring when G. E.
resumed its expansion in January, 1974, and the program was resumed. By July of
1974, G. E. employed 5,600 persons. Following an additional layoff in September,
the program was discontinued.
Of the 10,611 assemblers hired for this facil ity, 1,200 were upgraded
to higher positions creating a like number of operator vacancies. Replacement
training for these positions is not interpreted by the system as attrition.
Another 1,100 students were hired for temporary summer employment during the growth
periods of the company. The summer employment was an attempt by the G. E. Company
to comply with the request of the Governor to provide summer employment for
underprivileged and minority students.
It is important to note that all persons trained were obtained through
the Virginia Employment Commission; this would indicate that they were either
unemployed or underemployed at the time of training. Additionally, industry records
show that over eighty percent of our training was conducted during periods of
rapid growth. The number of persons leaving during these periods increases making
it impossible to determine whether a graduate of our program is used to fill a
newly created position or to replace someone that may have left during this period.
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The reported program cost of $172,185, from which the JLARC staff
calculated a cost of $14.56 per trainee, included an initial investment for the
original G. E. training facility (that facil ity was also shared with a second
client). The cost also included instructors assigned to the G. E. facility who
during that period were, from time to time, util ized in a variety of other programs
throughout the state.
The JLARC staff noted a program cost of $1.53 per trainee--the division
has never used this figure in any of its documents. During the course of a
conversation with a member of the JLARC staff, the $1.53 per trainee was given as
an approximate cost of operator training (instructors salary excluded) as of
February, 1974.
As a result of the cycl ical and economic nature of this industry, it has,
in effect, been a series of individual programs, each with its own objectives.
General Electric has not been unique in receiving this type of service, nor has
G. E. received any favored or special treatment. Indeed, other industries have
availed themselves of this service.
The G. E. Company in Virginia employed over 18,000 Virginians. Second
only to Newport News Shipping and Dry Dock Company, the plant in Portsmouth
discussed above originallY made a capital investment of $5,800,000 with a current
capital investment of $23,600,000.
The 1974 gross annual payroll for that plant exceeded $38,500,000. This
facil ity paid over $290,000 in business taxes in 1974 alone and the employees over
$1,000,000 in State income taxes. This has been indeed a significant contribution
to the Commonwealth, aided by Special Training.
Brown Bove r i
In this case study, JLARC staff has acknowledged that a total of 18 persons
have been trained as verified by our figures and confirmed by the company. The
JLARC staff report indicates that only 8 were trained and hired.
Cost Benefit Data
Working with the state economist and others, our cost/benefit data was
based on the number of people trained and the dollars returned to the State in the
form of taxes by the cumulative number of people trained and retrained since 1966
by the Special Training Division. It is a simple means of showing that Special
Training does result in a rather rapid monetary return to the Commonwealth in
addition to the benefits often credited to individuals and society as the result of
additional education (such as the attraction of industry). Regardless of the exact
numbers, our cost/benefit study does reasonably show that Special Training is a
rapid and inexpensive means of providing skills for specific jobs.
Most would agree that increased job skills from Special Training would
result in higher earnings, and thus higher taxes which help to offset the training
cost. The costs occur only once, while the benefits accrue to the State for a
lifetime. The important thing is that Virginians have been trained in skills that
will enable them to be employed in better jobs from which benefits to both the
individual and the State occur.
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Special Training is for individuals--people--and while the State benefits
and industry benefits, the key to the program is the training of individual
Vi rginians.
Supervisory Training Program
Since 1966, a total of 77 supervisory and upgrading programs have been
conducted for 2,100 Virginians under the Auxil iary Committee Concept, which was
approved by the State Board for Community Colleges in 1967. These programs were
establ ished to run on a fee basis. On December 3, 1974 the Chancel lor discontinued
the Auxil iary Committee Concept; he issued a memorandum to the presidents which
specified all supervisory programs involving Special Training personnel that were
requested by industry would be coordinated through the Office of the Director of
Continuing EUlJcation for each respective college.
One such program, the Kepner-Tregoe problem-solving seminar is being
presented in conjunction with the continuing education divisions of the individual
colleges. The first of several to be conducted for an industrial cl ient has been
completed through the Office of Continuing Education at Tidewater Community College.
An additional seminar will begin on the campus of John Tyler Community
College April 28, 1975. A seminar is also planned for New River Community College
the latter part of May, 1975.
In addition, 13 VCCS administrators have completed the program.
It is
expected that the total investment made by the Special Training Division for this
program should be returned by the fourth quarter of 1975 and thereafter the program
will be more than self-sustaining.
By preparing a Special Training instructor to present this seminar, it can
be made readily available to the enti re system and eliminate the need to train
multiple instructors at several colleges.
Relationship with Community Colleges
The relationship between Special Training and the community col leges has
improved as more programs are operated at the colleges. Since 1966 a total of 36
programs were actually conducted on the community col lege campuses, and an additional
19 programs have utilized instructors from the colleges to conduct programs for
business, industry, and the professions. The 23 presidents verify that there always
has been a close working relationship with Special Training, particularly where it
refers to industries and businesses either newly locating or expanding their
facil ities within their community college region.
Relationship with Division of Industrial Development
Special Training is not oriented just to attracting new industry.
It also
assists with the expansion of existing industry, business, and professions.
In addition to serving the industrial needs since the inception of the
Special Training Division, 3,022 people have been trained in a variety of retail and
clerical skills for eight companies. A total of 375 people have been trained in
medical services, including two hospitals, a nursing home, one childcare center, and
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a nursing refresher program.
We would oppose transfer of Special Training to the Division of
Industrial Development. The Division of Special Training is concerned with
education and training whereas Industrial Development's function is attracting
new industry.
In most other states providing this service the training is not a part of
Industrial Development.
Guidel ine Review
Recognizing the need for change and for evaluation, the Chancellor
sometime ago directed that the Special Training guidelines be reviewed and updated
to meet new demands. This charge included a record-keeping system for the MIS
which would be more sensitive to the needs of better and more efficient accounting
techniques. The State Board will review the recommendations at either its summer
or fall meeting.
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APPENIJIX A

MIS CALENDAR OF EVENTS
ITEM

DATE

Board approval for Automated Data Processing
System to provide for data to aid in policy
making and managing the System

1967

2.

Small computer installed

1968

3.

The Virginia Community College System Master
Plan for Data Processing approved by State
Board (Funds not available for implementaion)

February 1970

4.

Proposal to Develop a Plan of Action for MIS

March 1971

5.

Plan of Action for MIS

October 1971

6.

Proposal for

November 1971

7.

Report On Preliminary Findings by
McManis Associates

1.

8.

the Development of MIS

April 1972

Began Development of MIS Computer Hardware
Sp~cifications

October 1972

Discussed MIS Development with ADP

October 1972

10.

MIS

November

11.

Review of Final McManis MIS Study by
Department

January 1973

State Board for Community Colleges Approved
and Adopted the MIS (McManis) Report and
Authorized the Time-Phased Implementation
of MIS for the VCCS

January 1973

Meeting with Division of ADP to Request
Approval for MIS Computer

February 1973

VCCS ADP Plan (for MIS Development and
Implementation)

June 1973

15.

MIS Computer Hardware Selection

July 1973

16.

MIS Positions Requested

August 1973

17 .

Final Request

August 1973

9.

12.

*13.

14.

(McManis)

Report Completed

to Lease MIS Computer
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ITEM

DATE

Approval Received to Install MIS Computer

September 1973

MIS Computer Installed

October 1973

20.

MIS Subsystem Software Development Started

February 1974

21.

Final Resolution of all Requested MIS
Positions

June 1974

Revised VCCS ADP Plan
and Implementation)

July 1974

18.
**19.

22 .

(for MIS Development

23.

Requested Revolving Fund

24.

Student Information Packa~e (SIP)
at 18th Community College

25.

l.

*

Implemented
December 1974

Requested Approval to Extend Existing
Contracts for Outside MIS Software Development Support (Necessary to continue MIS
Development) for the following subsystems:

***2.
***3.
***4.
***5.
***6.
0** * 7 •
26.

July 1974

Accounting
Admissions
Registration
Position
Classified
Faculty
Payroll

Implementation of MIS Accounting Subsystem
Begun at John Tyler Community College

Initial Request

**

Final Action

***

Not Approved
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January 1975

March 1975

APPENDIX B
FACULTY LOAD DATA
Attached are excerpts from our computer printout showing faculty loads
during the Fall Quarter of 1974. We believe these few illustrations clarify much
of the concern that related to small class/section sizes.
We have numerous examples not shown on the attached excerpt where faculty
members, through the use of non-traditional instructional techniques, are teaching
three sections of chemistry or three sections of secretarial science simultaneously
in the same classroom.
The attached excerpts showing Instructor G and Instructor B, between them
accounting for 39 sections with fewer than 10 students--18 of these sections having
only 1 student. Both of these gentlemen are directors of co-op education programs
and the students shown as their loads are actually off-campus working in industry
as a part of their educational program. Since these students must register and pay
tuition, the record system requires that they be reported in this way.
Instructor A, a professor in business administration, generated 317 student
credit hours during the Fall Quarter of 1974--well in excess of the 225 student credit
hours the 15 to 1 student-to-faculty ratio budgeting guide would require. However,
in generating this load, Instructor A had 5 sections with fewer than 15 students,
3 of them with less than 10 students. Four of the five sections with fewer than
15 students were coordinated interships, seminar and projects and supervised study-all generally falling into the category of non-traditional instructional techniques.
Instructor C teaches music. His productivity during the Fall Quarter of
1974 was 290 student credit hours or nearly 97 percent of his design productivity.
In obtaining this productivity level, however, the instructor has 5 sections with
15 or fewer students. You will note that in music 147 and 247 that the number of
students per section is consistently 6. Music 147 and 247 are classroom keyboard
courses and the number of students who can be accommodated is limited by the number
of keyboard stations available.
You will note that Instructor D and Instructor E, both teaching in the
secretarial area, each generate significantly more than the 225 student credit hours

required by
15 or fewer
instructors
level by 16

the Budget Guidelines; however, between them they have 6 sections with
students. Thus, nearly 55 percent of the sections taught by these two
have 15 or fewer students while their productivity exceeds the design
percent.

Instructor F teaches auto mechanics at the John H. Daniel Campus of
Southside Virginia Community College. Although Instructor F teaches 6 different
sections of students and is generating student credit hours at 96 percent of design
capacity, not one of his sections exceeds 15 students. To ask this instructor to
handle more than the number of students he currently has in this highly skills
oriented, sometimes potentially dangerous field of study, would be impractical. It
should be understood that to carry this load and produce at this productivity level,
Instructor F must spend approximately 35 hours per week in the classroom and
laboratory in direct contact with the students. In addition to this number of
contact hours, Instructor F has 15 different one-hour lectures per week to prepare
and must handle the normal paperwork and evaluations commensurate with his student
- 42 -

load.
One should also be aware that in addition to Instructor F's normal "paid"
activities, Instructor F keeps the auto shop open most Saturdays to assist the
local farm population with their automotive related problems.
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INSTRUCTOR A

ACCT
ACCT
BUAD
BUAD
BUAD
BUAD
BUAD

111
211
100
190
198
198
199

TOTS

7

01
01
02
03
02
03
03

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

04
03
03
03
02
03
03

31
12
30
7
2
13
1

21

96

01
03
05
01
05
04
05
04
05
03
03
04
02
03
04
05
03
04
05
03
04
05

1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
3
4
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

81

36

INSTRUCTOR B
AERO
AERO
AERO
ARCH
ARCH
BUAD
BUAD
DAPR
DAPR
HRIM
LWNF
LWNF
MKTG
MKTG
MKTG
MKTG
RCPK
RCPK
RCPK
SECR
SECR
SECR

297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297

TOTS

22

01
03
05
01
05
04
05
04
05
03
03
04
02
03
04
05
03
04
05
03
04
05

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

INSTRUCTOR C

MUSC
MUSC
MUSC
MUSC
MU SC
MU SC
MUSC
MUSC

121
121
141
141
147
221
247
247

TOTS

8

01
02
01
03
02
01
01
02

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

03
03
02
02
02
03
01
02

20
21
15
13
6
27
6
6

18

114

03
03
04
04
03

29

INSTRUCTOR D

MATH
SECR
SECR
SECR
SECR

151
112
121
122
136

TOTS

5

01
01
01
01
01

A
A
A
A
A

13

22
7
9

17

80

03
03
03
03
03
03

14
19
18
1
17
15

18

84

INSTRUCTOR E

SECR
SECR
SECR
SECR
SECR
SECR

111

TOTS

6

III

216
216
221
241

01
02
01
02
01
01

A
A
A
A
A
A
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INSTRUCTOR F

III

AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

136
154
199
242
254

TOTS

6

01
01
01
02
01
01

B
B
B
B
B
B

04
03
04
02
04
04

11
11
13

21

64

03
05
03
05
03
03
03
03
05
03
03
05
03
03
04
03
03

6
2
1
1
3
2
2
10
2
1
6
2
1
3
1
1
5

60

49

15
5
9

INSTRUCTOR G

ACCT
ACCT
ARTS
AUTO
BUAD
CIVL
DAPR
EDUC
EDUC
ENGR
LWNF
LWNF
MDLB
MKTG
MKTG
PSYC
SECR

297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297
297

TOTS

17

03
05
03
05
03
03
03
03
05
03
03
05
03
03
04
03
03

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
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APPENDIX C
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
FLOW CHARTS
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LINE FOR APPROVAL AND ACTtON
LINE FOR COPIES AND INFORMATION

PROGRAM APPROVAL(Form 102 :lnd SCHEY Form)

COLLEGE
REOUEST

L!.

~

10

ALL

NURSING 80.

COLLEGES

I

I

I,
~

OIR. EP

12.

I
~

II

:--

V·CHAN.

f--

CHAN.

- ..

-

non-degree progrnms
(se~ r~ote t.. tl:ld ·1

,,

L-

_

~

S8CC
CURRIC. COMM.

L1
f-

S8CC

•
I
I
I

,

_t.-

_

-

t

L!
SCHEV

-

S
.

f

OIR.EP

~I
f

CHAN.
I

I

•

i

:

:
t=
J
... '
I
V·CHAN.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JI

.c-

oo

HiSTORICAL FILE
to. The director of the EduCCltional Programs

Division will keeo this file.
b. Each college will maintain a file on its re·
quests <lnd their disposition.

NOTES

TIME

All requests must be submitted to VDCC by
OC'tobfr 15th of yenr preceding that in which
program is to be offered. Requests must be
forwnrded to SCHEY by December 1st. SCHEV
approval can be expected vJithin 90 days.

(Relate to numbers above.)

1. College submits on proper form <lnd with approval of the cotleg~ board.
president and Occupational Program Advisory Committee if Oc,:.;pationa! Program is included.
2. Review for need, content. student demand. resources, cmploymcl"'t op·
portunitics and communitY support.
3. Gcnerut review and iJpprovnt.

4. Gcncrut review und ptuccmo::nt on committee agenda. F 1:\8t epprovat for
non-degree programs currently existing in the system {see
5.

u.

·1.

Review and approvnt - oniy fOI nursing programs.
General review and upprovnt.

7. Approvnt.
8. Gcncrut review and final approval. Returned to the Chancellor and then
• Procedure for all new programs end currIcula. Non-degree programs that ere new to the
,-{stem need only complete Step 7. For non-degree programs already existing in the sys·
tem. the SOCC hns authorized the Chnneeil~r to npprove for other eolleges keeping the
curriculum committee ndvi1ed. Non·d(;'9ree progrnms must be npproved 90 dnys prior to
scheduled offering. DeSrI:e proJ~nms reQuir~ advnneed npprovnl of leIters of Intent by
SCHEY \;ee ehnrt on letters of Intent).

to the Director of Educational Progrnms.
9. Fili:lg and distribution of information.
10. Included in reports to nil eolleges of neademie actions.

....o

LETTERS OF INTENT" AND EXTENSIONS""

LINE FOR APPROVAL AND ACTION
LtNE FOR COPIES AND INFORMATION

rG
j--G--G-t·,
,
I

"·""'1-1

I
I

DIR.EP:H

:
:
I

I
I

l..

Y.CHAN.:H

:

f
I

I
I

CHAN.:H

SCHEY

::
•
I

I
I

-'~;,;.~;;~~-;,;;.~;;~;';----------

+

ALL
COLLEGES

:G
:

I

I

I
I

I
I

~

,

Y.CHAN.

-'"

'"
HISTORICAL FILE

e. Kept by Director of Educational Programs.
b. Each college I<eeos file on its requests and
their disposition.

TIME

Letters of Intent normally are submitted by
May i,st.

NOTES

(Relate to numbers above. I

1. College submits with ap~' ::Jval of college board and president.
2. Revi'!w for need, aiJiJro~:,.:::tions. rc~ources. c:l:1s:stency with state plan.
3. General review and approval.

4. General review and appro\'al - transmitted to SCHEY.
5. General review and approval.
6. Filing and transmittal •

• Submitted each year, 18 months In ndvancc of program ImplementCltion and one year before pro·
gram approval applic~tion..!\pprovcl of SCIIEV frees college 10 prot'eeu with pro~~m nppro,'cl
pr(X"("s~ (Fonn 102 plus StllEY foml) •
•• Re:::uests to extend time of planning or impleme:1~ation of a program ore conso!idated (Step 2)
by the director 01 Educ~tional Pro~rams and sent to SCHEY with copies to thl! chancellor and
vice chancellor. They do not require. formal action (); do the ietters of intent.

I

APPENDIX D
DISCONTINUED AND DISAPPROVED PROGRAMS
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Permanent Discontinuances of Programs
Year Discontinued
Blue Ridge Community College
Chemical Technology (AAS)
Data Processing (Unit Records) (C)
Cosmetology (C)
Engineering (AS)

1968
1970
1971
1973

Central Virginia Community College
Electronics (D)

1970

Danville Community College
Cosmetology (C)
Electromechanical (AAS)
Textiles (AAS)
Accounting (C)
Machine Operations (C)

1970
1974
1975
1975
1975

John Tyler Community College
Computer Operator (C)

1972

Lord Fairfax Community College
Auto Analysis and Repair (D)
Law Enforcement (C)
Law Enforcement Administration (C)

1974
1974
1974

Northern Virgini~ Community College
Computer Operations. (C)
Key Punch (C)
Unit Record (C)
Radio-Television Repair (C)
Civil Technology (AAS)
Mechanical Technology (AAS)

1970
1970
1970
1970
1972
1972

Piedmont Community College
Community and Social Service (D)
Electricity (C)

1975
1975

Thomas Nelson Community College
Machine Shop (C)
Sheetmeta1 (C)
Unit Record (C)
Welding (C)

1971
1971
1971
1971

Tidewater Community College
Diesel (C)

1971
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Virginia Highlands Community College
Auto Body Repair (C)
Cosmetology (C)
Masonry (C)
Crafts Production (AAS)

1971
1971
1971
1972

Virginia Western Community College
Drafting and Design (AAS)

1967
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SUMMARY OF PROGRAMS NOT ROUTINELY APPROVED
ACADEMIC YEARS 1971-72. 1972-73. 1973-74
1971-72
Central Virginia Community College
Recreation and Parks Leadership (AAS)

Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of
Intent
Hote1-Restaurant-Institutiona1 Management (AAS) Withdrawn by Department
as 1973 Letter of Intent
Eastern Shore Community College
Environmental Technology (AAS) Denied by SCHEV as 1972 Proposal
Recreation and Parks (AAS) Denied by SCHEY as 1972 Proposal
Marine Science (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1972 Proposal
Germanna Community College
Educational Technology (AAS) Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent
Mental Health (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1972 Proposal
J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College

Legal Technology (AAS)

Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent

John Tyler Community College
Legal Technology (AAS)

Withdrawn by Department as 1972 Proposal

Lord Fairfax Community Cc11ege
Recreation and Parks (AAS)

Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent

Mountain Empire Community College
Recreation and Parks (AAS)

Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent

New River Community College
Guidance Personnel Associate (AAS) Denied by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Nursing (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent

-

~3

-

Nor thern Virginia Cormnunity College
Science Technology (AAS)

Denied by SCHEV as 1972 Proposal - Subsequently
appealed and approved by SCHEV
Guidance Personnel Associate (AAS) Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of
Intent
Pre-Teacher (Industrial Arts Option) (AS) Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter
of Intent
Cormnunity and Social Service (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter
of Intent
Legal Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent
Public Service (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent
Patrick Henry Cormnunity College
Data Processing (AAS)

Deferred by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent

Piedmont Virginia Cormnunity College
Cormnunity and Social Service (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1972 Proposal
Educational Technology (AAS) Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent
Media Advertising Arts (AAS) Deferred by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent
Dental Laboratory (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent
Hotel-Restaurant-Institutional Management (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as
1973 Letter of Intent
Legal Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent
Public Service Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of
Intent
Rappahannock Cormnunity College
Data Processing (AAS)

Withdrawn by Department as 1972 Proposal- changed
to Letter of Intent for 1973- then denied

Southside Virginia Cormnunity College
Public Service (Local Government Planning Option) (AAS)

Southwest

Vi~ginia

Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter
of Intent

Cormnunity College

Guidance Personnel Associate (AAS) Denied by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent
Data Processing (AAS) Deferred by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent
Cormnunity and Social Service (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter
of Intent

- :;4 -

Thomas Nelson Community College
Guidance Personnel Associate (AAS) Denied by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Hotel-Restaurant-Institutional Management (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as
1973 Letter of Intent
Legal Technology (AAS) Withdra~l by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent
Public Service Technology (Public Administration Option) (AAS) Withdrawn by
Department as 1973 Letter
of Intent
Tidewater Community College
Legal Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1972 Proposal
Educational Technology (AAS) Denied by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Marine Science (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Civil (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of Intent
Public Service Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of
Intent
Virginia Highlands Community College
Denied by SCHEY as
1973 Letter of Intent
Data Processing (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Public Service Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1973 Letter of
Intent
Educational Technology (Early Childhood Option) (AAS)

Virginia Western Community College
Legal Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1972 Proposal
Chemical Technology (AAS) Denied by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Recreation and Parks (AAS) Denied by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Medical Laboratory (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1973 Letter of Intent
Community and Social Service Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as
1973 Letter of Intent
Wytheville Community College
Medical Laboratory (AAS)

Deferred by SCHEV as 1973 Letter of Intent-subsequently approved

1972-73
Eastern Shore Community Co llege
Environmental Technology (AAS)

Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of
Intent, recommending further study
Recreation and Parks (AAS) Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
recommending further study
Marine Science (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
requiring further study
J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College

Medical Laboratory (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1973 Proposal (later approved)
Medical Records (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1973 Proposal (later approved)
Nursing (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1973 Proposal (later approved)
Radiologic (AAS) Deferred by SCHEV as 1973 Proposal(still intended as
Letter of Intent)
Dental Hygiene (AAS) Deferred by SCHEY as 1974 Letter of Intent, requiring
further study
John Tyler Community College
Climate Control Technology (AAS)

Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of
Intent, recommending further study
Environmental Technology (AAS) Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
suggesting cooperative study with JSRCC
Mental Health (AAS) Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent, pending
further study and evaluation of existing programs
Physical Therapy (AAS) Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
requesting further study under regional concept
with JSRCC
Educational Technology (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter of
Intent
Fire Science (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent, suggesting development under cooperative concept with JSRCC
Medical Laboratory (AAS) Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
suggesting development under cooperative concept
with JSRCC
Lord Fairfax Community College
Wildlife Technology (AAS)

Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
requiring further study

New River Community College
Community and Social Service (AAS)

Changed from 1973 Proposal to 1974
Letter of Intent (then withdrawn by·
Department for further study)
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Nor thern Virginia Community College
Health Care Facilities Management (MS)

Withdrawn by Department as 1974
Letter of Intent, requiring
further study
Human Services Technology (MS) Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter of
Intent, requiring further study
Legal Technology (MS) Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
requiring further study
Automotive Parts Management (MS) Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of
Intent, recommending as an option a
certificate program
Patrick Henry Communitv College
Commercial Art (MS)

Piedmont Virginia

Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
recommending further study

Co~~unity

College

Dental Laboratory (MS)

Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent,
recommending occupational needs study
Prosthetics-Orthotics Technology (MS) Denied by Department as 1974 Letter
of Intent, suggesting further study
Community and Social Services (MS) Changed from 1973 Proposal to 1974 Letter
of Intent, then withdrawn by Department,
requesting further study
Rappahannock Community Colleee
Nursing (MS)

Tidewater

Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent, requiring
further study and justification

Co~~unity

Mental Health

College

(~~S)

Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent, pending
analysis of existing programs

Virginia Highlands Community College
Human Services (MS)

Withd.rawn by Department as 1974 Letter of Intent

Virginia Western Communitv Colleee
Den ta 1 Ilyg iene (MS) Deferred by SCHEV as 1973 Proposal (later approved)
Community and Social Services (MS) Withdrawn by Department as 1974 Letter
of Intent, requiring further study
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Virginia Hestern Community College -(cont'd.)
Optometric Technology (MS)

Hithdr"wn by Department as 1974 Letter of
Intent, requiring further study
Media Advertising Arts (AAS) Denied by De?art~ent as 1974 Letter of Intent,
requiring furtl'er study
Child Development Associate (AAS) Denied by Department as 1974 Letter of
Intent, suggesting consideration as
an option under another program
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1973-74
J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College

Radiologic (AAS) SCHEV extended Letter of Intent from 1974 to 1975
Dental Hygiene (AAS) SCHEY extended Letter of Intent from 1974 to 1975
Construction Management (AAS) SCIlEV approved withdrawal of Letter of
Intent
John Tyler Community College
Fire Science (AAS)

Denied by Department as a 1975 Letter of Intent,
requesting cooperative approach with JSRCC

Mountain Empire Community College
Nursing (AAS)

Denied by Department as a 1975 Letter of Intent, suggesting
a cooperative relationship with Virginia Highlands-Southwest Virginia

Patrick Henry Community College
Drafting and Design (AAS)

SCHEY approved withdrawal of Letter of Intent

Thomas Nelson Community College
Construction Management (AAS)

SCHEV approved withdrawal of Letter of
Intent

Tidewater Community College
Automotive (AAS) Deferred by Department as a 1975 Letter of Intent
Machine (AAS) Deferred by Department as a 1975 Letter of Intent
Wytheville Community College
Ilotel-Restaurant-Institutional Management (AAS)
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Denied by Department as
1975 Letter of Intent

APPENDIX E
GUIDELINES FOR PROMOTING ARTICULATION BETWEEN TWO-YEAR
COLLEGES AND FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN VIRGINIA
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December 11, 1969
February 25, 1971

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF THE STATE COUNCIL
OF HIGHER EDUCATION FOR VIRGINIA
Policies and Procedures Concerning
Guidelines for Promoting Articulation Between Twa-Year
Colleges and Four-Year Colleges and Universities in Virginia
Consistent with its responsibility to develop and maintain a coordinated system of
higher education in Virginia, the State Council of Higher Education at its April 3,
1967 meeting approved guidelines designed to promote the smooth transfer of students completing appropriate college transfer programs in twa-year colleges to the
four-year colleges and universities in Virginia. The Articulation Advisory Committee has conducted continuous fallaw-up since 1967 and the State Caunci I has
updated these guidelines at its December 11, 1969 meeting and again at its June 8,
1972 meeting. The updated set of Gu ide Iines fallows:

I.

In order to assist students in evaluating iheir general progress and the
appropriateness af.their educational abiectives, four-year institutions
and twa-year colleges should work iaintly and establish systematic
procedures to provide caunse lars and advisors with current and continuing information about comparable courses, curriculum changes,
requirements for admission, student characteristics, student services,
and performance of transfers.

II.

Twa-year college students shau Id be encouraged to choose as early as
possible the four-year institution and program into which they expect
to transfer in order to plan programs which may include all lower division requirements of the four-year institution. Transfer students
should be given the aptian of satisfying graduation requirements which
were in effect at four-year institutions at the time they enrolled as
freshmen, subject to conditions or qualifications which apply to native
students.

III.

Performance in the college transfer program offered by two-year college is the best single predictor of success in four-year institutions
and, therefore, should count heavily in the evaluation of transfer applicants.

IV.

Admissions standards of four-year institutions should be stated clearly
to assist twa-year college students in planning for transfer.

V.

Transfer applicants from institutions which have institutional approval
from the State Council of Higher Education should be evaluated an the
same basis as applicants from regionally accredited institutions.
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February 25, 1971

VI.

The evaluation of transfer courses by four-year institutions should serve
to inform the individual student at the time of admission how far he has
advanced toward his degree objective and what residence and subject
requirements must sti II be met.

VII.

The satisfactory completion of an appropriate two-year associate degree
transfer program shou Id norma lIy assure upper divi$ion standing at the
time of transfcr although this does not unconditionally guarantee transfer of all credits.

VIII.

Two-year college students are encouraged to complete their Associate
in Arts or Associate in Scicnces Degree before transfcrring to a senior
college except in specialized curricula where it would be to the students' advantage to transfer earlier.

IX.

The Two-Year/Four-Year Articulation Advisory Committee composed
of representatives from public and private two-year and four-year institutions should meet at least semi-annually to consider appropriate
problems, suggest needed studies, and recommend to the State Counci I
of Higher Education additional guidelines for effective articulation.

June 8, 1972
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JLARC COMMENT ON VCCS ANALYSIS
It is the policy of JLARC to provide State agencies an opportunity to
respond to program evaluations with the aSSurance that their response will become
a part of the final report.
A preliminary draft of this evaluation was provided the Council of Higher
Education, Division of the Budget and the Department of Community Colleges on
February 19, 1975. Written repl ies were received from each agency and have been
included as attachments to this report. It should be pointed out that they were
not received until after the evaluation was in final form a,d released by the
commission on March 17,1975.
The Department of Community Colleges responded publ icly to the JLARC
report On April 16, 1975. The lengthy response concurs with ma,y of the JLARC
findings and indicates their intention to use the evaluation to improve the system
in several areas. At the same time, the response takes issue with several of the
findings in the report and raises several questions of procedure, methodology or
concept. The following section contains JLARC comments I imited to those specific
areas which require clarification or additional comment.
Compliance with Legislative Intent
JLM\C reported:

(pp. 2-5, 20-21, 113-124)

-The State Board for Community Colleges is responsible for planning, administering, and control I ing the System and maintaining standards appropriate
to the purposes various programs are designed to serve.
-The VCCS lacks an operative master plan.
-VCCS management information is inadequate to monitor and assess institutional performance necessary for effective administration of the system.
-Administrative procedures have not controlled prol iferation of costly
programs.
-Open admission to the colleges is consistent with legislative intent.
-Open admission to instructional programs is not consistent with the
legislative requirement to maintain appropriate program standards.
VCCS response:

(pp. 4-6)

-JLARC has not understood the community college philosophy and purpose.
-The VCCS role is to manage the system, not each of the institutions.
-The VCCS was establ ished to extend educational opportunity and excellence
must be interpreted in that light.
-There are extensive procedures for review of new programs.

JLARC comments:
-JLARC conclusions regarding legislative intent
analysis of legislative reports, the community
accounts of the 1966 General Assembly session,
several individuals concerned with development

were based on a thorough
college law, newspaper
and interviews with
of the system.

-JLARC analysis in each area was consistently based on measurement of
defined VCCS and student objectives such as community outreach, student
completion rates, job relatedness and transferability to four year
institutions.

-At its inception the system was established and centrally controlled in
accordance with a master plan. Lack of a current long range plan can
only lead to 23 autonomous institutions, tailored to local self interest
without regard to system policies, priorities, and needs.
-System management must be based on adequate management information in
relevant areas for each institution.

-The mandate to expand educational opportunity while maintaining qual ity
programs can be met by a system of accessible colleges offering a wide
variety of programs (including remedial programs for those not meeting
basic requirements) rather than by admitting everyone to any program
simply on the basis of desire .
• State Board policies concerning admission pre-requisites to programs,

procedures for program approval, and faculty workload guidelines are
generally consistent with legislative intent, but adequate control has
not been maintained by the department to insure compliance.
Application of Excess Funds, 1970-1974
JLARC reported:

(pp. 125-128)

-VCCS received about $9.1M more in general fund appropriations due to
inflated enrollment forecasts.

-$2,046,535 was returned to Treasury in 1973. $2,214,075 was returned
in '74. The remainder ($5,142,010) was used as follows:
APPLICATION OF FUNDS

1970 - 72
Capital Improvements
Patrick Henry Support
Eastern Shore Support
Regrade Costs Absorbed
Dept. Admin. Support
Budget Support - Various Colleges
TOTAL

$144,782
203,000
75,000
300,000
216,500
188,838
$1,128,120

APPLICATION OF FUNDS (con't)

1972 - 74
$866,000
610,045
546,000
575,000

Regrade Costs Absorbed
MIS Development - (Dept. Admin)
Purchase of Computer (Northern Virginia)
Li b ra ry Books
Capital Improvements - (Matching
Fede ra 1 Funds)
Budget Support - Eastern Shore
Budget Support - J. S. Reynolds
Budget Support - Rappahannock
Budget Support - Southside
Budget Support - Va. Western
Budget Support - New River
Budget Support - Thomas Nelson
Budget Support - Other Colleges
TOTAL
Source:

142,920
176,400
308,500
108,230
164,500
155,500
82,510
97,500
180,785
$4,013,890

Provided JLARC March 10, 1975, by L. Daniel Crooks, Director
Administration and Finance, Department of Community Colleges.

VCCS reS ponse:

(p. 9)

-All funds appropriated were used properly either to meet essential

operating expenses or returned to Treasury.

-$4,260,610 returned to Treasury on June 30, 1974.

Balance of $5,142,010

used as follows:
Budget support - various colleges

$1,679,263

Absorbed cost of Regrade - unbudgeted
raises to classified employees appropriated by General Assembly and
authorized by the Governor

$1,166,000

MIS Development (Department Administration)

$ 610,045

Computer purchase for Northern
Virginia Community College resulting
in annual rental savings of $144,000

$ 546,000

Library Books - Purchases wi 11 partially
offset a book deficit for the system
of approximately $2,000,000

$ 575,000

Capital - Matching Federal Funds (for
purchases of essential equipment)

$ 287,702

Repayment of Loans:
Patrick Henry Community Co 11 ege

$

203,000

Eastern Shore Community College

$

75,000

Total

$5,142,010

JLARC comments:

-The VCCS has acknowledged that $9,402,620 additional funds were received
as a result of inflated enrollment forecasts. However, their explanation
of how these funds Were spent differs from that provided JLARC. On March
10, 1975 the Department's Director of Administration and Finance reported
to JLARC that $216,500 Was used by the Department of Community Colleges.
The VCCS response on April 16, 1975 to the JLARC report does not mention
this item but the amount identified as Budget Support - various colleges
($1,679,265) has been increased by $216,500 over the amount reported to
JLARC On March 10, 1975.
-The point has been clearly established that due to inflated enrollment
forecasts the VCCS received more than $9 million in general fund appropriations than would have been provided during 1970-74 based on actual
enrollment. Although $4.2 million of this amount was returned to the
Treasury on June 3D, 1974, the Commonwealth lost the opportunity to utilize
these funds during the biennium.
-JLARC did not conclude that funds Were expended outside appropriate
Executive authority. But it should be pointed out that at no time did the
Legislature have the opportunity to pass judgment on the application of
more than $5 million of these exCess funds used by the VCCS.

Inflated Enrollment Projections
JLARC reported:

(pp. 125-128)

-Enrollment projections have been inflated to the extent that the VCCS
received about $1.1 million more in general funds than would have been
appropriated if actual enrollments were used in 1970-72, and in 1972-74,
the exceSs amounted to about $8 million.
VCCS response:

(pp. 10-11)

-Acknowledge their projections have not been as accurate as they would
like them, and will work with the council to improve.
-Deny inflated projections were intentional.

-Offer the following reasons for their failure to forecast more accurately:
- lack of historical base--too young
- rapid growth
- uncertainty and postponement of start-up dates for a number of
schools
- end of mi I itary draft
-Claim their original projections have been revised downward on several
occasions.
JLARC comments:
-Enrollment forecasts used for budget requests and legislative appropriations have not been rei iable and consistently overstate the anticipated
level of enrollment resulting in more than $9 million in excess
appropriations during 1970-74.
-While enrollment projections for 1974-76 appear to be more realistic on
a system wide basis, projections at some well established colleges were
stil I wide of the mark for the Fall term 1974. For example, forecasts
exceeded enrollment by 46% at Rappahannock, 35% at Germanna, and 24% at
Lord Fa i rfax.
Course Costs
JLARC reported:

(pp. 80-84)

-Cost is one of several criteria that should be considered in making the
decision to offer or discontinue a course or subject.
-While a complete analysis of instructional costs is beyond the scope of
the JLARC study, costs factors for several programs were presented as
examples of how costs should be considered in the decision making process.
-JLARC's examination of selected course cost during one term (Fall, 1974)
showed wide variations between schools.
VCCS response:

(p. 22)

-Class size in a given subject varies from term to term.

-A faculty member may teach in areas outside the division in which they
are funded, thereby not included in JLARC analysis.

JLARC comments:
-During the agency review process JLARC discussed the issue of overlapping
or multi-discipl inary course instruction with department personnel. JLARC
requested and received from the VCCS a complete listing of additional
courses taught by the instructors in question. This included both
additional on-campus instruction and off-campus duties. These figures
were included in the JLARC report.
-JLARC recognized that data presented is no substitute for a complete
analysis of all VCCS instructional cost. However, the data presented
clearly establ ishes that program costs is an area that deserves VCCS
management attention in order to provide qual ity education at the lowest
cost to the taxpayer.
Small Classes
JLARC reported:

(pp. 85-86)

-Class size is the principal controllable factor that influences high
instructional costs.
-JLARC found a substantial number of classes with low enrollments.
-JLARC calculated the effect small classes have on instructional
expenditures and concluded that the VCCS could have saved approximately
$500,000 over the 1973-74 academic year by limiting classes with less
than 15 students to no more than 45% of all classes.
VCCS response:

(pp. 20- 21 )

-Classes and sections are not the same and JLARC confused the two when
analyzing class enrollment data.
-70% of the community college effort is in occupational-technical
education with a 15:1 student-faculty ratio. Therefore, at least 35%
of thei r classes wi 11 be under 15 students (the figure chosen to be
the minimum enrollment).
JLARC comments:
-JLARC is fully aware of the difference between classes and sections.
-The primary data used by JLARC to determine the number of small classes
was obtained from the VCCS report titled "Resident Classes Taught by
Term", A-1 report. The instructions for preparing this report specifically require that sections taught as one class be clearly identified
to the reader. The instructions read:
If several different sections are taught at the same time in
the same room (as sometimes arranged in laboratory or studio

subjects) by a single instructor who has no assistants being
compensated for resident teaching, these sections should be
listed consecutively (out of numerical order, if necessary)
and bracketed to show that they should count as only one
class in the instructor's schedule.

In light of the VCCS res~onse, JLARC again reviewed the A-1 reports,
manually searching for overlapping classes or sections that might
have been reported by the VCCS. We reviewed the A-1 reports for eleven
schools and found that the number of reporting errors was so small the
percent of small classes did not change significantly. The following
table displays the number and percent of small classes by school as
reported by JLARC compared with the number and percent after adjustments
have been made for VCCS reporting errors.
COMPARISON OF SMALL CLASS DATA
ADJUSTED FOR VCCS REPORTING ERROR
JLARC REPORTED
PERCENT
NUMBER
PE RC ENT
NUMBER

COLLEGE
Danville
Blue Ridge
Virginia Highlands
Eastern Shore
Virginia Western
Rappahannock
D. S. Lancaster
Wythevi lie
Central Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Ge rmanna

116
78
155
39
142
101
101
110
102
248
101

34%
35%
59%
60%
28%
63%
60%
46%
30%
69%
58%

100
75
152
36
135
97
99
101
95
238
91

30%
34%
53%
55%
27%
61%
59%
44%
29%
67%
55%

-In summary, JLARC's finding that the VCCS conducts too many classes with

low enrollment is sound.
-Economies can be achieved if the VCCS adopts reasonable class size
standards and insures these standards are met.
Impact of Open Program Admissions
JLARC reported:

(pp. 17-22)

-JLARC used two criteria to measure the impact of open program admissions-student abil ity in class and program completion rates.
-JLARC found:
-Approximately 28% of full-time freshmen enrolled in associate degree
programs in Fall 1972 returned in Fall 1973 as sophomores.
- Approximately 30% of VCCS freshmen receive awards in 2 years.

-Approximately 24% of all students enrolled in programs in the Fall
of years from 1970 through 1973 received awards. This figure
represents 12% of all VCCS students.
-In addition, at schools with low completion rates there was substantial

faculty agreement that students had skill levels that were too low to
complete required classroom work.
VCCS response:

(pp. 25-26)

-VCCS must conduct more extensive studies regarding completion rates.
-JLARC methodology is inappropriate because of the diverse nature of
community college students (e.g. part-time students, working students,
irregular students, etc.) and the variation in enrollment from quarter
to quarter.
-The VCCS found:
- of full-time students, 49% re-enroll to begin their second year.
Some of these are technically freshmen.

31.5% of full-time students enrolling for the first time in Fall
1971 are estimated to receive awards in five years.
JLARC comments:
-JLARC recognized that attrition cannot be measured in the traditional
way due to the nature of the community college student body. Therefore,
the analysis is based on several methods of calculating attrition and
graduation. Each method provides a different perspective from which to
assess the problem and the results al I fall within the 25%-35% range,
as do the VCCS computations.
Admissions and Counseling
JLARC reported:

(pp.. 15-22)

-Admissions is a two step process. Admission to courses is available to
any person who is at leas t 28 yea rs of age a r has grad uated from high
school and who shows, through counsel ing and testing, he or she can
benefit from instruction. The second step involves admission to a
specific program of instruction. In compliance with legislative intent
State Board pol icy requires that students demonstrate the aptitude and
skill necessary to complete instructional programs as a prerequisite for
admission.
-The VCCS does not have system-wide qualitative admissions standards or
sufficient controls to insure compliance with State Board pol icy. In
effect, admissions to al I programs is open.
-Two out of three teaching faculty members in the VCCS feel that students
lack the fundamental skills required for community college coursework.

-Retention/graduation rates for VCCS students range from 25% to 35%.
-It is reasonable to infer that completion rates wi II

increase if admission

standards appropriate to curricular areas are used.
-Counselors should be given explicit responsibil ity to insure that
standards are met.
VCCS response:

(PP. 7-8)

-The VCCS colleges are following admission and counsel ing pol icies in
accordance with the philosophy of the comprehensive community college.
-Testing is not required by either State Board or legislative intent.
-Testing is not a val id predictor of academic succesS.
-Testing is not the answer to attrition problems and there is no evidence
to support the opinion that it helps students stay in programs, reduces
attrition, or assures qual ity performance.
-The counselor's role is not that of an admissions officer.
JLARC comments:
-The State Board policy regarding admission to instructional programs
is not being carried out.
-While testing is not specifically directed by State Board pol icy, testing
is in keeping with these policies and legislative intent in that it is
one means of ascertaining interest and aptitude. Although testing should
not be used as an absolute predictor of success or failure, research
has shown it to be of general predictive value.
-JLARC did not conclude that testing is the answer. On the contrary,
testing should be used as a supplement to other counsel ing procedures,
including the use of remedial options.
-JLARC does not agree that counselors should limit themselves solely to
helping students identify educational and career goals. They should
also assess student ability to attain those goals and offer realistic
advice. Although the JLARC Counselor Survey shows the 76% of the
responding counselors regard the former as a high priority, almost half
feel that assessing student capability is also a priority are9. We
feel this should be encouraged.
-Although counselors do not make actual admission decision, State Board
pol icy clearly assigns them an active role in this process by basing
the decision on the recommendation of the counselor and the approval of
the instructional division concerned.

Counsel ing Workloads
JLARC reported:

(pp. 25-30)

-On the basis of a general headcount ratio, counseling services in
the VCCS appear to be understaffed. This pattern is particularly
acute at the larger colleges located in major urban areas.
VCCS response:

(p. 23)

-VCCS concurs in the need for more counselors and will examine student
counselor ratios based on headcount enrollment and seek additional
funding for implementation.
JLARC comments:
-Requests for additional counseling personnel must be based on a clear
understanding of the relationship between potential and actual workloads.
-The greatest need for counselors is in the large urban colleges.
-VCCS should also explore the use of paraprofessionals and student
assistants to rel ieve counselors of routine duties as a means of more

effectively util izing professional talent.
Student Classification by Program
JLARC reported:

(pp. 11,47,65, A-7 to A-lO)

-Accurate student classification by purpose in attending a community
college is necessary to effectively plan, staff and budget educational
p rog rams.
-VCCS reports I ist more than half of their students as unclassified--that
is, their educational objectives are not knowo by the VCCS.
-Instutional budgets are based on student faculty ratios of 15:1 for
occupational-technical and developmental students, and 20:1 for universityparallel students. Schools must assign unclassified students to Olle
of the budget allowance ratios. JLARC found most colleges assign them to
the vocational category which results in the most favorable budget allowance.

-Because of the need to determine students' actual program classification
for analysis, JLARC reclassified students using information obtained from
student questionnaires. The primary factors used were (1) purpose for
attending, (2) field of study, U) degree expected, and (4) student
perception of program enrollment.
VCCS response:

(pp. 17-18)

-VCCS acknowledges the need to improve their student classification system-been struggling with the problem for several years.

-JLARC approach to student classification was inadequate.
-Intend to pursue this problem and feel that MIS will help.
JLARC comments:
-JLARC is encouraged that the VCCS recognizes the need for accurate
student classification and plans to give priority attention to this
problem.
-JLARC did not present their method of classification as one to be used
by the VCCS to maintain accurate student classification records. In
order to evaluate the effectiveness of the VCCS it was necessary to
determine the students purpose in attending. VCCS records were not
acceptable since more than 50% of the students were reported as
unclassified. JLARC is convinced that student classifications presented
in the JLARC report are sound for the purpose intended.
Enrollment and Graduates Reported in Programs That Have Not Been Approved
JLARC reported:

(pp. 43,49,68-71,73)

-Council of Higher Education approval is required for all Associate in
Arts and Associate in Science degree programs.
-All certificate and diploma programs must be approved by the Oepartment

of Community Colleges.
-JLARC found numerous examples of either enrollment or graduates
reported in programs that had not received approval from the proper
author i ty.
VCCS response:

(p. 24)

-With the exception of two programs, all programs that have had graduates
and require council approval have been approved--clerical error accounts
for both. They are now in the process of approval.
J LARC commen t s :
-JLARC's findings clearly indicate that inadequate controls have been
exercised by the VCCS. Contrary to the VCCS response, graduates were
reported in three programs and enrollment was reported in another 20
programs which the Council of Higher Education has certified were not
approved.
Faculty Productivity
JLARC reported:

(pp. 140-144)

-System-wide the VCCS fall quarter full-time teaching faculty appears
to have a high degree of productivity, but there are variations within
and among schools that the present VCCS data system is incapable of
monitoring.

VCCS response:

(pp. 19-20)

-VCCS faculty productivity which averaged 259 student credit hours per
quarter for 1973-74 is somewhat above the average required to meet
student-to-facultyratio budget guidelines -- 255 students credit hours
(17 students x 15 cre~its).
JLARC comments:
-The VCCS faculty productivity reports and their response to the JLARC
evaluation are based on system-wide averages.
-Averages obscure individual and program productivity within schools and
substantial differences among schools. Such differences impact upon
budgeting, planning and assessment of institutional performance and
appropriateness of programs.
-JLARC found that faculty productivity at eleven schools was below the
VCCS guidel ine figure. Approximately 14% of the VCCS full-time faculty
taught less than a minimum standard of 180 student credit hours.
Long Range Planning
JLARC reported:

(pp. 113-116)

-VCCS long range planning is deficient.
-The VCCS master plan developed in 1966 has not been updated; and, today
VCCS does not have a long range plan.
VCCS response:

(pp. 14-16)

-VCCS catalogs their attempts at planning Over the years and concludes
that Management by Objectives (MBa) will provide the basis for
developing a plan of operation and evaluation of the system.
-MBa wil I be operational by 1977-78 if fully funded.
JLARC comments:
-MBa is but one tool available to managers in tracking performance
against identifiable objectives.
-JLARC's point is that the VCCS first needs a long range plan for the
system. Then, the institutions can logically develop goals and
objectives consistent with the system design; and, VCCS management can
make effective use of MBa and other management tools to manage on a day
to day basis.
Management Information System
JLARC reported:

(pp. 117-121)

-The VCCS has identified the need for additional management information
and is in the process of developing a computerized management information

system (MIS) to be fully implemented by 1979. Progress has been delayed
and a satisfactory method of funding has not yet been established.
-Efforts should be made to accelerate MIS implementation.
VCCS response:

(pp. 12-13)

-The VCCS agrees with the need to accelerate implementation of MIS and
points to need for additional funds and more cooperation from State
agencies involved in ADP approvals.
JLARC comments:

-A portion of the cost of MIS should be offset by a reduction in the
number of VCCS personnel now performing tasks that will become automated.
According to the chancellor, about 25 such positions can be eliminated
in the department alone.
-As indicated in the attached letter of March 11, 1975 from the Division
of Automated Data Processing to the Department of Community Colleges,
delay in implementation rests in part on the lack of adequate planning
by the VCCS.
Training For New and Expanding Industries--Special Training Division
JLARC reported:

(pp. 97-109)

-The VCCS has not exercised appropriate policy supervision of the
Special Training Division activities.
-Definitive program objectives have not been established and
operating guidel ines have not received proper approval.
-Lack of supervision has resulted in unintended training for attrition,
competition for reimbursable training, and erroneous reporting of
i nformat ion.
-Special Training Division's recordkeeping system must be improved to
accurately reflect information that can be used to assess its effectiveness.
-Regional field offices should be el iminated or accomodated on an "as
needed" basis at one of the colleges.

-A fiscal audit of division expenditures should be performed.
VCCS response:

(pp. 32-33)

-The Special Training Division of the VCCS has operated with the approval
of the Legislature and the State Board for Community Colleges within the
guidelines provided:
- Guidelines were adopted by the State Board for Technical Education,
November 30, 1965.

- The division was included in Policies, Procedures, and Regulations
approved by the State Board.
-The guidel ines are under study.
JLARC comments:
-Minutes of the November 30, 1965 State Board meeting show that a draft
of the guidelines was presented to the Board and changes were discussed.
The subcommittee was directed to hold further discussions with persons
in the Division of Industrial Development regarding the amended draft.
The meeting adjourned without the approval of the guidel ines.
-The State Board Pol icies, Procedures, and Regwlations for the VCCS
specify special trainin programs as one of several programs that can
be offered at each community college.
-JLARC stands on the finding that evidence has not been found to indicate
that guidel ines for special training activities have been approved by
proper authority.
VCCS response:

(pp. 32-38)

-VCCS agrees that additional records are required to provide for trainee
fol low-up and more detailed costing of the programs and this area is
under study.
JLARC comments:
-JLARC concurs.
be overhauled.
VCCS response:

In fact, the division's entire recordkeeping system must

(p. vii)

-The Special Training Division has operated within flexible guidel ines
developed for the highly competitive industrial needs.

-No industry or business was given special or favored treatment.
JLARC comments:
-Special training programs should be restricted to training for new or
expanding industries.
-JLARC's findings clearly establish that trainin~ has been provided for
replacement due to attrition and to upgrade employees.
In fact, the
largest single training program--General Electric at Portsmouth--is
predominately replacement oriented.
VCCS response:

(p. 37)

-Supervisory training programs are conducted by the Special Training
Division on a reimburseable basis.

-The Chancellor has issued a memorandum to the college presidents which
specified that all supervisory training programs involving special
training personnel that were requested by industry would be coordinated
through the office of the Director of Continuing Education for each
respective college.
JLARC comment:
-JLARC found that the chancellor's memorandum has not been effective in
shifting emphasis on supervisory training from the Special Training
Division to the colleges.
-Management development and supervisory training should be restricted to
the community colleges except in unusual or specific cases authorized
by the State Board.

(ATTACHMENT TO JLARC COMMENTS ON VCCS ANALYSIS)
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March 11. 1975

Dr. S. A. Burnett, Vice-Chancellor
Department of Community Colleges
911 East Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23212
Dear Dr. Burnett:
This is in reply to your request for approval to contract with two
firms for services in the development of the Community College MIS. The
request and related materials submitted with the request and/or on file
have been reviewed. Following is a summary of the status of the MIS
Project as it relates to the current request as understood by the Division
of Automated Data Processing, and a statement of the course that would
seem most appropriate to follow.
Summary:
The request is for expenditure of an additional $564,720 for outside
consulting and progralnming assistance on a Time and Materials basis from
the period of 1/1/75 through 6/30/76. While this amount may be within
your current working budget, it appears to be over and above the budget
projected in the biennial ADP budget request (Appendix 0).
The original definition of and request for contract services was for
the Budget and Accounting SUbsystems with an estimated expenditure of about
$140,000 through July of 1974. It is understood that about $200,000 has been
spent to date, but the Budget Subsystem has not been done and only half of
the amount spent was solely on the Accounting SUbsyst~n. The bulk of the
remaining funds were spent on general routines which are also used by
the Accounting Subsystem. The original schedules indica~ed that the
Accounting Subsystem was to be installed by the Fall of 1974. In the
July 1974 version of the Community College Plan, the schedule for completion
of Accounting was rescheduled to 1/1/75 and Budgeting to 5/1/76. Accounting
is now anticipated to be installed by Fall, 1975. Budgeting was determined
to be of lower priority than others and moved down the line.
About $75,000 of the new request is what is estimated to complete
Accounting and the balance is for work on Admission, Registration, Position
Classified, Faculty, and Payroll Subsystems.

Dr. Burnett
Dept. of Community Colleges
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The reason for the seeming cost and schedule overruns and scope of
work underestimates does not appear to be because of poor performance by
the contractors; but, rather, because the work is not well enough defined
when budgets, schedul€s and contracts are committed.
Discussion:
Although the McManis t~IS System design was adopted in principle, it
is not, in fact, the specific technical basis for the work which is currently
being done. The latest (July 1974) version of the Community College System
ADP Plan is, of course, not a system design either; so that subsystem
design must be done as part of subsystem work which has to be budgeted
and scheduled prior to definition. The original "Master Plan" did contain
budgetary estimates for developing an MIS, but none of the subsequent
plans have contained budgetary projections for the entire system.
The Community Colleges feels that it is to their advantage to gradually
progress in that they have more flexibility than if the whole "system"
had to be fully designed prior to execution of any parts of it. While
that statement is true, it leaves the whole MIS system development open
ended in completion time, capability, and cost (for the capability in
a given time). Without subsystem level objectives, requirements, and
contraints having been documented prior to beginning work, the potential
danger is that the end result may not meet the needs of the people whom
it is supposed to service, but rather, will end up being what the designers
and programmers think the users "ought to" need or be doing, or what can
be produced for a budgeted amount and/or within a fixed deadline, etc.
Without good overall definition and documentation, it is difficult to
consider the alternatives to Time and Materials contracting, or alternative
contractors for getting the work or parts of the work accomplished.
Approach:
Based on the preceding interpretation of the status to the MIS Project,
it is believed that the most appropriate course to be followed would be to,
1)

Complete the Accounting Task as currently planned,

2)

Bring the MIS architecture, design, and plans up-to-date to
reflect what is to be produced, what requirements the system(s)
will satisfy, and what are the current schedules and cost estimates,

3)

Undertilke contrilcts by philse of developilielit so that there is 11
definitive statenent of work and specified products to be delivered
by contract personnel at each major step, (in contrast to contracting
the entire, unspecified work now.)

This approach will allow better overall management evaluation and
contro 1 of contractor performance. If adequa te specifi ca ti ons are produced
at each phase, then the option exis~s to compete and possibly reduce costs
for the development of the systems. l
l'A recent analysis of contract costs by the Division of ADP showed that
contract manpower costs from 3D to 5D percent more than internal costs
and that there are substantial cost differences between contractors.

Dr. Burnett
Dept. of Community Colleges
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Consequently, it is requested that your request for approval be
restructured along these lines.
Si ncere ly,

~
'--~~ ~ ~~\Q
Carl W. Bell

ADP Deputy Director for Higher Education

cc:

Dr. Dana B. Hamel
Community Colleges
Dr. J. Howard Bryant
Director, ADP
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April 15, 1975
Mr. Ray D. Pethtel, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Cammissian
823 East Ma in Street - Su ite 200
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Ray:
I have reviewed the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission's program
eva luatian of the Virginia Cammunity College System. Although I have nat been able to
study thoroughly a II of the areas noted in the eva luatian, I have identified those recammendatians pertaining directly to the Council of Higher Education. Rather than camment
an the aver-all evaluation, I will limit these remarks to the Council-related sections. The
entire evaluation will be distributed to the members of the Council of Higher Education
when the printed copies became available.
There appear to be four matters cited in the report for which specific action by
the Council of Higher Education is recammended. These are articu lotion, enrollment
projections, space planning guidelines, and program approval. All of these areas are important to the Council. Several of these are addressed at the policy level in The Virginia
Plan for Higher Education, others in legislation passed by the 1974 General Assembly to
increase the responsibilities of the Council, and all are an-gaing concerns of the staff.
On the matter of articulation, the Council has called for articulation agreements
between Virginia's state-supported, four-year colleges and universities and the Virginia
Community College System, and has employed a person, in conjunction with the Community
College System, to work toward this end. The Council has been concerned about satisfactory transfer arrangements for same time. As early as 1967, an advisory committee an
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articulation was established by the Council. Basic policies were developed which, I believe,
assisted the institutions during the early years of the community college system (see
attachment) .
It is now time to re-examine those early policies and establish more specific guide-

lines for articu lation. The problem is heightened considerably by the number of AAS degree
holders who transfer to senior institutions. The Commission's specific recommendations,
such as that for a transfer guide on courses which are fully transferable to four-year
colleges, may be helpful in giving additional impetus to our efforts.
I must point out that the Council of Higher Education is restricted by law from
establishing admissions criteria for the individual institutions. Likewise, the community
college system cannot force senior institutions to accept any particu lar credits. Thus, any
new transfer agreements will be only as binding as the individual institutions choose to make
them. I do, however, wish to assure the Commission that the Council will take a leadership
role in this important area.
Enrollment projections will continue to be a Council and General Assembly
concern. The Council staff has in the past placed its greatest emphasis on projecting
enrollment for the State as a whole. For the four-year colleges, we have achieved a
satisfactory level of accuracy, and for 1970-71, the community college projections 'were
within a satisfactory range. For the 1972-74 biennium, however, the changing mix of
full-time/part-time students, lack of certain facilities, the phase-down, in Vietnam,
economic conditions, and other factors difficu It to project, caused our projections to be
wide of the mark. I believe the 1974-75 FTE student enrollment figures for the Virginia
Community College System will again be in the satisfactory range.
With the General Assembly's formal assignment of responsibility for enrollment
projections to the Council of Higher Education in 1974, I can assure you this will receive
one of the highest staff priorities. We at the Council recognize the importance of accurate
projections and the necessity for making them on an institution-by-institution basis. During
the coming years, this will be an extremely difficult process. The rapidly changing mix
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of students between full- and part-time and the artificially high enrollments caused by
increasing unemployment further cloud the crystal ball. Still, I believe the facts are incontrovertible that enrollments will soon level off and actually decline during the middle '80s.
Thus, the need for careful planning, especially for capital outlay is critical.
The student classification concerns raised by the Commission's evaluation are not
directly a part of enrollment projections but they significantly influence financia I projections and, therefore, must be looked at carefully. We share the Commission's concern for
the large number of community college students in the unclassified category. We will
attempt to work with the community colleges on this matter as we approach the short-term
enrollment projections for the 1976-78 biennium.
The Commission's suggestions concerning space planning guidelines will be
reviewed by the facilities section of our staff. The day-evening space requirements for
the community colleges differ from those for many of the senior colleges, particularly
those in the rural areas. The staff does day and evening space utilization studies and along
with the Division of Engineering and Buildings reviews requests of the Department of
Community Colleges for leasing of space. While community colleges have large evening
programs, if we build--as have utilities--for peak loads, we will be faced with
unjustifiably low space utilization for other hours of operation.
I believe that Virginia has one of the best capital outlay planning procedures
existent in the country. The early work by the Capital Outlay Coordinating Commission
has been implemented and supplemented by the work of the Counci I of Higher Education.
The space utilization guidelines to be used for the 1976-78 biennium are consistent with
national standards in every way. Although the guidelines were not in effect during the
early planning and construction phases of the community college system, I believe they
now will lead to better space planning and utilization.
The matter of reviewing and approving, or disapproving, degree program requests
and discontinuing non-productive programs is one in which the Council has considerable
experience. In 1970, the Cou nc i I began to study degree productivity in graduate degree
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programs. At that time, more than forty programs were identified as having zero productivity
for more than a five-year period. It was not unti I the 1974 legislation that the Counci I was
given the authority to term inate non-productive programs.
After careful work with the institutions in preparation for this authority, the
Cou ncil adopted productivity standards. In 1974, the Cou nci I staff re-examined graduate
degree productivity. As a resu It of that review, a number of programs were terminated
while others were combined for greater efficiency. The productivity standards include
criteria for the community colleges. The Council staff will soon begin to undertake the
appropriate review with the cooperation of the Department of Community Colleges.
I believe the current program approval process is a good one and is fully understood by all institutions. Any programs operating in the community college system without
the approval of the State Board for Community Colleges or the Council of Higher Education
may have resulted from an accident of reporting on the part of the community colleges, the
actions of overzealous faculty members who combined courses to establish new programs
without the proper institutional and departmental approval, or from a difference in
definition of programs between the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission and the
Council of Higher Education. In any event, the information contained in the evaluation
will be helpful both to the community colleges and the Council in this important area.
My previous comments have all addressed recommendations in the evaluation
dealing specifically with Council of Higher Education responsibilities. I believe I must
comment on the process of evaluation used by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission and the role of the Council of Higher Education. It seems to me that the Council,
the agency statutorily responsible for coordinating higher education, and the Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission, the commission statutorily responsible for legislative oversight,
shou Id come to an early agreement about study procedures, study format, and definition of
terms. Had this been done prior to your most recent evaluation, I think several problems
of interpretation could have been avoided. These include class size data, faculty workload,
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and non-productive academic programs. The entire higher education community and all
of Virginia's citizens would be better served if this procedure were followed.
As noted earlier, I will share the Commission's evaluation with the Council members
and keep you informed of Council and staff reactions relating to the evaluation.
Sincere Iy,

Q~
Daniel E. Marvin, Jr.
Director
DEMJr/dtb
Enclosure

December II, 1969
February 25, 1971

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF THE STATE COUNCIL
OF HIGHER EDUCATION FOR VIRGINIA
Policies and Procedures Concerning
Guide Iines for Promoting Articu lation Between Two-Year
Colleges and Four-Year Colleges and Universities in Virginia
Consistent with its responsibility to develop and maintain a coordinated system of
higher education in Virginia, the State Council of Higher Education at its April 3,
1967 meeting approved guidelines designed to promote the smooth transfer of students completing appropriate college transfer programs in two-year colleges to the
four-year colleges and universities in Virginia. The Articulation Advisory Committee has conducted continuous follow-up since 1967 and the State Council has
updated these guidelines at its December II, 1969 meeting and again at its June 8,
1972 meeting. The updated set of Guidel ines follows:
I.

In order to assist students in evaluating iheir general progress and the
appropriateness of .their educational objectives, four-year institutions
and two-year co lieges shou Id work i ointly and establ ish systematic
procedures to provide counse lors and advisors with current and continuing information about comparable courses, curriculum changes,
requirements for admission, student characteristics, student services,
and performance of transfers.

II.

Two-year college students should be encouraged to choose as early as
possible the four-year institution and program into which they expect
to transfer in order to plan programs which may include all lower division requirements of the four-year institution. Transfer students
should be given the option of satisfying graduation requirements which
were in effect at four-year institutions at the time they enrolled as
freshmen, subject to conditions or qualifications which apply to native
students.

III.

Performance in the college transfer program offered by twa-year college is the best single predictor of success in four-year institutions
and, therefore, shou Id count heavi Iy in the evaluation of transfer applicants.

IV.

Admissions standards of four-year institutions should be stated clearly
to assist two-year college students in planning for transfer.

V.

Transfer applicants from institutions which have institutional approval
from the State Council of Higher Education should be evaluated on the
same basis as applicants from regionally accredited institutions.

December 11, 1969
February 25, 1971

VI.

The evaluation of transfer courses by four-year institutions should serve
to inform the individual student at the time of admission how for he has
advanced toward his degree objective and what residence and subject
requirements must still be met.

VII.

The satisfactory completion of on appropriate two-year associate degree
transfer program should normally assure upper division standing at the
time of transfer although this does not unconditionally guarantee transfer of a II credi ts.

VIII.

Two-year college students are encouraged to complete their Associate
in Arts or Associate in Sciences Degree before transferring to a senior
college except in specialized curricula where it would be to the students I advantage to transfer earl ier.

IX.

The Two-Yeor/Four-Yeor Articulation Advisory Committee composed
of representatives from public and private two-year and four-year institutions should meet at least semi-annually to consider appropriate
problems, suggest needed studies, and recommend to the State Council
of Higher Education additional guidelines for effective articulation.

June 8, 1972
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Honorable Ray D. Pethtel, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
823 East Main Street - Suite 200
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Mr. Pethtel:
JLARC Report
"Virginia Community College System"
We have reviewed the final report, which was delivered to us on March 20,
1975, and want to express our appreciation for the opportunity to comment. (We
have made no effort to analyze specific data.)
The report in its final form is not fully responsive to Some of the items of
major COncern mentioned in our March 4 letter to you. Also, in the interest of
perspective, we believe some brief comment is in order with reference to certain
other points not mentioned in our March 4 letter. Accordingly, our comments on
the final report are as follows:
1. Delay in processing expenditures for public service courses, Pages 134
et seq. of the report.

This specific problem has not previously been reported to us, and we
expect to obtain further information about it from the Department of Community
Colleges. It is our suggestion that any complaint of this nature be referred to
the Department, the Division of the Budget, and any other office concerned for
corrective action, rather than to amend the Code to provide an exception for
these funds. Our reasons are:
(a) Similar courses are offered in some of the senior institutions which
could reasonably expect to have any exception extended to them. The rationale
could be extended indefinitely. If there are delay problems in any State agency,
they need to be addressed as such and a solution sought from that standpoint.
(b) We think it would be undesirable to develop a pattern of handling
State funds through local bank accounts, which Section 2-1.180, Code of Virginia,
was intended to prevent. We believe the principle that funds collected by State
agencies should be handled through the State treasury is a sound one. We do not
believe the comparison with endowment funds is valid.
(c) The Budget Bill, the Budget Document, the Appropriation Act, and
related statistical material cover only funds which are handled through the State
treasury. If public service funds are excluded from the requirements of
Section 2-1.180, the cost of the program will not be reflected in these documents.
This would be particularly undesirable if general fund support for public service
activities, for which there is pressure, is provided, as the budget materials would
then reflect only the general fund cost of the program.
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2. Appropriation of funds for the Management Information System, Page 172
of the report.
There are several options, with pros and cons for each. Generally, we
favor - because of the size and growth trend - an identification of total EDP
cost; and, an identification of costs to users.

Electronic data processing (except when an instruction field) is not
itself a program, but a tool for the conduct of programs. In some agencies, we
have endeavoured to identify, separately, the amounts expended for EDP, but with
the intent to arrive at a means of later having the costs distributed to the
programs served. Where a separate identification by budget activity is not made,
sums for EDP are identified and recommended amounts are related to these sums,
as a part of the budget review (Appendix 0);
At present, computer center working capital funds exist at the University
of Virginia, the College of William and Mary, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, which are higher education regional computer centers. Handling
of computer charges in this way is a necessity, since each of these centers serves
a number of other institutions and agencies. The volume of transactions is such
that it is not possible to balance and close accounts with all users by the end
of a biennium, resulting in overlapping of bienniums between the time a cost is
incurred by the working capital fund and the reimbursement of that cost by the
using agency.
The JLARC proposal appears to regard the MIS and the EDP capabilities of
the total community college system as one and the same. Our impression is that
the MIS is one part of a total data processing operation. At least some of the
MIS cost is for individual community college administration and instruction and
thus can be properly chargeable to those individual colleges. (Systems management
would require an identification of costs for the various applications, in any
event.) These aspects should be considered, as well as the mode of operation of
the three regional computer centers, in connection with the suggested line-item
appropriation for community college system MIS.
3. A point of clarification is needed in connection with the enrollment
projections. In the preparation of the Executive Budget recommendations, only
enrollment projections which have been approved by the State Council of Higher
Education are used. Any questions which this office has pertaining to these projections are directed to the Council rather than the institutions of higher
education. This has been standard budget policy since the 1970-72 biennium.
4. Referring to the material on Page S-18 concerning the appropriations per
FTE student, such amounts are the result of previous computations. In other words,
we do not budget a predetermined amount per FTE student. Accordingly, if more
accurate enrollment projections had been used, application of the various budget
gUidelines to those projections would not necessarily result in the dollar amount
of savings which are specified on Page S-18. The reason is that there are certain
fixed costs inherent in any enrollment. Also, a revised projection entailing
varied revisions of the numbers of students in each level of enrollment would not
result in a proportionate change in the number of faculty positions.
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In accordance with your recent call, we understand this letter is to be
included in the final report as printed.
Sincerely yours,

~~~~~~~
John R. McCutcheon
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